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ABSTRACT

Using Benedict Anderson’s Imagined Communities, “The Plantation Pull: Modernities
and Genre in the Anglo-Hispanic-Dutch Caribbean-Atlantic, 1831-1935” contrasts the idea of
homogeneous national ideals with depictions in literature of stratified geopolitical regions deeply
divided by issues of race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status matching those ambivalent spaces
described by Homi Bhabha in Nation and Narration. The project demonstrates in literature the
way that the values of the capitalist plantation machine based around mechanization and
modernization, what I term “the plantation pull,” nevertheless thwarts one of the major iterations
of modernity in the nineteenth century: nation formation. The “plantation pull” encompasses the
way in which the sweeping and polarizing effects of power and money in a colonial schema of a
European/American populace consuming the products and profits of slave labor influenced not
only the commercial markets across the globe, but affected everyday social norms, consumerism,
psychology and ethics from New Orleans to Havana and London. Conversely, I argue that
systems that I term "micro-modernities," which counter the workings of macro-plantation
economies, and engagements in such modernities, especially by women and people of color,
forward a unifying national agenda far more. The project utilizes slave narratives, melodrama,
fiction, as well as historical data about routes that created plantation cultures and economies
worldwide. Chapter one, “Caribbean-Atlantic Routes of Slave Writings: 'Resident / Alien'
Circumnavigated” analyzes the psychological and economic pull of West Indian slavery from the
perspective of the doubly-colonized slave/colonial subject in Manzano’s Autobiografía de un
ii

esclavo / Autobiography of a Slave and The History of Mary Prince, A West Indian Slave,
Related by Herself. Chapter two, “The Mixed-race Melodrama of Plantation Romances”
advocates for the inclusion of melodrama in plantation studies and deconstructs the function of
multiculturalism and racial mixture in the British-/American-performed play, The Octoroon, and
the Puerto Rican La cuarterona “The Quadroon,” in the context of nineteenth-century global
protest drama. Chapter three, “Forging a New Identity, Forsaking Nostalgia for Some Forgotten
Whole: Kate Chopin’s At Fault and Cola Debrot’s My Black Sister, Reconciliation Narratives
that Diversify,” considers the post-colonial reconciliation moment of the U.S. South and the
Dutch Caribbean in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, respectively.
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DEDICATION
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those writing Ph.D dissertations in English I give you proof—it can be done.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
“Hoping to exploit the resources of the new lands for commercial gain, they planned to imitate the Portuguese
factoría scheme, which Columbus had seen in Africa. A factoría was a fortified trading post attended by salaried
workers. Columbus and the Spanish Crown would be the sole owners of the enterprise, and they would share the
profits produced by men subjected to a rigid wage labor regime. . . . Between 1494 and 1495, Columbus launched
three long military campaigns to subdue the native population. In the course of these campaigns, he discovered that
he could save money by offering enslaved Indians to his workers in exchange for their salaries.” (Frank Moya Pons,
History of the Caribbean 4-5)

Early in the violent contact of Europeans attempting to master the Americas and their
inhabitants, the invaders’ primary motivations in the region (whatever the overdetermined
reasons for the transatlantic voyage) quickly consolidated around one: profit. The drive for
profit eclipsed all else. The Spanish first established gold mines and sugar plantations upon the
island that Columbus named Española (Hispaniola)—modern day Haiti and the Dominican
Republic—using as forced laborers the Taíno and Carib Indians, whose shared ancestors, the
Arawaks, originally resided near the Orinoco River in what is now Venezuela (Moya Pons 3).
The encomienda system that preceded African slavery in the Americas based on Indian labor
“differed very little from slavery” (Moya Pons 7). After fifteen years of Spanish colonization,
roughly 340,000 of 400,000 Indians originally on Hispaniola had died of disease, overwork, lack
of food, and mass suicide (Moya Pons 7-8). To partially restock the decimated labor force on
Hispaniola the Spaniards seized 40,000 Indians from other Caribbean islands including Puerto
Rico, the Bahamas, and the Lesser Antilles between 1508 and 1513 (Moya Pons 8). This
decimation of Indian labor set the stage for African slavery just as the Portuguese factoría
system in Africa provided the foundation for the encomienda in the Americas. On January 22,
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1510, King Ferdinand authorized fifty slaves to be transported from Africa to work the mines on
Hispaniola—and so began formal slavery in the Americas (Thomas 92). The fate of the Indian
and African slave laborers were intertwined; both populations served as expendable cogs in the
indomitable capitalist machine. European Americans inaugurated an era of brutal domination of
Indians and Africans in the Americas, the land of the Americas, and many other peoples and
regions globally, largely via plantation colonization.1
This story of origins, about how peoples from three continents came to inhabit the
Americas, is not told frequently enough (especially in the US) as a violent racializing
commercial project—and one which from early on included Africans. Although certain Latin
American countries such as Mexico and Cuba openly ascribe with historical plaques and
monuments to the tragic and violent origin narratives such as are found in the description above
and in the epigraph these are rarer representations of hemispheric cultural histories.
Commemorative sites such as Mexico’s Plaza de las Tres Culturas in Tlatelolco, Mexico City
mark “el doloroso nacimiento del pueblo mestizo / que es el mexico de hoy” ‘the painful birth of
the mestizo people / That today is Mexico.’2 Similarly in Cuba, sites such as the Monument to
Plácido (a famous mixed-race Cuban poet) in Havana’s Plaza Cristo that quote Plácido’s poem
“El Juramento” ‘The Judgment’ and observe the poet’s bitter end and perhaps signify the deaths
of many other blacks who were assumed conspirators in the Escalera plot of 1844. Plácido and
others were condemned [to] “morir a las manos de un verdugo” ‘die at the hands of an
executioner.”3 These historic sites and the narratives behind them contradict more iconic and
more hopeful US narratives embodied by symbols frequently used to represent immigration
journeys and cultural mixture such as “Thanksgiving,” “The Statue of Liberty,” the US as a
“melting pot,” or even “the American dream.” Puerto Rico, too, has a conception of itself as a
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gran familia which contemporary critical race theory scholars have largely undercut.
Juxtaposing circum-Caribbean histories together, then, as this project does, allows for a more
complex, critical perspective of hemispheric origins and the modernities of the nineteenth-and
early-twentieth centuries.
National origin myths of the Americas, even as some incorporate more of history’s
tragedies, largely eschew a discussion of the way unchecked plantation-based capitalism has
crippled nations or kept them from being self-determined nation-states all together. I argue the
underpinnings of part of our hemispheric American cultures founded largely upon plantation
societies exhibit the competitiveness and desire for wealth imbued with racism, classism, and
general divisiveness apparent in the epigraph of Columbus and the Spanish Crown planning to
extract (and accumulate) huge profits “they would share” which were “produced by men
subjected to a rigid wage labor regime” (4). “Sharing” existed, then, only between Columbus
and the money short Spanish Crown. Alternately, the European men waging wars against the
indigenous throughout the Caribbean and soon in Mexico and South America, unless they too
were ruthless, thieving, and/or closely connected to the Crown, would also be subject to a “rigid
wage labor regime”—they would be largely deprived of the material gain their own efforts were
securing. But, as a consolation prize, these invader-enforcers would be given a position in the
hierarchy—something they probably had not enjoyed or could have afforded in the Old
Country—they would have total power over others, they would possess a wageless labor force,
their own slaves, their own potentiality for sustained profit. Swiftly, before the end of the
fifteenth century, Columbus and the Spanish Crown had created and instituted the plantation
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system as they claimed possession of “their” New World. The sixteenth century would see the
British, French, Portuguese, Danish, and Dutch following closely on the Spaniards’ heels to
replicate this “successful” system in the Americas.
Origin myths, especially those associated with nations, are apt to highlight the heroic, the
praiseworthy, and the battles in which good triumphs over evil—these myths represent one way
in which official histories of the dominant power enter the cultural imaginary. This project seeks
to examine a counternarrative of actual practice derived from a diverse body of comparative
testimoni(o)al nineteenth- and early twentieth-century literature set on or around the plantation
system in the US South and the Caribbean-Atlantic basin. For George Yúdice testimonial
literature involves “the rejection of master discourses or prevailing frameworks of interpreting
the world and the increasing importance of the marginal” (21). Each of the works investigated
calls our attention to an individual and/or a minority group which testifies to an alternate
experience from the dominant narrative in a hegemonic imperial world. I focus on analyzing
literature in which is evident the destructive impulse of the plantation, specifically its negative
effects upon racial harmony (and often national harmony), progress of many kinds, and human
connection and community.
My analysis records the endurance of the plantation as a widespread institution governing
social, racial, and gender hierarchies, economies, and political systems. I argue that the
plantation is a primary foundation of the nation in the circum-Caribbean and yet it is antithetical
to it as the plantation is a clear impediment to nation formation and (re)development. I also
suggest that the plantation has played a profound role not only in global trade, but in ethical
codes, daily local commercial and social interactions, and in political conceptions. My project
maintains that capitalist models of commerce which have dominated our political structures for
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centuries create a “pull” towards hierarchical plantation relations rather than empathic relational
ones. The plantation pull is a psychological, commercial, political bond that ties its subjects to
those hierarchical ethics, and makes it difficult for individuals and groups such as abolitionists or
anti-colonial independence-minded groups to change the current system or create a new one.
And yet the plantation pull always generates resistance and this resistance, too, has a significant
impact on nation formation and development as well. Essentially, the plantation pull occurs
under the influence of the implementation and inculcation of a hyper-unethical capitalist mode in
which basic cultural and human values are disregarded.
Because the global economy insatiably consumed the goods which slave laborers cut,
distilled, picked, and produced from the raw materials of sugar cane, tobacco leaves, coffee
beans, cotton bolls, and more, this pull was a pervasive, inescapable phenomenon. All in the
global economy from metropole to colonial outpost felt the effects of its pull, but primarily the
most marginal—slaves and colonized people of color; the less marginal fell subject to the pull
itself. The “plantation pull” encompasses the way in which the sweeping and polarizing effects
of power and money in a colonial schema of a European/American populace consuming the
products and profits of slave labor. Nevertheless, the plantation pull affects geographies,
cultures, groups of people, and individuals quite differently based on their individual
experiences.
The plantation has been variously defined, many scholars building on Philip D. Curtin’s
helpful definition of the plantation complex which describes “forced labor . . . organized in largescale capitalist plantations . . . to supply a distant market with a highly specialized product” (1112), a definition I want to note and broaden. I see the plantation as a ubiquitous (albeit in the
strictly defined mode of master and slave, temporally-bounded) phenomenon which extends,
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utilizing a more liberal definition, into our twenty-first century world. Less nebulously, the
plantation forms an intensified mode of the modern capitalist economic system of which we are a
part and in which extreme “strategic factors” are used to insure the “inequality in profit-making
capacities for different sectors of the economy and in the earning capacities of different types of
workers” (Sassen 19). This system which continues to have a stranglehold on the twenty-first
century economy especially (but not exclusively) in the Global South has led to, for example, in
the early 2000s, “a new phase of wealth accumulation for some and a struggle merely to survive
for growing components of society, economy, and government” (Sassen 31).4 This foundational
economic component necessary for an understanding of the plantation and its relation to slavery
is also neglected among previous literary plantation studies. Thus sugar, tobacco, coffee, cotton,
and domestic work, the products of the plantations I will investigate, will also serve as important
nodes of analysis. In other words, in this project, I mean to use economic histories as a tangible
means of grasping plantation relations that for so many reasons (not least of which are the power
differentials inherent in plantation society and hierarchy) are difficult to accurately represent in
any form, including the historical or literary particularly because of the traumatic history and the
extremely unequal power relations involved.
In examining the plantation pull, however, this project seeks to look beyond the
traditional white European male world of economics and instead shift our perspective of the
plantation to perceive it as a hyper-modern institution replete with alternate (micro-) economies:
slave economies, slave literacies, domestic work, women’s labor, the labor of peoples of color,
and changing plantations and hierarchies with new masters and mistresses at their head. This
project seeks, in short to position itself within what have been called “global modernisms,” like
the title of Mark Wolleager’s edited collection, The Oxford Handbook of Global Modernisms,
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which, rather than focusing on a Western conception of time, space, and modernity, “aim to
develop more accurate accounts of cultural productions in particular locations by understanding
them as part of more inclusive systems of exchange, circulation, and multidirectional flows”
(Wolleager 14-15). Global modernisms, then, depart from the traditionally twentieth-century
situation of Modernism, seeking the technological innovations and anxieties produced by rapid
advancement in mechanization on a more local scale. I argue, like other global modernist
scholars, that the plantation was a modern institution in the Paul Gilroy sense of modern, in its
global circulation of people, goods, and capital. Mary Lou Emery, for example, calls plantation
slavery “arguably the first modern system of labor” (53). I, thus, argue against an earlier idea of
the plantation as a premodern entity, a remnant of feudalism, or even that the dominant
production of “the empire of cotton ushered in the modern world” which too closely revolves
around the industrial revolution in the Western world (Beckert xii). Instead, in the vein of global
modernist studies, I view a country’s or island’s modernism as its own major moment of
industrialization and modernization based on its own technological and mechanized history and
quite distinct from Western Modernism occurring roughly in the first third of the twentiethcentury. Moments of modernization separate from the pinnacle event constitute modernities. In
my project, modernities crop up in chapter one in the circulation of abolitionist sentiment and
writing in Cuba in the 1830s and 1840s, and in the circulation of Mary Prince herself and her
diverse and intimate knowledge of the British empire and many of its production systems. They
occur in chapter two in nineteenth-century drama in its depiction of the advent of a new wave of
Spanish immigration to Puerto Rico and the changing control of capital, ingenios, banking
institutions, and an influx of capital itself altered the location of pockets of wealth on the island,
and they occur in US and Puerto Rican melodrama and sentiment as modern cultural productions
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in the third quarter of the nineteenth century. Finally, modernities surface in the fiction
discussed in chapter three which limn industrial revolutions that led to changing power
structures, both at the end of the nineteenth century and in later iterations which lead to
Curaçao’s particular moment of modernism with the building and opening in 1918 of the Royal
Shell plant on Curaçao. This island’s moment of modernism radically altered the economic
potential for many, but especially the region’s black and mixed race residents, and lead to the
political development of Curaçao which lead to it becoming a formal nation-state in 2010.
The (island) proto-nations and nation-states within this study are fraught and sometimes
even largely (or altogether) thwarted in their political development because of the plantation pull.
Alternately, those same geo-political spaces are immeasurably enriched by the resistance to the
plantation pull either in writing (such as in the slave narratives of Mary Prince and Juan
Francisco Manzano), in acting out an ideal unified state (as in the melodramas of Dion
Boucicault and Alejandro Tapia Rivera), and in limning a diversified post-plantation world (as in
the fiction of Kate Chopin and Cola Debrot). While Prince’s text embodies the rapidly
expanding (imperial) British citizenry of the 1830s and Manzano’s urges a consideration of
exclusionary hierarchies that privilege race rather than birth on the island of Cuba, both texts
ultimately effect political and cultural change respectively. Prince’s text helped to end slavery in
the British West Indies and pave a road to citizenship for black and white West Indians.
Manzano’s effected cultural change by creating a foundation for a national literature.
Boucicault’s and Tapia’s dramas show the growing pains of an ideal and more inclusive
community against those of a fractured, divided regressive community. Finally, both Chopin and
Debrot portray gains for the black communities within the authors’ respective fictions including
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incipient ones in Chopin’s case and more lasting ones in Debrot’s case. All of the texts, then, to
some degree consider the (im)possibility of black citizenship and the modernities that made that
citizenship a reality for some and in some places in the nineteenth- and twentieth-century
Caribbean-Atlantic.
“The Plantation Pull: Modernities and Genre in the Anglo-Hispanic-Dutch CaribbeanAtlantic, 1831-1935” analyzes literature in English, Spanish, and translated into English from
Dutch. In addition to using a multi-lingual, transnational approach, and incorporating an
economic aspect, my inquiry is unique in one other major way: it begins in the first half of the
nineteenth century whereas other literary plantation studies (comparative and otherwise) begin
with literature written in the latter half of the nineteenth century (like Handley’s Postslavery in
the Americas) or in the twentieth century (like Elizabeth Russ’s The Plantation in the
Postslavery Imagination).5 The time period 1831-1935 spans an era of dawning global freedom
to a later generation of incipient Civil Rights for blacks worldwide. The 1830s saw the British
Empire abolish slavery and Brazil agree to abolish the maritime slave trade (1834) (though
Brazil wasn’t seriously committed to this law until pressure from Britain in 1850). The year of
1831 alone saw Bolivia abolish slavery and Nat Turner’s rebellion in Virginia in addition to the
publication of three editions of The History of Mary Prince, A West Indian Slave. The 1830s
belonged to a period which saw “the gradual legal abolition of the transatlantic slave trade”
(Surwillo 5).
Going back so far into the nineteenth century adds complications to an already complex
comparative scholarly project. Rather than the proto-nations or longer-established nations that
can be found in the Latin American circum-Atlantic in the 1880s, in the 1830s Cuba was an
extension of Spain (without many rights) and countries like Mexico and Brazil had only gained
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their independence a decade earlier (Mexico in 1821, Brazil in 1822). Texts written in the
Caribbean were published in the mother country (The History of Mary Prince in England, My
Black Sister in The Netherlands, and La cuarterona first read in Spain), and some were even
translated and then published in another country’s metropole (such as Manzano’s Autobiografía
first published in London in 1840 and also translated into French before it was published on his
own native island in his native language in 1937, almost 100 years after he is believed to have
completed it in 1839). Several of the authors and texts show transatlantic connections including
Boucicault, an Irish playwright with credits on both sides of the Atlantic who saw his play first
debut in New York in 1859 and in London in 1861 (with a different ending), and Tapia who read
La cuarterona in Madrid in 1867 and had it produced in San Juan a decade later. Unlike the
(relatively) fixed national boundaries in the Western Hemisphere found on a post-1950 global
map, the nineteenth century’s boundaries prove anything but clear and these texts reflect the
resultant transatlantic cultural dialogue.
This project also underscores the (sometimes hemispheric and/or transatlantic) alliances,
collaborations, and communities formed during the upheavals of the nineteenth century. With
abolition of the transatlantic slave trade on the horizon in the 1820s and 1830s, it would be the
dual preoccupation with the emancipation of slaves and independent rule by colonies and regions
such as the US South that would animate and dominate mid-century discourse. I argue that these
issues not only redraw maps but redraw opponents and communities often along extra-national
lines. Guterl notes in American Mediterranean: Southern Slaveholders in the Age of
Emancipation that there existed from the US “links to the wider fraternity of slaveholders in
Cuba, in Brazil, and elsewhere, or about their place and their role in the hemisphere.” He asserts
that “the master class . . . was connected—by ship, by overland travel, by print culture . . . by
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cultures and ‘structures of feeling that were not contained by the nation-state” (1). If this is so,
not only slaveholders, but abolitionists, free blacks, slaves, maroons, and authors from around
the globe were conjoined by the plantation and post-plantation and by the (post)-plantation
literary economy (although admittedly many of the other groups in this list are less
independently mobile than slaveholders).
Abolitionist-slave communities, for example, illustrate the very real connections among a
transnational community which the plantation links together. Juan Francisco Manzano’s
Autobiografía is an especially important example of such a community. Autobiografía is
“engarcagado” ‘commissioned’ (Jouve-Martín 503) by Domingo Del Monte, a wealthy “Cuban”
born in Venezuela whose transatlantic travel suggests he was equally at home on the Continent
or in the Caribbean, who then meets the Irish diplomat Richard R. Madden who is head of the
British Anti-slavery Commission in Havana. Del Monte gives to Madden Manzano’s two part
manuscript corrected by Anselmo Suárez y Romero in 1839 (Schulman 16). Madden translates
part of the autobiography into English and publishes it in London in 1840 with other proabolition literature (28). The second part of the autobiography is lost; the first part resides in the
National Archives in Havana, the city in which the narrative is finally published in its original
language in 1937. Manzano’s (corrected) text which itself completed a round-trip transatlantic
voyage via the hands of a number of multi-national individuals, thus demonstrates the potential
of the period’s literature to engender transnational collaboration.
As has been noted in other plantation analyses, because there are few written records
from the point of view of the slave, fiction and drama are in some ways as legitimate an
imaginary for this incomplete record as non-fiction (especially given the censorship in Spanish
America and Spain itself in the mid-nineteenth century). Writing across languages helps to
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bridge this gap. In fact, there is only one “known autobiographical account of Latin American
slavery,” so fiction becomes even more important in trying to recover the histories we have lost
forever (Manzano, back cover). Comparing Manzano’s narrative with other well-known
nineteenth-century slave narratives in English enriches our picture of slavery. If there are very
few slave narratives “writing back” to the dominant powers, then the least we can do as scholars
is to take the time to construct as accurate a portrait of real and fictional slavery as exists. As
Toni Morrison’s slave girl character Florens does literally in A Mercy, we must write on the
walls of the big house to tell the story that should not be lost or forgotten.
My approach is especially animated and guided by New Southern Studies scholarship.
Utilizing its profitable comparative methodology of hemispheric studies as modeled in such
works as Jon Smith and Deborah Cohn’s Look Away! The U.S. South in New World Studies and
George Handley’s Poststlavery Literatures in the Americas, this study seeks to look beyond the
delineations of nation and region in order to deconstruct time-worn boundaries and divisions and
see modernities anew. It seeks to add texts representing the varied experiences of diverse
peoples in the US, Latin America, and the Caribbean. New Southern Studies also represents the
realization of scholars that the US South needed freeing from a North / South axis to fully
understand the region. In fact, the same can be said of Latin America and the Caribbean which
similarly need freeing from the US’s economic imperialism and freeing from former (and
sometimes continuing) European imperial relationships to find their true diversity and their
unique voice.6 Thus, using New Southern Studies as a jumping off point, my investigation
envisions bringing new texts into dialogue with one another so as to create speak to the fields of
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American Studies, Caribbean Studies, and Latin American Studies. In positioning my
investigation in such a manner, I model my scholarship on the New Southern Studies of the last
fifteen years which eschews exceptionalism and well-worn geographical comparisons.
Yet not only governments and industries, but perhaps scholarship as well has been too
imperial-minded. At times, New Southern Studies scholars have, in using hemispheric texts,
reinscribed a new place, Latin America, with many of the formerly unflattering characterizations
of the South. It has become a place to be written upon, contrasted with the US South, and mined
for ways the South has influenced the region, without seeing those influences as travelling in
both directions. Earl Fitz, in his essay on Brazilian literature in the Look Away! collection
inveighs that:
As it currently exists, the [literary] relationship [between Latin America and the
United States] is far too one-sided, and this does not bode well for either party.
To correct this problem and to facilitate a more balanced and mutually respectful
approach to inter-American relations in the future, scholars need to free
themselves from the prejudices of religion, language, history, and cultural ‘worth’
that have plagued them for so long and cultivate new ways of looking at things
“American.” (438)
While I do not to pretend that my dissertation will correct all that Fitz explains is wrong in interAmerican scholarship, I intend to explore the vitality of nineteenth-century economic plantation
communities as a meaningful way to diminish undue focus on the US in the inter-American
sphere and to re-examine transatlantic, hemispheric, and imperial relationships.
What Lisa Surwillo calls the “New Imperial History” will thus form the second part of
my critical direction. She equates “New Imperial History” with the works of such authors as
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Edward Said and Christopher Miller; in my study it will be represented by Said and Anne
McClintock. Although Fanon’s race theory figures minimally in my dissertation project, works
like his undergird its thinking, as his scholarship seeks the authentic perspective of the colonized
and begin, like White Skin, Black Masks, not from the imperial center, but from the island, the
periphery. The direction of the journey then, emblematic especially of the slave narratives that
begin this inquiry, is from the colonized to the colonizer, from the colony to the motherland,
from the new world to the old.
Finally, my study is indebted to the literary plantation studies that came before mine,
beginning with George Handley’s Postslavery Literature in 2000. Like Handley’s work and
Elizabeth Russ’s The Plantation in the Postslavery Imagination (2009), my study highlights the
comparative worlds of the US South and Latin America. Following Valerie Loichot’s Orphan
Narratives: The Postplantation Literature of Faulkner, Glissant, Morrison, and Saint-John Perse
(2007) which expands the discourse by adding the Francophone Caribbean to plantation studies,
mine adds textual representations of the plantation from the Hispanic Caribbean and the Dutch
Caribbean. The most recent plantation study, Jeremy Well’s Romances of the White Man’s
Burden: Race, Empire, and the Plantation in American Literature, 1880-1936 (2011) is likewise
relevant to mine in terms of its attention to race and empire, but unlike Wells’s query, mine will
not deal with plantation images, music, nor single out one race of characters to analyze. Instead,
mine is an economic inquiry into the plantation communities of former British, Dutch, and
Spanish colonies in the US South, Latin America, and the Caribbean which is decidedly
transatlantic and hemispheric in nature.
Chapter one, “Caribbean-Atlantic Routes of Slave Writings: 'Resident / Alien'
Circumnavigated,” analyzes the psychological and economic pull of West Indian slavery from
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the perspective of the doubly-colonized slave/colonial subject in Manzano’s Autobiografía de un
esclavo / Autobiography of a Slave (written 1835; London, 1840; Cuba, 1937) and The History of
Mary Prince, A West Indian Slave, Related by Herself (1831). This chapter argues that the
economic conditions of slavery and the products of slave labor, namely of field labor, domestic
work, and writing found in these two texts, exemplify the extra-national communities found in
the early American world. Unlike the (relatively) fixed national boundaries in the Western
Hemisphere found on a post-1950 global map, the nineteenth century’s boundaries prove
anything but clear-cut and these texts reflect the resultant transatlantic cultural dialogue.
This analysis argues that The History and Autobiografía indicate not only the range of
slaves’ modernities and the flexibility of national boundaries, but the instability of terms such as
“resident” and “alien” in the early nineteenth-century imperial landscape. “Mother” countries
and colonized spaces, fluid travel between diverse imperial centers and peripheral outposts,
changing territorial ownership, and mobile bodies of colonists, the colonized, and slaves, all
serve to challenge rigid binaries of “domestic” and “foreign” / “home” and “away.” The circumCaribbean was anything but stable in the 1830s; the threat of revolution by slave, Creole, and
U.S. residents loomed in Cuba, then an extension of Spain, while the number of former colonies
in the region continued to grow with Mexico and Brazil having gained their independence a
decade earlier (Mexico in 1821, Brazil in 1822). I argue that while Manzano’s movement and
written and other resistance is to “know” his non-nation (the spatial product of the beginnings of
Cuban nationalism with Spanish and U.S. imperialism), Prince’s is to “no” nation, in a
significant way that she belongs to no one, to go both nowhere and to four islands belonging to
the British empire is to create her own space.
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Chapter two, “The Mixed-race Melodrama of Plantation Romances,” utilizes Dion
Boucicault’s The Octoroon (1859) and Alejandro Tapia y Rivera’s La cuarterona (1867) to
investigate the politics of race in the national imaginary as they exist in nineteenth-century
circum-Caribbean melodrama. The chapter posits that as the U.S. South/ U.S. and Puerto
Rico/Cuban nations (and much of the world) is being formed or re-formed into nation-states and
re-colonized by new imperial powers race is a central issue upon which national cultural
narratives are “reflected, contested, and decided” (Said xiii). This chapter also argues that in
these melodramas the intersection of slavery, race, the plantation, and the nation creates the
specific juncture where the market forces of the plantation pull can really be seen to battle the
humanistic moral impulses of abolitionary forces. On the one hand, melodrama is the perfect
vehicle to express human drama of slavery found on the plantation. On the other, knowing that
melodrama does not necessarily deal in happy endings constricts its progressiveness. In essence,
I argue that plantation melodrama perfectly exposes the rift between the “plantation pull” and the
forces of resistance against this pull.
Chapter three, “Forging a New Identity, Forsaking Nostalgia for Some Forgotten Whole:
Kate Chopin’s At Fault (1890) and Cola Debrot’s My Black Sister (1934-35), Reconciliation
Narratives that Diversify,” considers the post-colonial reconciliation moment of the US South
and the Dutch Caribbean in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, respectively. This
chapter continues to utilize hemispheric studies and the post-colonial scholarship of Edward Said
and Anne McClintock to underscore the power structures and complex relations that empires
engender. It asserts the existence of a diverse post-Plantation American “South” with a tangled
layering of power structures far more complex than the reductive binaries of black and white.
My investigation of two plantation narratives, Kate Chopin’s At Fault (1890) and Cola Debrot’s
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Dutch Caribbean novella by Mijn zuster de negerin (“My Black Sister,” originally translated in
English as “My Sister the Negress” [1958]) is a boundary-breaking pairing and analysis given
that neither At Fault nor My Black Sister has received ample scholarship. Chopin’s first novel is
often overlooked in lieu of the author’s more famous novel, and the inclusion of Debrot’s lyrical
novella, which has seen little scholarship in the US, is a selection that acknowledges a regularlyneglected historical fact in hemispheric plantation studies, the reality that The Netherlands was
also a major colonial power in what George Handley terms “Plantation America.”
The inquiry into Chopin’s and Debrot’s texts unearths two synchronically-united
historical moments in which the impulse is not to segregate, but to unite. Explicitly, the texts
demonstrate an overt desire for post-colonial reconciliation between The Netherlands and
Curaçao in the pre-World-War-II era of My Black Sister, and between the U.S. North and the
U.S. South in the fin-de-siècle At Fault. More overt in the title and plot of My Black Sister than
in At Fault is the desire for racial reconciliation between blacks and whites. Despite power
structures in the U.S. South of the 1890s and in the Dutch-governed Curaçao of the 1930s which
had remained relatively unchanged since the abolition of slavery in 1865 and 1863 respectively,
the desire for reconciliation and its practice among diverse groups produced new alliances and
growing power for marginal groups such as women and blacks, as is evident in My Black Sister
and At Fault. Finally, although some critics of both At Fault and My Black Sister have
denounced the respective works for their white supremacist engagement, I maintain that marking
those elements without taking into consideration the complex ethnic, geographical, and social
webs in both narratives diminishes the works and effectively re-inscribes reductive racial power
binaries rather than celebrating the diverse, dialogic, marginal fictional voices which challenge
reigning paradigms and assert their own increasing power and autonomy.
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Finally, I would be remiss to leave out a note about organization and textual inclusion.
Each chapter contrasts an English language text with one originally written in either Spanish or
Dutch. The texts in part reflect a response to a challenge in a 2012 review by Daniel Arbino of
Loichot’s Orphan Narrative phrased by Arbino as a criticism. He suggests that “Loichot’s major
drawback is that she does not expand her study to include other linguistic blocs of the Plantation
Americas, namely the Spanish and Dutch Caribbean” (543).7 I model the pairings in my
chapters after Handley’s chapters in Postslavery Literatures which push us to consider a
comparative literary perspective. Rather than considering any famous US work (such as the
Faulkner and Morrison found in Handley, Loichot, and Russ), my pairings diversify
marginalized texts and authors. Both Tapia y Rivera and Debrot, for example, are famous in
their own geo-cultural sphere, but relatively unknown in the US. This dissertation, then,
provides a re-calibration of transnational comparison, largely emphasizing texts written outside
the US, allowing readers to query old models of intersectionality.
Chapters and texts, I organize by time period and genre: slave narratives of the 1830s,
drama of the third quarter of the nineteenth century, and fiction of the postplantation. This
leaves a good potential for expanding the project to include a chapter on poetry and/or film.
After all is said and done, I lament that there are not more female authors—I include just two—
Prince and Chopin. Again in considering future developments of this project I imagine
considering works by authors like Gertrudis Gómez de Avellaneda and Maria Amparo Ruiz de
Burton. The texts I do consider capture my attention and comment in some significant way on
the phenomenon I call, the plantation pull.
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CHAPTER 2
CARIBBEAN-ATLANTIC ROUTES OF SLAVE WRITINGS: “RESIDENT / ALIEN”
CIRCUMNAVIGATED IN THE HISTORY OF MARY PRINCE, A WEST INDIAN SLAVE,
RELATED BY HERSELF (LONDON, 1831) AND AUTOBIOGRAFÍA DE UN ESCLAVO
(WRITTEN 1835; LONDON, 1840; CUBA, 1937)

Chapter one begins upon the plantation, investigating a plantation system deeply
embedded within empire. By the 1830s in which Juan Francisco Manzano and Mary Prince were
writing, the slave trade now illegal but thriving in Spain/Cuba, was two hundred years old, and
Europeans had for generations been accustomed to consuming commodities such as sugar,
tobacco, and coffee from the “New” World’s colonies. The 1830s, however, represent different
moments in the history of British and Spanish slavery. Britain, having abolished the slave trade
in 1807 and fully quit the practice by January 1, 1808, now abolished slavery altogether in 1833,
with the law taking effect beginning on August 1, 1834 and with a so-called mandatory
apprenticeship period for slaves in some British colonies lasting until 1838. The Spanish slave
trade flourished illegally until 1867 and Spanish American slavery continued in Puerto Rico until
1873 and in Cuba until 1886.
Often overlooked by scholars is what a significant role Britain played in nineteenthcentury Cuban slavery and how economically motivated Britain’s pressure on Spain was to end
slavery as Britain’s West Indian economy sank and Spain’s rose. Scholars generally
acknowledge Britain’s relationship to Cuban slavery in two ways: 1) that as a consequence of
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more expensive (paid) labor in the British colonies and the fact that Haiti never regained its
prominence as the top sugar producing region after its independence, Cuban and Puerto Rican
sugar became incredibly lucrative; and 2) that Britain put substantial pressure on Spain to end
slavery in the mid-nineteenth century. These realities only scratch the surface of the relationship
between Britain and slavery in Cuba. Addressing the first, it is important to recognize that
noting the shift in economic strength in the West Indies does not fully encompass the magnitude
of the inverse economic situation. As Lisa Surwillo divulges, not only was Spain deriving
profits from sugar, but also from the transatlantic slave trade. As Surwillo suggests, “profits
from the transatlantic slave trade to Cuba came to more than $58 million between 1821 and
1867” (3). In other words, Spanish profits from slavery and the slave trade in Cuba were
massive—important in understanding both Spain’s and Britain’s motivation towards the issue of
Cuban slavery. Alternately, as Sir Alan Burns asserts, in Britain, in the Victorian Age, which
Burns defines as taking place between 1838 and 1900, the world “witnessed the rapid decline of
the British West Indies. It was a period for those colonies of economic crises, financial disaster
and the abandonment of ancient constitutions” (651).8 This British-Spanish inverse economic
relationship also helps us to re-adjudicate Britain’s political pressure on Spain mainly through
ineffective international treaties signed in 1817, 1820, and 1835 between the two countries to
abolish the slave trade. Although the British ended slavery in their colonies in the West Indies
for moral reasons, any claims that British pressure on Spain to end slavery was purely ethical are
unfounded. Britain’s losses led the world power to put increasing political pressure on Spain to
stop the slave trade.9
Finally, to fully begin to understand this complex relationship one also needs to
remember that the Britain’s involvement in Cuba in the mid-nineteenth century did not only
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concern the economic situation in the West Indies but the constant battle between two imperial
rivals for dominance—a battle that was in part economic. The nineteenth-century debate over
slavery in Cuba, then, functions merely as one battleground of the ongoing war between Spain
and Britain. And this was not the first iteration of the feud between Britain and Spain on Cuba
soil. Britain had in fact occupied Cuba for nine months in 1762. The brief British occupation of
Cuba in the eighteenth century further demonstrates Britain’s imbrication in Cuban slavery and
the ways that geopolitical dominance holds financial rewards as well as underscoring a general
pattern of Spanish and British squabbling. In 1762, during their nine-month tenure in Cuba
during the Seven Years’ War, the British dramatically increased the number of slaves on the
island, allowing merchants transport rights for up to two thousand slaves each to the island, and
due in part to the exposure that the British brought to Cuban sugar, the island became a
monocrop producer and exporter (Thomas 272-73). Britain’s own history with Cuban slavery
thus suggests that Britain’s involvement with Cuban slavery is neither simple nor primarily
ethically motivated.
Manzano’s and Prince’s experiences and texts demonstrate the effect of the connection
between slave and metropole, and between plantation and empire. The two individuals’
experiences and texts make plain the relatedness of the exploitative conditions of plantation and
colonization which combine to doubly subjugate Manzano, Prince, and countless other slaves in
the New World. Colonization and the plantation are historically linked. The term “plantation”
entered the English lexicon in the sixteenth century “in the context of the English conquest of
Ireland” (Palmié 131-32). Thomas Hobbes, in his Leviathan (1651) in fact gives a definition of a
plantation which conflates the plantation and colonization, suggesting that “plantations . . . or
colonies . . . are numbers of men sent out from the Commonwealth, under a conductor or
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governor, to inhabit a foreign country, either formerly void of inhabitants, or made void then by
war” (250). It is important see plantations and colonization as related. If a colony is a way to
extract wealth and resources for a government, and a plantation is a way for an elite individual to
extract wealth and resources, and if the imperial government classes slaves, like Manzano and
Prince, as resources and possessions, then the humanity, rationality, and intellect apparent in
Manzano’s and Prince’s voices directly challenge the foundations of the racialized hierarchy
upon which colonialism and the plantation are based. Furthermore, these two texts help to
institute more ethical systems of governance. The two texts indicted the plantation and colonial
systems while spurring change.
But resistance alone does not fully encapsulate Manzano’s or Prince’s experience (though
Prince resists much more strongly and consistently than Manzano does). Manzano and Prince
are also products of their environments; in fact, Manzano and Prince embody their “home”
“nations” of Cuba and Bermuda respectively. This in turn demonstrates the complex relationship
that slaves have to “home.” Allegiances are not simple. Plantations and empires were home for
slaves, owners, free workers, and their families, and Manzano and Prince (to a much lesser
degree) are loyal to, yet conflict with, their local plantations (or [to] people on those plantations)
as well as to and with the larger imperial culture in a similar way that Benedict Anderson claims
citizens give nations “emotional legitimacy” (4). The plantation and its culture, ultimately was
home—and thus slaves in particular, had a conflicted relationship with this place and the culture
surrounding it. As Ian Finseth intimates, “physical space is richly cathected; it is the literal
context for psychological and emotional development, and a living web of memories,
associations, and possibilities” (238-39). In other words, the plantation for a slave meant many
things, but the slave was tied to his/her place of birth, and Manzano and Prince were also tied to
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their respective imperial cultures. The plantation community surrounding Manzano, including
owners and his own family members, instilled in him the Spanish imperial values such as
capitalism and racism—and thoroughly inculcated by these values Manzano desires only to be a
more integral part of the system that oppresses him. Prince, however, uses British values as a
tool and even a weapon reminding Britons of their moral responsibilities as Christians.
From the resistance to empire, or what might be termed a large scale plantation economy,
came the roots of revolution and from revolution, modern nation-states. This nation formation
and nation development can be seen in the texts that my project analyzes in this chapter. Juan
Francisco Manzano’s Autobiografía de un esclavo (“Autobiography of a Slave,” written 1835;
London, 1840; Cuba, 1937) demonstrates the psychological bond a plantation home space
produces on a slave. But Manzano’s narrative also forms part of the development of a national
literature and the development of a national identity, intrinsically tied to the plantation.
Although Manzano wishes to disassociate himself from his slave birth, Cuba claims its slave and
enslaving past. Manzano’s narrative about his personal experience on a particular local
plantation also illustrates the combined resistance of slaves and international abolitionists to
Cuban slavery, iconically associated with the plantation, and resistance by colonists and free
mulattos and blacks to Spain’s nineteenth-century imperial plantation model of colonial rule over
its profitable colony. Mary Prince’s The History of Mary Prince, A West Indian Slave, Related
by Herself (London, 1831) shows the changing identity of Great Britain in the 1830s as it
becomes inclusive enough to count among its free subjects a black woman born a slave on the
island of Bermuda. Prince’s History engages with the imperial plantation showing not only
Prince’s continuous resistance, but the way in which that resistance produced change as she
writes back to imperial Britain.
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Unlike Prince’s constant battle against the people and forces that enslave her, Manzano is
more passive; he becomes trapped by the plantation pull. Although Juan Francisco Manzano
resists the system of slavery, pushing back against it in many ways, ultimately, he imbibes
Spanish colonial values more than he fights against them—something that can be seen especially
in his and his mulatto family’s racism towards blacks throughout his Autobiografía. While
surviving Cuban slavery in and of itself is a type of resistance, as I will discuss, any further
agency on Manzano’s part to combat the system of slavery is limited. Manzano either doesn’t
describe the extent of his opposition to the system, or he feels he cannot, for as critics have
mentioned, self-censorship was absolutely necessary in Cuba, to avoid a government backlash
and probable death (Molloy 6, 41; Jackson 21). Thus, Manzano’s resistance exists mainly in his
recording his time as a Cuban slave and his work to shed his own bonds of slavery in order to
join the capitalist economy that had enslaved him.
Manzano “buys into” what he sees around him: a culture accustomed to capitalist values
which prizes money over human life. These capitalist values animate the relationships in
Manzano’s narrative and in Cuba in general in the 1820s and 1830s about and in which Manzano
writes. In American Mediterranean: Southern Slaveholders in the Age of Emancipation
Matthew Guterl finds in the mid-nineteenth century, the “emerge[nce]” of “a Mediterranean
ethos,” exhibited “in the solidarity of planters and politicians with other former slave societies,
and in their efforts . . . to mitigate the effect of emancipation” (7). He finds a “master class of
the Americas” bonded together so that, “as members of a pan-American slaveholding class, their
apparently shared cosmopolitan interests could triumph . . . over the various linguistic, racial,
national, and historic chauvinisms that otherwise fractured the Hispanophone and Anglophone
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Caribbean” (6). While my work finds the pro-slavery project in colonial Cuba in the 1820s and
1830s, earlier than the era investigated by Guterl, similarly “cosmospolitan”—it however, finds
little solidarity, and instead a spirit of intense competition among national governments, foreign
enterprises, and plantation residents for profit and dominance—or an ethos of opposition, rivalry,
and self-interest—an ethos of the plantation pull.
This analysis argues that Autobiografía and The History indicate not only the range of
slaves’ modernities and the flexibility of national boundaries, but the instability of terms such as
“resident” and “alien” in the early nineteenth-century imperial landscape. “Mother” countries
and colonized spaces, fluid travel between diverse imperial centers and peripheral outposts,
changing territorial ownership, and mobile bodies of colonists, the colonized, and slaves, all
serve to challenge rigid binaries of “domestic” and “foreign” / “home” and “away.” I argue that
while Manzano’s movement and written and other resistance is to “know” his non-nation (the
spatial product of the beginnings of Cuban nationalism combined with Spanish and U.S.
imperialism), Prince’s is to “no” nation, in a significant way that she belongs to no one and goes
both nowhere and to several nations (U.S., British Caribbean islands and Britain). In other
words, Manzano seeks to become part of the world that enslaves him; Prince seeks to change her
world and belong only to herself. Both seek to create their own space.

Manzano’s Work and Life
Juan Francisco Manzano enjoys a seminal place in literature and especially in the
literature of Latin America. His is the only extant slave narrative in a region and historical
moment dominated by extreme censorship and strategically-engineered illiteracy which targeted
not only the slave class, but white creole colonists as well (see Smorkaloff 1-15). Known among
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Spanish-speaking “manzaniana” critics simply as “el esclavo poeta,” ‘the slave-poet,’ Manzano’s
life began in Havana in February 1797.10 He was the much doted upon house slave of the
Marchioness Doña Beatriz de Justiz de Santa Ana who had a city residence in Havana, and a
plantation near Matanzas, named El Molino, “the mill.” Manzano spent time throughout his life
shuttling between his mistresses’ homes in Havana and El Molino. The kind Marchioness died
when Manzano was seven or eight and Manzano’s new mistress, the Marchioness de Prado
Ameno (his first mistress’s second daughter) assumed ownership of the young slave (Schulman
51-52).11 At times he was apprenticed as tailor or page to a relative of the Marchioness’s, but at
the age of thirteen or fourteen Manzano begins what he terms “la amarga vida” ‘his bitter life’
when he was in the constant service of the second Marchioness (58-59). The second
Marchioness was a cruel and unforgiving mistress who instructed Manzano to be tortured for
often very slight missteps. Eventually, believing his life to be in danger, he ran away to Havana
sometime between 1814 and 1817. Still technically considered a slave, he obtained permission
from the Marchioness to work in Havana. Manzano published his first book of poems in 1821.
In 1835, Domingo del Monte, whom Salvador Bueno calls the “animador literario . . . de las
letras cubanas,” ‘literary animator (or champion) of Cuban literature,’ and who is the person
generally accepted as most responsible for founding Cuban literature, commissioned Manzano to
write his autobiography (32). Manzano obtained his freedom through the efforts of del Monte in
1836, but wrote little after becoming free, with the exception of “contributions” to literary
periodicals in 1837 and 1838, and Zafira (1842), an allegorical play in five acts ostensibly about
Spain’s oppressive rule over Cuba set in Turkey (probably to circumvent censorship), which was
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published and circulated but never performed in Cuba before his death in 1853. The slave-poet
served a year in prison for his alleged part in the Escalera Conspiracy in 1844, but was acquitted
and released in 1845.12 Manzano died in 1853.13

Publication History of Autobiografía.
Suppression, collaboration, and the desire to circumvent the Spanish government’s
censors mark the international publication history of Manzano’s Autobiografía. The long history
of the manuscripts and versions of Manzano’s Autobiografía is complicated and much
commented upon in “manzaniana” criticism. Perhaps William Luis says it best, that “Manzano’s
autobiography is not one but many texts, depending on which version we read” (Bondage 99).
Manzano’s Autobiografía originally contained two parts. The first part was completed by
Manzano in 1835, the second part thought completed in 1839. The latter was given to a member
of Domingo del Monte’s literary circle, Ramón de Palma, to copy, and it vanished forever.
Thus, the first part of the autobiography is the only extant portion, and the second part appears
eternally lost.
There are at least two manuscripts and several versions of Manzano’s text, but as of yet,
the one thought to be by Manzano’s hand has not come to the public eye. The manuscript in the
Biblioteca Nacional José Martí in Havana is the one “many believe to be the (original) one
Manzano wrote” (Luis, Bondage 99). However, Luis gives us serious doubt as to whether he is
one of these “many.” When speaking of the work “Franco found,” twice in the same paragraph
he places “original” in quotation marks.14 To complicate matters, Luis never clearly expresses
that he suspects the manuscript is not written by Manzano, and seven pages earlier he speaks of
an “original manuscript” (92) without the insinuating quotation marks and refers to this
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manuscript as “the one written by Manzano” (93) without punctuational or other commentary.
Schulman, who evades the question of whose manuscript it is, notes that “the original from
which Suárez y Romero copied, according to Franco, is in the José Martí National Library of
Cuba” (28). The original manuscript (whoever’s it may be) has yet to be published without some
form of editing. Most who have seen it agree the manuscript in the National Library is some sort
of orthographic, syntactical nightmare. Instead, the recently deceased Cuban poet, novelist, and
essayist Cintio Vitier suggested of the corrected editions of Manzano’s work, “it is not the same
to read his emotional Autobiography correctly written as it is with its errors. These shortcomings
inspire respect, because they are not, strictly speaking, shortcomings: they are like scars on his
body” (qtd. in Schulman 29). Many scholars such as Sylvia Molloy have echoed Vitier’s words,
Molloy arguing that “this notion that the impure text must be replaced by a clear (white?) version
for it to be readable . . . could well be the cruellest [perpetual scar]” (54). What is needed, then,
is a Spanish edition of the text with absolute minimal editing and photographs of the original side
by side edited text. The Manzano critic, teacher, and student should be closer to the original text
than the experience which current editions afford them.
As a record of slavery in Spanish America, Manzano’s narrative has always held value
and abolitionists and editors made sure it came to print. In the 1830s Cuba was affected by strict
censorship laws and an extremely “authoritarian” political climate in which those discovered to
be or even thought to be independence-minded were often either punished or put to death
(Schulman 27-28). Thus it was not possible for the text to be published in Cuba at this moment
in the nineteenth-century. Instead, Richard R. Madden, an Irish anti-slavery diplomat on
assignment in Cuba on behalf of the British government, translated the first half of Manzano’s
autobiography into English and published it in London in 1840. All critics agree Madden
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translated and edited Manzano’s narrative injuriously, obviously with an anti-slavery agenda, not
with the idea of remaining as true as possible to Manzano’s text copied from the original by
Suárez y Romero and also in an attempt to make the narrative more chronological, logical, and
readable for a British anti-slavery audience. Madden published Manzano’s Autobiografía along
with several poems by Manzano, several poems by Madden, and two non-fiction tracts about
Cuban slavery and the illegal Cuban slave trade also by Madden. In the 1840 “Poems by a Slave
in the Island of Cuba Recently Liberated; Translated from the Spanish, by R.R. Madden, M.D.
with the History of the Early Life of the Negro Poet, Written by Himself to Which Are Prefixed
Two Pieces Descriptive of Cuban Slavery and the Slave Traffic” Madden does not name
Manzano as the author of the autobiography, ostensibly to protect the former slave’s identity. As
several critics have pointed out, Manzano’s identity might have been guessed at from his
description of himself and the events of his life, however. Madden also does not make it clear
from the title page that he wrote some of the poems and Manzano wrote some of the others.
Manzano’s text that began under the complicated circumstances of slavery began in print under
complicated collaborative circumstances due in part to the complicated political circumstances in
Cuba.
In addition to the National Library manuscript and Madden’s English translation it is
important to mention two other twentieth-century editions and the other manuscript that exists.
Nearly a hundred years later, in 1937 Franco published the first Spanish version of Manzano’s
Autobiografía in an edition which purported to incorporate “all its errors, including its
‘abominable orthography’” (qtd. in Schulman 28). However, forty years later Roberto Friol cast
serious doubt about the lack of revision. Luis says that Friol, in fact, “reveals that Manzano’s
Autobiografía, as published by Franco, is not the same as the one contained in the Biblioteca
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Nacional José Martí” (Bondage 99). Schulman corrected the Franco version to make a “1972
copy” (Bondage 99), then Schulman updated his “copy” in 1975 as he says, “modernizing the
text” (28). A fifth version of Manzano’s text exists too. This manuscript was copied by Nicolás
Azcárate, a contemporary of Manzano, and can now be found in the Sterling Library at Yale, and
in an “unedited” version edited by William Luis. However, Luis uses the word “inédito”
‘unedited’ so often in his “Nuestra edición” ‘Notes on the Edition” that combined with his
skepticism in Bondage I find it difficult to take him at his oft-used word. To be clear, I believe
Luis’s scholarly good-faith statement that he “[ha] intentado a transcribir la autobiografía de
Manzano tal como llegó a mis manos” ‘tried to transcribe Manzano’s autobiography just like it
arrived in [his] hands,’ (71) but find it hard to believe this version is as original as Luis makes it
sound with all of the hands that existed in the del Monte circle and with Luis’s own. Still, the
Azcárate version provides an interesting comparison with the Schulman, and the errors left make
for a remarkable study. Schulman’s 1972 bilingual text remains the most popular and most
readable, so I have generally used the Schulman and at times compared with the Azcárate
version.

The Psychological Plantation Pull
Moving now to the text itself and the plantation, the mulatto poet tells his life story
centering around El Molino while still psychologically enslaved at this plantation that is his
childhood paradise, family home, but also his youthful hell.15 Furthermore, not just Manzano’s
first home, but the island of Cuba, then still Spanish America, contains both states of freedom
and hellish slavery, while geographically intermingling the two states.16
The plantation pull for Manzano is, then, a psychological one that shows his closeness
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geographically, emotionally, and economically to the plantation even when his enslavement
transports him to the city of Havana with relatively kind masters. Manzano’s narrative of slavery
begins on the idyllic grounds of la hacienda El Molino. Yet this is the place of literal torture to
which Manzano the slave is returned when his mistress finds fault with him. El Molino, like
Cuba as a whole, represents the best of times and worst of times, the best and worst places for its
mulatto and black residents, all within the same colonial space. I argue, then, that the plantation
pull in Manzano’s Autobiografía has clear spatial dimensions best illustrated by two spaces in
Manzano’s narrative: El Molino, and Cuba itself. Cuba in 1835 when Manzano is writing is not
a nation, but a colony. Thus Manzano’s narrative is a product of his colonial heritage as well as
his slave heritage, and his literal enslavement is representative of Cuba’s lack of freedom, lack of
its own voice in the 1820s and 1830s that Manzano describes. Ultimately, his Autobiografía is
tied to his colonial mother Spain and his first owner, the mother-like figure of the Marchioness
Doña Beatriz de Justiz de Santa Ana. In other words, in Juan Francisco Manzano’s narrative the
plantation pull which involves not only capitalist forces but also more personal ones, is
particularly problematic, traumatic, and complex.
Manzano’s text, then, shows the double conflict of an individual spatial dilemma and a
cultural/national one.17 Mimicking the moves made in other New Southern Studies analyses
such as Harilaos Stecopoulos’s Reconstructing the World: Southern Fictions and U.S.
Imperialisms, 1898-1976 which connects the antebellum plantation system of the U.S. South to
the similar system employed by empires, we might say that the pull Manzano feels on the Cuban
plantation of El Molino is the result of being the slave of both a private and an imperial
plantation. However, Manzano combats this pull by writing back, and working or “crafting”
back. The organization of this section then aims to first analyze the plantation pull on Manzano
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and his text and then to analyze Manzano’s push back. While the plantation pull would reduce
Juan Francisco Manzano to one single thing, an object, a mere possession in the capitalist world,
and worse to nothingness and death, Manzano’s push back shows him to be “master of all
trades”: an artisan painter, cake decorator, seamstress, tailor, poet, and author. As Manzano tells,
“Tenía yo siete u ocho años, cuando me preguntaban qué oficio tenía y no había uno que yo
dijera que ignoraba. En esto parece que leía yo los días que en el porvenir me esperaban” / I was
seven or eight years old when they used to ask me what my trade was, and there wasn’t a single
one I didn’t know. On this subject it seems I was foreseeing the days that awaited me in the
future” (50-51). Unfortunately, the pride in craftsmanship ultimately gives way to a life
obsessed with making money.
Examining the plantation pull of this text focuses the critical analysis on mapping a more
local and concrete place in El Molino than has been attempted before, while better linking this
plantation and its slave-poet resident to Cuba and the Spanish empire. My mapping of Juan
Francisco Manzano’s Autobiografía de un esclavo presupposes that the Anglophone reader of
Manzano’s narrative and this analysis (reading in English) is geographically and culturally
distant from and unfamiliar with many of the sites and issues in his narrative. For this reason,
throughout my study, I attempt to locate the text geographically by noting the physical locations
Manzano writes about, and culturally with the use of sources which help to elucidate slavery and
plantations in nineteenth-century Cuba. Finally, I make the narrative more familiar through
profitable comparisons to other well-known slave narratives including Douglass’s Narrative,
Jacobs’s Incidents, and Washington’s Up from Slavery.
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Always Towards El Molino as the Center/Heart of Slavery’s Pull
“La señora Doña Beatriz de Justiz, Marquesa Justiz de Santa Ana, esposa del señor Don Juan Manzano,
cada vez que iba a su famosa hacienda el Molino gustaba de tomar las más bonitas criolas entre diez y
once años. Las traía consigo, dándoles una educación conforme a su clase y condición. Así estaba
siempre su casa llena de criadas instrudias en todo lo necesario para su servicio . . .” (44).
“Whenever Doña Beatriz de Justiz, the Marchioness Justiz de Santa Ana, wife of Don Juan Manzano
went to El Molino, her famous plantation, she liked to take with her the most beautiful ten- and elevenyear-old Creole girls. She took them along, providing them with an appropriate upbringing for their
class and station in society. Her house, therefore, was always full of maids instructed to minister to her
every need . . . ” (45).

Manzano begins his Autobiografía in a manner maintained throughout the text that critics
have consistently characterized as “startlingly elusive” (Brickhouse 210). Perhaps this is in part
because of the fraught nature of his attachment to the spaces he describes, and thus in part due to
the challenge of coherently describing these overdetermined spaces.
La hacienda El Molino is at once home and not home for Manzano. The passage quoted
above takes place, in fact, before Manzano’s birth; he is describing his mother’s duties as a
young maid to her mistress Doña Beatriz. Although Manzano establishes a connection to Doña
Beatriz’s country house (at El Molino) which dates to before he was born, the house is
repeatedly figured as belonging to Doña Beatriz. It is “her plantation” and “her house.” The
only thing belonging to Manzano’s mother and the other maids which logically belongs to
Manzano as well is “su clase y condición,” ‘their class and condition.’ Manzano alludes to a
rigid class system in Cuba in which slaves formed the base, free blacks and mulattos appear on
the next lowest rung, the middle belonged to white creoles, ethnic Spaniards born in colonial
America, and the top to Spanish sugar planting elites, which, “however, constituted only a tiny
minority within white society” (Scott 8). This class system is inextricably linked to Spanish
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imperialism of its Cuban colony. Manzano’s first sentences introduce the plantation mistress, as
Molloy suggests, as seeming protagonist, his mother as part of an elite servant class, and
Manzano figures himself seemingly as persona non grata, a person without cultural or personal
space.18
Manzano’s “raceless” early upbringing both elevates his status from nothingness, and
emphasizes the absence of a clear space to which he belongs. In his early life, El Molino is the
ultimate nurturing space. His original owner and adoptive mother Doña Beatriz de Justiz whom
Manzano calls “mama mía” ‘my mama’ lavishes attention on him and refuses to allow others
(such as his own parents) to punish him so that the loving manner in which the “slave” is raised
is a condition that is anything but reminiscent of slavery. Young Juan “estaba . . . en [los] brazos
[de la señora Marquesa de Justiz] que en los de [su] madre” / was “held in the arms of [the
Marchioness Justiz] more than in the arms of [his] mother” (Schulman 46, my translation).19
One result of Manzano’s treatment as family by Doña Beatriz, however, is his own adoption of
racism towards blacks that he displays throughout the text. During the early years of his life he
passes his time by playing with “la tropa de nietos de mi señora” ‘my mistress’s crew of
grandchildren’ (48-49) and both his first mistress and his second ensures that the mulatto
Manzano did not “me rozase con los otros negritos” ‘mix with the other black children’ (54-55).
At home, then, in Doña Beatriz’s residence at this point in his childhood, he becomes distanced
from members of his own race and arguably less comfortable in the class of house slaves that
Manzano clearly positions himself within. It is his two “mothers” that make his own
categorization nebulous, then, as well as the gradations of his own skin color, which would have
been important to Cubans.
Although critics have generally assumed Manzano’s mother to be mulatto because of her
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high position as a house slave, Manzano himself was perhaps a darker shade than his mother,
possibly closer to that of his free black artisan father, a harpist and carpenter. One source,
Francisco Calcagno’s foundational Cuban anthology, Poetas de color, “Colored Poets,” (1868)
“took great pains to establish Plácido’s racial genealogy, noting that his father had been ‘un
mulato peluquero’ (‘a mulatto barber’). Juan Francisco Manzano is described as an ‘esclavo
negro’ (‘black slave’), whereas Antonio Medina and Vicente Silvera are ‘pardos’ (‘mulattoes’)”
(qtd in Mullen 9).20 Twentieth and twenty-first century critics seem to agree that Manzano is
mulatto, by his own definition, and confirmed by his status as the pet of Doña Beatriz. But race
is a confused and inherently political entity in Cuba. Luis, for example, contends that Calcagno,
who is white, has such an affinity for blacks (going so far as to “publish[] some of his own
poems under the pseudonym ‘Moreno esclavo Narciso Blanco’ (Colored Slave Narciso Blanco)”
that “Calcagno considered himself not only nonwhite but a slave when he included himself
among the ‘colored’ poets” (Bondage 134).21 What is more important than the exact proportions
of black and white is that Manzano clearly absorbs local and imperial notions of race.
When Doña Beatriz dies, the nurturing atmosphere doesn’t evaporate, but is translated
from owner to Manzano’s own family. Despite the strong bond between Manzano and his
family, this familial connection also serves to complicate the idea of “home.” While Manzano’s
family consisting of mother, father, and siblings reside continually at El Molino, fixed in their
place, so to speak, by their role as El Molino’s caretakers (52-53), Manzano flits from place to
place in service to his second mistress the Marchioness de Prado Ameno. On the one hand,
Manzano longs to be near his family. On the other hand, this contradiction of constantly moving
about while his family stays in place, in addition to the fact that Manzano is consistently
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punished at El Molino, also serves to destabilize any concrete notion of home that Manzano
might retain from the earlier era of his life with Doña Beatriz.
Manzano’s family exerts an usually large pull on him because his entire nuclear family
exists as a unit in his narrative. While Douglass and Washington guess at who their (white)
fathers may be, and Jacobs’ family revolves around her grandmother and her own daughter when
she is born (although other members of Jacobs’ family exist in her narrative), Manzano has all of
the immediate members of his family with him when he is at El Molino: mother, father, and two
brothers who seem closest in age to him, Fernando and Florencio. This alone would seem to
make literally and psychologically leaving the plantation near impossible. We see the
connection between Manzano and his mother often, always at night, presumably when
Manzano’s duties are done for the day (Manzano’s mother is a free mulatto and is not required to
work, though she lives on the plantation El Molino [72-73]). Manzano’s mother especially
provides some of the only solace Manzano feels in his “bitter” teenage years, when Manzano
recounts that “de noche, a las doce o a la una, debía irme a dormir donde vivía mi madre, que
estaba a más de doce cuadras de distancia. . . . Yo no hallaba consuelo más que recostado en las
piernas de mi madre” ‘at night, at about twelve or one, I was to go to sleep where my mother
lived, more than twelve blocks away. . . . I only found consolation resting on my mother’s legs’
(64-65). The physical proximity of his mother clearly nurtures young Juan, making the burden
of slavery and mistreatment easier to bear.
Manzano’s brother and father also provide comfort for the house slave, who is often
separated from the nurturing environment of home and family. Manzano’s brother (he does not
say which one), brings him clothes and a hat when Manzano is to be taken away shamefully in
“mi esquifación” ‘plantation workers’ garb’ (76-77). Manzano’s father offers some protection
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from harm and punishment. Manzano writes that: “el carácter seco y la honradez de mi padre,
como estaban siempre a la vista, me hacía pasar una vida algo más llevadera. No sufría los
horribles y continuos azotes ni los golpes de mano que por lo regular sufre un muchacho lejos de
algún pariente suyo, aunque siempre mis infelices cachetes y narices estaban” ‘my father’s
austere character and integrity, which were always in evidence, made my life somewhat
bearable. I did not suffer the horrible, continuous floggings or the beatings that a child far from
any relative normally suffers, even though my poor cheeks and nose were always . . .’ (60-61).
Here Manzano, whose thought is lost at the end of his sentence, seems to feel that simply by
being honorable his father protects him from harm, and this could well be true. But we also see
evidence that Manzano’s father takes pains to protect his son, going to the cadet in charge of
taking young Juan to the San Miguel sugar mill when Juan has been accused of trying to steal a
peseta. Juan overhears the cadet say that “Su pobre padre me ha suplicado lo mire con caridad.
Yo también tengo hijos” “His poor father has begged me to look after him kindly. I have
children too” (82-83). Manzano’s father, who has effected some leniency for Juan, has likely
done so at the risk of personal injury to himself in approaching this cadet. The family then,
sticks together, even in difficult times. And while his family’s intervention mostly eases Juan’s
pain, at other times, their actions add to his pain.
In effect, Juan’s family bonds are a liability as well as a source of comfort. In other
words, slavery even distorts family ties in Manzano’s world full of torture and suffering as his
family bonds at times increase his and his family’s suffering. Manzano’s description of his
family also demonstrates that one’s individual freedom does not always indicate a status
recognized as such. In other words, the recognition of race and power are often stronger than the
bonds of freedom. One such episode in Manzano’s narrative demonstrates these intertwined
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phenomena. Coming back from town, young Juan takes up his usual position upon the carriage,
but falls asleep, dropping the lantern he was charged to hold. Jumping down from the carriage,
he retrieves the lantern that he let slip some paces back. As he does so, the carriage accelerates
out of range for Juan to rejoin it. As a result, he walks home to El Molino crying, knowing he
will be severely punished. When he arrives to the plantation Juan’s mother (who has long been
free at this point) tries to intervene in the overseer’s punishment of her son, Manzano describes
that his mother in “siguiendo los impulsos de su corazón, vino a acabar de colmar mis
infortunios” ‘following her heart, ended up increasing my misfortunes’ (70-71). The overseer
whips Manzano’s free, non-slave mother when she attempts to inquire into why Juan was being
punished. This in turn enrages Juan who says that “este golpe lo sentí yo en mi corazón” ‘I felt
this blow in my heart’ (71). As a result Manzano and his mother suffer “patadas, manotazos y
demás golpes” ‘kicks, punches, and other blows,’ and Juan’s brothers are left home alone.
Eventually, believing the overseer will kill her son, Juan’s mother attacks the overseer. From
there, as Manzano describes, bad turns to worse:
vi a mi madre puesta en el lugar de sacrificio por primera vez en su vida. Aunque
ella estaba en la hacienda, estaba exenta del trabajo como mujer de un esclavo que
se supo conducir y hacerse considerar de todos.
Viendo yo a mi madre en este estado, suspenso, no podia ni llorar, ni discurrir,
ni huir. Temblaba mientras que, sin pudo, los cuatro negros se apoderaron de ella
y la arrojaron en tierra para azotarla. Pedía por Dios. Por ella todo lo resistí. (72)
I saw my mother put in the sacrificial place for the first time in her life. Even
though she lived on the plantation, as the wife of slave who knew how to conduct
himself and command respect from everyone, she was exempt from work.
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Bewildered, seeing my mother in this position, I could neither cry nor think
nor flee. I was trembling as the four blacks shamelessly overpowered her and
threw her on the ground to whip her. I prayed to God. For her sake I endured
everything. (73)
In this passage Manzano’s concern is his mother and vice versa. His text at times is given over
to self-pity, but this is not one of those moments. This scene, which Manzano does not finish
recounting, interrupting himself and ending his account with “pero pasemos en silencio el resto
de esta escena dolorosa” ‘but let us pass over the rest of this painful scene in silence,’ is
obviously too difficult for him to wholly narrate (72-73). In the scene Manzano is aware not
only of his mother’s punishment, but her loss of status. This is her first time being punished in
this place, in this manner, and though he is not responsible for what befalls his mother, his
actions begin the cycle which lead to her mistreatment. Furthermore, the episode demonstrates
the fine line between slavery and freedom. Juan’s mother may be free, but punished as a slave.
Juan may be a given a house slave’s privileges, but a plantation slave’s whipping. The plantation
is a disrupting force, overriding Spain’s traditionally rigid class system with its violence and
terror.
The plantation space of El Molino exhibits a clear pull on Manzano psychologically
throughout the text. I argue that one of the reasons the text may be so elusive is Manzano’s
consistent use of the grammatical imperfect which also demonstrates the psychological pull of
the plantation. The grammatical construction of the imperfect, utilized more often in Spanish
than in English, emphasizes a return to the plantation, again and again. For example, to explain
to the reader something I used to do habitually, I would choose the imperfect tense in Spanish.
To say, “when I was five years old, I would often visit my grandmother on Sundays,” I would
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say, “cuando yo tenía cinco años, iba a visitar a mi abuela los domingos.” What is captured in
my rough translation is what language teachers often draw as a line:

, as opposed to

a point that might represent something done in one moment in the simple past:

. Manzano’s

narrative is the line always representing a period of time, rather than a moment in time. In the
Spanish version each of his first three sentences uses the grammatical imperfect, indicating
something done habitually (this grammatical construction becomes muddier in the English
because of the mixture of simple past and the much-less clear or consistent imperfect
constructions which English employs, although the intent is still clear). Thus, Manzano begins
his narrative not with a one simple fact, but with a set of facts established over time.
Specifically, he begins his narrative “Whenever Doña Beatriz de Justiz, the Marchioness Justiz
de Santa Ana, wife of Don Juan Manzano went to El Molino, her famous plantation, she liked to
take with her the most beautiful ten- and eleven-year-old Creole girls.” Manzano takes the
reader with him and the Marchioness as they go back to the plantation again and again,
emphasizing the force of this plantation’s pull on the author’s psyche. According to Finseth, in
slave narratives:
the written word itself, and the layered histories enriching it, begins to assert its
own memorial logic and to build up around the broken place a structure of
meaning. That structure, which in repetition begins to function iconically,
substitutes for as well as stands for the caesuras and fractures of personal memory
and thus, inevitably, signals the original trauma even as it encases it within a
reimagined past. (240)
In other words, without inserting himself as a noun in the first sentence of his narrative, Manzano
insinuates himself in the text nevertheless, hinting at the horrors he sustained on the plantation
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where return at times was equivalent to violent punishment for the young slave. Douglass,
Jacobs, and Washington, whose texts move more clearly away from the plantation, however,
begin not with an occurrence that happened repeatedly over time, but with one central event—
their own birth.
Comparing this opening with the most famous US slave narratives is instructive as to
why we as readers feel as Molloy has noted, that “this text is, quite obviously, different” and will
help to make clarify my grammar point as well (36, emphasis in original). Frederick Douglass’s
Narrative of the Life opens: “I was born in Tuckahoe, near Hillsborough, and about twelve miles
from Easton, in Talbot county, Maryland. I have no accurate knowledge of my age, never
having seen any authentic record containing it” (19). Jacobs intimates in Incidents: “I was born a
slave; but I never knew it till six years of happy childhood had passed away” (5). And, in Up
from Slavery Washington tells readers “I was born a slave on a plantation in Franklin County,
Virginia. I am not quite sure of the exact place or exact date of my birth, but at any rate I suspect
I must have been born somewhere and at some time” (29). Each of these three narratives and
their first sentences, then, fit comfortably into the formulaic pattern of slave narratives which
James Olney identifies, and which, according to him, contain twelve standard parts. The first
part, Olney details is “1. a first sentence beginning, ‘I was born . . . ,’ then specifying a place but
not a date of birth” (153). Olney’s study is US-centric and thus, obviously does not take into
account Manzano’s work. However, comparing these texts and Olney’s assertion pinpoints what
is unclear to the Anglophone reader in Manzano’s opening. Clearly missing is Manzano himself
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and his recording on paper of his North American birth. Manzano does not appear in nominative
pronoun form until the fifth paragraph in Schulman’s Spanish version, the fourth paragraph in
the Schulman English translation (46-47), or what would be the seventh paragraph in the lessedited Azcárate version.22
Thus, both the subject and the orientation of Manzano’s first sentence differ starkly from
the narratives of the later North American literary genre. These two major differences constitute
a psychological plantation pull much more strongly felt by Manzano than writers of other slave
narratives, for one simple reason: that he wrote his narrative while still a slave. In the first
sentences of Douglass, Jacobs, and Washington the directional pull, both spatially and
temporally is away from the plantation.23 In these three foundational narratives (and in the
prototypical US slave narrative in general) the place of birth is a starting point, a leaping off
point, suggesting that the future lies elsewhere. Step 10 of the slave narrative according to Olney
is the “description of successful attempt(s) to escape, lying by during the day travelling by night
guided by the North Star, reception in a free state by Quakers . . .” (153). And although
Manzano will describe or note but elide the details of his escape, we don’t feel certain as readers
that the text will take us in this direction from its opening, and I would argue the narrative does
not take us in this direction, despite ending with his expected escape. US readers are accustomed
to a narrative that includes “the American dream,” which, according to Toni Morrison, “is
innocence and clean slates and the future” (qtd. in McClintock 821). As readers familiar with
US journey narratives we understand that the beginning state and location in these “normative”
US slave narratives must differ from the final destination. We feel almost instantly from the first
words of the narratives the pull of The North, of freedom. In Manzano’s text we do not. This
orientation, and this effect on readers, serves to emphasize the weight and strength of the
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plantation’s pull on Manzano. It also serves to emphasize the place of the plantation as part, not
apart, from the national culture.
Returning, then, to Manzano’s narrative we find the opposite impulse, with a clear
direction towards the plantation, but an unclear destination (towards freedom? towards
slavery?). The outcome of the journey is obscured at the beginning, though it is certain this is no
bildungsroman. Manzano seems not just obviously affected by the plantation and slavery, but
overwhelmed by the trauma of the institution of slavery. As Ashis Nandy explains, “Jürgen
Habermas . . . uses the expression of ‘future-oriented memories’ to describe the means through
which one breaks the power of the past over the present” (qtd. in “Colonialism” 215). There is
never a sense in the descriptions of the past of a secure future in Autobiografía, of memories that
come after the time period Manzano describes at El Molino. Manzano does not foreshadow a
world in which there is an alleviation to his suffering; when he uses this technique he
foreshadows further suffering while emphasizing the brevity of pleasant moments. Moving from
narrating his idyllic childhood to his hard teenage years, Manzano suggests “Como veremos, la
verdadera historia de mi vida no comienza sino a partir de 1809, en que empezó la fortuna a
desplegarse contra mí hasta el grado de mayor encarnizamiento” ‘As we shall see, the true story
of my life does not begin until 1809, when destiny began to unleash itself against me with all its
fury’ (56-57). The text continually moves towards more pain, towards worse times. There are
temporary reprieves, but not permanent ones. The physical, mental, and emotional trauma of
slavery engulfs Manzano and forms the central part, the “verdadera historia” ‘true story’ for him.
“Encarnizamiento” emphasizes this horror. The Diccionario de la lengua española by the Real
Academia Española defines this word as: “1. Acción de encarnizarse. 2. Crueldad con que
alguien se ceba en el daño de otra persona” (“encarnizamiento”). The first definition suggests
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“the action of being cruel or barbarous.” The second suggests “[the] cruelty with which someone
perpetrates harm upon another person.”24 The text and its diction dwell, revolve around this
“fury,” these acts of cruelty at El Molino; the narration circulates to and from horrors.
Manzano’s text contains few future-oriented memories, I argue, because, he is, while
writing, firmly anchored in and oriented towards the past. Manzano remains psychologically
crippled by his experience as a slave because he still is a slave, but also because this trauma is
such that even after slavery, the experience will linger, so much so that Manzano never truly
seems free in the narrative. As Nandy writes, “No one emerges from large-scale violence and
oppression unscathed . . . Once you turn institutionalized violence into a system and run it, your
self-definition begins to adjust to the systems you have set up” (“Deceits” 10). While Nandy is
clearly speaking about violence and oppression’s perpetrators when he refers to “turn[ing] . . .
violence into a system,” “run[ning] it,” and “set[ting it] up” his clarification that “no one
emerges . . . unscathed” emphasizes the effect on the victim post-trauma too. The narrative
direction from the first sentence is towards El Molino, not once, as Manzano might have
indicated with the use of the simple past, but over and over again, as he indicates with the
imperfect. This beginning, and this narrative repetition throughout the text to/towards El
Molino, I contend, situates Juan Francisco Manzano not only as traumatized but as a doublysubjected imperial being seeking his home and his place within the Spanish class hierarchy.
Manzano’s initial direction, despite the absence of an assured resolution or ultimate
location shows evidence of being the both the “haunted” /“haunting” subject of an empire. As
Ann Laura Stoler suggests in her introduction to the collection Haunted by Empire: Geographies
of Intimacy in North American History, “distinctly marked boundaries and transparent transfers
of property represent a limited range of imperial forms and their orientations. Thus a starting
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point may be not to begin with a notion of empire based on . . . a color-coded school map with
fixed, clearly bounded units, but with a notion of empire that puts movement and oscillation at
the center” (9). This “notion of empire,” Stoler notes, contains “mobile populations whose
designated borders at any one time were not necessarily the force fields in which they operated
or even their sovereign limits” (9-10). The lack of clarity in Autobiografía’s opening sentence
indicates the lack of clarity in Manzano’s personal and Cuba’s multiply-colonized situation. As
Stoler indicates, with empire, borders are “flexible” (10); where metropole ends and colony
begins is hazy. Where slavery ends and freedoms begins for Manzano is also rather hazy as we
see in the text with his continued returns to his childhood home. As Anne McClintock writes in
“Imperial Ghosting”:
Ghosts represent the irruption into the present of an unresolved past, pointing
thereby to the possibilities of alternative futures. Ghosts are fetishes of the inbetween, marking places of irresolution, particularly in the adjudication of
property, territory, power, and justice: unsolved murders, untimely deaths,
illegitimate transfers of power or property, disrupted legacies, enacted as traumas
of injustice. Ghosts embody the unsettling prospect that the past can be neither
foreclosed nor redeemed. (827)
I would like to suggest that Manzano and Autobiografía itself highlight liminality; they highlight
how unlikely the author’s or his narrative’s survival is. Thus, the text underscores Manzano’s
more likely potential to die as a slave, than to live and narrate his experience. If possible, then,
Manzano appears as the ghost of his own narrative at times, and certainly in the first sentence
dominated by his mistress and her journey. He and his text are the remnants of plantation culture
that the culture wishes to erase, and which therefore, should not exist. The slave-poet and his
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written, self-authored text disrupt the power binaries, hierarchies, and race theories of
colonialism’s foundational ideologies rampant in the nineteenth century, nowhere more
stringently applied and espoused than in Spain, a nation whose nineteenth-century imperialist
policies show it, according to Lisa Surwillo in her Monsters by Trade, as having “unlike
England, or even France, . . . no claim to humanitarian magnanimity” but rather an “unapologetic
adherence to the trade” which “confirmed its Black Legend reputation” (10). Despite
international pressure, Spain refused to give up the profits it derived from the slave trade and
slavery, continuing the former through 1867 and the latter through 1886. Only Brazil continued
its period of formal slavery longer, emancipating its slaves in 1888.

The Mill-Plantation’s Death Pull
The plantation El Molino is the site that Manzano seems to identify most closely as
“home” for the number of reasons I have outlined; however, El Molino is also the site where he
experiences the most horrific abuse. He is pulled back to the plantation El Molino from Havana
and Matanzas for punishment time and time again. Manzano’s physical abuse comes at the
direction of his sadistic owner, the Marchioness de Prado Ameno, and at the hands of a bevy of
administrators and overseers, a hierarchy consisting of in Cuba “the administrator whose
presence was required only if the operation was substantial enough to merit it; the mayoral
(overseer),” and “the black contramayoral (slave gang boss or foreman),” or “capataz
(foreman)” (Rodríguez 23-25).
The plantation El Molino, with the mill upon it, constitutes the major psychological and
literal pull of the narrative, functioning as the site of corporal punishment and the threat of
(literally) backbreaking labor. El Molino, this mill-plantation combination, is representative both
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of Cuban slavery and Manzano’s individual slavery in its most violent form. For this reason, I
argue that the (mill) plantation in Manzano’s text exhibits a death pull. This death pull is
supported by historical figures of high mortality on the Cuban plantation and the ingenio (the
mill), and by the clear threat to Manzano’s life demonstrated in many of the episodes of abuse
and punishment that he relates which depict the sheer improbability of the slave-author’s or his
narrative’s existence.
Manzano’s narrative suggests that slavery is a world that lies somewhere between life
and death, insinuating that slavery is a tomb a decade before Frederick Douglass would state this
in his Narrative (81). The space that epitomizes the death pull is the coal cellar on the plantation
El Molino. This is the space in which Manzano’s tormentors place him after whipping him
repeatedly (56-59). The following passage, which is much-quoted, not only presents the sharpest
quotidian illustration of the cruelty of slavery in the slave-poet’s narrative but can serve as
metaphor for slavery itself—a world in between life and death:
Era un lugar tan soturno como apartado de la casa, en un traspatio junto a una
caballeriza y junto a un apestoso y evaporante basurero, contiguo a un lugar
común tan infestado como húmedo y siempre pestífero, separado de él solo por
unas paredes, todas agujereadas, guarida de deformes ratas que sin cesar me
pasaban por encima. Yo que tenía la cabeza llena de cuentos de cosas malas de
otros tiempos, de las almas aparecidas aquí de la otra vida, y de los
encantamientos de los muertos, cuando salía un tropel de ratas hacienda ruido me
parecia que estaba aquel sótano lleno de fantasmas. (56-58)
It was a place as silent as it was removed from the house, in a backyard next to
a stable and alongside a stinking, rotting garbage heap, which was near an
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outhouse, as infested as it was damp, and always foul, separated from me solely
by a few hole-ridden walls, which were the lair of deformed rats that incessantly
ran over me. Since my head was filled with stories of evil things from other
times, of ghostly souls from the afterlife, and of the enchantments of the departed,
when a troop of rats came out making noise it seemed to me that the cellar was
full of ghosts. (57-59).
Underground in the cellar Manzano exists in a sort of living death, a grave which demonstrates a
slave’s position as quasi-dead refuse; here, Manzano, given his brutally-beaten physical
condition, is barely living, and is without access to food and water or enough clothes to keep
warm, and in a space that is absent of other human beings. The cellar illuminates the ghosts that
inhabit spaces such as these—there are slaves that are near dead and those whose bodies are in
actual graves, the cause of death, slavery. Perhaps it is the bodies and souls of both that haunt
Manzano’s thoughts as he spends another night in the cellar. Sweeney, using the cellar passage
as an example, asserts that some of “Manzano’s descriptions bear close relation to those of
gothic fiction, which sees the gradual dissolution and eventual collapse of the self in
surroundings of corruption and decay” (409). I would agree that the cellar passage highlights
both the dissolution of self and the corruption of society. This moment in the text, especially
given the fact that this is a repeated punishment rather than a one-time occurrence, underscores
the difficulty of any agency on Manzano’s part when he lands in the cellar for seeming
absentmindedness and accidents. Additionally, Manzano’s separation from human beings in the
cellar demonstrates the complete destruction of the bond between them in the plantation system
where those in power or those that stand to gain something completely disassociate themselves
from those in their power.
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If the goal of all early nineteenth-century Cubans is simple survival, the plantation and
ingenio slave statistically stands the worst chance of survival, or the greatest chance of
succumbing to the death pull (see statistics below). To put it mildly, as Scott does, “the image of
a paternalistic slavery characterized by concern for the soul of the slave is out of keeping with
the regime of the developed ingenio” (11-13). Additionally, death for these slaves is more than
just physical, but is equivalent to the end of the story, the inability to document the violence and
trauma. As George Handley says bluntly in “A New World Poetics,” referring to “events such as
the murder and displacement of millions of Amerindians or the Middle Passage of African
slavery,” “dead victims cannot speak” (26). Without a record, Handley suggests “historical
events . . . often defy our capacity to recuperate them as representable,” and “lived realities were
either initially understated or erased in historical documentation in an attempt to conceal
accountability” (26). So the death pull, felt so acutely on the Cuban plantation and mill, can also
be equated with a “collective amnesia” (26) or “oblivion” (27) which tries to blot out not only
the slave’s life, but his existence, and his experience.25
One way for New World slavery to combat the pull towards oblivion according to
Handley is “with valuable (if always tentative) New World death statistics, a poetics that
recognizes oblivion” (27). As suggested previously, the mortality rates on Cuban plantations and
ingenios were high. According to Castellanos and Castellanos “the annual mortality rate on the
ingenios reached 10% (it was 4% on other plantations)” which contrasts sharply “with the
situation in the United States, where the 500,000 African captives brought to its shores from
1619 to 1807, when the slave trade was officially outlawed, had engendered a population of
4,000,000 by 1861” (qtd. in Courtad 43-44). Speaking of the mid-nineteenth century, Kenneth F.
Kiple puts the seasoning process for bozales (new Africans arriving to Cuba who statistically die
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at a much higher rate because they are not accustomed to the tropical diseases of the Caribbean)
at 7 percent, which is Humboldt’s figure as well, though Kiple notes Humboldt places it as high
as 10 to 12 percent on “poorly managed ingenios” (53). Beyond the seasoning process, again
speaking of the mid-century, Kiple compares the figures of several analysts. As he indicates:
Mortality estimates of Cuba’s slave population abound. Humboldt (Island of
Cuba, p. 203) said 8 per cent for sugar slaves. Abiel Abbot (Letters Written in the
Interior of Cuba, p. 41) would seem to agree (Abbot puts the rate as high as 10-15
per cent for poorly conducted estates). Turnbull (pp. 150-51) felt 10 per cent was
closer to the truth for sugar slaves while mortality on coffee plantation reached
not more than 3 ¾ per cent (pp. 294-95). The British commissioners in Havana
during 1847 placed the mortality rate for rural adult slaves at between 2 and 5 per
cent (Kennedy and Dalrymple to Palmerston, May 8, 1847, Accounts and Papers,
1847-48, 64: 225). (53)
Although we can never know the true statistics, we can take away that the mortality rates were
far higher on Cuban ingenios and plantations than on the plantations of the U.S. South and that
these death rates were alarming enough to the British to have commissioners in Havana attempt
to keep track of them.

The Economic Pull
If the plantation pull constitutes the sweeping and polarizing effect of power and money
in a colonial world based on slave labor, then the plantation pull, as I am conceiving of it, is not
only a psychological, but an economic force as well. This is displayed in Manzano’s narrative
with the still slave-poet of 1835 caught, encarcelado “imprisoned” in the web of global, national,
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and private for-profit enterprises that created his laboring class. Every other force that
encompasses the plantation pull is a result of this economic force. The death pull, and the
psychological/traumatized pull of the plantation derive from the firmly entrenched de jure and de
facto economic and systemic reality which dominates Manzano’s slave experience. This
economic force eliminates all else, but especially the ability to see slaves as human beings and
have concern for them as such. As David Kazanjian suggests in The Colonizing Trick when
trying to explain the vanishing social relationships between human beings who have entered into
relationships based on labor, “a ‘definite social relation between men themselves’ takes a
hallucinatory form, as if the new relation appeared in the form of an optical illusion. This form
is spectral, unclear—not simply abstract, but rather bearing an odd, haunted materiality” (20). In
other words, for Manzano and other Cuban slaves, labor relations between masters and slaves
take precedence over human bonds allowing the slave to become expendable.
The death pull in Autobiografía is the economic forces of capitalism confronting the
capacity of human slave labor and exceeding the upper limit of human beings to withstand the
strain and torture of slavery, specifically that of the Cuban plantation and mill. In the language
of Marx’s Capital in which the word “slave” can be substituted for the word “thing” and
“commodity,” “the usefulness of a thing makes it a use-value. But this usefulness does not
dangle in mid-air. It is conditioned by the physical properties of the commodity, and has no
existence apart from the latter. It is therefore the physical body of the commodity itself, for
instance iron, corn, a diamond, which is the use-value or useful thing” (126). As Marxist
scholars have noted, it is as if Marx had in mind a slave in describing a thing with a “physical
body.” Cuban slaves are subject to the practices within their individual conditions including the
fact that Cuban and other slaves were more disposable because of the cheapness of the illegal
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slave trade with its lack of tariffs and permits. If “use-values are only realized in use or in
consumption” (126), that is, the death of the slave, then the use-value of a slave, might have been
equivalent to only a year’s “use” out of his slaves, as one Brazilian planter of the 1830s admitted,
disclosing that “the high death rate ‘did not represent any loss to him for, when he bought a
slave, it was with the intention of using him for a year, longer than which few could survive, but
that he got enough work out of him not only to repay this initial investment but even to show a
good profit’” (qtd. in Thomas 634). David Turnbull of the British consul reported in 1850 that
plantation slavery in Cuba “‘is the worst sort of slavery I have seen anywhere’” and British
“businessman, Joseph Liggins, . . . said that his impression was that the [Cuban] slaves worked
eighteen hours a day, and seven days a week during the six-month harvest. So ‘the annual
mortality is considerable and the deficiency is, of course, supplied by the slave trade’” (qtd. in
Thomas 637). Manzano is part of this world, constantly feeling the pull of capitalism and his
own (non) use-value for his masters, especially for the Marchioness de Prado Ameno.
The brutal beatings Manzano regularly suffers come close to killing him on several
occasions. However, it is the punishment of being sent to El Molino, meaning working on the
plantation and being brought before the administrator (only required if absolutely necessary
[Rodríguez 23]), that most consistently threatens Manzano with death towards the end of the
narrative. Eventually, Manzano understands his predicament through the help of the assistant
overseer’s warning to “cuidado” ‘watch [his] step’ (122-23) or “take care of himself” after noting
Manzano had been to El Molino far too often recently—three times in two months—and should
take steps not to come back. This warning has its desired effect (120-21). Manzano understands
the plantation pull and his own expendability all too well and finally takes measures to effect his
own escape.
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The Literal Pull of the Plantation: Punishment and Brutality in Cuban Slavery
The literal pull of the plantation El Molino is evident in Manzano’s narrative. Returning
to El Molino for punishment becomes increasingly frequent in the latter half of the narrative and
is significant in a text with very few recognizable patterns. Once the pattern becomes familiar
the reader, too, knows what will be the result of a misstep by the young teen: a change of
clothes—meaning coarse plantation worker garb, a trip to El Molino, and if the offence is
flagrant enough, a shaved head. Clothing communicated status in Spanish America and
Manzano’s relatively frequent clothing change underscores the temporary loss of his house slave
privileges and (re)movement toward the plantation. Molloy claims that “clothing . . . makes and
unmakes the man at random, conferring a tenuous sense of selfhood . . . that is all too easily
destroyed” (47). What we as readers feel in this pattern within an often deliberately capricious
system is a pull towards a destructive world. At one point, after the pattern of going to El
Molino is well-established, we are sure as readers that Manzano will have to go to El Molino for
allowing a crowing rooster to awake his mistress. He thwarts punishment this time by asking
Don Tomás Gener (someone who is also likely a guest at the town home of Don Félix Quintero,
as are Manzano and his mistress) to intercede on his behalf. As if reassuring the reader that our
prediction was in fact correct, however, he explains that “Esto fue motivo para que si no hubiera
buscado con tiempo al señor don Tomás Gener por padrino, hubiera ido a aprender a madrugar al
Molino” ‘had I not gone in time to ask Don Tomás Gener to protect me, this episode would have
been reason enough for me to have been sent to learn how to get up early at El Molino’ (110-11).
Manzano has recently been beaten for ripping dead flower petals apart, so as the rooster awakes
the Marchioness, the reader and Manzano are sure he will have to leave for the countryside
again, despite the situational/geographical obstacle of being in the city. Again, the expectation
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connected with punishment is a movement towards the “unmaking” geographical space of the
plantation.
The reader begins to feel the literal pull of the plantation almost immediately as Manzano
transitions from recounting the “joy”ful early years to recounting the “bitter” teenage years. As
in the opening sentence of the narrative Manzano again employs the grammatical imperfect as he
begins to describe the condition of his brutal punishment, so that we as readers are returned to
the plantation a number of times in each description of the individual horrors. As he tells us, “En
el campo tenía siempre igual martirio” ‘In the countryside I always endured the same
martyrdom’ (58-59). Manzano goes on at length about the space of his imprisonment, and we, as
readers, certainly feel that he knows the rat-infested coal cellar well and has obviously spent
much time there. He notes that “Por la más leve maldad de muchacho me encerraban por
veinticuatro horas en una carbonera sin tablas y sin nada con que taparme” (56) (‘For the least
childish mischief, I was locked up for twenty-four hours in a coal cellar without floorboards and
nothing to cover myself’ [57]). The imperfect can also, of course, be translated “I used to be
locked up,” which perhaps better conveys a sense of a juvenile sentence that occurs quite
frequently. Although the slave-poet’s narrative lacks specificity in other sections, here Manzano
is quite clear about the two or three times per week he spends in this tomb-like space (58-59).
For the rest of the narrative, the life and death forces that surround the young slave seem
to fight for supremacy over him, as Manzano himself seems to lack any control over whether or
not he is punished. This is interesting given that some of things Manzano is punished for
certainly seem avoidable.26 And Manzano himself admits he had “una imaginación traviesa” ‘[a]
mischievous imagination’ and at times was involved in “muchachadas” ‘childish pranks’ (6667). The death forces, and death pull, continually originate from the plantation and the particular
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system of Cuban colonial slavery devised by the Spanish empire which, when put into practice
by the countless nationally- and privately-profiting entities, become what Klein and Vinson call
“the quintessential sugar plantation regime” (94). Clearly, Manzano (and/or del Monte and his
group?) wanted readers of Autobiografía to know how ruthless Cuban slavery was. Manzano’s
nose is not just bloodied but it is broken nearly every day he tells us (58-59). In addition,
Manzano at one point contracts a fever that threatens to kill him (66-67). At another point he is
hit by a rock thrown by a mulatto “sin querer” ‘accidentally’ and has a deep and serious open
wound for two years that according to Manzano still oozes blood at times two decades later at
the time of writing (66-67). Manzano being already “siempre flaco, débil y extenuado” ‘always
thin, weak, and emaciated,’ the forces of death seem sure to win out (59). This continual
movement towards death seems entirely contrary in the slave narrative tradition. Manzano’s
narrative again and again seems destined to end in tragedy and death, not escape. Whereas
Frederick Douglass intimates thoughts of escape throughout his narrative and his narrative not
only contains but emphasizes his moments of defiance and noncompliance with the orders of his
masters, Manzano articulates preparation to be free (by learning several trades and by educating
himself in various arts including learning how to write) but his action to actually become free
seems far less by his own design, and far more by mere coincidence or divine intervention.
Manzano exerts very little agency towards claiming freedom. Manzano does tell us at the near
end of his narrative that he “thought incessantly that in Havana I would have a better chance”
(113). But by this point, the assertion seems tacked on by a Manzano in 1835, who is now reexperiencing the feeling of assertiveness as he regards his escape from El Molino and it is
difficult to gauge the validity of the claim, when the thought, far from incessantly communicated
to his reader, is otherwise absent from the narrative.
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It is Juan Francisco Manzano’s fluctuating fortunes, specifically whether or not his
conduct places him in the good graces of his mistress, the cruel Marchioness de Prado Ameno,
that animates the latter half of his narrative. Although Manzano is a favored slave, the
“falderillo” ‘lapdog’ of his mistress (60-61), and although it seems his house slave status is
secure in between his stints of punishment, the spectrum of Manzano’s duties is incredibly
broad—from going fishing with his mistress one day (63) to reporting to the plantation’s
infamous mill overseer, Simón Díaz another day (77). The seemingly instantaneous
transformation from house slave to plantation worker emphasizes Manzano’s (and all Cuban
slaves’) liminal position and lack of control over his (their) fate.

Cuba Is the Plantation
At its most basic level, Manzano’s text conveys the idea that the plantation is literally
everywhere and/or if you can momentarily escape the plantation, you are never far from it.
Brickhouse discusses how in a poem by R. R. Madden (Manzano’s original English translator in
1840) “the distance between Havana and the Cuban countryside may be rescaled, as may the
distance between Havana and West Africa, to expose an affiliation within the network of the
slave-trade that closes the geographic gap between them through a ‘moral plague and atmosphere
of death’” (219). Manzano’s storyline similarly suggests the collapse of a slave’s geography.
Again, there is no free “North” and no Canada in this text or in Cuba; which is to say that the
effect of the text, whose goal is abolition, makes it clear that no slave is safe, that there wasn’t a
“good” place to be a slave because all was changeable.27 Good mistresses might die and cruel
ones take over. House slave privileges might be revoked. Free mulattos and blacks like
Manzano’s mother can be beaten and treated as slaves. The plantation is all of Cuba and
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historically the Cuban plantation was a vortex of the well-functioning profit-machines of sugar
and slavery from which nearly everyone was deriving an immense profit. In the mentality not
only of the Spanish government and its private (wealthy) citizens, but also of the US government
and its private (wealthy) citizens, innumerable private international players, British merchants,
and possibly even in the mind of the British government, the island colony was a ripe tract of
land from which to extract goods and enormous profits—a giant plantation.28 As Surwillo
suggests, “until 1898 Spain retained the most profitable real estate in the world: the slave
economy of the sugar-producing, ‘ever-faithful’ isle of Cuba” (2) which was “one of the most
dynamic plantation regimes in the 19th century” that would “dominate world sugar production”
(Klein and Vinson 94). The Spanish monarchy, including the queen mother, the regent María
Cristina, was in fact directly involved in the plantation economy in two ways. María Cristina
was “‘the head of an influential and wealthy ‘slave-trafficking society’ based in Madrid with
partners and agents in Cuba” (Surwillo 5) and she owned one of the plantations, San Martín, that
would successfully make the transition into the mechanized era (Thomas 752). In 1817 King
Fernando VII received 400,000£ from the British government “to terminate the slave traffic”
(Luis 35) in accordance with the Treaty of 1817, knowing full well, meanwhile, that the Spanish
government would violate the treaty.29 And “Spain continued to [illegally] transport Africans to
its Antillean colonies (mostly Cuba) . . . (totaling six hundred thousand between 1816 and 1867)”
(Surwillo 4).
US investors were involved in the slave trade both legal (before the treaties of 1817,
1820, and 1835) and increasingly illegal after the same treaties, including as traders themselves
(Thomas 642) as well as owners of Cuba’s sugar plantations (Thomas 602). In addition, US
industry was not only involved in slave-ship building and sailing as Thomas details (603), but
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according to a letter published by Richard Madden in Boston in 1839 (that is after all legal slave
trade had been outlawed internationally), the US was the sole supplier of “‘vessels in the Spanish
slave-trade,’” something of which the US government was well aware (qtd. in Brickhouse 221).
And this is all without mentioning the potential empire building the US was engaged in as “Cuba
. . . moved increasingly into the economic orbit of the United States, finding its main sugar
market there” (Schmidt-Nowara 190). Finally, in addition to British merchants as willing
investors (Thomas 602), Luis makes the point that it was not only out of moral concern that the
British were inspired to so vehemently protest the Spanish slave trade, but also out of fear that
they would not be able to compete on an international market. According to Luis when the
British abolished slavery in 1834 “British commerce became more costly than that of the Spanish
colonies.” Therefore it was “for economic, moral and religious reasons” that “British
abolitionists pressed for an end to slavery and the slave trade in Cuba and other Spanish
colonies” (35). Thus, everyone owned a piece of the Cuban plantation, wanted to, or wanted
such profits, and more importantly, everyone thought of Cuba as a massive plantation.
Manzano’s primary exposure to the effects of such a voracious appetite for profits is
through his interaction with his master and mistress. Through this interaction Manzano
encounters his own disposability and his master’s and mistress’s devotion to the plantation
mentality in which money, profit, and resources are the dominant concerns. The disregard for
human life is especially evident in the person of the Marchioness de Prado Ameno who is
generally responsible for Manzano’s punishment. She (through her husband) is directly tied to
individuals’ large profits from sugar on the island. As Thomas describes him, the historical
figure of the Marqués del Prado Ameno was part of “an old oligarchy adapting itself to new
industry” belonging to “the prosperous Cuban colony . . . in the first half of the nineteenth
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century” (637). According to Thomas “Some of the families who controlled the production of
coffee and sugar in Cuba in 1820 had been landowners for generations.” He says “their family
connections were endless, their hospitality generous. They were adapting to new technology. In
1827, fifty out of the thousand or so sugar plantations were driven by steam engines. Steamboats
carried slaves from Africa; and railways—introduced in Cuba before Spain—carried sugar to
ports” (637-38). The husband of the cruel Marchioness seems obviously to be doing well, and to
be a true fixture in the Cuban sugar industry as part of its oligarchy, thus, Manzano is integrally
connected to this system. As one London merchant Malachy Postlethwayt puts it, “‘Are we not
indebted to that valuable People, the Africans, for our Sugars, Tobaccoes, Rice, Rum, and all
other Plantation Produce?’” (qtd. in Rawley 247). It is not just the field hands that produce
these goods. Profit is connected to and derived from each slave forced to donate his/her labor
including the house slave, and the (part-time) plantation slave who is integral to the plantation
economy.
In Manzano’s narrative there are many indications of the importance of wealth and
profits in Cuban culture and thus contrarily there is also an intolerance for anything that will
cause profit loss, including alleged theft. Manzano gives incidents centering around money
considerable narrative space, from incidents where money is a primary reason for his punishment
to positive moments when he is materially rewarded for his good service. When his owners
twice suspect him of the theft of a peseta, each time they send Manzano to El Molino, episodes
which he spends a fair amount of time describing (72-85). In addition to being punished because
of money, Manzano seems thrilled with his own economic gain during his service under Don
Nicolás, and especially as a messenger between the don and his betrothed and eventual wife.
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Manzano tells us proudly that the “distinguido lugar” ‘distinguished position” of being a
messenger “me lucraba mucho, pues tenía doblones sin pedir” ‘was very lucrative for me
because I received doubloons without asking for them’ (104-05).
But in addition to being part of the economic system of Cuba, Manzano is part of the
cultural and class system as well. For Manzano this means, as Edward Mullen suggests, having
been “born into the double prison of slavery and Spanish colonial rule” (65). The episode in
which Manzano relates how he learned to write illustrates Manzano’s status in a number of ways.
When practicing writing, Manzano’s master at the time, Don Nicolás, catches him at it “no pocas
veces” ‘more than a few times’ (104-05). As a result, Don Nicolás “me empuso dejase aquel
entretenimiento como nada correspondiente a mi clase y qu buscase que coser” ‘ordered me to
abandon that pastime, which did not correspond to my class, and to look for something to sew’
(104-05). This directive highlights several colonial, cultural, and class conflicts.30 As Don
Nicolás’s words imply, reading and writing are illegal for Manzano’s slave class. But this is the
de facto rule true for nearly everyone else in Cuba as well. The Spanish government was “ever
suspicious of their educated subjects” and as such schools were few and “in 1827 the illiteracy
rate was 85% in a population of 700 thousand” (Smorkaloff 4-5). From the Spanish government
to the Cuban criollo elite comprising individuals like Don Nicolás a clear Foucauldian hierarchy
emerges in which those in power try to keep the knowledge hidden from those below them. As
Foucault says in Discipline and Punish “power produces knowledge” and “power and knowledge
directly imply one another; . . . there is no power relation without the correlative constitution of a
field of knowledge” (27). The Spanish government desires to withhold knowledge and power
from criollos, and criollos like Don Nicolás do not wish to share the advantages their class
enjoys. This power hierarchy derives from Spanish culture, but also from plantation culture.
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The joint oppression of slaves and (more limited, but still significant) oppression of Cuban-born
criollos, however, ultimately meant the white and black (free- and slave-born) inhabitants of
Cuba had a common enemy in Spain and the impetus for independence.

Push Back
By the end of his Autobiografía, Manzano has largely lost any sense of self that does not
come from his identification with his relationship as a slave to his mistress, thus his resistance,
his push back against the system, is limited. In the end, he can barely make the decision to
escape. Thus, I argue that plantation system has almost fully consumed Manzano. With the
exception of leaving the plantation, rather than fighting the system’s tenets, he incorporates them
into his own ideals. Schulman describes Manzano as “an individual disconnected from his
African kin and shut off from the world of the Creole or Spanish whites. Similarly, among the
many items concerning his family we find not a single comment about his family name; instead
he follows the slave custom of taking his master’s surname rather than his father’s” (24).
Schulman gestures towards the fact that the world knows Juan Francisco Manzano by the name
of his master—this in and of itself is the plantation’s permanent marker on the slave, not
allowing the foundational familial bonds to indicate his parentage. And it is the plantation’s
values that Manzano communicates towards the end of his narrative, as it is on the penultimate
page of the narrative that Manzano’s most famous and most racist passage occurs. Wavering
between escape and status quo, Manzano envisions his life back at El Molino, now that his
parents are both dead. Manzano describes: “me veía en el Molino sin padres en él, ni aun
pariente y en una palabra, mulato entre negros” ‘I saw myself at El Molino, without parents or
even relatives, and, in a word, a mulatto among blacks’ (132-33). Racism prods Manzano to
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move forward with his life, yet he will clearly carry notions of the plantation’s race-based
hierarchy with him into freedom.
Nevertheless, Manzano is able to push back to some degree against the plantation forces
of death and destruction mainly by writing his Autobiografía and in the process freeing himself
from the bonds of slavery. Secondly, and I would argue uniquely in this slave narrative, his
artisan status partially thwarts the plantation culture and mentality obsessed with money.
Mostly, Juan Francisco Manzano is just as obsessed as the rest of Cuba with having a
“distinguished position,” with the delights and the utility of money, clothing, and status.
However, it is Manzano the artisan that combats the Cuban ideal that money is the most
important thing. Being educated and knowing his craft(s) have clear value to Manzano. Yes, he
is part of the economy, and has marketable skills and can survive when he is free, but also, he
creates a counterculture of pride in his work, that is likely passed down to him from his father,
which thwarts capitalist ideals. Manzano seems to be indicating all along in his Autobiografía
that he has use-value, use-value that far exceeds how much sugar cane he can carry, grind, cut, or
refine. That use-value is multiple and meaningful, familial and relational. The plantation pull is
strong, and Manzano certainly succumbs to certain hierarchal ideas of race and money, but not
all of them. In some ways, Manzano’s text clearly demonstrates the effect of his unique
upbringing and his family’s influence. Just as he shows pride for memorizing sermons, drawing,
and sewing, he demonstrates similar pride in the verses he composes. His autobiographical
writing is exchangeable on the market, ultimately for his freedom, but the writing itself
documents a world we could not know otherwise.
Juan Francisco Manzano’s creative output and craftsmanship, although most visible in
the beginning of the narrative when Manzano lives with his family, is perceptible throughout the
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narrative, and is clearly influenced by an unlikely force in a slave narrative—his father.
Manzano has the strongest relationship with his father of any slave narrative of which I am
aware. Throughout the narrative Juan’s father not only shows himself to be an honorable person,
but also a craftsman who demonstrates pride in his work and passes this pride in creation down
to his son. Manzano’s father is a tailor who gives young Juan his first “lecciones de sastre”
‘lessons as a tailor’ (50-51), and Manzano later proves to be an excellent seamster. Manzano
tells us at around the age of fifteen or sixteen he knew how (to) “coser efectos de mujeres, . . .
túnicos, camisones, colgaduras, colchones, marcar y coser en holán batista y hacer toda clase de
guarniciones” ‘sew ladies’ things, . . . tunics, chemises, draperies, and mattresses, how to mark
and sew in fine linen batiste, and how to make all kinds of trimmings” (60-61). Manzano here
and in other places in his narrative exhibits a pride in his workmanship and knowledge, this
particular knowledge coming directly from his father. But Manzano’s father, Toribio de Castro,
whose name appears only once in the text, is not merely a tailor. We are given little additional
information about Toribio other than the interactions between him and his son, but the text
alludes to at least one of Juan’s father’s surprising gifts. At Juan’s baptism around the age of six,
it is his father who plays the harp while other musicians play the clarinet and flute (51).
Manzano does not comment upon this biographical detail, but Toribio the tailor invites our
interest and alludes to a great host of talents possessed by male and female slaves in Plantation
America that we can never recover.
Perhaps in the vein of his father (who we only know for sure can sew and play the harp)
Manzano, from a young age is a jack-of-all-trades who excels at many creative endeavors. As he
tells his readers, “Tenía yo siete u ocho años, cuando me preguntaban que oficio tenía y no había
uno que yo dijera que ignoraba” ‘I was seven or eight years old when they used to ask me what
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my trade was, and there wasn’t a single one I didn’t know” (50-51). Manzano provides evidence
for this bold statement throughout his text. He is clearly a gifted individual. Manzano’s skills
range from recitations of entire sermons and plays to excellence in painting (48-49, 62-63). And
when Manzano learns to write, it isn’t purely a functional undertaking (though Manzano
certainly appreciates the practical applications of his newfound knowledge, calling it a “útil”
‘useful’ industry [103]). Instead, the pleasure that Manzano derives from writing suggests a
devotion to artistry. As he describes the experience, “con muchos rasgos logré imitar las letras
más hermosas. Llegué a tenerlas entonces que más parecían grabadas que de pluma” ‘with many
strokes I was able to imitate the most beautiful letters. I succeeded then in making them look
more like engravings than handwriting’ (104-05). Writing’s more practical aspects may have
attracted Manzano’s attention, but he obviously continues the activity in part for its aesthetic
beauty. Manzano, in fact, improves upon his master’s original “handwriting” and elevates it to
the level of art in the form of engraving.
The skills that Manzano possesses and the pleasure he takes in his artistic pursuits reveal
a rich counter to the capitalist forces that surround the slave and engulf him in many ways.
Manzano’s artistry functions antithetically to the plantation system’s profit production,
expressing a contrary value system of pride in creation and craft. Mullen suggests that mulattoes
in general “played an important but little studied role in the maintenance of the island’s
economic and social infrastructure. As artisans, tailors, cooks, and musicians, they drove the
economic engine that would lead to Cuban independence” (66-67). The connection Mullen
makes between artisanry and economic industry would perhaps imply that these forces combined
within Manzano find an ideal mixture. However, it would be difficult to see Manzano in such an
entirely positive light. In many ways, the plantation system overwhelms Manzano. But in this
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antithetical expression of craft, one finds a singularly masculine slave inheritance passed down to
another generation as well as a creativity stimulated, perhaps, in part by an intact slave family
which includes a father figure. Manzano’s father, then, helps his son to develop his creative
gifts, and functions as an unsung hero animating the background of this text.

Autobiografía as the Foundation of Cuban National Literature
Finally, scholars more and more often credit Manzano’s life and oeuvre, especially his
autobiography, as playing an instrumental role in beginning Cuban national literature. Edward
Mullen describes Manzano’s poetry as “a step in the formation of national, autochthonous
literature that borrows from the black vernacular to achieve freedom from the master grammar of
urban, peninsular Spain” (74-75) and Luis notes that:
Manzano’s life became a model for and a generator of narrative production. In
some way, the emerging Cuban narrative was based on slavery; Manzano’s life
and writings would be repeated by other antislavery writers who would describe
many of Manzano’s characteristics in their works: a docile house servant;
transference from the master’s house to the sugar mill . . . . and the unfair
punishment of the slave protagonist. (Bondage 39)
Emphasizing Manzano’s life and autobiography in this way suggests not only that the formation
of a national Cuban literature “was based on slavery,” but that it began in part upon the
plantation. As national literary canons are reshaped they reflect the changing values of a society.
With the placement of Manzano’s Autobiografía as the beginning of literature and the Cuban
nation, contemporary Cuba recognizes its black and white roots, its African and Spanish
heritages, and as I suggest, it claims its slave and enslaving past, rather than dismissing it,
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denying it, or hiding it. Cuba proclaims its imperialized past and presents a national home
founded upon violence and (race) prejudice but which is perhaps more geographically and
racially inclusive than the US national landscape.
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The Push Back of Mary Prince’s West Indian and British Subjectivity

This section is particularly emblematic of the geographical breadth and forced cultural
exchange within the plantation system and slavery that this project investigates. Prince’s text
allows us to voyage from Bermuda to Turk’s Island and back again, then to Antigua, and finally
Britain itself, following Prince as she journeys 7,000 miles in all. As Ian Finseth suggests in
“Geographic Consciousness in the American Slave Narrative,” “at a very practical level, New
World slavery was always about geography. . . . Geography, moreover lay at the heart of the
fatal nexus of market economics and racial ideology that drove the Atlantic slave trade” (236).
The myriad places where the “nexus of market economics and racial ideology” occurs are the
same ones where the plantation pull occurs. While the last section enlarges the plantation to the
size of Cuba, this section enlarges the plantation to the space inhabited by slaves and the slave
trade. The plantation and the plantation system exist where slaves do. My analysis, however,
chiefly centers on Prince’s relationship to Bermuda and the British empire.
With this more liberal zone demarcating the plantation, we may also make correlations
between plantation slavery before abolition and the imperialism under which the institution of
slavery began and the exploitative conditions that exist in our capitalist world today and the
remnants of imperialism in the seventeen remaining “non-self-governing territories” on which
the United Nations is currently focusing its decolonization efforts (“The United Nations and
Decolonization”). This dissertation includes four sections (two in this chapter) which investigate
a text from the islands of the Caribbean-Atlantic region. Chapter one moves from Manzano’s
Cuba to Mary Prince’s British Caribbean; chapter two considers Tapia’s Puerto Rico; and,
chapter three ends in the Dutch Caribbean with Debrot’s depiction of the island of Curaçao.
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Whereas Cuba and Curaçao eventually became self-governing territories the same is not true for
two island regions in Prince’s text: Bermuda and the Turks and Caicos Islands. Given that
people in Bermuda and Turks and Caicos still face imperial oppression, this underscores the
importance of Prince’s and her text’s intervention in helping to end slavery in the British West
Indies and deal a significant blow to British imperialism and an immense improvement in the
lives of former slaves.
Speaking from within an empire, the slave narratives of Juan Francisco Manzano and
Mary Prince diverge and converge in significant ways. One fundamental difference between
Manzano’s Autobiografía and Prince’s History, both written in the 1830s and published in
London, is the political climate surrounding the writing and publication of these texts; while
Manzano wrote in a world nearly mute from censorship, Prince wrote in a world that
increasingly favored abolitionism. When Manzano was writing in 1835 he could not know that
slavery would exist for fifty years more. When Prince was writing, she could not know (though
perhaps she hoped) that her work would help turn the tide towards Parliament abolishing slavery
in the British Caribbean.
The circumstances under which Mary Prince narrated her History of Mary Prince, a West
Indian Slave, Related by Herself (1831) afforded her far more freedom to express herself about
her life as a slave than Manzano had enjoyed while writing still enslaved in a Cuba. Unlike
Manzano’s island-locked closeness to his abuse as he wrote, or the traversable geographic
distance away that slave catchers could easily travel to potentially re-enslave the authors of the
most famous slave narratives, Frederick Douglass and Harriet Jacobs, faced, Mary Prince was, if
not literally in a different boat, than at least on a different and quite distant island. This is to say,
the extreme form of Spanish censorship and the Spanish penal system did not threaten Prince as
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they did Manzano during and after writing, nor did the 1850 Fugitive Slave Act of the US pursue
her as they did Douglass and Jacobs in the North. Although, Prince’s last owners and abusers
were nearby in London as she wrote, she was separated from most of her owners and any
possible acts of retribution by a vast temporal and physical distance, and British laws. The lack
of safe shelter for former Cuban and US slaves contrasts with the protected status Prince and
other former slaves in Britain benefited from due to laws that protected them from “illegal arrest,
imprisonment or removal to a foreign country” (Mtubani 72). Prince, given rulings in England
as early as 1701, was free from the moment she set foot on the British Isles in the North
Atlantic.31 In addition to being free, in London, Prince was separated by an extensive ocean
from the principle islands in her History; she was over 3,000 miles away from the Atlantic island
of Bermuda and even further away from Turk Island and Antigua in the Caribbean (not to
mention she retained the protection of the Anti-Slavery Society in London—and specifically of
Thomas Pringle, in whose house she was residing). If Manzano is geographically and
psychologically closest to his experiences as a slave (since he was still a slave when writing, and
still on the island of Cuba), then Prince, despite her brief time as a slave in England, shows a
clear, and controlled detached perspective. She exhibits this detachment in many positive ways.
In fact, Mary Prince’s detachment from her experience allows her to be critical of her
imperialist mother country, Britain, clearly in regards to its position on slavery, but in other more
subtle ways as well, ways in which Manzano either could not or would not be critical. And
although, like Manzano, Prince is a doubly colonized figure, she consistently pushes back against
the system controlling her fate and her narrative with far more assurance than he. This is not in
any way to denigrate Manzano’s experience or especially his writing, which he, unlike Prince,
wrote himself. Mary Prince, however, presents a very different relationship to the empire that
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governs her. Prince is critical of the British empire under whose yoke ultimately she has been
enslaved. Although it would be difficult to claim unequivocally after reading her thirty-two
pages of negotiated writing, whether she truly “feel[s] hatred for [her] imperialist rulers,” it is
clear that she believes slavery is an odious institution, and that she condemns the British people
(and I would argue, government) for allowing it to continue for so long. But certainly, she has
no love for the British government, and she shows no desire to move up the British class ladder
or look down upon anyone as Manzano looks down on blacks. Instead, her wish is to join the
bottom rungs of British society and have the wages and freedom lower-class servants have (a
feat which I assert she has already accomplished).
What I argue, then, is that Mary Prince’s text is dynamic in the way that it fuses two
identities, a Bermudian (West Indian) subjectivity and a British subjectivity. Mary Prince is
representative of the British territory and the non-nation of Bermuda, but she is also solidly a
British subject. Within these subjectivities is Prince’s chief resisting power over slavery and the
plantation pull. Prince resists through a dual affiliation: 1) to an independent, resourceful
Bermudian (West Indian) “national” spirit which animates her narrative, and 2) to an economic
affiliation with the British empire through her many duties and employments in various
“stations” of the British empire. In this way, to use a Gilroy metaphor, as she traverses the
British domain of the West Indies, Prince is a ship with (at least) two colors traveling/moving
from island to island. And through this work on Bermuda, on Turks Island, on Antigua, and on
Great Britain Prince becomes imbricated in the imperial economic system, denying her
objectivity and not only becoming a subject, but subjecting her English audience to a
“decolonisation of the mind.”32 Essentially, through her economic and cartographic knowledge
of British imperialism she gains power and as Marx would say, too, “use value.”
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In other words, I want to argue that Mary is a dual citizen / has dual subjectivity in the
West Indies and, not just in the British empire, but in the British metropole and this duality is
part of her resisting power. Moreover, these subjectivities that The History demonstrates
indicate not only the range of slaves’ modernities and the flexibility of national boundaries, but
the instability of terms such as “resident” and “alien” in the early nineteenth-century imperial
landscape.

Prince and her Rhizomatic History
Prince’s The History of Mary Prince, a West Indian Slave, Related by Herself presents
the rhizomatic journey of an intrepid persona—Prince acts uniquely throughout her life as a West
Indian slave, resisting her condition and asserting her agency at every step of the way. The AntiSlavery Society published Prince’s History in London in 1831 where Prince was residing at that
time. She was born into slavery in 1788 on the island of Bermuda. At first Prince was the slave
of a kindly woman whose young daughter, about Prince’s age, doted on her as “pet” (7). Prince
was then briefly hired out to a nearby neighbor, Mrs. Williams. Around the age of twelve Prince
and two of her sisters, Hannah and Dinah, were sold at auction. The sale to her next master,
Captain I—, represents the transition from relatively to much more cruel slavery including
physical abuse and strenuous, constant labor.
Mary Prince spent five years as the slave of Captain I— (18). In the description of these
five years that we first witness cruel beatings given Prince and her “fellow slave[s],” and it is
here as well that the sexual nature of relations between master and female slaves is first
suggested with the description of the pregnancy and death of a slave named Hetty (15). Prince’s
emphasis on the sexual nature of slavery for female slaves is something that critics, including
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Gates, have found singular in Prince’s narrative. Gates suggests that “Prince’s account makes
her readers acutely aware that the sexual brutalization of the black woman slave . . . defined
more than any other aspect of slavery the daily price of her bondage” (xv). Under Captain I—
Prince’s duties are various. She inherits all of Hetty’s duties when she dies, which include:
milking the cows, feeding the sheep, cattle, hog, and horse, “rubb[ing] down [the] master’s
horse,” and fixing the beds, putting the children to bed and cooking for Captain I— and his
family (13-14). Sharpe makes clear in her book Ghosts of Slavery that “as a black woman,
Prince was less likely to be employed in the household, since domestic positions were usually
held by racially mixed slaves. However, on small plantations like the one owned by her third
master, Captain I—, there was no division of labor between field and domestic slaves” (130).
So, essentially Prince, like Hetty before her, did everything needed in and out of the house.
From Captain I—’s household, Prince went to Turks Island (“Turk’s” in Prince’s
narrative) as the slave of Mr. D—. It is on Turks Island that Prince worked in the salt flats. The
salt flats, or what Prince calls “the salt ponds,” represent excruciating work in which the slaves
must stand in the sun and saltwater nearly all day long (18-22). Prince and the other slaves
developed “dreadful boils, which eat down in some cases to the very bone, afflicting the
sufferers with great torment” (19). Speitz also traces another of Prince’s afflictions to her time
on Turks Island. An exhibit Speitz found at the Turks and Caicos Island Museum notes that “the
bright sun reflecting off salt water, white sand, and salt crystals contributed to the onset of
blindness” (qtd. in Spietz 10). In the second edition of History Pringle writes that “Mary Prince
has been afflicted with a disease in the eyes, which, it is feared, may terminate in total blindness”
(History 4). Prince was forty-one in 1831; slavery, then, aged her considerably. Prince spent ten
years on Turks Island before returning to Bermuda with her same master.
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Living on Bermuda again, clearly Prince’s work, while still tedious, is not as harsh as on
Turks Island. However, her master, Mr. D— is often drunk, and again Prince hints at a sexual
relationship between her and her master. She writes that she “then told him I would not live
longer with him, for he was a very indecent man—very spiteful, and too indecent; with no shame
for his servants, no shame for his own flesh” (24). Prince’s master at this point is a drunk who
beats his own daughter “till she was not fit to be seen” (24). One of the many moments of
female solidarity between black and white women occurs during this time period. The oftquoted moment demonstrates that black and white women are sometimes “in the same boat.”
Prince, away on an errand, returns to find Mr. D giving his daughter an awful beating which
“almost killed her” (24). Prince defends her master’s daughter and admonishes her master
saying that “this is not Turk’s Island” (24). Prince thus delineates for her reader between a bad
and worse place, between a bad and worse slavery.
Soon after deciding Mr. D— is “too indecent” Prince actively seeks and obtains a new
master. She convinces Mr. Woods to buy her from the master of whom she explains: “I did not
wish to be any longer the slave of my indecent master” (25). She laments her sale to Mr. Woods,
foreshadowing more harsh treatment. Mr. Woods takes her with him to Antigua and then to
Britain. This transition to her new master is noteworthy for the control that Prince exercises over
it. She says that she “heard that Mr John Wood was going to Antigua. I felt a great wish to go
there, and I went to Mr D—, and asked him to let me go in Mr Wood’s service” (25). At this
point in the narrative, Prince’s strenuous resistance is much less surprising. Prince’s behavior is
consistent throughout as she asks for and often gets what she wants. It is on Antigua that Mary
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Prince meets and marries her husband Daniel James. This, too, she does on her own terms. In
fact, she doesn’t tell her master that she has married, and he finds out several months after the
fact.
Finally, Prince accompanies Mr. and Mrs. Woods to England. She seems to have a
choice in this as well. One of the major themes of her time with the Woods is the increasingly
debilitating bouts of rheumatism and illness that Prince suffers. She agrees to go with the Woods
in part because she believes her rheumatism will “probably get cured” (31). Prince leaves behind
her husband to travel with the Woods to care for their child in England. Eventually, disputes
with her master over her inability to work cause her to leave their household. After staying while
recovering from illness for a time with a black family in London, she is taken in by Thomas
Pringle and his family. He is the secretary of the Anti-Slavery society and it is Pringle that helps
Prince complete her request to write to her “history” by soliciting the help of another house guest
and literary author, Susanna Strickland, who would become Prince’s amanuensis (xxiii).

Collaboration vs. Negotiation
Comparing Manzano’s and Prince’s narratives helps us to more adequately consider
Prince’s History as, what I will call, a negotiated text. “Collaborative,” the words scholars such
as Michelle Gadpaille choose to describe Prince’s History or that Molloy uses to describe slave
narratives in general, suggest one mutual goal. But it is disingenuous to suggest that abolitionists
and slaves have the same goals for (ghost) writing, editing, and shaping slave narratives.
Instead, Prince’s History served two separate functions. The first function of History was
propaganda for the Anti-Slavery Society, who “gave [Prince] a legal and practical outlet for her
protest” (Salih xxiii). Without the Anti-Slavery Society, Prince’s life story would not be known.
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The other function is inherently unknowable. Prince cannot tell us, nor did she, what the relating
of her story meant for her—what did she want to accomplish with its telling?33
Manzano’s and Prince’s texts are notably alike in the way that others co-opted their texts
for the anti-slavery cause, both on behalf of the Anti-Slavery Society of Britain. Manzano’s and
Prince’s “collaborators,” that is, Manzano’s translator, Richard R. Madden, and Prince’s
amanuensis, Susanna Strickland have striking similarities as well. Both Madden and Strickland
were authors in their own right. Madden published poems and anti-slavery tracts and Strickland
published a novel, Spartacus: A Roman Story in 1822, contributed to poetry journals throughout
the 1820s, and would later become famous as an author under her married name Moodie when
she emigrated to Canada and published Roughing It in the Bush (London, 1852) her account of
living in the Canadian wilderness from 1832 to 1839, now “widely recognized as one of the most
important nineteenth-century books written in and about Canada” (Peterman vii).
Prince’s words were written down by Susanna Strickland and utilized by the Anti-Slavery
Society to publicize the brutality of slavery in the West Indies. Prince arrived to London in 1828
with her masters, the Woods. Sometime later that year Prince went to the Anti-Slavery society
when she could no longer endure the treatment of the Woods, who seem to have been incapable
of recognizing the painfulness of her rheumatism. In 1829 Thomas Pringle and his wife hired
Prince to be a domestic servant. In 1831 Prince told her story to Susanna Strickland who wrote it
down. It was published and edited by Thomas Pringle in early 1831. It went through three
printings in the same year. Scholars disagree upon the influence of Pringle and Strickland. At
bare minimum Speitz calls History “a highly mediated document” (1), Gadpaille questions the
idea of Pringle and Strickland as having a minor role as Pringle claims in the preface to History,
and Sharpe calls the presentation of Prince in History, Pringle’s own (120). At the other end of
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the spectrum, however, is Ifeoma Kiddoe Nwankwo who largely skirts the issue and instead
mentions Pringle and Strickland only briefly as he considers the text an oral piece of literature
with Prince as the “orator” (159). Sharpe and Nwankwo, then, are diametrically opposed in their
characterizations of the text as Nwankwo refers to the text as containing “Prince’s approach” and
considers the text as the views and expressions of Prince (163).
I would like to put forth a new theory. I see History as largely an expression of a
negotiated modernity between Prince and Strickland. Pringle was involved, but he was busy
with other projects, too.34 Recent modernist scholars anxious to diversify the field have sought a
wider temporal and geographical study of modernism and modernity. Mary Lou Emery in
“Caribbean Modernism: Plantation to Planetary” articulates the existence of “‘an inner time’ of
multiple yet silenced voices of laboring women across the empire, from the colonial plantation to
modernist London and across four centuries of Europe’s modernity” (67). History alludes to
such a silence of especially slave women and yet breaks that silence by presenting the first
Caribbean slave narrative, the first female slave narrative, and the “first narrative of the life of a
black woman to be published in England” through a joint negotiation in the metropolis (Salih
vii), connecting a privileged but impoverished female author (now amanuensis) with a
“privileged” house slave (privileged because she travels to England and escapes slavery, Sharpe
127) through a planetary tale of global modernity. Prince’s story and Prince and Strickland’s
telling of it exists in the vein of Homi Bhaba’s “postcolonial contra-modernity” which “may be
contingent to modernity, discontinuous or in contention with it, resistant to its oppressive,
assimilationist technologies; but they also deploy the cultural hybridity of their borderline
conditions to ‘translate,’ and therefore reinscribe, the social imaginary of both metropolis and
modernity” (8). Prince’s is a story of improbable resistance in which “Prince protested against
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her treatment at every available opportunity, and her History is a continuation of this protest”
(Salih xxx). But more than this, in so many ways, Prince’s story and its telling actively
revolutionize narration by changing whose story is being told, who is telling it, and how.
The negotiated modernity of History reflects its close relationship with capitalism
thematically and as a commodity itself, as a new narrative paradigmatic modernity, and as a
social, economic, and political modernity. Fredric Jameson suggests in A Singular Modernity,
“modernity lies in its association with capitalism” (13). History is tied up with capitalism. The
necessity for slavery arose because of a desire to make a profit. Prince’s story is intrinsically
about her role as material “capital,” and of her active labors (literally and figuratively) to break
out of this role. But also, the pamphlet itself existed and was sold in worldwide marketplace. As
Davis and Gates emphasize “[slave] narratives had an appreciable market” (xv). Prince’s
specifically went through three printings in a single year. According to Pringle “writing Mary
Prince’s history was first suggested by herself” (3) and “any profits that may arise from the sale
will be exclusively appropriated to the benefit of Mary Prince herself” (4). Thus, History itself is
a piece of capital while Prince no longer is and History both relates and creates that new reality
as people read and buy it. Furthermore, Jameson says “modernity is always in one way or
another a rewriting, a powerful displacement of previous narrative paradigms” (35). As Salih
suggests the average early nineteenth-century Briton was unaware of the evils of slavery.
Prince’s History and its popularity change that. More than that. This is the story of a black
woman told by her and written by a white woman in large part for other women’s consumption
as at “the sixth Annual Meeting of the Birmingham Female Society for the Relief of British
Negro Slaves, ‘the narrative of Mary Prince was recommenced for purchase . . . to every Lady
present’” (xxviii). Gadpaille elaborates on the strength, participation, and organization of
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women in the British anti-slavery movement. The movement targeted History, Gadpaille argues,
to “reach the hearts of English women” (75). The audience is different. The text focuses on
sympathetic portrayals of slaves as well as something that scholars have not specifically
investigated or noted—the interaction of women in the West Indies: slaves, colonial mistresses,
washerwomen, older women, women who have gone mad, women who are used as the sexual of
men, white and black women for whom moments of solidarity arise. Scholars like Nwankwo
analyze “a racially based notion of community” in History but often neglect that it is a
predominantly black female community along with portrayals, good and bad, of the interactions
between black and white women.
Finally, History describes and helps effect great social and juridical changes for slaves
and whites, and the relationship between Strickland and Prince reflected in the negotiated text, I
argue, exemplifies a new writing relationship, a more evenly balanced one than most of the
relationships Prince as a black slave woman describes in her narrative. Jameson notes that
modernity takes place in a “moment of overcoming of feudalism by capitalism . . . which at least
promised social and juridical equality and political democracy” (39). Speitz suggests that it is an
accepted scholarly position to recognize a clear path between Prince’s History and the
emancipation of West Indian slaves in 1834.35 Speitz suggests that “Published in 1831, [History]
appeared . . . just two years before the Crown’s 1833 Emancipation Bill. The later document
legally freed slaves in British colonies, and few doubt the place of Prince’s History in the
mounting storm of anti-slavery voices that swayed the popular sentiment necessary for the bill’s
passage” (1). Slaves literally became free in part due to the influence of Prince’s narrative.
History functioned to raise awareness of the realities of slavery and tug at the heart strings of
abolitionist-inclined readers.
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British Empire as Plantation Network
In Mary Prince’s History there is no one clear plantation or even one clear space that
Prince returns to as Manzano returns to El Molino. Instead, circulating about the West Indies,
Prince is a super-modern entity by virtue of her knowledge of multiple economies, multiple
means to produce capital. Yet while slavery would try to convert Prince solely into an object of
the capitalist machine, deriving the multiple skillsets of the multiple environments makes Prince
a likely capitalist, one with the potential capability to free herself through her extra labor. Forced
travel and awareness produce knowledge that gives her the keys to towards freedom. She
chooses to go to Britain, literally to work her way to the metropole. Prince’s plantation, then, is
larger than the one upon which the average slave toils.
Brickhouse gives us a more liberal definition of “plantation” that we may then apply to
Prince. Brickhouse suggests that “the human geography of the plantation as an institution is
rigidly demarcated yet multiple: both the domestic site of home for owners and slaves, but also
space of intersection for trade in humans and commodities, and a root point in North America of
African diaspora” (229-30). This definition, home, trading post, and starting place of displaced
black individuals, in fact, encompasses the four islands in Prince’s text: Bermuda, Turks Island,
Antigua, and Britain. All represent homes, trading posts, and starting places for white Britons
and black Britons. Brickhouse suggests, then, that the plantation is the entire system and the
entire system in Prince’s narrative is the British empire. I thus want to suggest, that in Prince’s
History the British empire plays the role of the broadly-defined “plantation,” the exploitative
space that is home and work space to circulating slaves.
Furthermore, Prince’s British Empire “Plantation Network” fits Philip Fisher’s definition
of the plantation as what he explains as “‘damaged social space,’ where secrecy, power, and
violence reign, as opposed to the democratic principles of transparency and equality” (qtd. in
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Finseth 242 Am Lit Geographies). What Prince comes to know that other slaves do not, as she
shuttles around seven thousand miles of the British West Indies and England, (where her last
masters, the Woods, still treat her as a slave) is the vastness of this violent plantation network.
She experiences standing upon the auction blocks in the parish of her birth, receives blows and
whippings elsewhere in Bermuda, suffers boils in her feet and sexual abuse in the Turks and
Caicos Islands, and endures painful rheumatism in Antigua and England. Each master and
mistress Prince labors for is part of and beholden to the British economy that has legalized
slavery. Prince, then, is the slave, not to a sole person, but to the British empire as she moves
among its territorial possessions. Prince seems potentially cognizant of this fact as she
generalizes about slavery’s effect on whites, still wondering at how they can be so callous about
the sadness her separating family feels upon the auction blocks. Prince concludes of the people
staring at and making remarks about her, her mother, and her sisters that “they were not all bad, I
dare say, but slavery hardens white people’s hearts towards blacks” (11). The white people of
the town of Hamilton in Bermuda, then, are not unique among the people in different places that
Prince comes to know.
What is truly surprising in Prince’s narrative is the way she creates her own network that
does not follow the plantation network’s hierarchy. Plantation hierarchies and Prince’s network
might be productively compared, respectively, to Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of a traditional
hierarchical system and their concept of a rhizomatic, acentered system. As Deleuze and
Guattari explain, in this traditional system “an individual has only one active neighbor, his or her
hierarchical superior . . . The channels of transmission are preestablished: the arborescent
system preexists the individual, who is integrated into it at an allotted place’” (16). This
description fits the unbending plantation complex of unwavering obedience by a slave to one’s
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master. However, Deleuze and Guattari juxtapose traditional with non-traditional:
To these centered systems, the authors contrast acentered systems, finite networks
of automata in which communication runs from any neighbor to any other, the
stems or channels do not preexist, and all individuals are interchangeable, defined
only by their state at a given moment—such that the local operations are
coordinated and the final, global result synchronized without a central agency.
(17).
The acentered system in the plantation system is the resistance to capitalist greed and
accumulation of extreme wealth. In Prince’s narrative specifically, we see this in moments of
cross-racial female solidarity, in the care and kindness of the Moravian church, the antislavery
society in England, and in the community fellow blacks in the West Indies and in London create
as they help one another, as Prince remembers those lost to death or suffering the life of a field
slave. Mary Prince’s daily rhizomatic operations maintain her selfhood and autonomy even as
she faces incredible systemic oppression. That Strickland and Prince co-narrate Prince’s story,
too, is rhizomatic. Strickland does not hold a position of power in the Anti-Slavery Society; she
is a young, unmarried female. Undoubtedly Prince’s narrative would have looked quite different
if she gave her testimony directly to Thomas Pringle instead of Strickland. Finally, writing is
rhizomatic. Telling her story (the story it was her idea to write) to the people (the women) of
England does not follow, and ultimately cripples the plantation network’s hierarchy because the
work has the desired effect upon the British public. As Pringle notes of Prince and the writing of
History, “she wished it to be done, she said, that the good people in England might hear from a
slave what a slave had felt and suffered” (3). Prince counters the histories told in print through
text and images largely authored by white men, such as the pro-slavery Isaac Robert Cruikshank
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whose satirical 1826 cartoon John Bull Taking a Clear View of the Negro Slavery Question!!
depicts Quakers fabricating images of West Indian slavery by having viewers look through a
telescope with a drawing of horrors just in front of the telescope (Kriz 1). Prince, then, through
History, sets the record right.

Bermudian / West Indian Identity and Working towards (British) Citizenship
Another way that Prince’s journey is rhizomatic is her ability to utilize a skillset learned
in a number of tasks/chores over the course of her History under several different masters. The
diverse work better allows Prince to know the system that she labors under, but her repurposing
of it demonstrates her Bermudian / Caribbean identity. Olive Senior documents into the late
twentieth century Caribbean women who use supplemental work to support themselves, a
practice called “making do,” which Senior explains “expresses a social phenomenon which is
widely accepted: that it is a fundamental role of poor women to make do with what they have or,
better still, ‘make something from nothing’ in order to maintain their families” (129). In Prince’s
“making do” I suggest that she exemplifies a Bermudian, and especially a Bermudian/Caribbean
slave history/identity in which an island resident does not have the resources that a mainland
resident does. To support this claim, I look back at Bermuda’s history.
The island of Bermuda lies far geographically closer to the U.S. than to Britain (the U.S.
is about 650 miles away and Britain is over 3,000 miles away). Located in the center of the
Atlantic island off the coast of South Carolina, Bermuda, participated in “a limited campaign of
opposition [to the British] before the American Revolution” exemplified in the island’s
“sen[ding] delegates to the Continental Congress” (O’Shaughnessy xi). Although Bermuda
enjoyed a flourishing shipping industry during the American Revolution, the tiny island
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floundered for the next forty years while trying to find its main source of economic power.
Bermudians were reeling from “extensive[]” investment in American real estate, land which had
now been “stripped” from them in the postwar era (Wilkinson 13). In the early 1790s
Bermudians dabbled in cotton (at the request British advisers) and failed (Wilkinson 28),
cultivated barley with a modicum of success, resorted to shipbuilding “‘which affords them only
a precarious existence’” according to then-Governor Hamilton (Wilkinson 30), and also tried
their hand at “wrecking,” smuggling, and harvesting turtle meat in the Bahamas, and
occasionally profited from those occupations (Wilkinson 30).36 In the field of shipping the
Bermudian Gazette exhorted colonists in a poem to try whaling (Wilkinson 30-31), and they did
try and (in fact) excelled at fishing in Nova Scotia, but Britain eventually blocked all non-Britons
(including Nova Scotians) from fishing, and that profitable industry went by the wayside as well
for the tiny island. Finally, something key to Mary Prince’s History, the colony had established
a salt industry on Turks Island (Wilkinson 12) which was continuous – since it “was the only
product which the islanders could sell for cash” (Wilkinson 30). Prince, like her fellow
Bermudians, is exceedingly industrious yet hampered in her success by the constraints of her
position in the British empire. It is the British empire which expanded slavery in the West Indies
that denies Prince and Bermuda a self-determined path, a lack which continues for Bermuda
today.
Prince, however, uses her Bermudian / West Indian resourcefulness to work towards selfdeterminacy and citizenship. Prince repurposes her slave modernities into self-determined ones
allowing her to free herself from her bondage. It is through Prince’s self-directed work that she
effects great changes in the plantation nation of Britain and future West Indies nation-states.
Working is a means to emancipation for Prince, but doing the work is emancipatory itself and in
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its consequences for the future. As Ira Berlin and Philip D. Morgan note, slave economies were
important sources of agency for slaves which have been neglected in scholarship. As Berlin and
Morgan explain: “By [slaves] producing food for themselves and for others, tending cash crops,
raising livestock, manufacturing finished goods, marketing their own products, consuming and
saving the proceeds, and bequeathing property to their descendants, slaves took control of a large
part of their lives” (1). Slaves, then, effected future changes through their entrepreneurism. And
their entrepreneurial activities meant something different to them than it did to plantation
owners.
British West Indians particular economic organization not only counters the plantation
pull, but allowed slaves to move towards freedom. British West Indians use the word
“higglering” to refer to the system begun during slavery of cultivating produce and selling or
trading items at market. Historically to the present men typically grow the produce and women
take it to market. Women, then, play a significant role in this economy. As Senior describes,
“higglers are entrepreneurs of the informal sector; they serve a vital function as intermediaries in
the internal economic system and provide a linkage with international trade” (132). Unlike in the
US, great numbers of slaves in the West Indies were responsible for feeding themselves. Berlin
and Morgan indicate that “at the time of emancipation some three-quarters of the slaves in the
British West Indies subsisted themselves” (7). Berlin and Morgan suggest the benefits of such
independent work include: a greater amount and better, more nutritious food (9); savings (14);
greater opportunities for independence, community, and religious practice (15); inheritance (16);
better health (19); as well as job experience and self-worth (22).
Work as freeing seems inherently contradictory given that “the slaves’ economy took
shape at the confluence of the requirements of staple production and the demands of the
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established system of subsistence” (Berlin and Morgan 4). In effect, slaves’ economies
functioned within plantation economies and global economies, making the larger economies
more cost effective. But slaves’ independent work, including Mary Prince’s marketing of goods,
her narration of this work, and her insistence at writing down her experience helped to eradicate
slavery in the British West Indies forever changing plantation economies. Prince narrates about
her additional sources of income on Antigua (the third island she inhabits):
The way in which I made my money was this. –When my master and mistress
went from home, as they sometimes did, and left me to take care of the house and
premises, I had a good deal of time to myself, and made the most of it. I took in
washing, and sold coffee and yams and other provisions to the captains of ships. I
did not sit still idling during the absence of my owners; for I wanted, by all honest
means, to earn money to buy my freedom. Sometimes I bought a hog cheap on
board ship, and sold it for double the money on shore; and I also earned a good
deal by selling coffee. By this means I by degrees acquired a little cash. A
gentleman also lent me some to help to buy my freedom—but when I could not
get free he got it back again. His name was Captain Abbot. (27)
Prince indicates through her words and actions her readiness for freedom and the great lengths
she went to to try and enact this outcome. She talks of money with a great deal of pride and
shows herself not just a businesswoman, but an adept one who sells a hog for twice the price she
paid, and makes “a good deal” from selling coffee. But she ultimately shows the way, too, that
although incredibly capable, because of the British plantation system she exists within, she is
powerless to finally obtain her freedom without someone else’s say so. This positioning herself
(and thereby other slaves her story represents) as qualified for freedom, and yet unable to fully
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realize it, provides an urgent rhetorical plea for help from those reading History.
Furthermore, higglering in this manner, not only helps to eradicate slavery, but lessens
the effects of discrimination based on race and sex, classifications that plantation hierarchies
emphasize, and may even create the perception of citizenship. Non-plantation economies
potentially allow free mixture of race, class, and gender with less regard for these categories. As
Kazanjian writes in The Colonizing Trick, “ideally, subjects in civil society learn to act like little
states themselves, agreeing not to place hierarchical values on each other’s particularisms. For
example, when such a subject enters the marketplace to exchange goods with another subject,
each supposedly leaves its particularisms behind” (2). Prince exchanges a hog, coffee, yams, and
her services washing clothes for money. The agency to make her own individual contracts
destabilizes the plantation hierarchy as it gives her the possibility of conceptualizing herself as
on a level playing field (at least in the sphere of the market) and reading about this free exchange
allows readers to experience a world in which blacks—slaves and free—operate as free
individuals with whites. When this conceptualization occurs, Kazanjian maintains, “subjects in
capitalist civil society become citizens to the extent that they understand themselves as formally
and abstractly equivalent to other subjects” (19). The free market, then, that Prince operates in,
effectively decolonizes by changing individuals in a stratified social system so that a “formally
abstract citizen-subject is thus brought into a relationship of formal and abstract equality with its
fellow citizen-subjects, and this relationship is represented as freedom” (19). At least in the
marketplace, Prince can enjoy a temporary (British) citizenship of one who labors and exchanges
her labor freely and equally with those around her. Yes, we can think of moments such as in
Equiano’s Interesting Narrative in which the market exchange is still marked by racism and
disadvantage as when Equiano gives a sailor a guinea to get him a boat and the sailor never
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returns (96), or when two sailors “robbed [him] of all [his] money” (99). But as Kazanjian,
working from Marx’s Das Capital, suggests, there is at least the potentiality for more equitable
relations that Prince seems to experience in the Antiguan marketplace to some degree.
British citizen, I argue, is the best descriptor of Prince’s status as she narrates her life as a
slave to Susanna Strickland in London. It is a status that Prince’s higglering and agency in the
West Indies leads her towards and it is a status that her narration confirms. The Oxford English
Dictionary describes that “as a legal status synonymous with nationality, citizenship typically
confers the rights to live and work in a particular nation state and to participate in its politics
while being subject to taxation” (“citizenship” def. 1). Nwankwo, referring to Prince, asserts that
“arguing for Black West Indians’ Britishness would have been an exercise in futility” (175).
While this may be generally true of Prince and other blacks from the political perspective of
white West Indians (except for the governors of islands in the British West Indies—who were
often not allowed to own slaves—and missionaries) favored the interests of the planter class, it
was not true of the British sociopolitical system, nor was it even totally true in the West Indies.
England did not recognize slavery within its own shores even as far back as the sixteenth century
when a Russian citizen named Cartwright arrived with his slave (Mtubani 71). But more to the
point of West Indian blacks, British parliament struck down an 1827 Jamaican law limiting
religion for slaves. According to Burns “the Secretary of State informed the [Jamaican]
Governor that it was ‘the settled purpose of His Majesty’s Government to sanction no Colonial
law which needlessly infringes on the religious liberty of any class of His Majesty’s subjects’”
(618). The British government considered West Indians regardless of color, then, British
“subjects.” With respect to Prince and the definition of citizenship, Prince meets the criteria of
living and working in London as that is what Prince is doing. In 1829 she was a charwoman for
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Mrs. Forsyth until she became a domestic servant for the Pringles. Although it is somewhat
questionable to apply the term “citizenship” to women or the lower classes in England (or just
about anywhere in the world), things were clearly changing as the Emancipation Act of 1833
came in an era that also heralded in Britain the Reform Act of 1832 increased the male electorate
and the first Factory Act of 1833 improved child labor laws (Burns 611). The British citizenry
was expanding and black West Indians were part of that expansion in the imperial imaginary.
Sketches by Isaac Belisario of Milkwoman and Chimneysweeper (1837-38) depict West Indian
blacks in these stereotypical white British blue collar jobs. The milkwoman in Belisario’s art is
broad-shouldered and bare-footed carrying the milk upon her head with a West Indian natural
landscape behind her. The chimneysweep carries palm tree branches in place of a broom over
his shoulder stopping perhaps to admire his work in the streets of a West Indian town, likely
Kingston.37 These paintings were published in the context of increased rights for blacks in
Jamaica especially those of 1831, when, “just three years prior to the passing of the
Emancipation Bill (and perhaps because it was seen as inevitable), free blacks, free colored
people, and Jews in Jamaica were accorded full civil rights” (Kriz 120). Britishness, then, was
becoming a more diverse construct.
On the very last page of History, immediately after quite sternly admonishing the English
people who suggest “slaves are happy” by saying “Such people ought to be ashamed of
themselves” Prince suggests the wrongness of slavery rumors and asserts the benefits of wage
labor and liberty as the true desire of slaves:
They can’t do without slaves, they say. What’s the reason they can’t do without
slaves as well as in England? No slaves here – no whips – no stocks – no
punishment, except for wicked people. They hire servants in England; and if they
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don’t like them, they send them away: they can’t lick them. Let them work ever
so hard in England, they are far better off than slaves. If they get a bad master,
they give warning and go hire to another. They have their liberty. That’s just
what we want. We don’t mind hard work, if we had proper treatment, and proper
wages like English servants, and proper time given in the week to keep us from
breaking the Sabbath. But they won’t give it: they will have work – work – work,
night and day, sick or well, till we are quite done up . . . (38)
In the reform era in which she writes Prince requests proper working conditions: liberty, freedom
from punishment, wages, and reasonable working hours. “Work” is the most repeated word in
the paragraph, and it is the thing with which Prince is most familiar. Prince has labored
everywhere. She can compare work on a small family plantation and domestic work on Bermuda
with the salt flats of the Turks and Caicos, the domestic work and care of a child on Antigua with
the domestic work in Britain. She is eminently qualified to speak on the problems with labor
(which she emphasizes) over freedom. Prince, then, essentially advocates for the rights of basic
citizenship for all, “the rights to live and work in a particular nation state.”
Finally, Prince’s narrative fits Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s description of what he calls a
“decolonizing of the mind.” Thiong’o states that in the mid-twentieth century in Africa there
was “an imperialist tradition on one hand, and a resistance tradition on the other” (2). It is this
resistance tradition that Prince’s History belongs to, resisting at every turn. Thiong’o explains
“the resistance tradition is being carried out by the working people (the peasantry and the
proletariat)” and “this resistance is reflected in their patriotic defence of the peasant/worker roots
of national cultures” and “any blow against imperialism, no matter the ethnic and regional
origins of the blow, is a victory for all anti-imperialistic elements in all the nationalities” (2).
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The idea of the peasant / proletariat worker writing back to the British Empire seems unlikely to
have an effect, but it does. Prince’s text helps end slavery in the British West Indies changing
Britain and the future nation-states of the British Caribbean.
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CHAPTER 3
“A GLOOMING PEACE”: THE MELODRAMA OF PLANTATION ROMANCE,
RACE, AND NATION IN DION BOUCICAULT’S THE OCTOROON (US, 1859; ENGLAND,
1861) AND ALEJANDRO TAPIA Y RIVERA’S LA CUARTERONA
(“THE QUADROON”; SPAIN, 1867; PUERTO RICO 187738)
“Ya tenemos ópera; se salvó la patria.” ‘Now we have opera; the country is saved.’ (Remark by a Cuban critic tired
of the influx of international artists and art, praising Cuba’s own opera star, Adela Robreño, who came to the stage
in 1867, qtd. in Leal 58)39
“Su literatura no estaba en lo que escribían, sino en lo que hacían.” ‘Their literature was not in what they wrote, but
rather in what they did.’ (José Martí, prólogo de Los poetas de la guerra in 1893, qtd. in Leal 70)
“El impulso mambí permanece como ejemplo de una escena que se despojó de elegancias literarias, tomó la historia
de los oprimidos como fuente vital, y tuvo fe el arte como arma política.” ‘The mambí impulse remains as an
example of a scene that shed literary embellishments, and took the history of the oppressed as a vital fountain, and
had faith in art as a political weapon.’ (Leal 70)40

Introduction
Although chapters one and three are also oriented around genre—slave narrative and
postplantation fiction respectively—chapter two more closely examines the relationship between
the genre of melodrama and the themes present in the historical pre-war periods in the US and
Puerto Rico. Dion Boucicault’s The Octoroon, adapted from Thomas Mayne Reid’s novel The
Quadroon (1856), premiered at the Winter Garden Theatre in New York on December 6, 1859,
just four days after John Brown’s execution, or fourteen months before the first shots of the Civil
War were fired at Fort Sumter.41 Alejandro Tapia y Rivera’s La cuarterona premiered in Madrid
in early 1867 in the form of a public reading by its author.42 His reading occurred in relative
temporal proximity to the first major armed conflict in Puerto Rico against the Spanish
authorities fought in the town of Lares, Puerto Rico during two days in September 1868. At
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issue in both conflicts was slavery. In 1866 Tapia himself had been associated with members of
the Junta de Información de Ultramar meeting in Madrid which ultimately demanded the
abolition of slavery on the island of Puerto Rico, something the Cuban and Spanish delegates
refused to even consider (Silverstein 132). La cuarterona, Tapia’s best known play, premiered
in Puerto Rico in 1877, four years after slavery was abolished in Puerto Rico. The plays are
inextricable from the issues of their day, and thus I analyze them within their historical contexts.
Scholars including Daphne A. Brooks, Susan Gillman, and Linda Williams all maintain
that US melodrama is deeply connected with issues of race, slavery, and nation. My
investigation of the link between melodrama and race, slavery, and nation expands this
conversation in two key ways. First, rather than locating an examination of theme and genre in
one conventionally defined national space this chapter broadens the discussion by adding an
analysis of a Puerto Rican play to the scholarship on melodrama, looking beyond traditional
national and linguistic borders, and focusing on the lesser known text by Tapia, thus
momentarily altering the history of Spanish and US imperial economic and cultural dominance.
Second, rather than considering race a cause of national strife it considers the issue of race and
racism as an effect of the unbridled, unethical pursuit of monetary gain, and this pursuit the more
accurate root cause of national strife. The US was only one of many nations encompassing
Plantation America dealing with issues surrounding slavery, race, and nation in the Western
Hemisphere. What this chapter highlights is the parallel struggle in the Hispanic Caribbean for
the rights of women and people of color during and in the wake of slavery, a struggle that existed
within the context of crippling Spanish colonialism. This chapter is unique among the three in
this project in that both of the works of melodrama it considers were written in territories that
now belong to the US; thus, the juxtaposition of the two plays (Tapia’s completely unknown in
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the US) remind us of the need to continue to reassess what constitutes “American” literature.
Certainly, adding Tapia to the discourse of American melodrama provides a more complex
picture of melodrama and its relationship to the issues surrounding the mid-nineteenth century.
My dissertation project and this chapter, in addressing the economic impulse behind slavery and
how unethical wealth accumulation not only created a demand for slavery and contributed to
racism, but also led to the impotent potential for nation creation, seeks to refocus the discussion
of race and racism. In short, this chapter examines the way that plantation pull thwarted the
production or development of viable nation-states. It also explores how the individual desire for
extreme power and profit that fueled nineteenth-century racism and sectionalism are antithetical
to nationhood.
This chapter examines not only hemispheric, but transatlantic connections as well.
Boucicault produced his play on both sides of the Atlantic: in New York in 1859 and in London
in 1861, though I focus on the former production. Tapia introduced La cuarterona on both sides
of the Atlantic as well. Tapia’s play records the way that Puerto Rico continued to re-define its
colonial relationship with Spain while it developed its own unique cultural and political
identities. Tapia answers the question about what role European politics and art should have on
Puerto Rico in La cuarterona as he gestures across the Atlantic in two major ways. Tapia’s play
is a loose adaptation of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. La cuarterona, though set in the
Hispanic Caribbean—ostensibly in Havana, Cuba which also represents Puerto Rico, as I will
later argue—gestures towards the “Old” World as well, as two of the primary characters, Carlos
and Luis have just returned to Cuba after years away in France and discuss their time in France at
length in act one, scene three. Tapia’s veneration for Shakespeare as well as his comparison of
the profligate Luis who has forgotten his native “country” (49) and wishes to return to his
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wanton life in Paris, and the ethical Carlos who studied in Paris to become a doctor but embraces
his native land suggest early in the play the way that Europe and Western Civilization should
function for Americans, broadly defined. Europe has much to teach the Americas culturally, but
Americans and their art should be unique, separate from the ways of Europeans, and should
forge their own unique political identity and cultural forms.
Finally, this chapter adds to and broadens the scholarship on melodrama and nation by
utilizing Homi Bhabha’s Nation and Narration to consider the (re)forming nation fractured by
sectional strife. Bhabha helps us consider a (potential) national space which is stratified and
divided unlike Anderson’s space of continuities and homogenous ideology where people are
connected by “a deep, horizontal comradeship” (7) and “simultaneous consumption
(‘imagining’) of the newspaper-as-fiction” (35). The pre-Civil War and pre-revolutionary worlds
that Boucicault and Tapia portray do not fit Anderson’s national definitions as they are decidedly
unequal societies favoring the wealthy white planter class. Furthermore, the authors describe
societies that are divided by and/or with residents who are excluded from print culture (the latter
making the vehicle of drama all the more interesting to analyze).43 The North and South likely
aren’t reading the same newspapers and many in the country, especially slaves, are illiterate.
Puerto Rico’s inhabitants are increasingly illiterate with fewer and fewer rights in the fourth
quarter of the century because when the Spanish monarchy regained control of Spain after its
first, albeit short-lived, republic (1868-74) it rescinded the liberal Spanish reforms the country
instituted in its colonies post-1868. Beginning in 1874 Spain revoked Puerto Rican permits for
many schools believing they were places that fomented rebellion.44 Instead of finding (or
looking for) a unified community that Anderson leans towards, I incorporate Bhabha who builds
on Anderson’s Imagined Communities in order to draw out the contradictions of both nation and
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melodrama. Bhabha suggests that “the ambivalent figure of the nation is a problem of its
transitional history, its conceptual indeterminacy, its wavering between vocabularies” (2).
Bhabha’s notion of ambivalence, of transition, of indeterminacy, of wavering between much
better describes the historical reality of “nation” in the US and Puerto Rico in the third quarter of
the nineteenth century (and better describes Boucicault’s and Tapia’s depiction of this reality in
their plays) than does Anderson’s more homogeneous view of society. This chapter analyzes the
polarized communities that Boucicault and Tapia present which contain both conservative and
liberal principles clearly articulated, but in which, I argue, revolutionary ideas dominate.

Revolution, Nation Building, and Melodrama
Long before the “Arab Spring,” there was a global revolutionary moment which lasted in
the Americas and more specifically in the circum-Caribbean from 1776 to 1898, and which was
integrated into and aided by the arts: especially music, opera, and theatre. In other words, there
was, in addition to the soldier waging the physical battle of revolution, the independista-minded
individual Salvador Bueno calls the “intelectual revolucionario” ‘intellectual revolutionary’
waging the war in art (50). Art was clearly linked with nation-building, which made it
revolutionary in colonial Spanish America, and highly censored. Within that revolutionary
nationalist tradition in the arts was melodrama, a genre premised on sentiment, a word whose
“very flexibility” according to Heather S. Nathans in her Slavery and Sentiment on the American
Stage, 1787-1861, “made it useful to a culture struggling to define its emotional and
psychological parameters in the wake of a revolution and under the pressure of creating a new
nation” (5).
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In the mid to late nineteenth century, melodrama, I argue, was the perfect subversive
vehicle for the revolutionary act of nation (re)building. Melodrama is a slippery genre which
scholars struggle to define or explain—often disagreeing on what it is or does. Utilizing several
definitions of the genre, ultimately, I will focus on the contradictory nature of the genre. Critics
trying to discuss its function end up creating an adjectival phrase in place of using the noun
“melodrama” outright. Peter Brooks uses the phrase “melodramatic imagination” throughout his
study on melodrama, Balzac, and James, noting in his preface that “my primary interest is in
deriving the melodramatic from melodrama” (xii). Brooks coins the phrase “melodramatic
mode” (xiii), which Linda Williams also uses in the first chapter of her book-length study on
racial melodrama to discuss Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Perhaps in part it is the “pejorative”
association of melodrama that Brooks, Williams, and others note exists that these authors are
trying to avoid by eliminating the noun form (Brooks xi). But in fact the slipperiness makes
melodrama ripe for subversion. Thomas Elsaesser suggests that “even if the form might act to
reinforce attitudes of submission” there is “a radical ambiguity attached to the melodrama” (7172). Elsaesser notes as evidence of this ambiguity the penchant for “giving the villains the
funniest lines” (72)—thus problematizing a more simplistic view of melodrama which sees “evil
is vanquished and the virtuous characters return to the condition they cherish and deserve”
(Mason 16). Elsaesser also finds radical ambiguity in Verdi’s liberal, melodramatic, nineteenthcentury operas which got past the censors during Risorgimento (“national rebirth”),45 but in fact
celebrated Italian nationalism and decried the rule of the Austro-Hungarian Empire (73).46 Ralph
J. Poole and Ilka Saal reaffirm Elsaesser’s conclusion by suggesting that “while [melodrama]
might nostalgically yearn for a lost innocence, it also simultaneously documents the social
injustices that fuel this vision” (3). Melodrama thus frequently gestures in two directions: a
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conservative resolution which kills or crushes the (revolutionary) societal threat, and the
revolutionary threat itself. Yet as Elsaesser and Poole and Saal suggest, the revolutionary force
in melodrama, nevertheless survives to make an important social critique. But in The Octoroon
and La cuarterona it does more than critique—the revolutionary impulse in Boucicault’s and
Tapia’s melodrama seriously troubles a conservative ending or a simplistic reading of a play.
This chapter utilizes Dion Boucicault’s The Octoroon (1859) and Alejandro Tapia y
Rivera’s La cuarterona (1867) to investigate the politics of race in the national imaginaries of
the US (South) and Puerto Rico as they exist in nineteenth-century circum-Caribbean
melodrama. The chapter posits that as the US South/ US and Puerto Rican/Cuban nations (and
much of the world) is being formed or re-formed into nation-states and re-colonized by new
imperial powers, race is a central issue upon which national cultural narratives are “reflected,
contested, and decided” (Said xiii). This chapter also argues that in these melodramas the
intersection of slavery, race, the plantation, and the nation presents the specific juncture in which
the market forces of what I term “the plantation pull” can really be seen to battle the humanistic
moral impulses of abolitionary forces. Earlier in this dissertation project I have defined the
“plantation pull” as the way in which the sweeping and polarizing effects of power and money in
a colonial schema of a European/American populace consuming the products and profits of slave
labor influenced not only the commercial markets across the globe, but affected everyday social
norms, consumerism, psychology and ethics from New Orleans to Havana and London. Here in
this chapter, these two melodramas function as a cutaway—an engineering term referring to a
diagram which makes plain the inner-workings of a circuit or car engine, for example—into the
battle for and against the plantation pull. Furthermore, “the plantation pull” as it can be seen in
these two melodramas interjects an ultra-capitalist ideology which is antithetical to and which
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impedes the actual project of nation formation in the US and Puerto Rico. In other words, the
plantation pull in these two works is in fact a rival force to independence, vying for social
prominence and actively thwarting the development of a unified nation.
My investigation of this battle between capitalism and humanistic anti-slavery forces
suggests that the potential ramifications for national and socio-political and socio-cultural
borders are tremendous. In the section on Boucicault’s The Octoroon I contend that Boucicault
envisions a more inclusive national society which includes black, white, and Indian, but excludes
the morally corrupt white male. In the section on La cuarterona, a play which loosely parallels
the plot of Romeo and Juliet, I argue that Tapia y Rivera’s melodramatic work is a national
allegory attempting to envision the new alliances needed to create a Puerto Rican nation and to
highlight the old ties holding back this project. The two romantic possibilities for Carlos
(Tapia’s Romeo) are Julia (“Juliet,”), the pious, good-hearted quadroon representative of native
Puerto Rican slaves and their descendants, and Emilia, (the parent-approved and socially-correct
“Paris”) the spoiled, haughty, frivolous daughter of a wealthy new-comer representative of
Cuba’s decadent and debauched culture.47 Using Jonathan Goldberg’s term, the “aesthetics of
impossibility,” this essay sees plantation melodrama and its forecasting of race in national
imaginaries as particular littoral/contact zone of forces. Finally, from a formal standpoint, I
argue that it is Tapia’s particular Hegelian treatment of plantation melodrama that perfectly
exposes the rift between the “plantation pull” and the forces of resistance against this pull, as
simultaneously borders are reshaped and allegiances are modified through the ensuing dialogue.
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Melodrama, The Octoroon, and The Aesthetics of (Im)Possibility
Melodrama, a combination of tragedy, comedy, and opera, is an inherently versatile and
long-thriving form. Its name, literally meaning “music drama,” comes from melos = music, and
drama = drama, theatre. Elsaesser defines melodrama simply as “a dramatic narrative in which
musical accompaniment marks the emotional effects” (74) to which the Oxford English
Dictionary adds that it is “a play, film, or other dramatic piece characterized by exaggerated
characters and a sensational plot intended to appeal to the emotions” (“melodrama” def. 1b).
Melodrama in theater ascended to popularity early in the nineteenth century and continued to be
so on into the 1860s. Brooks and Elsaesser point out that the genre rose to fame in France after
the French Revolution, and Van Kooy and Cox note that it travelled across the channel roughly
contemporaneously with the prominence of the abolition movement in England (459). By the
1850s in the US and England under the direction of Dion Boucicault and others, the genre,
incorporating even more “grandeur” into its sensational effects, developed into what Daphne A.
Brooks terms in Bodies in Dissent: Spectacular Performances of Race and Freedom, 1850-1910
“spectacular melodrama” (32). Peter Brooks, Linda Williams, and Susan Gillman have also
established that another outgrowth of melodrama was the movement’s resurfacing in novels
beginning in the mid-nineteenth century. Gillman, Poole and Saal, Williams, and Daphne A.
Brooks have all noted melodrama’s frequent intertwinement with issues of race and Poole and
Saal stress the important work that US melodrama engaged in as the genre “partook in the
debates over abolition, contributed to the discussion of gender roles and the turn of the
nineteenth century, participated in the fervent class struggles of the 1930s, critiqued the policy of
domestic containment in the 1950s, and continues to debate issues of gender, race, and sexuality
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today” (2). Additionally, melodrama has continued to develop along with technology. It found
its way into film and television in the twentieth century (Brooks xii), and the genre remains in
the twenty-first-century, according to Williams, a staple in “popular American mass culture,
broadly conceived” (12).
Finally, a crucial element of my reading of melodrama in The Octoroon is the audience
response through feeling. Alan Ackerman’s definition of melodrama suggests that melodrama
exists in part to express the ineffable. According to Ackerman, “the etymological root of
melodrama, of course, is in music (‘song drama’)” and “one of the aims of incorporating the
musical element in the drama is to relay through the voice what is otherwise inarticulate, and for
this reason the antebellum drama has a close affinity with opera” (12, emphasis in original).
Ackerman’s definition of melodrama centers around the idea of communicating a feeling that
cannot be expressed in words, a definition that seems to pre-suppose the importance of an
audience. Ackerman goes on to suggest that the range of emotions that actors exhibit in
melodrama through their speaking and gestures elicits an emotional audience response:
Like the melodramatic voice, gesture bore the burden of the verbally
inexpressible, states of feeling either so extreme that the character was rendered
speechless or so basic that speech was rendered unnecessary. In the melodramatic
theater the reduction of states of feeling (anger, distress, grief) or of moral states
(innocence, duplicity, courage) to a register of simple, physical signs invited
audience members to respond unanimously, to celebrate virtue or to be outraged
by hypocrisy, to sympathize but not to empathize. (17)
Ackerman describes melodrama as a genre which is premised upon feeling and the audience as
participating in the feeling of melodramatic theater. Elizabeth Barnes in States of Sympathy:
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Seduction and Democracy in the American Novel suggests that sympathizing is an American
response and that “sympathy—the act of imagining oneself in another’s position—is contingent
upon familiarity. In order for the reader to engage in sympathetic identification, others must be
shown to be like the reader” (2). Heather S. Nathans advocates that Barnes’s idea is true for
theater too. I argue that Zoe, the principle character in The Octoroon becomes knowable and
“familiar” to the audience in part through the whiteface portrayal of her by Agnes Robertson, the
original actress to star in this role, as well as Boucicault’s wife. In part she also becomes
familiar to the audience through the other characters’ praise of and sympathy for her.
The Octoroon articulates nation in a contradictory manner by eliciting sympathy for the
slave and minority characters, yet by killing off the minority characters with the most agency.
Nevertheless, it is, the revolutionary impulse that more deeply resonates with the hyperbolic
emotional style of melodrama, dominating and problematizing the conservative ending.
Utilizing melodrama’s roots in music, I make an analogy I hope clarifies my reading of the play.
I use music to read resolution. Music in the nineteenth century spanning the Classical and
Romantic periods has a well-defined logic to it. Eight principal tones make up a scale, the first
one, the most important. A traditional piece begins and ends on a chord formed around the
primary tone. Chords move in regulated patterns: from the chord based around the primary tone
(I) to that based around the fourth tone (IV), to one based around the fifth or the seventh tone (V
or vii˚), and back to I, with detours to related keys following similar patterns only to return
eventually to the home chord. Resolutions occur at junctures throughout and most prominently
at the end of the piece; the composer clearly delineates resolutions for the aural enjoyment of the
listener. But there are pieces in which a full resolution does not take place: harmonies are
missing in the last chord, the chord itself is not in a traditional formation (the primary tone is not
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sung by the soprano [highest] voice), the middle harmony is raised by a small degree creating a
different (surprising) resolution. In Boucicault’s The Octoroon the resolution of the ending is
undercut by a more satisfying resolution that occurs in Act III.
The Octoroon is set in Louisiana at Plantation Terrebonne (“Good Earth”) along the
Mississippi river. Four years before The Octoroon premiered Boucicault had lately worked and
lived with his family in New Orleans, where Boucicault had in fact wanted to settle before giving
this idea up and returning to New York where The Octoroon first debuted in 1859. Boucicault’s
play—controversial at the time—centers on the character Zoe, a mulatta whose mother was a
slave and whose white plantation owner father is the recently deceased Judge Peyton, former
owner of the Plantation Terrebonne. Zoe is the object of desire of white and black, Northern and
Southern characters within the play; she captivates the masculine gaze. Rather than disowning
her, the Peytons treat Zoe as family, including her at the breakfast table and giving her “the
education of a lady” (137). Mrs. Peyton, the judge’s widow, looks upon the child as her own and
Scudder, the “good” Northern overseer notes that the “old lady [meaning Mrs. Peyton] thar just
adored anything her husband cared for; and this girl, that another woman would a hated, she
loves as if she’d been her own child” (137). George, the nephew of the departed Judge, has
recently returned from a Parisian education paid for by his uncle. He is in love with Zoe and she
is love with him. In addition to the obvious racial impediments to a marriage between George
and Zoe the Terrebonne plantation is heavily in debt, in the tradition of “the so-called mortgage
melodrama” (Roach 181). In a turn of events, Zoe must be sold along with the other slaves. The
villain, the lustful, evil Southern overseer Jacob M’Closky, eager to possess Zoe as a concubine,
manipulates this course of action by stealing a vital piece of mail and killing a mulatto slave in
the process.
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The last three acts are crucial for understanding the race melodrama in this play,
especially as the sympathy elicited in Act III clashes with the erasure of Act V. Act III is the
central one as it finds Zoe and the other slaves upon the auction block; the scene clearly
condemns the institution of slavery and the humanity of those (whites) who allow this system to
persist. Boucicault’s critique functions in part through the casting of a white actress as Zoe. In
their article “Melodramatic Slaves” Dana Van Kooy and Jeffrey N. Cox note that in the New
York performance of the play, “Zoe appears visibly white. The blackface so central to the
portrayal of African characters was dispensed with, as Boucicault’s wife, Agnes Robertson, took
the stage as Zoe without being blacked up, . . . Race is erased on the visual register in such plays,
but race and ethnicity remain perhaps even more ‘visible’ and active as cultural constructs”
(470). This moment in the play elicits sympathy from the audience and causes the audience to
consider the (lack of) differences between black and white. The one way George can rescue Zoe
and Terrebone is by marrying Dora, the wealthy daughter of a neighboring plantation owner.
George tries to propose to Dora but cannot lie to her. Instead, George and Zoe exchange
declarations of love. Dora tries to save Zoe by purchasing her, but M’Closky outbids Dora. In
Act IV the Indian, Wahnotee, whom the spontaneously formed court falsely accused of
M’Closky’s murder of Paul, sees justice served when he is acquitted and M’Closky found the
culprit. It also heralds the famous scene with the spectacular effect of M’Closky setting a ship
on fire when his misdeeds come to light. Act V obliges with a melodramatic ending in which
Zoe commits suicide to prevent George’s pain when M’Closky inevitably claims the “prize” of
Zoe and her virtue. Unbeknownst to Zoe who has already consumed the vial of poison, she and
the estate have already been saved circuitously in Act IV by photographic evidence. The
photograph reveals that M’Closky killed Paul with Wahnotee’s tomahawk to possess the letter
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saving Terrebonne that Paul was tasked with bringing back to the plantation. After M’Closky
escapes and sets fire to The Magnolia, Wahnotee, whom Scudder designates as the hand of God,
is allowed to seek revenge for Paul’s death, tracks down M’Closky and kills him. The last
violent acts of the play symbolize white fears of minorities, presenting minorities as a violent and
social threat; thus the play seems to rid itself of these “disposable” bodies by killing off Zoe and
writing Wahnotee a social death by reducing him to a violent murderer. As Daphne A. Brooks
suggests, “the play presents and exposes this body of excess in order to finally purge it from the
community” (32). But Brooks’s reading of the ending places too much weight on what happens,
rather than how we feel about what happens. Brooks is right that the play reveals its logic for
why Zoe and Paul must die and Wahnotee commit murder as a way of “reconstituting order” for
whites fearing a threat to their stranglehold on power, but she is incorrect that the play world
approves that minority bodies should be “purge[d].” Instead, through the drama, the experience
of the play, we, like the British audience in 1861 desire the morally correct end—an approbation
of the social equality of “Others” by a marriage with Zoe’s cousin George.
Reading the play as Daphne A. Brooks and others do is too simplistic; assessing the
play’s meaning primarily on its outcome instead of on its drama, its experience, is reductive.
This is like boiling a poem down to a one-line truism—or paraphrasing it. Theater’s meaning,
like poetry’s, cannot be found in just one part, or one outcome; it is the building and developing,
the experiencing of the entire thing that creates our reading and our feeling about the play. Yes,
Boucicault kills off Zoe, but he does so in one moment, this then, does not represent the play, not
the entire thing. We might translate the aphorism “don’t judge a book based on its cover,” to
“don’t judge a play solely on its ending.”
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Boucicault designs the character of Zoe to captivate the audience’s emotion. The
playwright first introduces Zoe to the audience as a feeling, then strengthens the audience’s
feeling for her, and thus when Zoe dies the play’s sentiment leaves the audience with a lasting
impression of this magnetic character which foils a complete erasure of minorities that the play
seems to enact. Boucicault first presents Zoe “on stage” not visually, but aurally; this matches
the discussion of her character up until this point—the details about her are scarce, but the
feeling about her is clear. Zoe announces her own approach to the family breakfast table by
singing.48 Recalling that along with gesture for Ackerman “the melodramatic voice . . . bore the
burden of the verbally inexpressible, states of feeling,” it is obviously important that we hear
Zoe and hear of her before we see her (17). Boucicault through this introduction withholds from
the audience a visual representation of Zoe that could potentially create a less purely emotional
response for the audience than the one they have when they hear the actress sing. Through her
singing the audience potentially identifies her as beautiful, good, and perhaps tragic, while
Boucicault denies the audience the opportunity to judge the actress and character visually at first.
The other characters at breakfast communicate similar feelings about Zoe just before she enters
singing. Scudder associates Zoe with “sunshine,” something uplifting, bright, good (136). Mrs.
Peyton places Zoe in the tragic register for the audience calling Zoe “poor child!” and wondering
“What will become of her when I am gone?” (137). Boucicault reinforces these initial
indications of how the audience should feel about the heroine by Zoe’s kind compliments to
Scudder as well as the cold treatment of her by the visiting neighbors, Mr. Sunnyside and his
daughter Dora who read Zoe visually as a mulatta, as outside the white community, rather than in
the way the audience is tasked to read her—for the feelings she inspires and for the qualities she
embodies. It is a raceless first impression that Boucicault extracts from the audience.
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Act III feels and acts very much like a resolution, like a finale, as all of the characters
come together onstage to thwart the capitalist plantation machine from separating families and
allowing profit to dictate a community’s moral compass. The plantation pull threatens to defeat
humanistic values, but it is sympathy for others that conquers all. Mason suggests that “the
ideological substructure of melodrama is the sentimental vision of humanity, one based on a high
regard for emotions, especially sympathy with others.” In Mason’s vision “feeling is elevated
above cold reason. If human feeling is natural (and therefore unavoidable), then emotions are
the ultimate arbiters of any situation. The most social of all emotions is sympathy between
people—not merely an expression of concern but a sense of mutuality” (12). Feeling for fellow
human beings and acting on their behalf is what we see in Act III of The Octoroon. At every
turn, (especially since the majority of the act revolves around an auction) individual capitalist
thought based on profit surfaces but the community gathered negates it with sympathy. When
the news of Paul’s death reaches the auction, Ratts, the captain of the Magnolia steamer, reveals
both his sympathy for Paul and his anger at the seeming culprit: “I’ve got a set of Irish
deckhands aboard that just loved that child; and after I tell them this, let them get a sight of the
red-skin, I believe they would eat him, tomahawk and all. Poor little Paul!” (150). The captain
expresses clear feelings of sorrow about the loss of Paul. When Thibodeaux, a young Creole
planter, attempts to convert Paul into mere monetary terms, the others are reluctant to do so.
Thibodeaux asks of Paul after Ratts’s expression of loss, “What was he worth?” (150).
Thibodeaux, who does not have the familiarity with Paul that Ratts and his crew do,
deindividualizes Paul by using a pronoun, in addition to converting him to money. Ratts
answers, “Well, near on 500 dollars,” but the “Well” seems a clear indication that he is hesitant
to answer the question that is not in the vein of how the community has been speaking of Paul up
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to this point. Pete, the comic black slave character, who’s now “too ole to work” (133), responds
in what appears to be his usual humorous vein (perhaps the only one available to Pete if he
wishes to disagree as he cannot appear to dissent too strenuously or seriously) as he says rather
incongruously, “(scandalised) What, sar! You p’tend to be sorry for Paul, and prize him like
dat—500 dollars! Tousand dollars, Massa Thibodeaux” (150). Both Ratts’s hesitancy to convert
Paul purely into monetary worth and Pete’s suggestion that Paul is worth more than the currency
Ratts reluctantly assigns him reveal the community’s valuing of Paul as a person (not a slave)
and their sympathy for his loss.
Throughout the central act the community gathered at the “Good Earth” Plantation act
according to and reveal the depth of the sympathies they feel for their fellow community
members, including the slaves. Ratts feels sorry for Mrs. Peyton, the judge’s widow, at the loss
of her home and slaves and he divulges that “Darn it, when I see a woman in trouble, I feel like
selling the skin off my back” (151). Ratts’s feeling of sympathy for Mrs. Peyton symbolizes the
feelings of the community at the auction; feeling trumps rational commodification of the farm
and its hands as all feel the injustice of the loss to the Peytons and the separation of the slave
families. While Ratts’s sympathies lie with the widowed Mrs. Peyton, her own sympathies lie
with her slaves. As she says:
I do not speak for my own sake, nor for the loss of the estate, but for the poor
people here; they will be sold, divided, and taken away—they have been born
here. Heaven has denied me children, so all the strings of my heart have grown
around and amongst them like the fibres and roots of an old tree in its native
earth. Oh, let all go, but save them! with them around us, if we have not wealth,
we shall at least have the home that they alone can make. (152)
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Mrs. Peyton’s desires are not wholly selfless here; she wishes to continue possessing her home
and, it would seem, her slaves as well. Nevertheless, Mrs. Peyton asserts that her home is
incomplete without its black residents, an acknowledgement not just of her slaves’ labor but of
their humanity (not without paternalism), still, a progressive-seeming sentiment for a slaveholding Southerner. If home here is a stand-in for nation, Boucicault demonstrates, too, the
importance of people of African descent as part of the fabric of the nation.
Several other characters also demonstrate this commitment to people of African descent
within this plantation community during the auction scene. George, inspired by his aunt’s words
about the intertwinement of Terrebonne’s slaves and the Peytons, attempts to forego his feelings
for Zoe to save the plantation’s slaves by marrying Dora and her money. Although this fails,
George, too, places the good of the community (including keeping the slaves together in their
family home) above his own happiness. George realizes the sacrifice he is making as he says
“Terrebonne shall be saved; I will sell myself, but the slaves shall be protected” (152). Although
George’s language shows that he confuses his sacrifice of selling himself as having the same
magnitude as a slave being sold, his intended actions express the depth of his feelings for his
aunt and the slaves. The community as a whole comes together to ensure that sales do not
separate Solon (Pete’s son) and Solon’s wife Grace and their children. First, Ratts talks Caillou
out of continuing to bid for Solon because as Ratts points out “the boy knows and likes me,
Judge; let him come my way” to which Caillou replies “Go on, I’m dumb” (158). Ratts asserts a
claim on Solon because of Solon’s feeling for him, and Caillou’s response suggests he
recognizes and respects the feeling Solon has for Captain Ratts and his more sympathetic claim
to the slave. After Ratts succeeds in buying Solon, Scudder, eager that Solon’s family not be
separated from him, explicitly explains the familial relationship to Caillou so that Caillou will
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not bid on them. Grace herself makes a plea to Ratts to buy her, saying “Buy me, Massa Ratts,
do buy me, sar” (158). Ratts does bid on Grace and her children despite the fact that he voices
an objection to doing so because he has no clear function for what duties they would perform
should he buy them. When the bid for Grace and her children goes higher than the money Ratts
possesses, Thibodeaux lends him more, and the community together talks the deaf Judge Jackson
out of bidding any higher, explaining to him the connection between Solon and Grace. As
Scudder explains “You’re bidding to separate them, Judge.” Jackson then replies “The devil I
am! (Rises.) I’ll take back my bid, Colonel” (158). The most selfless act of all is Dora’s as she
bids to keep M’Closky from buying Zoe with her own money despite being in love with George
and knowing George and Zoe are in love with one another. Dora’s efforts fail as M’Closky
relentlessly bids for Zoe, but the auction scene illustrates that the community’s feelings for one
another and family relationships supersede their desire for profit or material possessions. Only
M’Closky fails to follow the unwritten social rules of Terrebonne, solidifying his position as
villain with alternate values to be excised from the community, rather than suggesting that Zoe’s
complicated status as “neither white nor black but both,” (to use Werner Sollors’s phrasing) is
the enemy.
Act III ends with Zoe’s sale to M’Closky, but also with a resolution which
overwhelmingly confirms the value of slaves as more than possessions and plantation hands, as
articulated by the community. In this valuation, I argue, exists a desire not fully realizable in the
mid-nineteenth century. This valuation, suggests a perhaps subconscious, but nevertheless extant
national desire to authorize and confer citizenship status upon black Americans, to join them to
the national body as symbolized in the desired relationship between George and Zoe. According
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to Elsaesser, one element that melodramatic cinema contains, which seems applicable to
nineteenth-century stage drama as well is:
that of desire focusing on the unobtainable object. The mechanisms of
displacement and transfer, in an enclosed field of pressure, open a highly dynamic
yet discontinuous cycle of non-fulfilment, where discontinuity creates a universe
of powerfully emotional but obliquely related fixations. In melodrama, violence,
the strong action, the dynamic movement, the full articulation and the fleshed-out
emotions . . . become the very signs of the characters’ alienation, and thus serve to
formulate a devastating critique of the ideology that supports it. (85)
A happy ending for George and Zoe is the “unobtainable object,” the plot element that presents
throughout the play a “cycle of non-fulfilment.” In the final scene of Act III as M’Closky
outbids Dora for Zoe, George rushes on M’Closky with a knife and Scudder restrains him.
Colonel Pointdexter, whose role as auctioneer would seem to necessitate his dispassionate
involvement has the last words of the act condemning the actions of M’Closky while concluding
the sale: “Gentlemen, I believe none of us have two feelings about the conduct of that man; but
he has the law on his side—we may regret, but we must respect it. . . . To Jacob M’Closky, the
Octoroon girl Zoe, twenty-five thousand dollars” (160). Pointdexter emphasizes the fact that the
community is against the actions of the unfeeling M’Closky, further villainizing his actions. If
the last moments of the act reiterate M’Closky as “the villain provoking revulsion and hisses,”
they must also, according to the tenets of melodrama, “involve[] the leading characters, the hero
and heroine earning sympathy and identification,” according to Mason who sees the two
components of the genre as dependent upon one another (17). Act III, then, presents a wish
fulfillment which nineteenth century reality cannot make to come true. If, as Ackerman
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suggests, audience members are meant “to respond unanimously, to celebrate virtue or to be
outraged by hypocrisy” (17), then our feelings, our sympathies exist with the would-be lovers.
Londoners’ reaction to the British production of Boucicault’s play in 1861 support this argument.
As Richard Fawkes chronicles “the audience simply would not accept that Zoe should die. They
identified the character with the actress they loved, and would not allow her to be killed, and the
cheers turned to boos as they demonstrated their feelings” (128).49 So, famously, after a few
performances Boucicault changed the ending to a happy one announced on playbills as
“composed by the public and edited by the author” (qtd. in Fawkes 128). As Robert Hogan
asserts, however, the feelings of the audience went beyond the actress: “In the London
production . . . there was not the public tension about miscegenation, nor was slavery such a raw
issue” (74-75). Using Barnes’s argument that someone must be familiar for us to feel sympathy,
it seems clear that blackness is more familiar, less taboo in Britain. When Britons saw
Boucicault’s play in London, slavery had been abolished for twenty-seven years, older, perhaps,
than some of the British playgoers in 1861. Slavery was Britons’ history, not their present. Thus
Agnes / Zoe could not really be a slave—she was a person and thereby free to marry George.
She should marry George and be part of the national community. Returning to the New York
audience who saw the version of the play in which Zoe dies, however, the audience’s sympathies
in this act are merely nascent emotions that cannot be rationally or legally instituted in 1859.50
At best a desire for Zoe to marry George is fantasy. Linda Williams suggests that “melodrama is
often referred to as occupying the childhood of the nation” (14). Act III fits this characterization
as the sentimental desires which it limns cannot come to fruition.
Critical attitudes on The Octoroon have traditionally seen the play as either clearly antislavery or not, although the play contains elements of both; instead, the play, fitting its genre is
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contradictory. Ultimately, neither the desire for Zoe to be erased, for the threat of color to be
contained (as in Daphne Brooks’s reading), nor the desire for Zoe and others to become part of
the national community (as in my reading) are immediately possible. In his 1979 biography,
Boucicault’s most recent biographer Richard Fawkes goes out of his way to express Boucicault’s
“correct” views of slavery. Fawkes indicates that “Boucicault’s own attitude towards slavery
was that he was against it” (108). Fawkes also specifies that “as an Irishman, a member of a
subjugated nation, Boucicault felt keenly the indignity of slavery, of one race being beholden to
another. . . . and there can be little doubt that in The Octoroon he tried his best, within the
accepted dramatic conventions of his time, to portray the lot of the slave as being inhuman”
(109). Fawkes’s too strenuous encouragement to see Boucicault as anti-slavery and on the right
side of history has, no doubt, prompted the opposing responses from scholars such as Sarah Meer
and Daphne A. Brooks. Meer is correct in her assertion that Boucicault’s The Octoroon is not
conspicuously anti-slavery as is Daphne A. Brooks’s assertion that the element of Zoe, her body
exhibiting signs of her mixed racial identity, is threatening to the white power structure, and that
this power structure is reinforced with Zoe’s death and removal of the threat. Acknowledging
the contradictory elements of the play, including as Meer points out Boucicault’s deliberate
politicization of the play to create publicity, the play represents the historical moment of conflict,
of irresolution of the pre-Civil War period in which Boucicault wrote and produced it. There is
no race resolution in 1859. The ending of the play does not bring closure because Act III sticks
with us, and Act III does not bring closure because Acts IV and V follow it.
Nevertheless, focusing on Act III and the sentimentality in this act suggests, potentially,
an even more progressive vision of interracial marriage and African American citizenship, which
while probably not Boucicault’s own view, reveals a sentimental national recognition that
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African Americans were members of the national community, and should be treated as such. In
1870, the Fifteenth Amendment was ratified and became law, allowing African American males
to vote. This inclusivity did not come from nowhere; it was not born when the Civil War was
won. Ideas of African American equality found in national laws asserting the civil rights of
African Americans after the war must have predated the war. Act III functions as a potential
resolution, a future possibility. It feels like a finale with nearly all of the actors and actresses in
the play on stage and participating in the same sentimental vision during the auction scene (84).
An investigation of the melodramatic and sentimental logic of the play supports seeing this as an
incipient, but indispensable desire for a heterogeneous national community.
Aligned with this reading is the enduring picture of the play. Boucicault, like Twain in
Pudd’nhead Wilson (1896), utilizes new technology to solve the mystery within the drama and
reveal the real culprit—M’Closky, not Wahnotee. With the photographic plate, Boucicault,
using a theatrical technique that Thomson calls the “camera as detective” (8), exposes the fact
that M’Closky “slew [Paul] with a tomahawk” (163). Scudder calls the camera “the eye of the
Eternal” and suggests that “the apparatus can’t lie” (163). The picture, I argue, functions much
like Act III; it not only brings to light but also provides an enduring critique of the injustice of
racism, slavery, and the inequality of minorities—it shows a lasting picture of the violence of
whites toward minorities. Roach suggests that stereotypical portraits of Native Americans on
stage are often a “legitimation of manifest destiny” suggesting “the unremitting and vindictive
barbarism of the ‘savages’” which erases the violence of whites, “the violence of laws such as
those mandating Indian removal” (189). While Boucicault’s The Octoroon would seem to enact
a similar erasure to Zoe, Paul, and Wahnotee, the enduring pictures and the enduring feelings in
the play are of the injustice to Zoe and the slaves in Act III underscored by the sentimentalism
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and melodrama of the play, and the photographic plate which depicts white violence against a
minority figure. Finally, the often neglected detail that Zoe and George are cousins (making
their potential relationship incestuous) and that Zoe was not only acknowledged but beloved by
her father Judge Peyton suggests what the response of the national community should be to
minorities—one of inclusivity. Given that cousin marriage was legal and not uncommon in the
mid-nineteenth century, the incest component between George and Zoe functions positively to
solidify Zoe’s position in the Terrebonne and national community (Cummins).51 Zoe belongs at
the nation’s table.

La cuarterona
La cuarterona, similar in many ways to The Octoroon, revolves around two principle
characters, Carlos and Julia.52 The play is set in Havana. Julia, a mulata servant was raised in
the same household as Carlos, a hacendado (a person belonging to the planter class).53
Throughout their life-long friendship Julia’s strong moral character has helped guide Carlos to
become the kind, hard-working, upright man he is. Just before the action of the play Carlos has
been living in France along with his friend Luis. While Carlos has been attending medical
school in France and living frugally, Luis has failed to gain a profession and has spent his
family’s fortune frivolously on women and entertainment. Early in the play Carlos, having just
returned from France, professes his love for Julia. She, however, understands too well the
societal forces their relationship would be sure to encounter, and though it is clear Julia returns
her childhood friend’s love, she is hesitant to fully embrace the idea of a romantic relationship or
marriage with Carlos. Carlos is betrothed to Emilia, a spoiled, haughty frivolous girl who is the
daughter of Don Críspulo, a Spanish émigré who has become wealthy through his investment in
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sugar mills. Although wealthy, the elite of Puerto Rico still see Don Críspulo as a “polizón”
(“tramp” 91).54 Don Críspulo desires a title for his family, not one of recent making that he may
buy, but one associated with an old family like the Countess’s. The driving force behind the
marriage is the Countess’s desire to save face and rescue the family from a descent into total
bankruptcy. At this point, the family has only one solvent ingenio and is heavily in debt, largely
to Don Críspulo. The proposed marriage between Emilia and Carlos, then, is not one of love, but
a business transaction between like-minded parties in Emilia’s and Carlos’s parents, what Doris
Sommer calls a “socially convenient marriage,” still more typical in the nineteenth-century
Western world than marriage for love (6, 12).
By the end of Act 1, Julia has temporarily convinced Carlos to go through with the
marriage by telling him a lie—that she is in love with someone else. Julia works to assist the
marriage between Carlos and Emilia partially at the behest of Carlos’s mother, as the Countess,
unaware of her son’s or Julia’s feelings, enlists Julia’s help to try to get Carlos “on board” for the
marriage. When Carlos is miserable at his own engagement party, not caring that his best friend
Luis is meanwhile, actively seeking to pilfer the wealthy Emilia for himself, Carlos spies Julia
clearly miserable as well and soon they are seen by the others holding hands.
The marriage between Emilia and Carlos is almost undone by this scene. However, both
the Countess and Don Críspulo are still eager for the marriage to take place to ensure their own
private gains. So both Countess and Don Críspulo convince their children of their duty and the
Countess tells Carlos a terrible lie: Julia is his sister. In the face of such “truth,” Carlos agrees to
marry Emilia. They do marry. During the ceremony, Julia, who has contracted a fever,
deliberately overdoses on her medication, by swallowing the entire contents of the sleeping
medicine she had been prescribed to take at regular intervals. The faithful servant/slave Jorge
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has Luis go for help and the entire wedding party rushes to Julia’s side as she is dying. Jorge
discloses that Julia and Emilia are sisters and the Countess confirms the truth of this statement.
After Julia’s death, Carlos declares his marriage to Emilia annulled and cries desperately over
Julia’s body. Jorge gets the last word as he says to Don Críspulo that “¡Dios hará justicia!”
(“God will do justice!” 146).

Tapia’s National and Racial Project vs. Other National and Racial Projects
In the nineteenth century as nations were forming and re-forming, racial definition,
especially as a project of defining the limits of belonging to incipient national cultural identities
took on a significance in popular culture, in law, and in literature. As Ezra Tawil argues about
US literature, for example, in The Making of Racial Sentiment, “[f]rom the earliest frontier
novels to Stowe’s mid-century novel of slavery, then, the literature of racial conflict contributed
to the formation of one of the most fateful concepts in the history of American culture: that of
racial essences, their relation to emotional capacity, and by extension, the relative suitability of
various people for a place in the national community” (25). Tawil and others gesture towards a
project by which classifying racial others (those who were non-Anglo-Saxon) was used as a
means of exclusion from a national community, here specifically an exclusion from the
antebellum US community.
What separates Tapia’s project from other nineteenth-century national racial projects is
whom he is walling in or walling out. I argue that Tapia desires an inclusion of Puerto Rico’s
black, white, and mixed race into a hypothetical imagined nation but wishes to exclude Cuba, the
other major slave-owning nation in Spanish America in the late 1860s from this national project.
Tapia, then, considered “the father of Puerto Rican literature,” wishes to draw and solidify the
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actual and eventual “national” borders of his island nation separating it as it is geographically by
water from its neighbor of Cuba, rather than along race and class lines as Spanish America then
was.55 Tapia’s exclusion, then, meant excluding white Cuban criollo elites, meanwhile
incorporating blacks, mulatas/os, and poor Puerto Rican natives into the national community.
In La cuarterona the mulata figure for Tapia is a means of representing a large mixed
group of oppressed subaltern colonists and slaves as well as free blacks and mulatos.56
Representing a portion of his colony as a feminized subject is something Tapia would later do in
his memoirs, written in the playwright’s later years (Tapia died in 1882), published
posthumously in 1927. On the first page of Tapia’s memoirs titled Mis memorias: O, Puerto
Rico como lo encontré y como lo dejo (“My Memories: Or, Puerto Rico as I Found it and as I
Left it”), Puerto Rico itself is figured as a female, albeit a faithless one with a heart that is “ugly
and empty and lying” (“feo y vacío y mentiroso / el corazón de la mujer querida” 13).57 By the
second page of Tapia’s memoirs, however, the Puerto Rican nation has taken on a male character
that Tapia finds opposite in character to himself: “I idolize the light; he seems well located with
his darknesses (or obscurities); I yearn to fly like a flash; he walks at the pace of a tortoise. . .”
(Yo idolatro la luz; él parece bien hallado con sus oscuridades; yo anhelo el volar de rayo; él
camino a paso de tortuga . . .” 14, my emphasis). To be fair, in Spanish, “it” is gendered either
male or female (there is no neutered pronoun as in English or German) and Tapia is forced to
choose a gendered pronoun to represent his nation in his memoirs, but the choice to make the
Puerto Rican nation seemingly androgynous, or sometimes male and sometimes female like
Virginia Woolf’s character in Orlando, rather than a single sex, portrays not only the complexity
of the relationships among Puerto Rico and the international players affecting the outcome of the
Puerto Rican proto-nation, but also the diverse community within the island realm as well. A
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dual-gendered Puerto Rico in Tapia’s La cuarterona has not heretofore been noted. In fact,
scholars criticize the “unsurprising metaphoric system” oft-used in the Caribbean in which
women represent land in La cuarterona and in other works such as La leyenda (“The Legend,”
Rauch 153). However, in my view, Carlos and Julia collectively represent Puerto Rico, the
broken parts of the would-be nation which will not unite (at least in the nineteenth-or twentiethcentury), given the uncertain socially recognized figure (Carlos) who hesitates and fails to take
the woman he loves (Julia) as his wife, and Julia, the woman that resists the union she desires.
So, to clarify, while Julia is certainly representative of the Puerto Rican nation, so too, for me, is
Carlos, and the nation signified by Tapia in both Mis memorias and La cuarterona, is thus
androgynous. The androgyny correlates to an inclusive representation of nation. Returning to
the figure of the mulata as Puerto Rico’s subaltern in La cuarterona, then, I argue that the mulata
figure of Julia (“Juliet”) aids Tapia in his project of representing the diversity of Puerto Rico’s
subjects and the diversity of its subaltern subject positions as colony, slave-owning criollo, free
mulato/a and black, and slave.58
Tapia utilizes the mulata as a symbol not only of oppression of the mulata/o and black,
but as a symbol for the universal colonial oppression of white criollos in Puerto Rico. In Tapia’s
hands the mulata becomes an everywoman/everyman Puerto Rican subject drawn together into a
collective “as ‘Americans,’” by “the shared fatality of extra-Spanish birth” (Anderson 63). Tapia
refers throughout the drama to Julia’s “triste condición” (“sad condition” 45), first mentioned on
the first page of the play by the faithful black slave, Jorge.59 Latin American critics have
consistently read this “condition” as Julia’s status as lowly black servant, in general.60 This is
productive; but, in addition to this reading I would like to suggest that it is the tragic
mulatta/mulata trope presented in US and Cuban literature to which Tapia is referring here.
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Especially given that Jorge, described in the dramatis personae simply as “negro” (“black” 43),61
is also black and either servant or slave, it would seem likely that he is either referring to her
condition as a female quasi-slave and hemispherically (and unknowingly) echoing Harriet
Jacobs’s famous conclusion of slavery: “Slavery is terrible for men; but it is far more terrible for
women” (77) or that in fact it is to the “tragic mulatta” condition that Tapia through Jorge refers.
If either one is the case, although Julia may be a metaphor for the large ills towards many groups
of oppressed people in Puerto Rico, Tapia is conscious of his character’s particularized race,
class, and gender.

The Spanish American Anti-Slavery and Mulato/a Tradition
There is, of course, a tragic mulato/a and anti-slavery literary tradition in the Spanish
Caribbean begun and most prominently displayed in Cuban literature to which Tapia is most
likely responding. The clear link between the anti-slavery/mulata Cuban literary tradition and
Tapia is the reformer, Domingo del Monte. Domingo del Monte (1804-53), the Venezuelan
chiefly concerned with abolition of Cuban slavery and the formation of a national Cuban
literature, a prominent figure in my first chapter for his role of commissioning Juan Francisco
Manzano to write his Autobiografía, features once more in this chapter. Del Monte and Tapia
both exiled from the Spanish Caribbean met and began their friendship in Madrid in 1850 and
Tapia came under del Monte’s “tutelage” (Silverstein 126).
While there is a clear connection among Manzano’s writing, his contemporaries, and
Tapia’s it is unclear which works in this Cuban tradition Tapia may have had access to or been
influenced by. Nevertheless, it may be helpful to give a brief overview of these early works in
order to demonstrate how Tapia (may have) utilized and yet diverged from the early Cuban
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literary mulato/a tradition. Manzano was a mulato, himself, and gave birth with his
Autobiografía to the novel tradition in Cuba which often, (though not always) featured a mulato
protagonist. As Anna Brickhouse explains about Manzano’s autobiography and the
(inter)national anti-slavery literary tradition that imitated it and reproduced elements of it, there
was a “mode of critical [revisionist] intervention . . . particularly that line of seminal nineteenthcentury Cuban fictions that drew on Manzano for inspiration, most famously the novels
Francisco, and El Negro Francisco by the reformers Anselmo Suárez y Romero and Antonio
Zambrana” (225-26). Both Franciscos featured a black protagonist, but the latter contained a
mulata named Camila who embraces white culture much like Manzano himself, who famously
describes himself as a “mulato entre negros” (“mulatto among blacks” 132-33). The hallmarks
of a fictional Manzano revision include, according to Brickhouse, “a docile slave protagonist
named Francisco, whose usual privileged house servant duties are juxtaposed with his sudden,
jarring transition to a plantation, and whose brutal and unfair punishment by the master provides
a set of turning points in the narrative” (226). Manzano and Suárez y Romero were
contemporaries, who “were members of a group of young writers who gathered around Domingo
del Monte” (Schulman 16) and it was del Monte “who urged the writing of antislavery works
such as Anselmo Suárez y Romero’s Francisco” (Schulman 18). Another member of the del
Monte literary circle in 1830s Cuba was Cirilo Villaverde, who “wrote and published two earlier
versions of his Cecilia Valdés in 1839” (Luis 4). Tapia may have had access through del Monte
in Madrid to Manzano’s Autobiografía (1840), Anselmo Suárez y Romero’s Francisco (written
in 1839, published in 1880), Félix Tanco y Bosmeniel’s “Un niño en la Habana” (written in
1838), and Cecilia Valdés, the early versions published in 1839 in Cuba, about which William
Luis valuably points out: “The first two narrations were not anti-slavery works; they passed the
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censors and were published in Cuba. The last version [published in 1882] reflected the
sentiments of the early [Cuban nationalist] antislavery works and was completed not in Cuba but
while Villaverde lived in exile in New York” (4-5). Tapia also may have become familiar with
Zambrana’s El Negro Francisco (1873) before La cuarterona was performed in Puerto Rico in
1877.
Beginning even with a cursory survey of the titles of these works, Cecilia Valdés with its
titular female heroine, also a mulata, like Tapia’s Julia, has the most in common with Tapia’s La
cuarterona. Cecilia Valdés, o la Loma de Ángel is probably the most famous example of the
tragic mulata in all of nineteenth-century Spanish Caribbean literature. In She Is Cuba: A
Genealogy of the Mulata Body Melissa Blanco Borelli calls Cirilo Villaverde’s novel “one of the
foundational texts in a trope of the tragic mulata in Cuba” (41). And William Luis emphasizes
its importance beyond this theme as he calls Cecilia Valdés, “one of the most important, if not
the most important, novel in nineteenth-century Spanish American literature” (ix).
It is, to Cecilia Valdés, to which Tapia seems chiefly to be responding. I say this,
however, with little proof beyond the two works’ similarities and the vague assertion and belief
among Puerto Rican theatre scholars that Tapia “scrutiniz[ed] the contents of the expatriate
Cuban reformer Domingo del Monte’s private library” (Silverstein 120-21) during his two-year
association with the literary mentor, an assertion which is in keeping with del Monte’s literary
advisor role as someone who “shared books in his vast library with Villaverde and other friends
and instructed them on important writers and trends” (Luis 103). While del Monte almost
certainly influenced the reformist/anti-slavery trajectory of Tapia’s La cuarterona, del Monte’s
influence on Villaverde is more clearly documented. As Luis intimates: “Domingo Del Monte
was Villaverde’s most influential teacher and, like other young writers, Villaverde profited from
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his direction” (103). Del Monte may have been one of the reasons that Realist elements are
evident in La cuarterona, which is still largely situated within the Romantic tradition. The
Realist trend was something del Monte promoted as it “represented [for him] a possible means of
combating slavery and altering Cuban colonial society” (103). Cecilia Valdés in its 1839
incarnation featured mulata protagonist Cecilia Valdés and the Gamboa family. Cecilia is “a
ten-year-old orphan mulatto girl whose beauty is admired by the Gamboa family and who
resembles members of the family, especially the father” (Luis 105). Also a prominent feature in
the story is “the love relationship between Leonardo and Cecilia” though Luis emphasizes that
“the theme of incest, important in the final edition, is never mentioned explicitly” (106).
Cecilia’s parentage in the 1839 edition, although not explicit, still seems relatively obvious, thus,
so too, does the incest she commits. Cecilia’s father Don Cándido (“cándido” is a false cognate,
not exactly meaning “frank,” or “candid” but actually meaning “guileness, innocent, naïve,
stupid”), seems a clear forefather of Julia’s boorish father, Don Críspulo in La cuarterona.
“Cándido,” according to Langenschedit, can also poetically be translated as “Snow White,”
which may link Villaverde’s villain with the sugarocracy in Cuba.62
Critical positions on Cecilia Valdés have noted problems with too rigidly categorizing
even Villaverde’s latest edition of his novel as anti-slavery literature. Scholars since the late
nineteenth century such as the black Cuban writer Martín Morúa Delgado have attacked Cecilia
Valdés’s “restricted view of black people” (Jackson 48). The novel, however, has still been seen
by most literary critics well into the late twentieth century, as promoting the abolition of slavery,
a position that William Luis also maintains in his Literary Bondage (1990). Writers such as
Stephen Hart in his “Signs of the Subaltern” (1999), however, find the 1882 edition both “racist”
(32) and not, in fact, supporting an anti-slavery project. Hart condemns the fact in the US edition
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of the novel that “characters are routinely ranked according to racial origin . . . and blacks are
described as savages with alarming frequency” (Hart 32). More recent scholarship seems more
prone to find at least textual “ambivalence” (Handley 53) in the novel’s position on abolition.
Thus, George Handley’s view of Cecilia Valdés, that “the novel’s stance appears more
anticolonial than antislavery” (Handley 53), seems more currently accepted given Villaverde’s
own characterization of his novel in a letter to his wife as concerned with “‘the slavery of white
Cubans’ under Spanish rule’” (qtd. in Handley 53).
Significantly, Tapia revises Villaverde’s project, includes the allegorical national
elements of many Spanish Caribbean anti-slavery works, and utilizes del Monte’s artistic
polemic of “combating slavery and altering Cuban colonial society” (Luis 103). Tapia does so in
the vein of a Cuban anti-slavery mulato/a literary tradition also taking his aim like earlier works
such as Tanco’s “Un niño en la Habana” at “the decadence of Cuban society, for which slavery is
responsible” (Luis 51). In Tanco’s work, the young boy who is “a symbol of [Cuba’s] future . . .
represents innocence, the young Cuba” (51). There is, then, a Spanish Caribbean literary
tradition, thus far unremarked upon by Tapia critics in which the male protagonist, too, is
representative of nation. Tapia, I argue, further revises this project, as I have stated previously
making his native Puerto Rico have two parts, a male and female in Carlos and Julia. Tapia’s
play, too, continues the constant dance of desiring publication and production, but evading the
zealous Spanish Caribbean censors. Neither Julia the mulata, nor Jorge the token black character
are clearly marked in Tapia’s play as slaves, again, a move I see as allowing them more
metaphorical jurisdiction. Slavery itself is not clearly an object of criticism by Tapia, since there
are not any clearly marked slaves in the drama. Authors like the Cuban Tanco criticized novels
which did not contain “descriptions about the corrupt slavery system” (Luis 50), and Tapia’s
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play does not contain the harsh conditions present, for example, in Manzano’s Autobiografía of
constant physical and emotional abuse even as a house slave. This elision in La cuarterona may
have been in order to circumvent censors,63 but what is also true is that Tapia’s project looks
beyond the abolishment of slavery to race relations. In other words, Tapia’s most famous play
takes as a given that slavery will end, and then asks the question: what now? Tapia clearly
depicts in his play the deep emotional distress of inferiority internalized by black subjects in
Puerto Rico (whether slave or not) through Julia’s tragic end. This he does in part, I argue
though a demonization of decadent Cuban society epitomized in Don Críspulo and Emilia, and in
part through a disassociation with the beliefs of the Countess, Carlos’s mother, evoking an older
generation of Puerto Rico society who shares the corrupt Cuban value system of Carlos’s wouldbe wife and father-in-law.

Tapia’s Nod/Homage to Shakespeare
Alejandro Tapia y Rivera’s play, La cuarterona is an obvious loose adaptation of
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. According to Roberto Ramos-Perea, Tapia admired
Shakespeare greatly (64). Critics, however, have been silent on the connection between La
cuarterona and the world’s most famous tragedy despite the trope of the star-crossed lovers, the
name of Julia (“Juliet”), the quintessential balcony (though no balcony scene), and suicide by
sleeping potion. In the first bilingual edition of the play, however, John Maddox, recognizes the
play’s Early Modern origins with his title, “Juliet of the Tropics” (2016). As Maddox says in his
introduction to the bilingual edition:
“La cuarterona” could be translated as “The Mulatto Girl” in today’s parlance, but
it would ignore even the basic notions of race, slavery and other elements of
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social hierarchy as Tapia y Rivera probably understood them. A closer term
would be “The Quadroon,” but to my ears, the term is too antiquated and
cacophonous. . . . For the masterpiece of an avid reader of Shakespeare . . . the
most logical translation of the title was ‘Juliet of the Tropics’” (7).
In addition to the fact that it remains an unexplored literary relationship, there are two main
reasons to connect Romeo and Juliet with La cuarterona: to tap into the melodramatic origins of
the nineteenth-century play and to help us to consider the family as national allegory.
Romeo and Juliet at its heart is the supreme melodramatic tragedy; passion and emotion
by far outweigh patience, caution, or rationality. Furthermore, the quintessential melodrama is
located squarely around both family and nation. As Thomas Elsaesser explains in his “Tales of
Sound and Fury: Observations on the Family Melodrama,” family dynamics are stock
components of melodrama and typically “melodramatic elements are clearly visible in the plots,
which revolve around family relationships, star-crossed lovers and forced marriages” (70). Like
La cuarterona, Romeo and Juliet, too, is a family drama in which one’s allegiance to one’s
family and the ensuing social responsibilities are pitted against one’s individual desires. While
Romeo and Juliet reject their duty to their families and give in to their selfish desires, Julia
sacrifices her love for Carlos, by telling him a lie, that she loves another and cannot marry him.
In Romeo and Juliet, as in other Shakespearean tragedies such as Hamlet, the family is also a
metaphor for the state.64 While Romeo and Juliet act selfishly, so do their kinsman in continuing
a civil war they have been warned against by the authorities time and time again (see I.i.81-103).
However, Romeo and Juliet’s union and subsequent deaths brings their nation-state together.
While it would seem that Carlos and Julia’s potential union would also unite the nation, Tapia
makes clear in a number of ways, not least of which is the play’s tragic ending, that Puerto Rico
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is not ready for such a merger. Carlos, for example, rhetorically places his marriage with Julia in
the abstract idea of the “universe” (82) despite Julia’s contention that “aquí vivimos” ‘we live
here’ in fictional Cuba, or allegorical Puerto Rico (81).
In Latin American fiction Doris Summers argues in her Foundational Fictions: The
National Romances of Latin America, love is a metaphor for nation building, and family is a
stand-in for the state. According to Sommer:
Once the couple confronts the obstacle, desire is reinforced along with the need to
overcome the obstacle and to consolidate the nation. That promise of
consolidation . . . underscores the erotic goal, which is also a microcosmic
expression of nationhood. This zigzagging movement describes a kind of
allegory that works primarily through metonymic associations between the family
and the state. (49-50)
In La cuarterona Carlos (Tapia’s Romeo) is the white elite Puerto Rican noble symbolizing the
Puerto Rican would-be nation and Puerto Rico’s major impediments to nationhood: race and
finance. Carlos’s woes are expressed in terms which clearly evoke the racialized world of the
Spanish Caribbean early in the play. In Scene iii of Act One, Carlos confesses to his best friend
Luis to being in “un humor negro” ‘a black humor’ (51). In fact, his abiding desire is for a union
with the person that amounts to his black sister. While Julia is not Carlos’s blood sister they
have been raised together from children and as Aníbal Gonzalez suggests in “La cuarterona and
Slave Society” “From the beginning there is something incestuous, something forbidden in the
love between Carlos and Julia, since both were raised in the same household” (53).
Finally readers of Romeo and Juliet may have forgotten that in the background of
Shakespeare’s most famous work exists the theme of nation/state building by means of new
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peaceful alliances. The outcome of the original play includes promised statues of Romeo and
Juliet by their parents “in pure gold” and “a glooming peace” which ends the civil war between
Capulets and Montagues (V.v.299, 304). Alliance building, Sommer reports, occurs frequently
in Latin American fiction near the mid-nineteenth century: “local romances . . . developed a
narrative formula for resolving continuing conflicts, a postepic conciliatory genre that
consolidated survivors by recognizing former enemies as allies” (12). It is the Prince in the
original play whose role is that of would-be peacemaker, though only through many Capulet and
Montague deaths does actual peace ensue. Through La cuarterona Tapia assumes the role of
would-be peacemaker as well, as he too, like Prince Escalus, as we will see, is tired of the
“enemies to [Puerto Rico’s] peace” (I.i.81). His project, like that of Escalus, the Prince of
Verona, is to create a lasting peace for his proto-nation and an end to the bloodshed and violence
of slavery, and to problematize Puerto Rico’s current national-racial alliances. Sommer suggests
“Romance and republic were often connected… through authors who were preparing national
projects through prose fiction and implementing foundation fictions through legislative or
military campaigns” (7). Although Tapia himself was not directly involved in legislative action
or a military campaign, he was friends with Puerto Rico’s advocates for immediate abolition of
slavery who met in Madrid in 1866 while Tapia was there. Tapia’s 1867 play potentially
represents a social, intellectual campaign against slavery.

On Foundational Fictions and Realities
Doris Sommer argues in Foundational Fictions that mid-nineteenth century authors
writing romances in Latin American literature almost literally wrote numerous former Spanish
and Portuguese colonies into existence. Sommer remarks of US literature, referencing Leslie
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Fiedler’s Love and Death, that “in the United States, it has been argued, the country and the
novel practically gave birth to each other. And the same can be said of the South, as long as we
take consolidation rather than emancipation to be the real moment of birth in both Americas”
(12). By “consolidation” Sommer seems to mean the moment when various forces joined
together to make a nation out of colony in opposition to the imperial one. This seems no
different from the independence gained by the South’s (to utilize Sommer’s linguistic and
geographical designation of Latin America), northern neighbor as the US’s independence is
celebrated not on the day the war was won, but on the day independence was iterated in a formal
declaration by the founding fathers.
Neither Alejandro Tapia y Rivera’s La cuarterona nor any other literature, however,
writes the nation of Puerto Rico into existence; thus the play cannot exactly be said to fit the
pattern of national formation that Sommer describes, though it still shares many of the hallmarks
of early Latin American national literature that Sommer pinpoints. Arnaldo Manuel CruzMalavé records a different model in Puerto Rican literature from the Latin American pattern that
Sommer documents. Cruz-Malavé explains, in Puerto Rican literature “at the center of the
author’s paternal voice there’s not a subject, but an abject: the monstrously mangled body of a
nation-child that cannot accede to man/nationhood” (141, emphasis in original). Puerto Rico, to
this day in 2018, remains under US control and has yet to gain its independence.
I would posit, then that Tapia is not, in fact, the father of a national literature, as his
dramas gave birth to no nation; rather, we see in La cuarterona what Homi Bhabha calls in his
introduction to Nation and Narration “this ambivalent margin of the nation-space” (4), in which
“history may be half-made because it is in the process of being made; and the image of cultural
authority may be ambivalent because it is caught, uncertainly, in the act of ‘composing’ its
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powerful image” (3). Here in La cuarterona, we get, then, a cutaway of the emerging protonation, exposing the oppositional thinking of the cultural-temporal moment. However, that
process of becoming eventually stalls with Spain handing over control of Puerto Rico to the US.
There is no nation. We see, in the historical moment illuminated by the play, the nation thwarted
by the values of the plantation pull; we see only “ambivalence” in a space dominated by its status
as a plantation “nation,” without the strength of clearly delineated mores—those creating the
“emotional legitimacy” of a nation (Anderson 4), the positive values such as “love” which
“nations inspire” (Anderson 141). In other words, in Tapia’s La cuarterona we foresee the
failure of a Puerto Rican nation-state, defeated by individuals’ selfish desire for power and
profit.65

Alejandro Tapia y Rivera
A brief overview will give context for my argument about Tapia’s work. Alejandro
Tapia y Rivera was born in San Juan, Puerto Rico on November 12, 1826. Tapia’s mother was a
white criollo also born in Puerto Rico, but his father was a Spanish military officer originally
from Murcia, Spain. Tapia wrote in total: eight plays, six novels, two biographies of Puerto
Ricans, one epic poem (La sataniada), his memoir (Mis memorias), and an anthology entitled La
bardo de Guamaní (González 51), but is chiefly known as a dramatist, his most famous work
being La cuarterona (Moreira 2).
Several elements of Tapia’s biography resonate with the themes in La cuarterona, but
Tapia’s healthy relationships present a contrast with the uneasy relationships in La cuarterona.
Tapia’s father separated from his mother when Tapia was eight years old so that like Carlos in
La cuarterona, Tapia, too, had both an absent father figure and financial difficulties. As Maddox
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reports, Don Alejandro Mariano Tapia y Zapata, Tapia’s father, “provided minimal financial
assistance after separating from his mother . . . so [Tapia] faced financial scarcity more than
once” (6). Tapia’s father’s leaving forced Tapia to quit school and Edgar Quiles states that
“desde muy temprana edad comienza a sentir el peso de la responsabilidad” (“from a very early
age [Tapia] began to feel the weight of responsibility” (1). Unlike Carlos in La cuarterona
whose relationship with his mother appears stilted and formal (not to mention contentious),
Tapia, however, (if his letters are any indication) seems to have had a close-knit relationship with
not only his mother, but also his Aunt Julia, and sister Mercedes. In one letter reproduced in Mis
memorias from June 7, 1857 while Tapia was residing in Cuba and before he’d married his wife,
for example, he writes to his mother “Queridísima mamá de mi vida” ‘Very Dearest Mother of
My Life,’ among other things that he’s reached Cuba safely, and that the only sadness he’s felt
has been thinking about his separation from her, but luckily he has his mother’s portrait to
constantly remind him of her. In fact, Tapia dramatizes, perhaps, “Si hubiera venido sin él, no
hubiera podido soportar el disgusto . . .” (“If I had come without [the portrait], I wouldn’t have
been able to endure the unpleasantness [of separation from his mother]” 183). Later in the letter
Tapia encourages his mother to write and share snippets of her quotidian life. He tells her,
“Dígame, mi querida, mi nunca olvidada madre, todo lo que le ocurra respecto . . . así como
también lo concerniente a mis queridas tía y hermanita” (“Tell me, my dear, my never forgotten
mother, everything that occurs with you . . . as well as that concerning my dear aunt and sister”
184). Tapia’s strong connections to these three female relatives—mother, aunt, and sister—are
evident in this letter, in particular, and no doubt influence the sympathetic portrayal of the
mulata Julia (also Tapia’s aunt’s name), prompting some to call Tapia a feminist (Maddox 5).
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Tapia’s development as an artist also indicates the wide extra-theatrical and international
influences that contributed to his art and his familiarity with creating art within the limits of a
highly censored world. Quiles indicates that the Philharmonic Society of which Tapia was a
member from 1845 to 1849 and which held concerts, lectures, and “escenarios” ‘scenes’ was
extremely important in his intellectual and artistic development (1-2).66 The Philharmonic
Society performed Tapia’s three-act opera Guarionex (1848) which featured music by Felipe
Gutiérrez. In 1850, Tapia had a duel with an artillery official which resulted in Tapia’s exile to
Madrid. It was there in Spain that Tapia met Domingo del Monte and came under his influence
from 1850 to 1852. It was also in Spain where Tapia began to work in 1854, with other Puerto
Ricans on Biblioteca Histórica de Puerto Rico, a history of Puerto Rico. In 1857 Tapia
published his first two plays, Roberto D’Evreux, about the illicit love affair Elizabeth I of
England and the Count of Essex, and Bernardo de Palissy o el heroísmo del trabaja, which
depicted religious persecution in sixteenth-century France. Roberto D’Evreux, however, did not
pass muster with censors, who, according to Willis Knapp Jones, “had a feeling that its
implication that kings are human might, at least indirectly, encourage the antimonarchical feeling
in the island. They therefore refused publication or performance till 1862” (364). Bernardo de
Palissy, however, débuted at the Municipal Theater that now bears Tapia’s own name in 1857.
Tapia resided in Cuba off and on in the late 1850s until 1866.67 He published El Bardo de
Guamaní in 1862 and in 1866 he founded with other intellectuals The Ponce Cabinet for
Lectures.
The atmosphere of reform and even the beginnings of abolition no doubt played a central
role in the writing of La cuarterona. In 1866 Tapia was associated with members of the Junta de
Información de Ultramar, “which convened in the Spanish capital ‘for the purpose of studying
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reform possibilities’ in the Antilles” (Silverstein 132). The Junta included Cuban and Puerto
Rican reformers. Issues the Junta would discuss included, “regulation of slave labor, not its
suppression” (Silverstein 132). Silverstein explains that “when in the third conference the Puerto
Rican commissioners demanded the abolition of slavery on their island, the Spanish and Cuban
delegates were shocked. The Cubans refused to even discuss abolition, let alone sign the Puerto
Rican proposal” (132). It was in this atmosphere in Madrid that Tapia wrote and published La
cuarterona. The play was published and given a formal reading in Madrid in 1867. It was in
that same year that “the slave trade finally ended . . . once an effective Anglo-American initiative
forced the Spanish to comply with its numerous treaties banning the trade” (Schmidt-Nowara
191). Tapia rewrote the play in 1869 (after the first major revolution in Puerto Rico, the shortlived Grito de Lares in 1868); however, the play would not be performed until ten years later in
1877 in Puerto Rico’s capital at its Teatro Moratín, and five years after slavery was abolished in
Puerto Rico.68
Tapia’s later life was filled with family and continued writing during his international
travel. In 1869 Tapia married María del Rosario Díaz y Espiau whom he had met at the reading
of his play La cuarterona in Madrid. He returned with his wife María to Puerto Rico, living in
Ponce, and then San Juan during the last decade of his life, but also traveling extensively to
France, England, Spain and Italy. During their marriage Tapia and his wife had four children
and he and his wife founded the literary journal, La Azucena, “dedicada al desarrollo intellectual
de la mujer” ‘dedicated to the intellectual development of women’ which was published
intermittently from 1870 to 1877 (Quiles 3). In October of 1880, Tapia was honored with the
distinction Gentleman of the Royal and Distinguished Order of Charles III for his intellectual and
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literary contributions (Mis memorias 187). Tapia died in Puerto Rico in 1882, fifteen years after
the publication of his most famous play.

Spanish American Slavery, Emancipation, Race, and Nation Formation
Although La cuarterona, set in Cuba, is minimalist in its description of setting or time
period, the background of slavery, mechanization, and the whisper of nationhood surrounding
the family drama, however, is relevant to my analysis. Before I more fully delve into analysis of
the play, I’d like first to explore some historical background issues that might shed light on
Tapia’s work.
In general, although similar in many ways, Puerto Rican and Cuban slavery differed
significantly in their incarnations. Both Puerto Rican and Cuban slavery and sugar production
were impacted significantly by the Haitian revolution (slavery and sugar both seeing a huge
uptick), as Haiti was never again the sugar-producing superpower it was in the eighteenth
century. Immediately after Haiti dropped out of competition for world dominance in sugar
exporting, other colonial outposts stepped in: “In the period from 1791 to 1805, Jamaica, Brazil,
Cuba, and Puerto Rico more than doubled their sugar outputs to meet the new demands of the
European market” (Klein and Vinson 87). In general, Puerto Rican slavery was a
chronologically later, smaller, and less mechanized affair, while Cuban slavery was a large-scale,
widespread affair bolstered significantly in the nineteenth century by the illegal slave trade after
international treaties abolishing it of 1817, 1821, and 1835 (Surwillo 4). According to Klein and
Vinson Puerto Rican slavery was hampered in part by its topography. Puerto Rico had more
mountainous regions and less sprawling flat lands like those in Haiti and Cuba which meant that
the “rather extensive plantations over large areas of the island did not exist in Puerto Rico” (95).
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Given the topological constraints, Puerto Rican plantations generally had a smaller than average
workforce (in 1845, only 40 in the largest sugar-producing zone) and were smaller in size (an
average of 60 acres rather than 200 to 300 standard in other areas of the Caribbean) than those of
Cuba or other islands in the Caribbean and they “would use free wage labor alongside the slaves
from the first to the last days of the industry whereas elsewhere in the Caribbean this was
associated only with the epoch of emancipation” (Klein and Vinson 97). Puerto Rico had both a
much smaller population and a relatively low number of slaves. Slavery hit its peak in Puerto
Rico in 1834 with 42,000 slaves, according to Klein and Vinson, while the total island
population hovered at around 359,000 (96-97). Meanwhile, in 1846 in Cuba slaves totaled
323,759 out of 898,752, and in 1862, 368,550 out of 1,359,238 (Schmidt-Nowara 191).
Large-scale Cuban slavery benefited early on from mechanization, while Puerto Rico’s
mechanization process came later and was less successful. According to Moreno Fraginals,
Cuban entrepreneurs “as early as 1796 . . . carried out the first experiments in adapting the steam
engine to the cane mill; in 1837 they inaugurated the world’s first railway devoted to hauling
sugar and molasses from the mills to ports (and the first railway of any kind in Latin America);
in 1842 they started using vacuum evaporation for obtaining sugar” (15). Cuban slavery had
behind it a significant amount of capital which could fund these innovations, which in general
was lacking from Puerto Rican slavery. As Moreno Fraginals points out, given its capital and
innovation “Cuba understandably was the world’s largest sugar producer from 1829 to 1883,”
while “Puerto Rico, which did not share these characteristics, was a much smaller producer”
(15).
For some of the reasons already noted as well as many more, Puerto Rican slavery ended
earlier and somewhat more easily than its Cuban counterpart. Because of a strict authoritarian
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Spanish colonial regime in both Puerto Rico and Cuba, serious abolition efforts began abroad.
The Spanish Abolitionist Society was formed in 1865 with the aid of Puerto Rican reformers.
The first aim of the society was abolishing Puerto Rican slavery (Schmidt-Nowara 193). In 1866
slavery on the Spanish peninsula ended. In 1868 the Spanish Caribbean had major rebellions:
the so-called Ten Years War began across Cuba, and the much shorter Grito de Lares conflict
began in Puerto Rico’s Utuado province. These rebellions aided the cause of abolition. In 1870
the Moret Law was passed, which was an important transitionary measure towards abolition.
Schmidt-Nowara writes that the Moret Law freed children, persons over sixty years old, and
“10,000 slaves captured by the [Spanish] government in its sporadic efforts to suppress the slave
trade” (193). In 1873, Spain, which had been declared a Republic in 1873, passed a bill
abolishing slavery in Puerto Rico. However, “the eventual restoration of the Bourbon monarchy
in 1875 . . . impeded the Abolitionist Society’s efforts to carry out a similar plan in Cuba”
(Schmidt-Nowara 194). Slavery was abolished in Cuba in 1881 and ended in 1886.69
Mechanization was also a great equalizer in the last quarter of the nineteenth century
leading up to Cuban independence and the transfer of Puerto Rico from Spanish to US hands in
1898 as results of the Spanish American War; blacks and whites worked side by side in Cuban
ingenios as slavery began to be phased out in Cuba near the mid-nineteenth century, whereas
those same poor workers more often owned or worked small individual coffee farms in the hill
country of Puerto Rico. Thus, by 1898, though Cuba’s race relation problems were not
completely solved by any means, the races were united in a way that eluded Puerto Rico. The
end result of the Spanish American War, in addition to producing the new nation of Cuba,
evoked a new reigning set of race values. Schmidt-Nowara submits that “[José] Martí’s
inclusive vision of the Cuban nation resulted from a keen understanding of the new interracial
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bonds forged in the post-emancipation labour process, as well as through the camaraderie of the
anti-colonial insurgency” and that “for many of Martí’s followers after his death (1895), any
expression of difference and peculiarity represented a betrayal of the unified nation” (201).
Although the egalitarianism discussed by Schmidt-Nowara post-dates La cuarterona by roughly
thirty years, the expression of this sentiment by Martí and others started in Cuba at almost the
same moment that Tapia published La cuarterona. On January 23, 1869 a sixteen-year-old Martí
published his first dramatic work, a one-act play called Abdala. He published it in the first and
last issue of his newspaper, La patria libre, (“The Free Country” Leal 69). The hero of Martí’s
drama was Abdala, a black man who saves his country from the Arabs at the expense of his own
life. The play was a clear allegory meant to spur the Cuban independence movement by
demonstrating the advantage and the necessity of including Cuba’s people of color.70

The Puerto Rican Proto-Nation
But Puerto Rico was not Cuba and thus required a different rhetorical approach and its
literature contained a less idealistic, less hopeful message. La cuarterona is similar to other
nineteenth-century Latin American texts in its call for nationhood through unity. Tapia’s
message within the play echoed that of the copious numbers of midcentury novels that Sommer
analyzes in Foundational Fictions; it was one expounding upon the necessity for “liberal reform
and optimism” (13), and one in which “erotic passion” presented “the opportunity (rhetorical and
otherwise) to bind together heterodox constituencies: competing regions, economic interests,
races, religions” (14). What is different about Tapia’s message, I argue, is his portrayal of and
focus on the immense obstacles to this goal of national unity. There is much less optimism in
Tapia’s depiction of Puerto Rico’s future. The major obstacle depicted by Tapia preventing the
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founding of a nation is what I term the plantation pull, which clearly forms a wedge between
Puerto Rico and its national aspirations. The plantation pull in its incarnation in this play is the
way that colonialism, hierarchical power, racism, money, and the status quo intervene in and
disturb the national project. In its melodramatic Puerto Rican derivation, the plantation pull is
thus a significant anti-national, individualist impulse. This again reflects Cruz-Malavé’s
explanation of Puerto Rico as and Puerto Rican literature’s depiction of the abject, the “mangled
body of a nation-child” (141). Cruz-Malavé, however, is speaking of twentieth-century Puerto
Rican literature, referring to the Faustian-like bargain that the planter class made with the US in
1898 in order to continue their “hegemony . . . within dependency” as a US Commonwealth
(140). This was the bargain which doomed full Puerto Rican independence but helped the Puerto
Rican hacendados (the planter class) to continue to profit by their exploitation of workers,
mostly, their fellow Puerto Ricans, thirty years after Tapia’s play was published in Madrid and
twenty years after it was produced in Puerto Rico. This self-interest among the hacendados is
evident in La cuarterona in the Countess, Don Críspulo, Emilia, and Luis. Nevertheless,
although Tapia’s play contains a national romance, and although it is productive to employ CruzMalavé’s concept of the abject, Tapia points with his play to neither a sunny romance nor does
he intentionally forecast an abject failed state—rather, he depicts an island with the capacity for
racial unity as demonstrated in the Carlos-Julia love story, but the struggle of making this
relationship/nation work in the atmosphere of its extended family including Emilia, Don
Críspulo, and the Countess/ colonial system with ties to Spain and Cuba.
Tapia’s national portrait thus incorporates both the idealistic and the realist. La
cuarterona still contains in its complex portrayal idealized national values such as racial unity,
one value which might engender for the would-be nation what Anderson calls “emotional
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legitimacy” (4) which “makes it possible . . . for so many millions of people, not so much to kill
as willingly to die for such limited imaginings” (7). But Puerto Rico is conceived by Tapia as
much more like the national model given by Homi Bhabha than the wildly patriotic “imagined
community” of Anderson.71 Homi Bhabha suggests in “Narrating the Nation”:
What I want to emphasize in that large and liminal image of the nation . . . is a
particular ambivalence that haunts the idea of the nation, the language of those
who write of it and the lives of those who live it. It is an ambivalence that
emerges from a growing awareness that, despite the certainty with which
historians speak of the ‘origins’ of nation as a sign of the ‘modernity’ of society,
the cultural temporality of the nation inscribes a much more transitional social
reality. (1)
To translate Bhabha’s idea to the late 1860s reality of Puerto Rico, perhaps we can say that Tapia
demonstrates both the origins of ideas of nationhood as well as the doubts of his age about
becoming a nation rather than simply the clear teleological development towards such a welldelineated self-determined political entity. Despite the relative finiteness of Puerto Rico’s main
island, because of Puerto Rico’s small size, the island, even were it to achieve political autonomy
and nationhood in the twenty-first century, would still likely be economically and culturally
dependent on the United States as it would have been dependent on Spain, Cuba, and to some
degree the US in the late nineteenth century. Thus it stands to reason that Tapia’s Puerto Rico of
the 1860s and 1870s would have been an even more transitional “imagined community,” more
liminal, and more transitional an entity than that emphasized by Anderson. This liminal sphere
is, indeed, the national figure represented in the tenuous relationship between Carlos and Julia
that Tapia depicts in La cuarterona.
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Tapia’s Ambivalent Spanish America
Homi Bhabha, furthermore, sketches the nation as an “ambivalent figure” with the
“problem of its transitional history, its conceptual indeterminacy, its wavering between
vocabularies” (2). Tapia’s specific life as well as his era of authorship in Spanish America
epitomizes this characterization. The playwright lived for extensive periods of his life in Spain
and the colony of Cuba in addition to his native (colony) Puerto Rico and La cuarterona
exemplifies the same breadth of the Spanish empire. The play is set in Cuba. Tapia wrote it in
1867 in Spain where a reading of it was held, then he rewrote the play in Puerto Rico in 1869,
and it finally débuted in San Juan in 1877.
Ramos-Perea aids us in further problematizing the “conceptual indeterminacy” and
“wavering between vocabularies” of Tapia and how we as readers are to know what the
playwright thought or supported by considering the extreme censorship under which Tapia
wrote. Ramos-Perea utilizes the phrase “dramaturgos de la hegemonía” ‘playwrights of
hegemony’ (49) to suggest the level to which censorship was an issue for playwrights in Puerto
Rico. He defines this term as “dramaturgos que han entrado en lo que se considera un nivel
establecideo de producción que es protegido bien por el estado, la censura, los medios de
producción artística . . .” (“playwrights that have entered into what is considered an established
level of production that is protected by the state, censorship, the methods of artistic production”
49-50). Ramos-Perea labels Tapia as a “dramaturgo hegemónico” but sustains that “Tapia si
bien fue uno de los primeros dramaturgos censurados, fue también el primer dramaturgo
subvencionado por el Gobierno de Puerto Rico” (“if in fact Tapia was one of the foremost
censored playwrights, he was also the playwright most subsidized by the Puerto Rican
government” 50). Tapia’s words and plays walked a line of sponsoring and being sponsored by
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a state he often criticized. What state that exactly was, Ramos-Perea reminds us was very much
in flux given that “nuestro sistema colonial . . . no admitió la nacionalidad puertorriqueña como
un hecho de facto. En tanto, era común y hasta honroso que los dramaturgos puertorriqueños
fueran llamados ‘dramaturgos españoles,’ e incluso muchos de ellos, como Tapia, se sentían
orgullos de tal denominación” and “aspiraban a pertenecer al ‘mainstream’ teatral madrileño”
(‘our colonial system didn’t admit the Puerto Rican nationality as a matter of fact. Inasmuch, it
was common, almost honorable that the Puerto Rican playwrights were named ‘Spanish
Playwrights’ [Playwrights of Spain], and that included many of them, such as Tapia, who felt
proud of the designation” and “aspired to belong to the ‘mainstream’ Theatre of Madrid” 50).
Ramos-Perea indicates a crisis of national identity that plagued Puerto Ricans in the midnineteenth century that was even more pronounced in Tapia as a dramatist.

The Allegory
Within this confusing “transitional society” that forms the backdrop of La cuarterona is
the heterosexual love story between Carlos and Julia, who for me represent Tapia’s progressive,
racially united, idealized Puerto Rican nation. “Nations, like narratives,” Bhabha suggests, “lose
their origins in the myths of time and only fully realize their horizons in the mind’s eye” and are
“impossibly romantic and excessively metaphorical” (1). Carlos and Julia’s relationship is the
“impossibly romantic and excessively metaphorical” portion of the nation from Tapia’s “mind’s
eye.” Their relationship reflects, among other progressive ideals, the relatively new idea begun
among Europe’s bourgeoisie that “love and marriage were supposed to coincide” (Sommer 14).
Both Carlos and Julia express the idea that marriage should be based on love. Carlos tells his
mother in regards to her entreaties to marry Emilia, that “Conozco mi corazón: no podría ser
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feliz en el matrimonio sin el amor” (“I know my heart: I wouldn’t be able to be happy in a
marriage without love” 72). Julia, for her part, expresses outrage when Carlos and Emilia’s
wedding plans proceed, even though Julia herself tells Carlos she loves someone other than
Carlos. Of Carlos and the woman Julia hates she says: “¡No se aman y van a unirse!” (“They
don’t love each other and they’re going to marry!” 99). That Carlos’s mother, the Countess, on
the other hand, sees in the person one chooses to marry a moment when “debe presidir la razón,
no las ilusiones” (“reason should prevail, not illusions” 72) clearly locates her as of an older
order.72 Carlos and Julia, on the other hand, represent the potential future, a new national order
located in Puerto Rico.
Critical opinions run the gamut on why exactly Tapia sets La cuarterona in Cuba. Critics
like Rauch see Tapia making a comparison between Puerto Rican and Cuban social realities, and
other authors such as Villagómez, Silverstein, and García-Moll as specifically depicting Puerto
Rico. I agree with the latter opinion, and argue that both the text of the play and a history of the
region clearly support this reading. Cuba acts as a safety valve for Tapia’s ideas in the face of
censorship and potential Puerto Rican critiques, but additionally, naming Cuba while gesturing
towards Puerto Rico provides Tapia with the opportunity to critique both as well as the Spanish
imperialism at work in both islands.
In La cuarterona, and surrounding it, there are a number of cues that suggest, first of all,
that the play’s setting of Havana is a generalized location, rather than one that is indispensable to
the plot or meaning of the play, and second of all, that Puerto Rico is actually the representative
setting of the play. Rauch notes importantly, that Tapia sets all of his plays and many of his
other works outside Puerto Rico, and in doing so, is observing the conventions of the time. As
she suggests, “although [Tapia] is considered the ‘father’ of Puerto Rican literature, Tapia’s
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works frequently take place in foreign locales, following the dictates of Romantic literary trends”
and “La cuarterona, for instance, his only drama to take place in the Americas, is set in Havana”
(Rauch 149). Thus, Cuba, seems far less specifically important to a reading of La cuarterona
given this information and yet, the fact that Tapia sets his play nearer to home than any other
should not escape our notice. While reading the play, the location can easily be thought to be
Puerto Rico as there is no mention of Havana or Cuba in the play’s three acts. Only from
Tapia’s minimal stage descriptions before the action of the play do we find out where we are.
After a list of the dramatis personae, Tapia sets the stage simply with: “La escena en La Habana,
año de 186…” (“The scene is in Havana, the year 186…” 43). Like the Countess with no name,
the mulata servant without a clear designation, the setting too is ripe for allegory given its lack of
specificity in the written version. Obviously, in a live production with sets and costumes, the
setting would be more definitely evoked, whether adapted to a new location or staged as in
Havana.73
Historically, during colonialism, Puerto Rico was always the smaller, weaker, poorer
cousin to Cuba in the Spanish Caribbean. As emphasized previously, Cuba was the world sugar
exporter king for over fifty years from 1829 to 1883 (Moreno Fraginals 15). Puerto Rico’s much
smaller production sugar did not ever compare with Cuba’s. Wealth was a differentiating factor
between the islands from the time of early colonization. As a “center of defense of the Spanish
Empire” Cuba “came to wield almost unique political power and from the start accumulated
large sums of capital” (Moreno Fraginals 14). Alternately in Puerto Rico, “planters . . . were
constrained by the scarcity of credit from investing in new technology and were less able to
modify production in response to changing markets. By mid-[nineteeth]century the long-term
trend in Puerto Rican sugar production was towards stagnation and decline” (Schmidt-Nowara
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190). González also makes an important distinction between Cuba and Puerto Rico. As she
suggests, “the main difference between the colonization processes of Cuba and Puerto Rico, and
the slave trade upon which they depended: Havana was a stopover point in the route of the Flota
de Indias both to and from the American mainland; Puerto Rico was not” (47). In other words,
Cuba had easy access to the international slave trade, while Puerto Rico relied upon the intraCaribbean slave trade to support its labor force. And as Schmidt-Nowara notes “In Puerto Rico
the largely intra-Caribbean slave trade . . . came to a virtual halt in the 1840s” (190). This,
according to Schmidt-Nowara, was one of the “important differences” which resulted from and
perhaps contributed to “the tremendous wealth of Cuban planters and the relative penury of their
Puerto Rican counterparts” (190).
In the play, while complaining to Julia about the backwards notions of the place where
they live which would not countenance their relationship, Carlos refers to his native country as
“este pobre país” (“this poor country” 82). Because neither Cuban nor Puerto Rican society
would have supported the couple’s union, Carlos’s denunciation could refer to both or either, but
“poor,” though Carlos means this as an insult to his country’s value system, the word in Spanish
or English also has connotations that Puerto Rico would fit better historically than Cuba (OED
“poor” def 2a). “Poor” has connotations of “small” (def 3a), perhaps alluding to Puerto Rico’s
status as the smallest island in the Greater Antilles or “Of things, places, conditions, etc.:
afflicted or characterized by poverty” (def 1b), which obviously much better fit Puerto Rico than
Cuba, which Surwillo describes as “the most profitable real estate in the world” (2).
Carlos and his mother as allegorical units also better befit Puerto Rican rather than Cuban
identity, but gesturing towards both allows Tapia to take aim at one of his major targets—
Spanish colonialism. The Countess describes the bleak state of their finances to her son as she
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pleads with him to marry. “Estamos casi arruinados; los restos de nuestros bienes, un día
cuantiosos, están próximos al embargo” (“We’re almost ruined; the rest of our properties, at one
time large, are close to being seized” 75). Although some Cuban mills of the mid-nineteenth
century, too, were closing due to being unable to compete with larger more mechanized mills,
Schmidt-Nowara claims there was a “mid-century . . . long-term trend in Puerto Rican sugar
production . . . towards stagnation and decline” (19). Thus, the state of Carlos and his mother’s
ingenios is more reminiscent of the late nineteenth century in Puerto Rico than in Cuba. Moreno
Fraginals details the waning prosperity of the country’s mills:
In Puerto Rico the process of disintegration of the old-style sugar plantations was
extremely rapid. In 1870 there were 550 mills with a total production of 96,000
tons; by 1880 there were 325, producing 50,000 tons. Due to the existing
backwardness [of less mechanization], the crisis in production was matched by a
crisis in quality, and many U.S. importers refused to buy the Puerto Rican raw
sugars that were rejected by refiners. (16)
In setting the play in Cuba, while gesturing towards his own native country’s woes, Tapia
is better able to critique the system of Spanish colonialism—a system of greed and power that
moves towards, in Nietzsche’s pessimistic view of the State, towards the “irrefutable disaster” of
its own collapse (43). This is the plantation pull in Tapia’s play: a force that is so concerned
with gaining and sustaining its own power, and “which always appears in the form of a will and
a way to greater power constantly establishing itself at the expense of a huge number of small
powers” (Nietzsche 38), that nothing is sacred except power itself. Tapia uses Carlos and his
mother’s dire financial straits, an experience shared by many historical families of this time
period on the island of Puerto Rico, to demonstrate the extremes and extreme hypocrisy of this
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system predicated on plantation slavery and the need to break away from such a system.
Elsaesser explains that in melodrama generally, the “dramatis personae . . . figure less as
autonomous individuals than to transmit the action and link the various locales within a total
constellation” (69). In other words, Carlos and his mother represent the suffering of white
criollos in Spanish America during the mid-nineteenth century and the way in which white
criollos as well as the classes of people below them are subject to the system.
The extreme circumstances of Tapia’s fictional family thus serve to illustrate the
desperate circumstances and few moral principles in the plantation system on the very real
colonized island(s). Extreme circumstances are common in melodrama and sentimental fiction
which “go out of their way,” Elsasser notes, “to make a case for extreme forms of behaviour and
feeling by depicting very explicitly certain external constraints and pressures bearing upon the
characters” (70). For example, without any scruples whatsoever Carlos’s mother is willing to
sacrifice her own son’s happiness so that she is not “despreciada en la vejez, cuando he sido rica
y espléndida toda mi vida” (“scorned in her old age, when she has been rich and splendid all of
her life” 76). The plan depends, however, not only on Carlos’s willingness to realize it, but on
linking the old established family to the nouveau riche in boorish Don Críspulo and his horrid
daughter Emilia. In his article “Racial Alchemy,” Stephen Silverstein makes a compelling case
for the fact that Don Críspulo is also racialized as a “Shylock-Judas figure,” potentially making
Tapia’s play racist even while it tries to break down the barriers of race (121).74 However,
Tapia’s potential anti-Semitism with regards to the character of Don Críspulo for my project also
highlights the family’s undesirability and thus the capriciousness of a system that would rank
people based on race and class only when it is convenient. Carlos brings the reader’s attention to
the hypocrisy of the arbitrary hierarchical colonial class system partially dependent on race. His
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mother, realizing he must be in love with someone else though not seeming to suspect Julia in
Act I, tells him she will “jamás daré mi aprobación a frívolos caprichos” to which Carlos
responds indignantly “¡Caprichos!” (“never give my approval to frivolous whims” / “Whims!”
77). The implication here seems obviously to illustrate the Countess’s own capriciousness given
her sudden interest in the marriage with Emilia while also serving to underscore the irony of her
claims given her rigid ideas on class and race as well as the fact that the audience is aware of
Carlos’s longstanding love for Julia. To further elucidate the lack of morals in the system,
Carlos makes clear what the values are of a family like Don Críspulo’s, and thus how his own
family will need to debase itself to join it. Speaking of the education he believes his potential
future wife has received from her father, Carlos indicates, “Sin duda será de aquellas a quienes
un padre necio repite todos los días que valen much y que están destinadas, no a tener un marido,
sino a comprar un esclavo” (“Without a doubt there are those [daughters] to whom a father
repeats every day that they’re worth a lot and that they are destined, not to have a husband, but to
buy a slave” 75). This strange passage, and perhaps Carlos’s situation in general in “needing a
dowry,” changes the dynamics from the antiquated idea of marriage as a market in which the
wife is “sold” to the husband to one in which a woman owns and controls a slave. While this
would give Emilia, or a criolla like her more power, it is at the expense of another human being.
This is a world of which Carlos and Tapia clearly want no part. That negation of the slave
system that Carlos makes as Tapia’s representative of Puerto Rico in my view illustrates Tapia’s
desire to see a national system which not only eschews slavery, but a system like slavery in
which one person lords over another.75 Tapia wishes to see his native place stop being
influenced by a plantation pull which is, in fact, pulling them to not only financial but moral
ruination.
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Julia is the other half of Tapia’s depiction of Puerto Rico and she stands not just for the
black and mulata population but for the lower class, for the powerless. This viewpoint contrasts
sharply with previous and recent scholarship that has seen Julia’s function almost entirely
connotative of race, though race is certainly an important component of the text as scholars such
as Camilla Stevens have indicated. Julia’s own description of herself is often in class terms
rather than in racial ones. Speaking alone on stage in a monologue addressed partially to Emilia
and comparing herself to her rival for Carlos, Julia describes herself, as the “pobre mujer que
usted desprecia” (“the poor woman that you look down upon” 99). The class and power
differential is evident as would be expected in Julia’s interactions with the Countess and with
Emilia and Don Críspulo. What I find more interesting is that the class and power differential is
painfully obvious as well in the scenes between Julia and Carlos as they navigate the possibility
of a romantic relationship. Not only are there large patriarchal overtones in which Carlos is
clearly the dominant party upon whose mindset the relationship depends, but he is also much
clearly freer by virtue of his class. Although Julia is clearly touched by Carlos’s speech about
the couple’s right to the pursuit of happiness, she questions Carlos’s grounding in reality and her
own freedom of will: “¿Y qué es eso de amarme sin saber si me es lícito escuchar sus votos?
¿Sabe usted si me pertenezco?” (“And what is this about loving me without knowing if I’m
allowed to listen to your entreaties? Do you know that I have such freedom?” 82). Julia
insinuates that, in fact, she does not have the right to love Carlos, she has only the right to be a
maid to the Countess, to whom she owes everything. Julia’s words underscore the lack of rights
of so many in the Spanish Caribbean who clearly do not have the right to the pursuit of happiness
that Carlos implies Julia has, those such as slaves, servants, quintos (Spanish conscripts),
jornaleros (wage earners), and workers from China and the Yucatán, none of whom have the
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freedoms that Carlos takes for granted in his idealistic speech.76 Tapia, through Julia, brings
attention to the progress and rights needed for the Cuban and Puerto Rican subaltern in order for
a nation formed upon democratic ideals to exist.
Emilia is Julia’s totally opposite Cuban alter-ego, raised in a different family, but in fact,
having the same father as Julia (information Julia is not privy to before her death), the Spanish
merchant Don Críspulo. Filling in the allegory, then, Cuba and Puerto Rico are the “children” of
Spain, a typical metaphorical characterization of the colony-metropole relationship. Emilia’s
association with Cuba can be supported, in fact, by her father’s minute involvement in her life, as
contrasted with his non-existent relationship with Julia. Cuba was the valuable colony, “the most
profitable real estate in the world” (Surwillo) and although Spain imposed a strict authoritarian
regime on both Cuba and Puerto Rico, Spain’s relationship with Puerto Rico seems to be far less
involved, especially as emancipation approached. Puerto Rico was much closer to selfgoverning than Cuba as Spain granted it “broad constitution protection . . . between 1868 and
1874 under Spain’s September revolution (the Spanish government had not extended the
constitution to Cuba during the Ten Years’ War [1868-1878])” (Schmidt-Nowara 196). By the
Pact of Zanjón in 1878, a year after Tapia’s La cuarterona was produced in Puerto Rico “the
Spanish state had decided to leave Puerto Rican planters and labourers to their own devices”
(194). Spain’s rule over Cuba had always seemingly been more “tyrannical,” or exactly the way
Emilia describes her father’s treatment of her in forcing her to marry Carlos—“cruel” and
“tirano” (94). But as Spain always gave Cuba what it wanted—the continuation of slavery,
given that “Spain was the sole European power to defend both slavery and the slave trade until
the late nineteenth century, and the centrality of [Cuba’s] institutions to the Antillean economies
insured the loyalty of the colonial elite” (Schmidt-Nowara 190)—Cuba, like Emilia is tractable
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to the authority’s wishes. Like Spain defending slavery, Don Críspulo gives exorbitantly to his
favorite child including the wedding gifts, not just of the wedding itself, he says, but also a
“magnífico tronco de caballos del Canadá, y el mejor y más costoso aderezo que a su gusto
encuentre en la ciudad; además, un viaje a Europa…” (“a magnificent team of horses from
Canada, and the best and most costly equipment of her pleasure that can be found in the city; and
furthermore, a trip to Europe” 118).
Given the politico-historical representations, Emilia and Julia’s relationship, then, is
characterized by family, political, and theatrical drama. Hegel suggests in Aesthetics or the
Philosophy of Fine Art that “Tragedy consists essentially in an opposition of divinely ethical
rights each of which can justify itself in action only by infringing the other” (179, emphasis in
original). In this tragedy, Carlos’s choice consists of whether to marry Julia or Emilia. There
are, of course, reasons for each. I argue that Carlos’s choice is, in fact, representative of Puerto
Rico’s choice of with which political sphere to align itself—Spain/Cuba (Don Críspulo/Emilia)
or Puerto Rico’s subaltern.77 Emilia’s attractiveness lies in her father’s paternalism (Spain’s
potential military protection), and in Emilia’s and Carlos’s shared class through which power
would ostensibly be consolidated. As Stevens suggests this particular plot element echoes the
earlier Cuban anti-slavery novels “Cecilia Valdés and Sab in which marriages serve to solidify
the power, wealth, and racial exclusivity of a vulnerable upper class” (241). But much like the
actual historical reality of a Cuban-Puerto Rican state that did not exist, the marriage between
Carlos and Emilia never seems a truly viable option. Although the couple’s marriage actually
does take place in Act III, it is annulled quickly without complaint. It seems clear to all
involved: Carlos has made a poor decision and should have found a way to be with the woman
he loved, the now deceased Julia.
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A National Project and Colonial Critique through Melodrama
By way of conclusion, I wish to briefly examine La cuarterona formally as a melodrama.
Elsaesser contends that there “seems a radical ambiguity attached to the melodrama” (71-72).
Tapia’s play decisively upends the social order of Puerto Rico—this is its revolutionary
contribution. The way that melodrama plays out is through the opposition of the forces of good
and evil. As Peter Brooks claims, in melodrama “the world is subsumed by an underlying
manichaeism, and the narrative creates the excitement of its drama by putting us in touch with
the conflict of good and evil played out under the surface of things” (4). Contrasts are important,
especially as they pertain to Carlos’s choice of Emilia or Julia and the qualities that each
embodies as his potential romantic partner. Brooks also explains that “melodrama typically, not
only employs virtue persecuted as a source of its dramaturgy, but also tends to become the
dramaturgy of virtue misprized and eventually recognized. It is about virtue made visible and
acknowledged, the drama of a recognition” (27). Julia, as a quadroon, epitomizes this
characterization of melodrama. Though Julia’s not fully white, lower-class character would not
generally be appreciated by the mostly upper-class theater-going audience, Tapia emphasizes
that she is far more virtuous than her counterpart, Emilia. Ultimately, La cuarterona is less
hopeful than The Octoroon. Although both Julia and Zoe die by poison in the end, in La
cuarterona there is no middle act in which the fictional society confers some status on the person
of African descent, there is no scene or enduring picture which shows the violence and injustice
to minorities in Puerto Rico and Cuba in Tapia’s play. Instead, Tapia limns Puerto Rico as a
divided body with a selfish white upper-class clinging to its ever-diminishing slice of power and
a mixed-race lower-class who makes up the foundation of the island; in other words, it is a protonation without the real possibility of becoming a nation or recognizing the value of its minorities.
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Goldberg suggests that “it is the (im)possibility of recognition that makes melodrama a
generative form rather than one that offers happy endings that confirm the ability of the social as
presently constituted to make good on goodness” (x). Goldberg’s ideas of melodrama
demonstrate that Julia, and the lower classes are both, at once, a possibility and impossibility;
they are a viable option, but not an option the stubborn elite white criollos will choose.
Elsaesser’s “radical ambiguity” and Goldberg’s paradoxical “(im)possibility” gesture at two
simultaneous possibilities in the melodramatic world can be linked to Bhabha’s political one:
both are superrealities which emphasize a combination of the ideal and the real. Bhabha’s more
flexible definition of the nation includes idealism, but also sees a nation as “in medias res,” or in
the process of becoming rather than being fully-formed so that there is an “ideological
ambivalence” which includes “subordination, fracturing, diffusing, reproducing, as much as
producing, creating, forcing, guiding” (3-4). The contradiction and ambiguity of melodrama are
both evident in Tapia’s play; the genre of the melodrama aids in articulating an unsteady, notyet-fully-formed national space mirroring the 1867 world of Puerto Rico.
In this manichaean world are possibilities rather than a clear, stable value system.
Nevertheless, Julia is the obvious moral choice. Melodramatic opposition is important in
highlighting Carlos’s and Julia’s goodness, and, Luis’s and Emilia’s depravity and detachment
from anything outside their criollo world. Although Luis provides a foil to Carlos, an example
of how far the sons of Cuba/Puerto Rico could devolve, it is Julia and Emilia who are Tapia’s
chief study in contrast. If, as I have argued, Julia in her poverty, represents Puerto Rico, then her
virtue and piety is also significant in Tapia’s idealized depiction of the nation. Tapia emphasizes
Julia’s association with “the poor” to illustrate her piety in the beginning of Act II. The short
scene that opens the second act has Julia seated alone reading from the Bible “Las
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Bienaventuranzas” ‘The Beatitudes,’ in which, the “poor” and the “meek,” are “blessed.” Julia
reads the second Beatitude to open the scene, “Bienaventurados los que lloran, porque ellos serán
consolados” (“Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted” 87).78 This scene serves
to call attention to Julia’s suffering, as she repeats the line and thinks about its application to her
situation. Julia wonders, “Quizá no soy digna de consuelo, pues en vano le busco. ¡Libro
afectuoso, mi único amigo en esta soledad de mi existencia!” (“Perhaps I am not worthy of
comfort, but I look for it in vain. O affecting book, my only friend in the loneliness of my
existence!” 87). Julia, speaking to herself, then reveals to the audience that this is the day Don
Críspulo and Emilia will come together to the Countess’s home to discuss the marriage of Carlos
and Emilia. In this scene opening the middle act of the play Julia is trying to steel herself to
follow through with her act of pretending to be in love with an unnamed person other than
Carlos. Julia’s piety and willingness to give Carlos up engenders admiration, and what
Villagómez calls Julia’s “distorted self-image” developed through absorbing the racist discourse
around her (78). Self-directed racism, here, seen in Julia deeming herself unworthy of comfort
engenders pity—why, the audience is meant to feel, is this beautiful girl incapable of seeing her
own worthiness? Before Carlos’s declarations and speeches of love, and before we meet Emilia,
we have already been made to feel strongly that Julia should be Carlos’s romantic partner, and
we desire this outcome.
Despite Tapia’s and the audience’s sympathies with Julia as the moral choice, Emilia
remains the only socially correct one. Tapia, however, villainizes the value system of the upperclass Emilia to underscore the absurdity of a society that prefers to choose partners based on
similarity in class and skin color rather than based on substance. Tapia moves from Julia’s
extreme piety in scene one to Emilia’s extreme frivolity and lack of tolerance in scene two.
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Tapia contrasts the virtuous Julia and the ill-mannered Emilia. It is Julia, of course, who greets
the father and daughter and brings them into the house in scene two. Emilia immediately takes a
disliking to Julia. She finds fault with what she deems Julia’s manner of “roce” ‘familiarity’
(89), and believes Julia should better know her place. Emilia is the least racially tolerant
character in the play, as she tells her father quite simply, “No transijo con mulatas,” i.e. Julia (“I
can’t tolerate mulattas” 89). Julia’s value system, already clearly noble, stands out even more
than it had a mere two pages before, beside its comparison with Emilia’s value system. Emilia
after all is most concerned with the fact that “todo el mundo me halaga y me dicen cuantos me
conocen que soy bonita, que soy adorable” (“all of the world flatters me and all those that know
me say that I am pretty, that I am adorable” 94). This speech shows Emilia’s limited world view
which only extends as far as her class and the frivolous parties and dances she must attend. It is
a world view, however, that even Don Críspulo cannot indulge her in as he tells her “Te adulan
porque quieren tu dinero, y éste puede perderse” (“They flatter you because they want your
money, and this is something that can be lost” 94).
If it is easy to see Tapia’s preference of Julia over Emilia, it may be more difficult to see
Tapia’s systemic criticism of Spanish colonialism, slavery, and the plantation pull. Silverstein
finds for his part only that “Tapia’s play is a project designed to bring about colonial reform,”
but that the “play is just one of many programs that demonstrate the compatibility of pro-slavery
thought with the goal of easing the fears of black peril experienced by criollos” (120). And
melodramatic critics, such as Kooy and Cox, too, find that, “using slavery to endorse tales of
family values and empire, melodrama tends to choke off the presence of slavery—reducing its
sites to points in the emplotment of a return to order and a portrayal of slaves that affirms the
centrality of whiteness in the theatre of blackface” (472-73). The question is: because Julia dies
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at the end of the play, does anti-slavery and anti-colonial sentiment die with her? Does Tapia’s
La cuarterona only hint at another possibility?
My answer is that Tapia has taken care to demonize the system of the plantation pull in
order to critique the self-interest of the upper class. In his own words, a precept Tapia got from
Hegel was “Que en el teatro, la moralidad no consiste en hacer morir al culpable, sino en dejarlo
sobrevivir para ser devorado por el re-mordimiento” (‘That in the theater, morality does not
consist in killing the guilty, but rather in allowing [the guilty party] to survive to be devoured by
remorse,’ qtd. in Ramos-Perea 54). Tapia, in La cuarterona, kills off Julia, not to excise a threat
to the society, but to guilt the hacendados into better behavior. Tapia, after all, illustrates a
system in which a woman (The Countess) would sacrifice her son’s and her favorite servant’s
happiness in order to be rich and without care herself. She knows this is the effect the course of
her actions will cause, but the Countess can rationalize away her guilt: “¡Lastima me causa esa
infeliz; pero ha abusado cruelmente de mis bondades!” (“This unhappiness causes me pain; but
[Carlos] has cruelly abused my kindnesses” 116). As Villagómez explains, the Countess is “a
white woman from the Creole class, whom at first glance, appeared to esteem Julia as a beloved
daughter. Ironically, she is the only one who does not have a proper name. Not having a name
was deliberate. Her brazen and evil actions throughout the play demonstrated that she embodied
the ideals of the Creole bourgeoisie and that her power resides on her position within hegemony”
(75). It is the inconsistency of the system that Tapia makes clear, a topsy-turvyness that even
Don Críspulo admits to as he tells Emilia she must marry because wealth can be lost. Nietzsche
suggests:
that something existing, which has somehow come to its present state, will again
and again be interpreted by the higher powers over it from a new perspective,
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appropriated in a new way, reorganized for and redirected to new uses, that all
events in the organic world involve overpowering, acquiring mastery and that, in
turn, all overpowering and acquiring mastery involve a re-interpretation, a
readjustment, in which the ‘sense’ and ‘purpose’ up to then must necessarily be
obscured or entirely erased. (38)
Nietzsche describes a world subject to extreme power in which those in charge are constantly
redefining the uses and purposes of things subordinate to them so that there is no assurance that
those tenuously in power will continue their reign. This describes the situation of the criollo
hacendado class in Puerto Rico who are not at the top of the food chain. Although they have
some bit of power over a small group of lower class people, the hacendados are subject to the
larger economic powers of Spain and increasingly the US in the late nineteenth century. Tapia’s
society in La cuarterona is a sugar-based one. In fact, sugar production virtually came to a halt
by the end of the nineteenth century for Puerto Rico, which became primarily a coffee
manufacturing island, but which now in the twenty-first century is the largest exporter of
pharmaceuticals in the US “with $14 billion in exports” (“Puerto Rico Leads”). Tapia
understood that the plantation system did not provide stability or even long-lasting power and
money for anyone on the island, thus Tapia proposes something new: fix the nation, create a new
system, partner with fellow Puerto Ricans of other classes to do so. Carlos’s profession of doctor
is not an accident. Tapia wants to cure his broken country deceived by the lure of “oro” with
“oropel” ‘gold’ with ‘gilding’ (91).
Carlos and Julia’s relationship does not survive in the world of the play. And Carlos is
partially to blame for this. What does come about in the play, however, is Brooks’s
melodramatic recognition. It is not only the recognition of “virtue made visible and
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acknowledged,” but it is the recognition of wrongdoing by the upper class (27). It is the
recognition of sexual violence. In Act III Carlos hurriedly marries Emilia, when the Countess
tells him that Julia is his sister, and Julia kills herself while the ceremony is taking place. Julia,
in fact, goes mad, in the vein of Lady MacBeth, echoing one of the most famous speeches in
dramatic history, “Out, damn’d spot! Out, I say!” and “Here’s the smell of the blood still. All of
the perfumes of Arabia will not sweeten this little hand. O, O, O!” (Macbeth V.i.35, 50-52).
While Lady Macbeth’s guilt for her role in the murder of Duncan has metastasized into blood she
can see on her hands, the metonymy works similarly for Julia and her “mancha” ‘spot’ or the
guilt of slavery—except that Julia is not guilty of wrongdoing.
JULIA. Esta mancha . . . ¿no ves esta mancha?
JORGE. Julia, deliras . . .
JULIA. Una mancha que debe ser muy visible, porque todos la ven, todos me la
echan en cara. ¡Cuando todos los dicen! . . . Y sin embargo, esta mancha no es
la del crimen: la tuve desde mi primer instante, nací con ella . . . ¡ah! ¡Si
pudiese borrarla! ¡Dicen que soy bella . . . ja . . . ja . . . ja . . . ! ¿Cómo puedo
serlo con esta mancha? Ella es mi pecado original, ¡pero sin redencion, sin
redención! . . . (138)
Like Lady Macbeth, Julia has gone mad, but due to fever and Carlos’s actions (not her own).
Unlike Lady Macbeth, the spot that she sees is not her fault, “[it’s] not from crime: I’ve had it
from my first instant, I was born with it.” And again unlike Lady Macbeth who has gone mad,
this is a stain that “everyone can see.” But, much like Lady Macbeth, Julia wants more than
anything to have it gone: “If it could be erased!” yet she knows there is no “redemption” in this
system. Rauch argues that “Julia becomes society’s scapegoat; the colonial pariah whose ‘sin’
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unlike Eve’s can never be erased or redeemed” and that “although the blame for the
contamination of the national family ultimately falls on the Spaniard . . . Julia has nevertheless
taken her own life, voluntarily cleansed the nation of the stain of African blood” (151). I firmly
disagree. Julia has died, yes. But, the stain of slavery has finally surfaced, and the criollos have
essentially acknowledged at least two of their sins. The Countess admits that Don Críspulo is
Julia’s father—insinuating Don Críspulo’s potential sexual abuse of his slave and his lack of care
about his mixed-race daughter. Furthermore, in admitting that Don Críspulo is Julia’s father, the
Countess admits that she was lying that Carlos and Julia were siblings.
What that leaves is a complex world, but there is certainly no return to order. Carlos
annuls his marriage to Emilia, so the criollo world order is in chaos, and there will be no CubaPuerto Rican white nation. Jorge, the black servant/slave speaks to the criollos for the first time
in the play without being prompted to do so by the upper class. First he divulges new
information for Carlos and Emilia. “(A Don Críspulo con indignación) ‘Ella era hija de María.
Era hija de usted.’ (A Emilia) ‘Su hermana’” (“[To Don Críspulo with indignation] ‘[Julia] was
the daughter of María. [Julia] was your daughter.’ [To Emilia] Your sister’” 144).
Furthermore, he speaks accusingly to the criollos, “¡Dios hará justicia!” (“God will do justice!”
146). Jorge condemns Don Críspulo and his actions and suggests there will be consequences as
the Countess confirms the truth of what he discloses. The world that actually exists, then, in the
last scene of the play is one in which black and white contribute towards revealing Truth and
telling (Julia’s) history.
Tapia’s play calls for an Ideal State with a moral society and a “racial democracy”
(Villagómez 82). Alternately, with Julia’s death Tapia calls into question a society that would
cause the death of its noble residents or restrict them to a separate status. As Villagómez
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suggests, “ending the play with the suicide was the only option because it demonstrated the
horrific impact of slavery in Puerto Rico” (82). Specifically, Tapia’s critique lies with the
criollos Villagómez notes, as “[Julia’s] suffering was inflicted upon her by society. Hence, her
death is a social indictment of the ruling class” (82-83).
But what we are left with, then, is flux, we are in media res of a national articulation in
which contradictory elements are broadly visible. Tapia’s Puerto Rico in La cuarterona is
ultimately a “Janus-faced discourse of the nation . . . in the process of the articulation of
elements” (Bhabha 3), with its ideal elements and its capitalist machine of the plantation pull.
Carlos articulates both the ideal and the capitalist-, greed-driven. He expresses the beautiful and
revolutionary idea that Julia, for her pure heart, is not equal to himself, but in fact above him: “Si
no es igual a mí por la cuna, está tal vez más alta que yo por su corazón” (“If she isn’t equal to
me by birth, she is, perhaps, higher than I by her heart” 130). Carlos emphasizes Julia’s worth
by comparing her to Christ and his sale by Judas. Carlos imagines what he would say to God of
Julia: “Ella que es tu hija, ha sido vendida como Tú también lo fuiste” (“She that is your
daughter, has been sold as You also were sold” 130-31). But Carlos is capable of seeing Julia’s
history and seeing Julia as the world would see her. Julia’s origins imagined at this point by
Carlos likely include “un padre inicuo” ‘a wicked father’ who perhaps has sold her to avoid the
condemnation of her face or “por el vil interés de su codicia (cosa no muy rara entre nosotros)”
(“because of the vile interest of greed [a thing not very rare among ourselves])” 131). The
Spanish Caribbean slave-owning culture, Carlos knows, is “el mundo la convirtió en mercancía”
(“a world that would convert her into a commodity” 131) and which contains “seres que . . .
existen en el mundo cambiar las almas por dinero” (“beings that . . . exist in the world to
exchange souls for money” 131). In Julia, the noble slave, the pious, good-hearted mulata exists
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the Janus-faced contradictions of the late nineteenth-century slave-owning world. In Julia, are
visible the immense possibilities and the immense degradations of a soon-to-be post-slavery
Caribbean island.
Though Carlos likely means to convert Julia’s dead body into a symbol of pure goodness
in the final scene, Julia’s origins with the sexual exploitation of her mother insure that as a
symbol she is representative of both the best and the worst of a slave society. Carlos makes Julia
his “idol” as he says over her body just before Jorge is given the final words of the play, “¡Julia!
¡Ídolo mío! Sólo la mentira pudo apartarme de ti; pero si vivieras, nadie, lo juro, podría
arrancarme de tus brazos” (“Julia! Idol of mine! Only a lie could part me from you; but if you
lived, no one, I swear, could wrench me from your arms” 145). Julia is converted into Carlos’s
idol, in much the same way that Romeo and Juliet are converted by their parents into gold statues
that will stand in fair Verona in the last scene of the play. To remember Romeo and Juliet in the
Shakespeare play for their families is a lasting reminder of the “glooming peace” that the
couple’s love and death has brought out of the bitter animosity the families formerly felt for one
another. Similarly, there is no happy ending for Carlos and Julia, and Puerto Rico’s future is
unsure at best with so many disparate and conflicting elements to resolve, but through Julia and
through La cuarterona Tapia reveals these disparate elements pulling on the one hand towards
racial justice, and on the other towards a continuation of a society at the mercy of a capitalist
machine. There is only, then, on the island of Puerto Rico, the “rich port,” “a glooming peace”:
an acknowledgment of injustice and the new portrayal of a mulata character as pure of heart and
worthy of love, but no sense that conditions will improve.
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Today’s Puerto Rico
Finally, the idea of “a glooming peace” might also describe Puerto Rico’s confusing
status today in 2018 as a “free associated state,” or a US commonwealth—a status recently
highlighted by the aftermath of Hurricane Maria, which hit Puerto Rico on September 20, 2017.
Puerto Rico is a still-imperialized island, not adequately recognized as such for critics like those
who would like to see the UN “inscribe Puerto Rico on the list of Non-Self-Governing
Territories” and see the US end its occupation of Puerto Rico (“Special Committee”). A “nonself-governing territory” (NSGT) is a term for a space where self-determination continues to
elude the people of a region, a space according to the UN where “the process of decolonization is
not complete” (“The United Nations and Decolonization”). There are currently seventeen
countries comprising nearly two million people that the UN considers non-self-governing
territories (“The United Nations and Decolonization”). Once Puerto Rico achieves a position on
this list (a challenging goal made difficult by the US’s strong position in the UN) the UN can
then begin to discuss how Puerto Rico and the US can negotiate the terms of statehood or selfdetermination as a new nation.
Puerto Rico, a former plantation “nation” is still revising its (non)-national
status/affiliation and dealing with the detrimental effects of the legacy of imperialism and
plantation culture. The voting populace of Puerto Rico clearly feels that statehood is imperative.
As a US commonwealth, the people of Puerto Rico voted on June 11, 2017 to become a US
state.79 A staggering 97% of Puerto Rican-American voters, in fact, voted for this referendum
(though just 23% of the eligible population voted). Puerto Rico has held statehood votes in
1967, 1993, 1998, 2012, and then again this past year. In the twentieth-century, Puerto Ricans
voted against US statehood every time. In the two twenty-first-century referendums, however,
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the island residents voted for US statehood. Statehood is complicated by the fact that the US
Territory, Roberts claims, was already in “really bad shape” before the devastating hurricane,
having declared bankruptcy on May 3, 2017. Puerto Rico “ow[es] its creditors $73 billion,” or
the most in US history by $55 billion (Roberts). It seems that the financial problems that Puerto
Rico faced at the end of the nineteenth-century epitomized not only in Carlos and his mother’s
financial straits in La cuarterona, but depicted in much more recent literature as well—for
example, in Rosario Ferré’s Maldito amor (1986) which she translated herself into English as
Sweet Diamond Dust (1988)—have continued to plague the Caribbean island, now with even
more ferocity. Both the strong anti-colonial rhetoric in contemporary Puerto Rican literature and
the continuing economic crisis exacerbated by a hurricane and subsequent humanitarian crisis in
Puerto Rico dictate that this “glooming peace” is a glaring problem our generation must more
equitably, justly, and permanently resolve.
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CHAPTER 4
“FORGING A NEW IDENTITY, FORSAKING NOSTALGIA FOR SOME FORGOTTEN
WHOLE”: KATE CHOPIN’S AT FAULT AND COLA DEBROT’S MY BLACK SISTER,
POSTPLANTATION RECONCILIATION NARRATIVES THAT DIVERSIFY

Chapter three is a departure from chapters one and two in many respects, yet it carries the
work of the first two chapters into the era of postslavery as it seeks to answer the question of the
role capitalism and the plantation pull play as nations and nation-like states are re-shaped in a
post-emancipation world. The works in the first two chapters of this project were published
during the time that slavery was legal; the works in this chapter were published during the time
that slavery, although legally abolished, was still often the de facto state in much of the circumCaribbean former Plantation America for much of the black race. New names representing only
slightly altered manifestations of slavery such as “sharecropping” in the US South and the
“jornalero” system of day laboring in Spanish America replaced formal slavery, systems which
continued to exploit laborers who were largely black (but who were also increasingly Indian and
Chinese in the Caribbean), and create profits for landowners who were generally white.
In this chapter I will consider two pieces of post-plantation fiction, the first, Kate
Chopin’s largely unknown first novel, At Fault, published in 1890, and a text largely unknown in
the English-speaking world, the Dutch Caribbean novella Mijn zuster de negerin “My Black
Sister” by Cola Debrot, which first appeared serially in Amsterdam’s Forum in 1934-35. It was
translated into English in 1945 by Afred van Ameyden van Duym, in 1958 by the author’s wife
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Estelle Reed-Debrot (today, neither “widely available to general readers and scholars”), and
finally in 2007 by Olga E. Rojer and Joseph O. Aimone (Rojer and Aimone 5). This pairing of a
US South text with a Dutch Caribbean text seeks to redress the problem of national and ethnic
exceptionalism to which George Handley alludes in his essay “A New World Poetics of
Oblivion,” as each work of fiction attempts to reconcile the forces at work in (post)Plantation
America. Adding the Dutch Caribbean to the Spanish Caribbean and US South settings of the
previous two chapters and yolking the two postplantation texts together in this chapter creates an
alliance which highlights and further “unfixes” the borders of the US South by “Going (further)
south” in order “to transcend the limitations imposed by a globalized ‘carving up’ of geopolitical
territories, and to see their kinship” as well as “imagine a diasporic community” that Handley has
called for (Duck 2, “Down Under” 93). By comparing, and cross-pollinating the US South with
the Dutch Caribbean we get a new narrative and a new, more hopeful vision for race relations to
add to that of the entrenchment of the Old South’s legacy which was especially virulent in the
1890s, the decade Stecopoulos labels “the nadir of U.S. democracy” (note #8, 175).
In addition to the transition from that of slavery to postslavery another major variation in
this final chapter is the much more dominant subject position of the protagonist. Whereas
chapter one investigates the lives and writings of former slaves, clear subaltern figures, and
chapter two investigates the ambiguous liminal slave/servant figure of the mixed race
mulatta/mulata, chapter three’s focus is the protagonists of two post-plantation fictions who are
white landowners of large plantations. These are not the classic stereotypical white male
plantation masters of the earlier nineteenth century; both Thérèse Lafirme and Frits Ruprechts
are creoles with strong ties to Western Europe and whose authority and “whiteness” are undercut
in a number of ways.
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In this final chapter the time period I investigate is considerably closer to the present than
previous chapters and the issues examined provide us with a window into our own global
society. This is especially true of Debrot’s My Black Sister set on the Dutch Antillean island of
Curaçao with the presence, for example, of Michelin, Dunlap, and Goodyear tires, or, French,
British, and US economic imperialism which reminds us of our own hyper-consumerist, brandobsessed world. But it is true of Chopin’s At Fault as well. In both texts we find a plantation
system that continues to thrive without significant changes now managed by new masters—no
longer the unequivocally dominant white male, but now, creolized masters/mistresses of various
classes and races. Chopin and Debrot in effect portray the seductiveness of the plantation
machine as a tool for gaining power by those who have long been denied it. I argue that despite
the plantation’s allure for their protagonists, both Chopin and Debrot are critical of the plantation
system containing extreme inequality perpetuated on the eve of and in the twentieth-century
respectively, and both advocate a change to the system by showing the replication of the freemarket capitalist plantation machine by new types of protagonists.
The works have uncanny similarities as both confront the problem of inheriting a
plantation (and the post-plantation system) as a thirty-year-old protagonist years after the
abolition of slavery. As thirty-year old protagonists, Thérèse and Frits approach the plantation
system in which they have grown up, but never helmed, as fully-formed mature adults and yet
they also come to the project of managing a plantation without any experience at such
occupation except a relationship with their predecessors: Thérèse inherits her plantation from her
late husband and Frits inherits his from his late father. Both Thérèse’s and Frits’s neighbors
foretell the demise of the family plantation. It becomes clear however, in Thérèse’s case, that the
gloomy early prognosis for Place-du-Bois with Thérèse as its master was not the “bêtise” ‘folly,
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mistake’ that the neighbors “looked for,” as, “time passing, the anticipated folly failed to reveal
itself . . .” (5).80 In Frits’s case, although we are uncertain what the future holds exactly, the
plantation system itself is deeply undercut by the ending of the novella with Frits embracing his
mixed race half-sister. Thérèse’s and Frits’s predicament underscore past and contemporary
dilemmas. Will a postslavery world look significantly different if its tenets and foundations,
especially its incorporation of systemic racism, remain unchanged? Chopin’s and Debrot’s texts
urge us to consider this question.
In At Fault, Chopin undermines Thérèse Lafirme’s authority especially through her
gender, her regional affiliation with the U.S. South, and her French ethnic affiliation. Although
Thérèse encounters resistance from her “subjects” on her four thousand acre plantation,
including from those in her black labor force and her nephew, remaining at home and unmarried
gives Thérèse the greatest chance of retaining her power. Frits Ruprecht, protagonist of My
Black Sister, faces similar challenges to his power despite being a white male. As stated
previously, like Thérèse, Frits has recently inherited a plantation from its patriarch, in Frits’s
case, his father. However, unlike Thérèse, he is not the plantation’s undisputed master. He has a
half-sister who has been living at the plantation he has only recently returned to after an absence
of fourteen years, years in which it is hinted Frits has played the part of the prodigal son in all of
the major cities of Europe (19). Additionally, despite having been born on Curaçao and having
spent his childhood and early youth on the island, Fritz is now more European than native, more
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tourist than resident. Thus the power of Frits’s racial whiteness is undercut economically by his
blood relative’s existence (and her possible ownership claim to the family plantation should he or
the island’s laws choose to recognize her), socially by the same existence of a black sister,
regionally because of his stronger affiliation to Holland than to Curaçao, and even by his age, for
the locals believe “it won’t take long for the inheritance [of the plantation] to be squandered,
gone, vanished” at the hands of the inexperienced young heir (19), and financially by the
possibility that he lacks the excellent managerial skills that Thérèse possesses.
This chapter’s contention is that both narratives are grounded in a real, historical time and
place which enriches, diversifies, and complicates the reunion necessitated by the genre of both
works. Critics of both Chopin’s and Debrot’s texts have, to some degree, denounced each
respective author for her/his white supremacist literary engagement in At Fault and My Black
Sister respectively. However, taking into consideration the complex ethnic and geographic
details in Chopin’s novel and Debrot’s subaltern characters and biographical activism, the white
supremacist rhetoric in the narratives becomes hushed while other diverse dialogic voices, can
then be heard clearly voicing their resistance.
Using an inclusive post-colonial lens in my analysis of At Fault and My Black Sister will
illuminate the many imperial relationships in which an individual may be engaged, based on
their regional, gender, and ethnic affiliations. Thus, I aim to revise and expand the work of
critics such as Harilaos Stecopoulos who maintains that the South in the post-Reconstruction era
was undergoing a “double-edged colonial crisis” (note #42, 173) in which “many members of the
white southern elite, while to some degree dominated by a wealthy and powerful North,
continued to oppress and exploit African Americans and poor whites” (12). White female
characters, such as Thérèse Lafirme, for example, complicate the notion that power is only three-
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tiered (Northern, Southern, and other) in this era by repelling white male control (both Northern
and Southern), asserting her own female power, yet doing so at the expense of AfricanAmericans and her own mobility. Extending Stecopoulos’s argument to a similarly composed
three-tiered hierarchy of white European (in this case Dutch), colonial (Antillean) whites, and
colonized Blacks, allows us to see where white men, such as Frits Ruprecht, also complicate
such a notion through his rejection of European values, his chosen separation from oldergeneration white Antilleans, and his spatial affinity, not for the living room of his childhood
home where “it was always his father and mother or white relatives that he met,” but for the
space which black servants inhabited (31).

Imperialisms in Genre and Gender in Kate Chopin’s At Fault
“In every generous bosom . . . rose the thought—‘These are not of another nation, but our citizens.’ Their mistakes,
their evil cause, belonged to the system under which they were reared, but their military skill and heroic bravery
belong to the nation.” (Henry Ward Beecher, Norwood, a reunion romance)

Kate Chopin’s first novel, At Fault (1890), is a work that for far too long has been
overlooked in academic scholarship. Despite positive reviews of the novel when it was first
published, mid-twentieth-century critics such as Lewis Leary denounced the novel for myriad
failures that include “unsteady” focus, “jostle[d]” themes (72), a lack of character development
(73), a lack of “effective[]” and “convincing” motivations for the novel’s characters, and
“harshly improvised” resolutions (74). More recent critics such as Donna Campbell have sought
to dismiss such charges; yet the novel remains largely forgotten, or at best remembered as Kate
Chopin’s “other novel.”81 Today, critics likely continue to eschew commentary on the novel less
for its aesthetic faults than its outdated racial politics. Unlike The Awakening (1899), which is an
overtly progressive work in terms of gender (one of the many reasons it is often read and taught),
At Fault appears an overtly regressive work in terms of race (perhaps a decisive reason it is
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overlooked).82 Regressive elements of At Fault include a postslavery plantation setting with all
of the hallmarks of an antebellum one, replete with oppressive conditions for African-Americans
and the jarring language of “‘negro,’ ‘darkey,’ ‘nigger’—common at the time but offensive to
readers today” (Koloski xix). Contemporary critical appraisals of the novel tend to focus on its
regressive elements, characterizing it as “‘Old South,’” (Russell 8) and espousing Chopin’s
“investment in turn-of-the-century racist discourses” (Gunning 82). However, I argue such
scholarly interpretations fail to see how Chopin repeatedly condemns the white supremacist
rhetoric of her age.
In part through my reconsideration of the critically neglected At Fault I also advocate the
need for a new direction in Chopin scholarship which might be termed “third wave,” after
Bonnie Shaker’s definitions of “first” and “second wave” Chopin criticism. Under Shaker’s
classifications, “first wave” scholarship includes work in the 1970s and 1980s by critical feminist
pioneers such as Emily Toth committed to bringing recognition to Chopin’s oeuvre, and
therefore, hesitant to highlight anything which might be considered negative racial politics on the
author’s part. “Second wave” scholarship of the 1990s and early 2000s focused on the neglected
vein of Chopin’s white supremacist positions.83 However, I assert that a third wave of Chopin
criticism is wanted which investigates constantly-changing cultural dynamics (too-often seen as
static by the earlier critical groups) and which follows scholars such Susan Castillo who
emphasizes and illuminates Chopin’s multi-cultural perspective.84 I thus call for (and hopefully
engage in) scholarship that likewise focuses on the multi-cultural, taking as a given that “culture
is multiple rather than singular, a fluid, negotiated, and contested set of symbols, possibilities,
and constraints that do not lend themselves to easy cataloguing” (Ayers “West” 474).
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What I am terming “third wave” Chopin scholarship, begun by critics such as Susan
Castillo, is bolstered by George Handley, Anne McClintock, and other post-colonial theorists
who advise extreme caution when examining a multicultural, postslavery, literary world rife with
conflict and constantly-fluctuating hierarchies. Handley notes “the community forged in
postslavery fictions is under perpetual revision” (Postslavery 18) and Castillo marks “a volatile
confluence of cultures, languages, skin colours and ethnic affiliations” in Chopin’s fiction (59).
McClintock’s focus on imperial relationships provides a useful tool to analyze such a world
without being reductive, oversimplifying, or generalizing. McClintock cautions and advises,
“power is seldom adjudicated evenly—different social situations are overdetermined for race, for
gender, for class, or for each in turn. I believe, however, that it can be safely said that no social
category should remain invisible with respect to an analysis of empire” (Leather 9). By
highlighting imperialist attitudes and moves as a tool to see the constantly shifting hierarchies of
blacks and whites, men and women, it is possible to go beyond seeing one black character as
representative of the African-American race in a novel or lumping all black (or white, or male, or
female) characters into one group despite different jobs, backgrounds, and power structures.85
In this section of my final chapter I utilize two definitions of empire from Gary Lawson
and Guy Seidman’s The Constitution of Empire which are fundamental to US land acquisition
since the nation’s inception. The first definition is “an expansive polity of affiliated, selfgoverning states” (3) which would, for example, fit the Louisiana Purchase, “in large measure . .
. a story of simple expansionism” (17). The second definition of empire “could mean something
along the lines of European empires, in which the mother country rules over subservient
colonies—an arrangement with which the founding generation had some familiarity (and
generally little sympathy)” (3-4). The first definition of empire as expansionism connects with
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my desire to see this novel’s connections with the West. If this is a frontier novel to some
degree, we must wonder who is taking over the Southern land and how that takeover affects
regional and national hierarchies in terms of who gets power over whom. Chopin’s answer to
this question is far more variegated than previous scholarly analysis suggests. Chopin clearly
limns a struggle for power and land ownership among several players including the white
Southern woman (represented by Thérèse), the northern/western white man (represented by
David Hosmer, Thérèse’s love interest), the ethnic male Other (represented by the half-black,
half-Indian Joçint, Thérèse’s servant), the black female (represented by Marie Louise, Thérèse’s
nanny), and corporate conglomerates (represented by the encroaching railroad). Lawson and
Seidman’s second definition of empire is evident largely through a consideration of At Fault in
terms of the genre of the romance reconciliation. This genre, as scholars such as Jane Censer
and Nina Silber demonstrate, evokes the North’s rule of the South during (and Lost Cause
Confederates might argue also after) formal Reconstruction from 1867 to 1877.86 But if the
South is an “internal other for the nation,” there are additional internal others who are ruled by
the dominant white male class (Greeson 1). In the US, women, ethnic Americans, and especially
blacks and Native Americans, might be considered “imperialized,” ruled, not by a foreign power,
but by a white male power which rules like a foreign power, according to what is best for its own
caste, without considering the needs and desires of its less-empowered citizens. Chopin’s novel,
I argue, is ripe for such analysis of imperialism.
Thus genre is an important part of any “reconsideration” of At Fault, for in the novel
Chopin rewrites the traditional reunion romance in order to show the future of the nation and its
fin-de-siècle struggles to relocate (and include and/or exclude) black, female, working-class, and
Indian minorities into the national framework. Thus, the novel (and its reworked genre) portrays
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a far more diverse world than a purely patriarchal, white supremacist-dominated, postReconstruction present. Chopin instead demonstrates how regional changes are also national
ones and how US imperialism inhibits national unity and growth.87 In blurring the distinct
boundaries of region through characters’ ethnic and geographical affiliations, and, as we will see,
blurring genres as well, Chopin shows the interconnectedness of Americans and the changing
face of the nation’s power, and instructs her readers, using Nietzschean logic, that all are “at
fault” because of a solipsistic will to power, that is, a will to create and subjugate an inferior in
order to achieve a position of power. In other words, At Fault reaches far beyond the typical
regional issues with which Chopin’s local color work has generally been associated, extending
its participation to the larger discourse of imperialism. Previous criticism totally overlooks the
broad fin-de-siècle critique of imperialism in Chopin’s first novel. However, the novel makes
clear that, ultimately, it is the imperial structures embedded in Western political thought which
must undergo transformation to provide lasting change for Americans, especially oppressed
populations of women, blacks, and Native Americans. Chopin critiques imperialism in a number
of ways: through a blurring of ethnic, geographical, and genre boundaries, a clear condemnation
of old and new imperial “masters,” a focus on the resistance of minority groups, and a focus on
fetishistic imperial character types and objects which refuse to resolve.
Chopin’s nuanced portrayal of the post-Reconstruction South (considering the complex
geographies, ethnicities, and agencies that have shaped Louisiana’s past and present), assists in
undercutting the white-supremacist rhetoric in Chopin’s narrative, while simultaneously
highlighting the diverse dialogic voices and their resistance to imperialist logic. This course of
investigation also places the inclusive lens that Chopin wields in At Fault within the context of
Handley’s critical response to “creoleness.” “Creoleness,” Handley explains is “an attractive
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conception of cultural heterogeneity that stresses two important ingredients missing in most
Americanist attempts to redefine ‘American’ culture”: “the comparative interaction of cultures.
That is, . . . not los[ing] sight of the mutual agency of contestatory cultures, and secondly [a]
focus on the brutal and at times violent nature of this interaction” (45).88 Instead of a reductive
binary focus Chopin celebrates the multicultural origins and agencies of the peoples of the
United States that includes the racial and ethnic: black, American, Creole, French, and Native
American, as well as the geographic: Northern, Western, and Southern, from St. Louis, the Cane
River region, and Texas, in a novel in which these groups within these geographies, at times,
violently coincide on or away from a four-thousand-acre plantation in Louisiana.89
Chopin’s At Fault also heeds Said’s similar warning in Culture and Imperialism
underscoring the importance of “non-white immigrant populations and newly empowered
voices” that “have been there for some time thanks to the globalized process set in motion by
modern imperialism.” To commit such a sin, Said continues, “to ignore or otherwise discount
the overlapping experience of Westerners and Orientals, the interdependence of cultural terrains
in which colonizer and colonized co-existed and battled each other through projections as well as
rival geographies, narratives, and histories, is to miss what is essential about the world” (xx).
For Said, positioning minority and marginal voices alongside dominant voices is imperative in
order to discover the “essential” meaning of an imperial situation. I contend that critics who
over-emphasize Chopin’s novel’s affiliation with fin-de-siècle white supremacist discourse “miss
what is essential” about the fiction they analyze. In fact, Chopin critics who concentrate solely
on the agency of the novel’s white characters have in some ways re-inscribed a power situation
entirely from a white perspective which existed neither historically nor in Chopin’s fiction, given
the marginal voices she includes and their historical resistance. The black characters in At Fault,
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heretofore unconsidered, present alternately a trapped and an economically mobile minority
group which, considering the latter portion, also helps to query and destabilize clear-cut notions
of power hierarchies. Finally, each individual character and group of characters represents
fluctuating power affiliations obviating the efficacy of any possible cultural classification system
which includes clear tiers.

At Fault as a Reunion Romance / Western: Imperial Genre and Geography Considered
“‘Cultural imperialism’ . . . still lives, still trivializes the West and the South, still reduces the people of both regions
to character parts in a national drama. (We divide up the violent roles between us.) Unfortunately, progressive
history encourages the belief that the West and the South can be easily characterized and contained, and done so in
relation to the North and East” (Edward Ayers, “The South, the West, and the Rest” 475-76)

At Fault considers the heroine Thérèse Lafirme, recently widowed, who has inherited a
four-thousand acre Louisiana plantation from her husband just after the end of Reconstruction.
Thérèse contracts with a westerner with Northern capital named David Hosmer to allow part of
her plantation to become a sawmill. A romance ensues until Thérèse becomes aware that David
is divorced, which she cannot countenance as a Catholic. She encourages David to re-marry his
young alcoholic bride from St. Louis and return with her to Place-du-Bois, Thérèse’s plantation.
A romantic relationship has also been budding between Thérèse’s nephew Grégoire and David’s
much younger sister Melicent, but after David’s return with his wife social relations between the
two families are somewhat strained until Fanny Hosmer relapses into alcoholism and dies, along
with Thérèse’s “mammie” in a great flood which washes away the Northern woman and the
would-be black female plantation competitor, allowing Thérèse and David to re-ignite their
romance, which ends in marriage.
In addition to the main arc of the romantic relationship between Thérèse and David there
are several sub-plots worth noting. Throughout the novel whether the black servants are meant
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to be picking cotton, working in the mill, or doing housework these characters rebel in
significant ways, the most common being not performing the duties they were asked to do.
However, more significant rebellion is at work too. Before the action of the novel begins, Marie
Louise, Thérèse’s childhood nanny has become so grotesquely overweight that not only can she
“not” work, she can no longer visit her former charge. Marie Louise lives what seems a
relatively lavish lifestyle from the description of the food she consumes across the river from
Thérèse where Thérèse visits her frequently. Marie Louise exudes a power of influence over
Thérèse that no one else in the novel does. Joçint is an even more clearly rebellious character.
The half-black, half-Indian character does not listen to his father, Thérèse’s faithful black servant
Morico. In fact, Joçint has been dismissed from his work on the plantation several times, but
always given another chance because of his father’s faithfulness (22). Joçint’s greatest and final
act of rebellion is burning down David’s mill, at which point Grégoire, Thérèse’s nephew, shoots
and kills him. Grégoire’s act of aggression without command demonstrates that it is not only the
black servants who take liberties. Grégoire seldom follows his aunt’s instructions. Eventually,
Grégoire is killed in a bar fight long after the romance between Melicent and him has dissolved.
Melicent, David’s younger sister is not rebellious, but is clearly desirous of freedom. On several
occasions she is obviously in awe of the power that Thérèse wields, and, as I argue, Melicent
mimics Thérèse’s exertion of authority later in the novel. Melicent hires an English maid and
ends the novel pursuing her amateur interest in botany, an activity which Mary Louise Pratt
terms a “hegemonic reflex” (15). In my reading of the novel, all of the characters either assert or
mimic imperial authority or resist it.
Reunion romances and westerns are both imperial genres; both promote the domination
of “abject” peoples by what have been hailed as “American” (that is, US) “heroes.”90 In fact,
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both genres, especially in the late nineteenth century, might be considered propaganda,
advertising and bolstering US governmental policies.91 The traditional Northern-authored
version of reunion romances portrays the domination of southerners, the “Lost Cause”
intersectional romance portrays the domination of African-Americans, and the western generally
features a victorious cowboy who wins because of his domination or extermination of the
Indian.92 As Said iterates “the main battle in imperialism is over land, of course; but when it
came to who owned the land, who had the right to settle and work on it, who kept it going, who
won it back, and who now plans its future—these issues were reflected, contested, and even for a
time decided in narrative” (xii-xiii). In other words, Said suggests that the conflicting ideologies
inherent in stories about imperialism are doing important cultural work for one sector or another
of an imperial population. Therefore, an awareness of who/what controls the forces behind
narrative renderings is necessary.
I begin with the novel’s central plot outcome, crucial to an analysis of the reunion
romance. To Chopin critics like Sandra Gunning and David Russell the marriage at the close of
At Fault between Louisianian Thérèse Lafirme and David Hosmer of St. Louis enacts the
quintessential merger of “white development in the context of North/South social and economic
alliances” (72) and functions as the overarching symbol for the work. Instead, examining the
reunion romance genre and the literary market’s political climate at the historical moment in
which Chopin self-published her novel, as well as Chopin’s own motives for publishing (as far as
they can be known), suggests the need for a more complicated reading of the ending given the
genre’s and market climate’s indications of a continuing power differential between North and
South/West/Other. Motivations for a stereotypical finale may have included publication, money,
and success on Chopin’s part. Tellingly, the late nineteenth-century literary marketplace
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strongly favored writers whose fiction advocated North/South reconciliation which Chopin likely
would have known as “she studied the literary marketplace” (Koloski x).93 According to Edward
Ayers, “The editors of the major magazines of the North were . . . convinced that sectional
reconciliation best served the interests of the nation, that the course of Reconstruction had been a
mistake” (340). Furthermore, and more importantly, conservative white-supremacist ideology
about sectional reconciliation sold. A prime example is Thomas Nelson Page’s Red Rock (1898),
which Ayers considers “the embodiment of the Southern white conservative view of
Reconstruction, full of stock emotions and cardboard characters” and which “reached number
five on the bestseller list, even though some Northern critics recognized it for the mixture of
propaganda and fairy tale that it was” (348).94 Chopin, writing in this climate and genre eight
years earlier than Page’s Red Rock, but after Page made his presence in the reunion romance
genre felt with his short story “Meh Lady” (1886),95 and, acquainted through correspondence
with major editors such as William Dean Howells, must have felt the pressures to conform,
especially because she wanted her work to be successful.96
Reading At Fault as a reunion romance urges the question of why Kate Chopin’s novel
has never been critically examined as part of this genre.97 One reason is that many of the literary
investigations of the reunion romance consider mostly or entirely works by Northern authors.98
A second possible reason for this oversight is Jane Censer’s contention concerning post-Civil
War southern women novelists, that “the common view has been that southern women, when
they wrote for publication, mainly produced poems and stories extolling the ‘lost cause’ of the
Confederacy” (Like unto Like xvii). In her introduction to Sherwood Bonner’s Like unto Like
and her more general essay on the topic of reunion romances, “Reimagining the North-South
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Reunion: Southern Women Novelists and the Intersectional Romance, 1876-1900,” Censer
counters this notion, suggesting instead, that:
At the end of Reconstruction, some [southern] women [novelists] experimented
with novels that redefined southern men and women and criticized aspects of
southern culture. The use that southern women novelists made of the ‘reunion
romance,’ especially compared to their male counterparts North and South, shows
this diversity of thought in the late-nineteenth-century South. (“Reunion” 65)
Several of these southern women novelists’ interventions should be noted for their comparisons
with At Fault. They include: the use of “form and elements from other genres such as adventure,
local color, and the society novel” (68), the marriage by one of M.G. McClelland’s heroines to a
divorcé (70) (Thérèse Lafirme also marries a divorcé in At Fault), and the presentation of “race
and African-Americans less stereotypically than other authors, and their biracial South appears
far different from that of Page or the northern authors” (78). What Censer does not do, however,
is include an analysis of Chopin’s At Fault or mention it as part of her survey of the genre.99
In fact, it is not until Sandra Gunning’s “Kate Chopin’s Local Color Fiction and the
Politics of White Supremacy” (1995) and David Russell’s more recent article “A Vision of
Reunion: Kate Chopin’s At Fault” (2008), that scholars comment upon At Fault’s genre.
However, where “second wave” Chopin scholars label Chopin’s novel, respectively, a “standard
. . . reunion romance” (Gunning 67) and “a simple variation on the kinds of reunion fiction
produced after the Civil War” (Russell 8), I assert that Chopin more radically diverges from the
well-worn reunion romance formula than previously thought, in order to show how tenuous
white supremacist reconciliation between North and South is, not to “consolidate” white power
(Gunning 69).
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To see how far Chopin’s work diverges from the typical post-Civil War reunion romance
requires an investigation of the standard plot of the genre. According to Joyce Appleby, reunion
romances were “popular romances in which sentiment was more important than realism. Happy
endings were considered essential. Villains, if they survived the plotting, must see the evil of
their ways; trouble-strewn romances must end in marriage; every conflict must be resolved in a
manner compatible with sentimental ideals” (128). Market over-saturation insured that Kate
Chopin writing in 1890 in a genre twenty-five years old change certain dynamics of the genre in
order to avoid redundancy, but very few of Appleby’s descriptors fit Chopin’s novel. Chopin’s
novel contains both realism and sentimentalism, yet realism wins out. 100 A happy ending occurs
between westerner David Hosmer and the “southern” Thérèse Lafirme, but the other romance
between David’s sister Melicent and Thérèse’s nephew Grégoire Santien fails well before
Grégoire’s untimely death. Villains including those commonly seen as such, including Grégoire
Santien and Joçint, and those who generally miss such a classification but are nevertheless
villainous, such as Fanny and Marie Louise, do not survive the plotting. The lack of happy
resolutions for many characters is the chief difference between the typical reunion romance and
Chopin’s variation. If Chopin advocates white supremacist rhetoric as two of her predominant
critics have claimed, why, a reader might ask, does Chopin take such pains to illustrate all that
must die for white supremacy to reign? The sheer number of villains and deaths and the dearth
of marriages underscores Chopin’s ironic interventions in the novel deviating from the cliché
genre norms.
Chopin’s novel deviates greatly from many of the standards that Nina Silber lays forth in
The Romance of Reunion as well. According to Silber one of the ideologies evident in reunion
romances was the praise for Southern femininity which Northerners viewed as more traditional
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than a progressive Northern femininity in which men felt “women had moved beyond their
proper feminine ‘sphere’” (9). Thérèse contrasts with this traditional idea of southern femininity
with her role as a businesswoman managing a large-scale plantation. Silber also suggests that
“the specific pairing of a Yankee husband with a southern wife offered the northern man a
symbolic vehicle for reasserting authority” (10). Chopin, with David’s shadowy origins and
Thérèse’s French origins (and her trip late in the novel to France) and clear authority, softens the
idea of Yankee superiority and alludes to a broader collaboration among worldwide whites of
various ethnic backgrounds to dominate the darker people of the world. Finally, Silber notes that
reunion romances also reflected the idea that “as the twentieth century began, northerners
revealed a new respect for the South as an equal and willing partner in imperialist expansion”
(11). This idea is seen in the ending with Thérèse and David’s union. But at the same time
Chopin challenges imperialist expansion itself as a desirable ideal with her many villains and
tragic figures who die, and with the exaggerated imperial mimicry exemplified by Marie Louise
and Melicent.
Chopin’s At Fault is not a textbook example of the romance reunion novel, yet it merits
consideration as one of the “experiment[al] . . . novels” by southern women novelists writing in
the romance reconciliation genre that Censer affirms “redefined southern men and women and
criticized aspects of southern culture” (“Reunion” 65) or, as I will discuss later on in this essay, a
western romance. Like other southern female authors Censer invokes, Chopin departs from
genre norms with a companionate marriage between Thérèse and David. Chopin in At Fault also
fits with southern female reunion romance writers who rewrite or exclude conquest and
“practically ignore the northern military version” and whose “southern heroines, while vivacious
and charming, are also intelligent and critically acute” (81).101 Chopin, then, like these fellow
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southern authors continues to push at the boundaries of the genre to create a more progressive
and more nuanced picture of women and the South, and to critique (Northern) (white) (male)
superiority.
In terms of Chopin’s innovation of geographical affiliation, David represents both the
North and the West, thus Gunning is partially correct when she asserts that the relationship
between the widowed Mrs. Lafirme and Hosmer “signifies the merger of Southern agricultural
power with Northern commercial and business interests” (67). However, Chopin provides the
wrinkle which keeps her work from fitting the pure form of the reconciliation genre, that David,
as he himself says, is “from the West,” specifically from St. Louis (8) and as Chopin makes clear
in the first paragraph of the novel, Thérèse Lafirme is Creole (5), what Bernard Koloski defines
in the notes to At Fault as “a comparatively wealthy, sophisticated descendant of settlers from
France or Spain” (171).102 From a cursory examination of the characters’ biographical details,
then, Chopin’s reunion romance appears complex, especially geographically, by creating what
Stecopoulos calls a “literary counter-cartograph[y]” (14). Chopin’s romance not only expands
the national regions included in the reunion genre, but gives her female protagonist multinational signification, tying her protagonist to France with her trip there, thus querying the idea
of simplistic origins. In fact, because Chopin consciously rewrites the tropes of a stereotypical
reunion romance to subvert the genre, and because Chopin links her male protagonist to ideas of
“westernness,” it is also profitable to analyze At Fault as a western romance.
A designation largely unknown to or forgotten by twenty-first-century Chopin readers
and critics who typically group her with late nineteenth-century southern writers (such as Grace
King, George Washington Cable, and Ruth McEnery Stuart 103) is that of “western” writer.104
Chopin’s first novel reminds us of this fact, by differing in one major respect from all of her
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other work: a significant portion of it is set in St. Louis, a city considered in the late nineteenth
century, “the West.” The author, who was not only born and raised in St. Louis, but lived there
from 1884 until her 1904 death, also used a St. Louis printing company to self-publish her novel.
Thus, critics or individuals first introduced to Chopin’s literary acumen through At Fault praised
and/or criticized the writer and her fiction that hailed, according to nineteenth-century reviews,
from either the West or both the South and West. None of Chopin’s contemporary reviewers
addressing At Fault labeled its author a Southern writer alone.105
Classifications of “southern” and “western” have fluctuated throughout the US’s political
and literary history problematizing the “location” or region of places like Louisiana and St.
Louis. Areas we now think of as the “South” or the “Midwest” such as Louisiana and St. Louis
were thought of as the West through at least the 1850s. Early in the US’s nationhood the western
border of the US was the Mississippi River as of the 1783 Treaty of Peace with Great Britain
(Lawson and Seidman 17). And Louisiana wasn’t acquired from France until the Louisiana
Purchase in May of 1803. In literary lore Thomas Mayne Reid’s novel of 1856 set primarily in
Louisiana and St. Louis (and the inspiration for Boucicault’s The Octoroon) was titled, The
Quadroon or, Adventures in the Far West. Dion Boucicault’s play, The Octoroon, similarly set
in Louisiana, first premiered in 1859 with a scene in which vigilante justice is about to be
enacted wrongly on the Indian when the good northern overseer Scudder suggests “you call
yourselves judges—you ain’t—you’re a jury of executioners. It is such scenes as these that bring
disgrace upon our Western life” (163, my emphasis). Additionally, the region we know today as
the South was linked to the movement alternately called “‘frontier humor,’ ‘pioneer humor,’
‘Western humor’ and ‘Southwestern humor’” with authors such as Mark Twain most famously
in his 1884 novel Huckleberry Finn (Chamberlain 201). Finally, in the 1930s, according to Bob
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Brinkmeyer, the South and West were culturally aligned by the Agrarians who “for a while
dreamed of teaming up with like-minded regionalists from the American West, with whom they
shared a fundamental conviction that the South and West were colonies of the North and the
forces of finance capitalism” (8-9). And, in a far more problematic association, the Agrarians
also “embraced the resistance to American expansionism, lionizing instead Native Americans
and their efforts to stop American’s westward progression. Native Americans, by the Agrarians’
regionalist model, were obvious victims of the same pioneering spirit from which they saw Dixie
suffering” (Brinkmeyer 9). Chopin, I argue, expresses proto-Agrarian sentiment, as At Fault
incorporates some ambiguous nostalgia for an “Old South” myth and a myth of the lost frontier,
the West, which Frederick Turner would famously note was “gone” in his address of 1893, The
Significance of the Frontier in American History, three years after Chopin’s At Fault was
published. Significantly, however, the US Census of 1890 declared the frontier eliminated
(Lawlor 1), the same year that Chopin published her novel.
For the purposes of my essay, the stakes of considering Chopin’s writing as “literature of
the West” (“St. Louis Novelist” 38) are threefold and related to genre: 1) highlighting the
alternate Western and ambivalent Southern/Western labels of Chopin and her fiction places a
spotlight on the geographical affiliation of St. Louis natives David Hosmer (hero of At Fault) and
his sister Melicent (the beloved of the heroine’s nephew Grégoire), forcing readers to rethink the
idea of the North/South reunion romance and what its subversion signifies;106 2) making David
Hosmer “western” instead of purely “northern” links him to Brinkmeyer’s idea that “the North as
the West” is “a manifestation of the forces of rapacious expansion, which was viewed
geographically as imperialist exploration and discovery and viewed economically as industrial
capitalism” (5); 3) emphasizing this “western” connection allows an easier transition to the idea
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that Chopin is not only subverting the reunion romance genre, but also that the author is
satirically referencing the frontier “western” genre, complete with cowboy(s) and Indian(s).
By focusing on the journey of At Fault’s hero, David Hosmer, the narrative reads very
much like a western written in “the classic American tradition,” and yet, very little like a typical
southern drama. As Brinkmeyer writes:
Fiction in the classic American tradition, or at least what was once deemed
classic—Melville, Cooper, Thoreau, Hemingway, and a few others—tends to
celebrate a solitary hero breaking out from a restrictive society and into a world of
uncharted freedom. Southern fiction, however, tends to celebrate those who do
not leave the community but integrate themselves into it, while still maintaining
their individuality and dignity—that is, without being completely subsumed by
the community. (4)
David leaves the “civilized” world of St. Louis with its matinées, dinner parties, and general
frivolity for the more restful, “natural” world of Louisiana, replete with natural resources
available to be mined.107 To say this another way, at its base, David’s is a tale of man who
leaves home for the wild frontier where he establishes and becomes king of a new order like a
Prospero or a Huck Finn, only by first confronting his adversary the (native) Indian(s).
Importantly, David’s journey is a departure from what would be considered commonplace in
southern fiction, yet fitting the description of western fiction. According to Brinkmeyer:
A solitary figure breaking free from the community would, in the fiction of most
Southern writers, be less a hero than a potential psychopath, a person tragically
alone and isolated, cut off from the nourishing bonds of family and community.
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. . . If the American pioneer hero sets out in a straight line away from society and
into the wilderness, the Southern hero typically stays, establishes his or her
position within society, and shores up—rather than breaks free from—the
boundaries separating culture from wilderness. (4)
David Hosmer, in other words, is a Daniel Boone figure leaving his home and setting out into the
deep (southern) woods, a fact emphasized by the name of the Lafirme plantation, “Place-duBois,” ‘a wooded area’ (Koloski 171). Chopin’s usage of David’s trajectory, then, following
Brinkmeyer’s division, further solidifies her nineteenth-century position as a “western” writer
and loosens later twenty- and twenty-first-century designations.
David’s solitariness and again un-southernness is emphasized by his lack of roots.
Unlike Thérèse Lafirme’s European (French) roots, Chopin’s male protagonist distinctly lacks
origins, by having no living parents, and not even being originally from St. Louis.108 Melicent,
David’s younger sister, gives only a vague sketch of the Hosmers’ geographical affiliation. As
Melicent describes to Thérèse, “I was only ten when both my parents died. We had no kindred
living in the West, and I positively rebelled against being separated from David; so you see he’s
had the care of me for a good many years” (32). In part, Melicent depicts herself as an orphan
without a homeland.
Rather than critiquing David and his younger sister for being without well-connected
ancestors, Chopin would seem to praise the ideas of new, self-determined beginnings that the
pair encompasses in At Fault. Continuing the western theme of the novel, the characters ride on
horseback a good deal.109 Predictably, while Thérèse’s mount is a thorough-bred whose name
“Beauregard” entails a clearly connoted southern past, David’s mount “Nelson” hails from an
undisclosed breed or mixture of breeds whose common name suggests an unidentifiable (though
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Eurocentric) past. Thérèse, for whom origins have significance, criticizes David’s mount for his
deficiencies and David, who wishes to please Thérèse, and, perhaps, show his desire for the
origins neither he nor his mount possess, praises Beauregard. Despite the aspersions Thérèse
casts upon Nelson, the “heavily built iron-grey” and the “splendid Beauregard” are presented by
their masters as each having their good qualities. David heartily defends Nelson, saying: “Don’t
cast any slurs on Nelson, Mrs. Lafirme. He’s done me service that’s worthy of praise—worthy
of better treatment than he gets” (26). In other words, Nelson may not be as fast as Beauregard
or have the pure bloodlines of his peer, but he possesses unnamed qualities that somehow rival
the more obvious qualities that Beauregard possesses.110 The argument can easily be carried to
the animals’ masters. While the upper-class Thérèse has extensive property, likely good
bloodlines herself (though her background is almost as shadowy as David’s), David shows
promise and enterprise, and has a work ethic which causes Thérèse to scold him for doing too
much work (11).
An essay-review of Chopin’s that Heather Kirk Thomas calls “newly discovered” in 1990
entitled “Development of the Literary West” (69), also encourages a favorable reading of David
based on future prospects in a new locale rather than concrete geographical ties. In the essay,
Chopin praises Ambrose Bierce “away off in California” who “is a product of the West, but . . .
has that peculiar faculty or privilege of genius which ignores subservience. He acknowledges no
debt and pays no tribute. . . . His originality defies imitation” (71). Thus, it would seem clear in
Chopin’s review of Bierce that hailing from the West is not only apt to produce originality or a
person who “acknowledges no debt and pays no tribute,” but that Chopin considered this a
wholly positive thing. Contrarily, it might be extrapolated that belonging to a particular place, in
Chopin’s opinion, would have been considered a burden, making a person “subservient,” as it
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seems, to one’s region. Thus the Hosmers, though most recently from St. Louis and the West,
because they had not been long in St. Louis (their parents were from elsewhere), actually lack
origins and are therefore free from geographical ties that bind. Moreover, Melicent and
especially David, would fit the stereotype of western heroes for Mary Lawlor, who in Recalling
the Wild: Naturalism and the Closing of the American West, emphasizes in her explanation of
“romantic westernism,” using Daniel Boone as a prime example, Boone’s “originality” or “the
will to be new, to start things over again” (22). As Lawlor indicates, Boone is “ever a new man,
he is not placed by any of his surroundings, but rather places them in his wake” (22-23). David
brings a fresh start to Place-du-Bois, the Lafirme plantation, while Melicent, as we shall see,
leads a whirlwind, peripatetic lifestyle linking her to a Western classification as well.
However, this mythological view of the West as “the space unburdened by history, space
where a person can begin anew, leaving the past behind” is undercut by both theorists and
Chopin in At Fault (Brinkmeyer16). Scholars like Annette Kolodny and Anne McClintock urge
us to see beyond such an easy conception of the West. As McClintock clarifies, “The myth of
the virgin land is also the myth of the empty land, involving both a gender and a racial
dispossession. With patriarchal narratives, to be virgin is to be empty of desire and void of
sexual agency, passively awaiting the thrusting male insemination of history, language and
reason” (Leather 30). Additionally, if Chopin likens David to Daniel Boone, or, closer to the
character’s name, Davy Crockett, it is important to remember Richard Slotkin’s caution in
Regeneration and Violence, that “men like Davy Crockett became national heroes by defining
national aspiration in terms of so many bears destroyed, so much land preempted, so many trees
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hacked down, so many Indians and Mexicans dead in the dust” (5, emphasis added). Chopin,
obviously critical through Thérèse of the “Cypresse Funerall” Place-du-Bois Du undergoes
throughout the novel in service to David’s mill, similarly critiques the violence at the mill that
David indirectly brings to the plantation (10).111
Through their dual backgrounds of southern-French and northern-western, Chopin links
her main protagonists to regional imperialism and racial dispossession and denies an optimistic
reading of white rule or imperialism by any entity. Thérèse’s French descent links her to French
imperialism and colonialism in Louisiana, her plantation mistress status links her to the
imperialism of slavery, and her affiliation with the US South links her to the North’s imperialism
of the South during and after Reconstruction. David, too, is connected to imperialism in more
than one way. Through his Northern capital he is linked to a commercial imperialism of the
South, and through his commercial enterprise in the South he is linked to postslavery’s virtual reenslavement of blacks. Through his western roots, he is linked to the destruction of land and
Native Americans in the pursuit of manifest destiny.
One of the two “western-style” gunfights in At Fault shows Chopin’s pains to limn
Thérèse’s and David’s ancestral and individual parts in the displacement and deaths of Indians,
blacks, and the working class in the West and in the South, underscoring her critique of the
nation’s imperialism. When Grégoire comes upon the wicked Joçint in the process of burning
down the sawmill (an action for which he has no clear motivation), he promptly shoots the
unarmed half-Indian, half-black character, showing disregard for both populations’ lives, which
epitomizes the history of the West and the South. In The Fatal Environment Richard Slotkin
asserts that terminology associated with “Indian warfare” was often employed with respect to
class warfare, far more common after 1877 (477-80). This further connects Joçint to
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industrialism and union strikers (and thus, white agitators in addition to those of color). Gunning
implies that Grégoire serves as an “enforcer” for Thérèse’s and David’s racial politics in this
violent moment, helping them to propagate and conceal a “system based on a subjugation of
black labor,” “masked behind the figure of Grégoire” (70). This is not totally untrue. Grégoire,
however, as a killer of the Native American, black, and working-class Joçint, is the “enforcer” of
more than mere “black and white power relations”—he is an enforcer of long-time imperial US
policies integral to the founding of the US, rather than policies which are merely regional or
belonging to one particular historical moment (Gunning 70).112
Furthermore, acknowledging Grégoire’s enforcer role does not mean that this role or that
a white man’s of shooting an unarmed half-Indian, half-black man is supported by Chopin.
Chopin’s own views on the US racial policies evident in this scene are murky at best. As
Campbell suggests, the scene shows Chopin’s “ambivalent treatment of racial politics” (38).113
Chopin not only kills off Joçint, but she clearly vilifies him as he kills his own dog by hanging it
just before burning down the mill, an act which I analyze later on (103). Yet in the discussion of
the murder of Joçint after the fact the narrator describes the response to the act as mixed. The
community generally supports Grégoire’s act as it was “thought in a measure justified by the
heinousness of his offense, and beyond dispute, a benefit to the community” (108). Thérèse’s
sorrow and disapproval of her nephew’s lack of remorse, however, suggests she feels another
course of action might have been best. The narrator describes that “Thérèse was deeply
distressed over this double tragedy: feeling keenly the unhappy ending of old Morico. But her
chief sorrow came from the callousness of Grégoire, whom she could not move even to an
avowal of regret” (108). In addition to Thérèse’s regret, Chopin suggests that violence begets
violence, emphasizing and thus seeming to condemn the effects of one act of violence. In one
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evening Joçint kills his dog and burns down the sawmill, Grégoire kills him, and Joçint’s father
Morico immediately dies of sadness due to the loss of his son. Finally, the events at the sawmill
that evening in part prompt Grégoire to leave the plantation and he is killed as Place-du-Bois had
been the only place where his mischief is tempered. As Grégoire exits the novel with his death,
and is no longer part of the Place-du-Bois community, it is difficult to see Chopin other than
condemning to some degree his violent action.
This racially-motivated violence by Grégoire and non-action by David and Thérèse earns
Chopin’s clear condemnation as she utilizes the sentimental mode to side with the marginal
figure of the Indian father Morico. Morico shouts a clear, single-word denunciation to the
perpetrator(s) of his son’s killing, “‘Murderers!’ he cried” (106). Chopin utilizes the sentimental
vein to eulogize the resistance of an old man (Morico), a tragic Priam-like figure striving to carry
away the body of his son Hector (Joçint), yet knowing that this one act alone will not be enough
to save his people, his civilization:
He bent down and strove to lift the heavy body, but the effort was beyond his
strength. Seeing this he stooped again and this time grasped it beneath the arms;
then slowly, draggingly, with halting step, began to move backward.
The fire claimed no more attention. All eyes were fastened upon this weird
picture; a sight which moved the most callous to offer again and again assistance,
that was each time spurned with an added defiance.
..................................................................
Suddenly there is a cry that reaches far above above the roar of fire and crash of
falling timbers: “Mon fils! mon garçon!” and the old man totters and falls
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backward to earth, still clinging to the lifeless body of his son. (“My son! My
boy!” 106-07)
Not knowing who killed his son, Morico condemns the community, and thus also the system that
the community exists within. All participate in an ignoble system, Chopin seems to indicate, and
both black and white are subject to harm from it. Rather than suggesting in any way that this
half-Indian, half-black body is disposable, Chopin brings clear attention to it and to Morico’s
death as well, clearly lamenting the losses.
While Grégoire may have pulled the trigger and is thus the sole party directly responsible
for the death of half-black, half-Indian Joçint, national US policies of abandoning Reconstruction
in the South and promoting settlement of the West, aided by disease and the Indian Wars that
decimated the numbers of Indians in the West, are “at fault” as well and should be blamed for
killing black and Indian children either literally (through lynching or warfare) or figuratively (by
condemning future children and generations of blacks to sharecropping and Jim Crow laws and
by ensuring that Indian children because of the Indian Removal Act of 1830 and infamous
boarding schools would grow up not knowing their ancestral homelands or their cultural ways).
While Chopin may or may not have been alluding to contemporary events, knowledgeable
contemporary readers might have made such connections.
Chopin, who, in an earlier scene in At Fault references Hamlet’s “To be or not to be”
speech, again alludes with Morico to the Shakespearean tragedy. As McClintock, who also
features Hamlet in her recent PMLA article remarks:
Ghosts are fetishes of the in-between, marking places of irresolution, particularly
in the adjudication of property, territory, power, and justice: unsolved murders,
untimely deaths, illegitimate transfers of power or property, disrupted legacies,
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enacted as traumas of injustice. Ghosts embody the unsettling prospect that the
past can be neither foreclosed nor redeemed. (827)
Unlike his son Joçint who dies without a witness, Morico, the old black faithful servant, dies
with a crowd of people watching. Thus, through his lamenting exclamation and his subsequent
death, Morico functions as the ghost who speaks, who disrupts the “justified” shooting of the
unarmed Joçint (108), who haunts the text of At Fault and unsettles the sectional resolution with
his grief for his lost son. Morico, unlike his son, is no villain, and thus his death is meant to
inspire pathos in Chopin’s readers.

Mythology, Imperial Mimicry, and Countering Oblivion in At Fault’s “New Masters”: Thérèse,
Marie Louise, Joçint, and Others
“colonial women made none of the direct economic or military decisions of empire and very few reaped its vast
profits . . . nonetheless, the rationed privileges of race all too often put white women in positions of decided—if
borrowed—power, not only over colonized women but also over colonized men. As such, white women were not
the hapless onlookers of empire but were ambiguously complicit both as colonizers and colonized, privileged and
restricted, acted upon and acting” (McClintock, Imperial Leather 6)

At Fault, a depiction of postbellum plantation conditions in the US (South), might
broadly be described as the late-nineteenth-century New Woman’s incursion into life as an
imperial master before the patriarchal implementation of Victorian mores largely revoked such a
possibility. The novel features an interregnum of women presiding over different spheres:
Thérèse, the master of a four-thousand-acre plantation, Marie Louise, master of the rival
“plantation” across the river, and Melicent, queen of men’s hearts, ruler of English maids and
Californian plants. The action of Chopin’s work spans Thérèse’s “unincumbered” independence
and administration of Place-du-Bois, the plantation her husband Jérôme leaves her at his
“sudden” death (5). By the novel’s end, David and Thérèse have become “Mr. and Mrs.
Hosmer” and Hosmer once again resides on Place-du-Bois, although his change in status from
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sawmill manager to husband dictates a move across the lawn from the cottage to the big house.
In other words, framed by male control, At Fault epitomizes an era of imperial female mimicry
in which there can be no ambiguity nor charge of mere tacit involvement when a white Creole
woman, a black Creole woman, and a Northern/Western white American woman command the
empire. Furthermore, Chopin exposes and undermines these characters’ power as well as
imperial power in general through an emphasis on the “slippage” that imperial mimicry
reveals/uncovers (McClintock, Leather 63), and through a recuperative effort to combat the
politics of what Handley terms “oblivion,” in which New World violence or historical trauma is
systematically ignored or forgotten (25-26).
Thérèse
At Fault centers around its heroine, Thérèse Lafirme, recently widowed, who inherits a
large Louisiana plantation post-Reconstruction. Through Thérèse, Chopin investigates national
and regional post-Reconstruction mythology. As Slotkin explains “myths appear to be built of
three basic structural elements: a protagonist or hero, with whom the human audience is
presumed to identify in some way; a universe in which the hero may act, which is presumably a
reflection of the audience’s conception of the world and the gods; and a narrative, in which the
interaction of hero and universe is described” (Regeneration 8). I assert that Thérèse is such a
hero(ine). She embodies the myriad individuals and groups facing the nation’s several-timeshanded-down dilemma of slavery and its legacy. She embodies US politicians, Northern and
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Southern business owners, and Southern landowners (new and old). Furthermore, Thérèse
embodies the place of subalterns who fought and gained a foothold of power, who make up part
of the politicians, business owners, and landowners just mentioned: the legions of blacks,
women, and other minority groups who are, now, themselves in power at the close of the
nineteenth century.114
However, rather than symbolizing praise or happy acceptance of the reunion romance
metaphor of a united white ruling class, Chopin’s Thérèse functions as a repeated question to
such a world, marking the constant threat of groups antithetical to a (white) ruling class, the lure
of imperialistic thought for new groups in power and thus imperialism’s inescapability, and the
inability of newly empowered groups to create alternate coalitions besides a white ruling class.
Because of the limits of her power Thérèse also highlights white women’s (and the US South’s)
need for a coalition of some sort while the novel continually eliminates viable allies until the
white male (Northern capital / Western imperialism) is her only hope.
In some ways, Thérèse Lafirme’s power on Place-du-Bois is representative of white
southerners’ post-Reconstruction-era power: all-encompassing in its place, yet limited in scope.
As Silber suggests, the “image of marriage between northern men and southern women stood at
the foundation of the late-nineteenth-century culture of conciliation and became a symbol which
defined and justified the northern view of the power relations in the reunified nation” (6-7).
Thérèse represents the US South, which is subordinate in power to the US North in national
matters, but which is all-powerful in its regional sphere now that Reconstruction has ended.
Thus, although Thérèse Lafirme functions as the uncontested “master of the plantation . . . at
Place du Bois,” her power is limited to her own small sphere (Anderson 7). Chopin clearly
undermines her authority through her gender, her regional affiliation with the US South, and her
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French ethnic affiliation, the last, an affiliation that when hurled as an insult at Thérèse’s nephew
Grégoire, prompts the events that lead to his death (140). In other words, although Thérèse
Lafirme’s power is vast, given her ownership and direct management of a plantation of four
thousand acres replete with black bodies to work the land she controls (5), her power is severely
curtailed by her other minority-group affiliations. In the end, she is powerful only when she
remains “at home” on her vast, yet finite, plantation.
Three expansionist discourses—mergers, diversity, and the West/western “democracy”—
all serve to illustrate Thérèse Lafirme’s precarious position at the top, despite her status as the
undisputed ruler of her realm. Depending on their outcome, the first two discourses may either
threaten or buttress Thérèse’s power while the “democratic possibility” embodied by “the West”
wholly threatens her rule (Lawlor 1). Mergers, of course, consolidate power among ruling
bodies, yet they also function to divide by sharing (and thus reducing) power as well. Diversity,
or expanding centers of power, help Thérèse gain power as a woman, yet allow for the possibility
that her business rivals may now also include blacks, Jews, Italians, and/or other women and
minorities.
However, during the course of the novel (until her marriage to David), Thérèse, through
her excellent managerial skills, is able to temporarily ward off any change in her power to
remain supremely in charge. Thus, despite Thérèse’s position of white (Creole) southerner and
“plantation master” (Anderson 9) she does not (yet) exemplify the dual colonist-colonized role
that Stecopoulos refers to as “the [white] South’s double-edged colonial crisis” of being both
dominated (by Northern capital) and dominant (over African-American plantation hands).
Instead, Thérèse subverts and benefits from the colonization of her domain, and generally
dictates the terms of any imperial-seeming alliances; thus, although Northern capital has begun
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its incipient colonization, the most recognizable colonizer on Place-du-Bois is Thérèse Lafirme,
herself. This is despite the fact that there are several ways that Northern capital and laws
encroach on the four thousand acres of the Lafirme plantation. The first is the appearance,
shortly after Thérèse’s husband’s death, of the railroad, which Thérèse at first views as “a brown
and ugly intruder within her fair domain” (6). The second is David Hosmer’s sawmill which he
builds on Thérèse’s land, there, converting some of Thérèse’s own cypress trees into lumber.115
And the final element which threatens Thérèse’s autonomy as plantation master is the liberation
of the plantation’s African-American labor some sixteen years before the novel’s setting.116
Thérèse, however, turns each of these possible negatives to her advantage.
Thérèse’s deft administration and skill in avoiding the trap of Northern capital while
reaping its benefits represents a regime change and the entrance into the era of the New Southern
Woman, a new age for women in the US in general. The 1890s would see four states give
women the right to vote (Wyoming [1890], Colorado [1893], Utah [1896], and Idaho [1896]),
and even Louisiana would compromise by giving all tax-paying women the right to vote on local
taxes in 1898 after a particularly vigorous women’s voting campaign that year.117 Furthermore,
though the right to vote was years away for Southern women, Ayers notes that “the debate over
woman suffrage in the South had begun in Mississippi’s 1890 constitutional convention”
(317).118 Thérèse’s authoritative direction of her plantation represents the control that small, but
growing numbers of women were exercising in the public or economic sphere. This in turn
represents the way that white women, especially, were moving away from the marginal position
they had hitherto held and suggests the expansion of centers of power to include some women.
For example, according to Marjorie Julian Spruill, “despite the widespread opposition in the
South to expansion of woman’s social role and hostility to the women’s rights movement owing
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to its early association with the antislavery movement, a vigorous and systematic woman
suffrage movement emerged in the South in the 1890s” (xv). According to Chopin’s biographer
Emily Toth, Chopin was part of the group of “New Women making their own way in St. Louis”
in the 1890s” (183).119
Chopin portrays the rise in Thérèse’s status (and that of the New Southern Woman in
general) by nearly deleting white upper-class Southerners from the novel and by combatting,
through plot, Northern male authors’ subordinating versions of reunion romances. Censer
indicates that Southern women’s reunion romances tended to “celebrate different gender
hierarchies than those seen in conventional reunion romances and undermine rather than
reinforce male domination” (72). Southern female authors, she says, accomplish this by having
“heroines dominate the action through their intellect, strength of character, and decisiveness”
(72) and by allowing “southern men only small supporting roles” (81). Thérèse unquestionably
dominates the action of the novel’s plot, but perhaps more interestingly, white southerners other
than herself and her nephew Grégoire are nearly absent, appearing only in one chapter entitled
“A Social Evening.”
In this one chapter of the novel, Chopin confronts the sexual domination of men
(especially white southern men) over women. The representative southerners, the Mr. Joseph
Duplans, a family which includes husband, wife, and daughter, are joined by the Worthingtons,
friends of Fanny Hosmer visiting from St. Louis, who also number husband, wife, and daughter.
Mr. Duplan, fascinated by the vivacious Belle Worthington, makes a farewell remark to David
about her which shows exactly why southern men should be discarded by southern women.
Chopin writes:
Mr. Duplan took occasion of a moment aside to whisper to Hosmer with the air of a
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connoisseur, ‘fine woman that Mrs. Worthington of yours.’
Hosmer laughed at the jesting implication, whilst disclaiming it. (136)
As Nina Silber explains, Southern women often retained a worse position than Northern women.
While Northern women were allowed to reign over the domestic sphere, “the southern plantation
economy, in contrast, never made such sharp distinctions and never relegated southern women to
their own, autonomous sphere. Instead, elite southern white men ruled supreme over house and
field, over black men and women as well as white women” (8).
Mr. Duplan exemplifies Silber’s assertion. His dirty joke is that Mrs. Worthington
belongs to David, which is to imply that not only is David having an affair with the woman
(whilst married to Fanny), but that she holds the same position as an African-American slave
who holds no right to her own body, which belongs instead, to any white man. In this brief
episode, and the even more telling exclusion of white southern males from her novel, Chopin
implicitly links southern white men’s rape of female slaves with rape inside marriage, and
alludes to the untold, and unwanted sexual relationships that southern white men of the
nineteenth century considered their prerogative. White southern men thus function as a major
threat to the autonomy of women (black or white, Northern or Southern).120 Thérèse’s control
must be absolute to counter this distinction, and it comes close at least, by overseeing southern
men’s movements in her domain and never entering their space. Chopin’s female-centered
narrative also combats a conservative backlash found in some Northern-male-authored reunion
romances which seek to narratologically reinscribe women into traditional spheres. Silber
intimates that the motivation for such propaganda were anxieties concerning “the waning of
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proper gender etiquette” and women’s incursions into male-claimed territories (9). Chopin not
only changes the plot by having Thérèse dominate Northern men and expel Southern men, but
she shows why she must.121
While Chopin’s control of her novel and its contents may be firm, Thérèse Lafirme’s
authority is not, in fact, as firm as her name or critics touting the nature of Chopin’s text as white
supremacist would lead one to believe.122 In fact, Thérèse’s authority is severely limited,
something that can be seen in Thérèse’s elimination of noticeable attempts to control white male
populations, and in her restricted mobility. Furthermore, from the opening chapter of the novel,
Thérèse’s own nephew Grégoire is marked as a clearly uncontrollable force.123 Chopin
introduces him as “the young nephew of Mrs. Lafirme, whose duty on the plantation was
comprehended in doing as he was bid, qualified by a propensity for doing as he liked” (7). From
the outset of the novel it is evident that Grégoire will not always do as his aunt requests. In his
own words, “they ain’t no betta woman in the worl’ then Aunt Thérèse, w’en you do like she
wants” (18). Grégoire’s own description of his aunt, then, suggests that not only has he
personally evaded, resisted, or outright rejected his aunt’s control, but that she has encountered
this non-compliance in others which is made clearer when Grégoire’s words are repeated by the
narrator chapters later (22). Russell, in listing “unruly subject[s]” (the phrase by which Chopin
refers to Joçint [22]) counts Joçint and Marie Louise (13), the most visible black resisters of their
plantation ruler’s authority, but neglects Grégoire. However, the split between white male
southerners and female southerners is distinctly visible and significant. Gunning’s assertion, too,
that “Chopin will challenge the status quo only enough to liberate her white heroines, while
embracing at the same time a structuring of race relations to consolidate their power” is undercut
as well because the white heroine is not, in fact as “liberated” as Gunning believes her to be (69).
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What Thérèse chiefly lacks in order to be defined as liberated is mobility. Mrs. Lafirme
is true to her name in staying firmly planted in her own large, but finite domestic sphere, a fact
symbolized by her “roundness of figure” (7).124 She has no mobility beyond her own land
whatsoever; she is symbolically trapped on Place-du-Bois’s four thousand acres. Yes, she can
leave, but her power to rule does not extend beyond the boundaries of her property.125 As hinted
at with the character of Mr. Duplan, outside her plantation she may be prey to white male
authority, or, as the character Joçint implies, ethnic violence. Thus, Thérèse does not and cannot
exist in the public sphere with the same authority she holds within the boundaries of her own
land or her own finite domestic sphere. Alternately, she is deprived of rights that her male
plantation-owner counterparts exercise such as the rights of suffrage or occupational choice (she
can run her plantation or she can endure an even more limiting traditional woman’s role of queen
of the house or wife to one of her unsavory southern male neighbors).
Thérèse leaves her four thousand acres but once, in between chapter fifteen and the
penultimate chapter of the novel, a move that suggests Mrs. Lafirme’s own feeling of imperial
inadequacy. The place that Mrs. Lafirme goes has great significance. She goes to Paris. Fanon,
reading colonized people’s travel to and from the imperial center (for him also France and
oftentimes Paris specifically), suggests that the colonized subjects “who return to their original
environments convey the impression that they have completed a cycle, that they have added to
themselves something that was lacking. They return literally full of themselves” (19). Traveling
to Paris gives her access to the imperial thinking she must employ in order to continue to make
her plantation an economic success. If Fanon’s thinking applies to Thérèse’s situation, Mrs.
Lafirme’s authority over her subjects may be more strict after the time period of the novel’s
setting than during it. In fact, the one thing she exacts from her fiancé before agreeing to marry
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David in the end is his promise of “non-interference,” which he readily gives, assuring her: “‘I’ll
not rob you of your occupation. I’ll put no bungling hand in your concerns’” (167). Although
Thérèse’s possible heavy-handedness in her future dealings with her workers suggests a more
authoritative figure, Chopin undermines Thérèse’s future authority with her marital union, which
under Louisiana’s Napoleonic Code would, despite David’s protestations against his
involvement, make him the sole legal owner of the plantation Thérèse has hitherto run alone.126
Furthermore, Mrs. Lafirme’s trip aligns her with the backward thinking of a European
imperial power, rather than the forward thinking of the westerners and blacks in the novel
thereby distancing her from those potential allies and pushing her towards an alliance with David
Hosmer. Thérèse fits Brinkmeyer’s summation of the Agrarians’ view of the US South in
general in the 1930s which is “backward-looking” (5) and which, he notes, “establishes the
South as less American than European—not reflecting the Europe of the 1920s and 1930s, . . .
but premodern, traditional Europe” (6). Going to Paris suggests that Thérèse not only perceives
the transnational commonalities Brinkmeyer notes, but also that she would prefer an ally of the
French or European persuasion rather than a westerner affiliated with Northern capital. (It is in
this period of the novel that David is away from Place-du-Bois, only corresponding from a
distance with Thérèse.) In fact, Europe is Thérèse’s last-ditch effort at an alliance with anyone
other than the sawmill operator.
Recognizing her precarious state, the female plantation master has attempted to create
alliances with everyone else around her before accepting David’s proposal to unite forces. When
Thérèse first feels “alone” she runs to Marie Louise in the chapter entitled “Thérèse Crosses the
River” (87). But rather than cross back to Thérèse’s side, so to speak, Marie Louise urges the
woman for whom she had been nurse not to “run about so much . . . going this way and that way;
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on horseback, on foot—through the house” (90) and firmly declines Thérèse’s offer to return
when Thérèse tells her old nurse: “‘I am going to insist on having your cabin moved back . . . .
Some day you will find yourself out in the middle of the river—and what am I going to do
then?—no one to nurse me when I am sick—no one to scold me—nobody to love me’” (90).
Marie Louise’s discernment of Thérèse’s greater mobility (and corresponding power) indicates
the former nursemaid, representing the black female South, also grasps that she herself is freer if
she stays put.127 In other words, an alliance between black and white women either individually
or as a group will come at a great disadvantage to black women. Later, Fanny, the weak-willed
Northern/Western woman, also rejects Thérèse’s advances of friendship, likely also sensing the
power imbalance inherent in the relationship.
Thérèse’s search for an imperial partner illuminates her narrow authority and underscores
that “old authority cannot simply be replaced by new authority, but that new alignments made
across borders, types, nations, and essences are rapidly coming into view, and it is those new
alignments that now provoke and challenge the fundamentally static notion of identity that has
been the core of cultural thought during the era of imperialism” (Said xxiv-xxv). Said suggests
that for real change it is the system that must change, rather than the authority figure. Without
sharing her power and uplifting others, Thérèse merely becomes part of the ruling class without
generally changing who is ruled. Gunning, too, understands that “Therese Lafirme’s world, at
least for ex-slaves, ‘is simply the old South under new conditions’” (70), but misses Chopin’s
own clear unveiling of this fact. In other words, Gunning critiques Chopin for recycling
antebellum plantation conditions in her novel when Chopin herself is critiquing these conditions.
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Instead of Chopin granting Thérèse non-pareil authority as the heroine of the novel, she
undercuts her protagonist’s authority and exposes the source of Thérèse’s power: the reenslavement of her African-American labor force while paradoxically being shown, in some
ways, as not having the rights her own black workers possess.
The fact of the matter is that Thérèse’s authority is entirely dependent upon retaining an
inferior population as her work force so that Thérèse herself is not the subaltern figure that
southern men such as Mr. Duplan would make her into. However, those in power seek to mask
their power. As Michel-Rolph Trouillot suggests in Silencing the Past, “the ultimate mark of
power may be its invisibility; the ultimate challenge the exposition of its roots” (xxiii, my
emphasis). Furthermore, Handley proposes a solution for the exposition of power’s roots, as he
suggests, quoting Edouard Glissant, that “the tragedy of our response to New World history is to
ignore the evidence of the ‘subterranean convergence of our histories.’ A simple process of
digging into the history of a people in a local place leads to the inevitable discovery, like that of a
‘deep map,’ that one people alone do not possess a place or have a solitary history in it” (42-43).
Slicing into the layers of soil that make up the Lafirme plantation and exposing who its former
inhabitants are is exactly Chopin’s project. In other words, she seeks to remind readers of the
violent events of the US South, including, “most notably European colonization, Amerindian
genocide and displacement, and African slavery” (Handley 25), and thereby reveal the way that
an imperial mentality is imbricated in the fabric of the United States.
Two separate ironic courting scenes between Thérèse’s nephew Grégoire and David’s
sister Melicent, whose flirtations intimate “at first a conventional double love plot” (Campbell
28), help to illustrate Chopin’s imperial framework. During the first courting scene, Melicent,
relaxing in a pirogue, imagines herself “an Indian maiden of the far past, fleeing and seeking
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with her dusky lover some wild and solitary retreat on the borders of this lake” (16). Chopin,
perhaps, subtly alludes to the fact that it is the displacement of Indians which allows this scene to
take place at all. Moments later the couple passes the grave of old McFarlane who, according to
Grégoire, is “‘the meanest w’ite man that ever lived, seems like. Used to own this place long
befo’ the Lafirmes got it. They say he’s the person that Mrs. W’at’s her name wrote about in
Uncle Tom’s Cabin’” (17).128 On another trip, specifically to visit old McFarlane’s grave the
narrator observes the scene around Melicent and Grégoire:
There were patches of the field before them, white with bursting cotton which
scores of negroes, men, women and children were dexterously picking and
thrusting into great bags that hung from their shoulders and dragged beside them
on the ground; no machine having yet been found to surpass the sufficiency of
five human fingers for wrenching the cotton from its tenacious hold. (42)
The narrator later outlines Grégoire’s part in the cycle of cotton harvesting, contrasting it with
that of the black forms picking cotton in the field: “Grégoire’s presence would be needed later in
the day, when the cotton was hauled to gin to be weighed; when the mules were brought to the
stable, to see them properly fed and cared for, and the gearing all put in place. In the meanwhile
he was deliciously idle with Melicent” (43). The comparison with old McFarlane’s abused
slaves and the present picture of black bodies laboring while white bodies linger idly differs only
in the authority exercised to motivate the black labor force. In McFarlane’s case, it would seem
to be violence, while in Mrs. Lafirme’s case, “gentle influence” (22). But what is most
uncomfortable is that the oppressive structure of white leisure and black labor remains
unchanged (not to mention the contrast between the narrator’s careful note that the farm animals
are “properly fed and cared for” and the narrator’s silence as to whether black workers enjoy
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similar privileges). These juxtapositions and comparisons are ones that Chopin makes
deliberately and instructively. This is among the many moments that At Fault exhibits what
McClintock calls “ghosting,” in which “ghosts represent the irruption into the present of an
unresolved past, pointing thereby to the possibilities of alternative futures” (827).
Instead of hiding from her reader these “ghosts . . . of an unresolved past”—which point
towards the oppressive structures of power in the present—Chopin clearly unmasks them and her
heroine as not-wholly benevolent. In a passage also quoted by Russell (15), Melicent is gushing
about Mrs. Lafirme, telling her brother she is “an angel” who is “exceptional” and explaining
that “when she stands at the end of a veranda, giving orders to those darkies, her face a little
flushed, she’s positively a queen” (29). But Russell does not quote David’s response, which
gives us some insight into interpreting the passage. David adds the clarifying retort “As far as
queenliness may be compatible with the angelic state” to his sister’s statement (29). In David’s
words, then, authority is not necessarily “good,” (and it may, in fact, be the opposite) but rather,
he implies, it simply shows power itself, a Nietzschean concept Chopin may have been familiar
with from Nietzsche’s On the Genealogy of Morals which appeared in print three years before
Chopin’s At Fault.129
Additionally, Chopin proves in her second and far more famous novel that she was adept
at hiding structures of power, something the author could have done, but chooses not to do in At
Fault. Michele Birnbaum writes in “‘Alien Hands’: Kate Chopin and the Colonization of Race”
of the way that Edna Pontellier in The Awakening enacts an “erasure of [her] own authorizing
principle,” and “‘imagine[s] the colony without the colonized’” (303), specifically, as Birnbaum
goes on to explain, by erasing black bodies in the novel or by effacing them through their lack of
presence or namelessness. Birnbaum’s pièce de résistance and most direct allusion in her
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article’s title is Edna Pontellier’s nurse, the quadroon, unnamed and mentioned infrequently,
who, yet, assumedly plays a large role in caring for Edna’s two young boys throughout much of
the narrative, in order to free up Edna’s time for would-be lovers and self-making. McClintock
stresses that such “erasure” of servants was especially common in the nineteenth-century
domestic household. She submits that “the housewife’s labor of leisure found its counterpart in
the servant’s labor of invisibility. Servants were ordered to remain unseen, completing the
filthiest work before dawn or late at night” (Leather 163, emphasis in original). In other words,
during the late nineteenth century, a total focus on the upper- or middle-class occupants of a
residence (as happens in The Awakening) is typical, according to McClintock; depicting at length
both the leisure class and the working class, even at times engaged in struggles for power (as
found in At Fault), is atypical.
It is important, then, that unlike the quadroon in The Awakening, the black bodies in At
Fault are anything but shadowy presences. Thérèse’s servants have names, faces, and vivid
descriptions, and they speak, exist, and resist (again, unlike “the quadroon”). If anything,
Chopin’s descriptions in At Fault point to the stereotypes that southern and Louisianan culture
relied upon to create crippling “binary oppositions dear to the nationalist and imperialist
enterprise” (Said xxiv). In other words, Chopin’s clear-cut descriptions of white-black relations
in the South are used to highlight the way white southern culture has sought to create inferiority
through racial difference, or as Said describes the phenomenon at its simplest, “‘they’ were not
like ‘us,’ and for that reason deserved to be ruled” (xi).130
The description of the servant Betsy typifies Chopin’s descriptions of the AfricanAmerican characters in the novel; here and elsewhere Chopin draws our attention to a
stereotypical portrayal of an African-American domestic servant rather than erasing her
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presence. Betsy, in the narrator’s first sketch of her, is described as “balanc[ing]” a “pan of
chick feed . . . adroitly on her bushy black head” (7). She not only carries a pot on top her head,
but Chopin emphasizes Betsy’s blackness with her “bushy hair” that she will contrast with the
first physical description of Thérèse two paragraphs later. Thérèse, instead, “was fair, with a
warm whiteness” and “waving blonde hair” (8). The close proximity of the passages suggests
that Chopin uses Betsy and the other African-American servants in the novel to emphasize
Thérèse’s whiteness, and thus the difference between the two groups, but in a self-conscious,
conspicuous manner the reader is meant to recognize and critique, not overlook and replicate. In
essence, as Birnbaum elucidates, in order for readers to focus on and sympathize with Edna
Pontellier’s individual growth, Chopin minimizes Edna’s class and racial position (and virtually
erases subalterns with inferior class and racial positions).131 In At Fault, I contend, Chopin
enacts the opposite effect by clearly documenting the presence of African-Americans and their
inferior social position. Chopin’s motive, however, for doing so, remains unclear; at times she
obviously critiques, at others she merely depicts a deep south culture foreign in many ways to
her own St. Louis upbringing.
Finally, any authority Thérèse hopes to hold is continually threatened by western ideals
that have always been national ideals according to Brinkmeyer. He suggests that “turning to the
West means turning to the frontier, the heartland of America’s mythology” which “has been
central to America’s concept of itself from the beginnings of colonization” (32). Thérèse’s
position as plantation master, monarch, autocrat, or simply exploitative employer is thus “unAmerican” in the face of democratic principles.132 Specifically, Lawlor’s description of the West
as emblematic of “democratic possibility” threatens Thérèse’s authority by eliminating a notion
of hierarchy based on class, ethnicity, or race. Lawlor explains:
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the frontier was typically construed as a border zone that harbored mystery and
danger, but that ultimately opened onto a plentiful, inviting space where the
desires of common citizens, if they were diligent and brave, might be richly
fulfilled. The wide, figuratively horizontal plane featured in such prospects gave
material form to the ideals of democratic possibility central to US national culture
from its beginnings” (2, my emphasis).
The frontier eliminates the binaries and groupings that Thérèse relies upon to exercise control of
her plantation. This is evident when a westerner espousing such beliefs comes to Place-du-Bois.
The West arrives in the form of a cowboy named Rufe Jimson from Cornstalk, Texas, so joined
to his horse that he does not dismount from it when he brings Thérèse the important news that
her nephew Grégoire is dead.133 Jimson displays Lawlor’s frontier mentality when he speaks
with Thérèse. Dispensing with pleasantries, he begins their conversation with “‘You’re Mrs.
Laferm I ’low?’” (138). The narrator further details and analyzes the motivations for Mr.
Jimson’s behavior, relating that “His manner bore not the slightest mark of deference. He spoke
to Thérèse as he might have spoken to one of her black servants, or as he would have addressed a
princess of royal blood if fate had ever brought him into such unlikely contact, so clearly was the
sense of human equality native to him” (139). The cowboy’s placement of Mrs. Lafirme in the
same category as one of her servants, seems to echo the perspective and treatment of women by
Mr. Duplan, At Fault’s representative white southern plantation-class male. But the narrator
denies the possibility that Jimson shares Mr. Duplan’s custom of seeing women of all races and
backgrounds as equally inferior to men, with the further disclosure that the Texan’s motto of
“equality” would induce him speak this way even to royalty.134
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In essence, the Texan replicates near the end of the novel the arrival of David Hosmer,
the westerner, at the beginning of the novel.135 In fact, the Texan and David Hosmer represent
the same threat that Thérèse fears from the beginning of the novel of “an endless procession of
intruders forcing themselves upon her privacy” (7) forcing her to bid “a tearful farewell to the
silence” (9).136 As we have determined that the private sphere is the one in which Thérèse can
best maintain control of her black subjects, the western moving railroad and the western sawmill
executive (David) begin to unhinge Thérèse’s control, prompting her flight to her cultural roots.
Finally, as Michele Birnbaum references, George Washington Cable terms the world of
“collective amnesia regarding the abuses and uses of the color line in the postwar South as the
‘silent South’” (Birnbaum 303). Thus, the “silent South” is one rife with “racial inequity”
(Birnbaum note #13). Alternately, a “noisy,” clamoring South suggests a democratic South with
opportunities for all, a South that would no longer place Thérèse atop a single-voiced autocracy,
and no longer allow Thérèse to belong to the leisure class, but, instead, would locate her among
the masses.

Marie Louise
Marie Louise, like Thérèse does not resist the plantation pull but succumbs to it and uses
the system as a way in which to gain power. She, thus, replicates the structure that at one time
likely enslaved her.137 Her resistance, therefore, does not go outside the bounds of plantation
capitalism and plantation hierarchies. But she does effectively gain power by mimicking these
hierarchies and by negating the typical white-black power structure at least in her relationship
with Thérèse. In spite of critics who have seen her reductively as a forgotten “sign” (Russell 18)
or a “stereotypical mammy” (Anderson 6, Castillo 63), and in spite of her death in the novel,
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Marie Louise, through her role as Thérèse’s former nurse/mammy and her consistent resistance
to Thérèse’s power, definitively contradicts ideas of clear-cut power binaries of master/slave,
landowner/tenant, or colonizer/colonized. Chopin employs the grotesque to again bring sharp
visibility to the subaltern and her subversive behavior, this time, pointing out the subversive in
the most respected black female in white southern mythology: the mammy figure. Where white
southern mythology would represent the mammy as obedient and harmless, and thereby “the
ideal slave, and the ideal woman” (White 58), Chopin shows that the very characteristics which
white planter culture embrace in the stereotypical mammy can also be used subversively.
Moreover, her move from slave to owner of a “slave economy,” clearly illustrates McClintock’s
point that “race and ethnicity” is not “synonymous with black or colonized” (7), even in the last
decade of the nineteenth century South in which “racial politics and reunion … paved the way
for . . . some of the most virulent forms of racism which American society had ever produced”
(Silber 124). Ultimately, however, Marie Louise, like Thérèse, David, and the rest of Chopin’s
characters are trapped in the inherently flawed system of plantation capitalism. Marie Louise,
with her slave economy and mimicry of the methods that formerly enslaved her, brings attention
to the inherent flaws in that system.
The slave or working-class nurse/mammy who cares for the upper-class children was a
common feature of many nineteenth-century leisure-class households (and many earlier and later
households as well). Inherent in this standard domestic relationship abounding in the US South
and the larger imperial world is an incongruous power structure placing a subaltern figure in
power over higher-class children. The role of nurse is conveyed by the mammy’s stereotypically
“broad bosom” which links her historically to the role of caretaker and “enforced wet nursing”
(McPherson 58). However, while for white mythology the mammy’s large features code her as
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“asexual” (Richardson 3), (and therefore not a threat to white women worried about black
women stealing their husbands, nor a threat to whiteness itself, for those afraid of how the
creation of a mixed race will complicate racial delineations), Chopin employs the large features
of the mammy subversively as a tool of power by which she is able to exert a significant amount
of control and freedom. McClintock underscores that “power relations between working-class
women and their young charges were not identical to the power relations between maids and
their employers. . . . female servants exercised considerable power over children” (Leather 85).
Through Marie Louise, Chopin accentuates this power incongruity and illustrates its
lingering effects on the nurse and her charge even as Thérèse attains maturity. According to
McClintock, the contradictory qualities of the role is exacerbated by race (and of course slavery);
“white children—nursed, tended, caressed and punished by black maids and nurses—receive the
memory of black women’s power as an ambiguous heritage. Part of the white child’s earliest
identity is structured around the strength and authority, however restricted, of the black mother
figure” (Leather 270). This lingering effect of her power over a once-young charge is clearly
perceptible in Marie Louise’s resistance to Thérèse’s offer to move her cottage and in Marie
Louise’s intimacy with Thérèse in the same scene. The young plantation mistress
uncharacteristically exhibits weakness (perhaps the only time she does so in the novel) in front of
her former nurse, complaining, “‘Ah Grosse tante, I’m so tired’” (90, “big aunt” Koloski 175).
Chopin also stresses the great intimacy between the two as Marie Louise soothes Thérèse and
diagnoses her with a headache:
She had taken all the pins from Thérèse’s hair which fell in a gleaming, heavy
mass; and with her big soft hands she was stroking her head as gently as if those
hands had been of the whitest and most delicate.
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“I know that look in your eyes, it means headache.” (90)
Marie Louise demonstrates not only intimacy, but an intimate knowledge of her charge. Thérèse
is knowable to her mother figure who treats her like a child, while Thérèse herself does not seem
at pains to decipher Marie Louise’s gestures. In Russell’s excellent reading of this scene he
emphasizes that Marie Louise “is the only person of color in the novel to have any physical
contact with Thérèse,” and that “far from maintaining ‘firm control’ over Marie Louise, Thérèse
countenances outright rejection of her authority” (12). In other words, Russell pinpoints why
Marie Louise must die after fulfilling her role in the narrative. McClintock’s assessment of black
women characters’ fates in the nineteenth-century work of South African author Olive Schreiner
could describe Marie Louise’s fate in At Fault as well. As McClintock states, “there is no room
for the black mothers in her fiction; once their role in . . . the plot has passed, they disappear
without a trace” (Leather 273). Marie Louise, however, even in death is an unresolved element
of the novel which does not fit the white dominant power structure. McClintock earlier
underscores the mark left upon the white child by the black mother, “the unsettling memory of
female power and agency, embodied in the memory of the nurse” (McClintock, Leather 82).
Marie Louise, then, potentially functions, like Morico, as an imperial ghost haunting the text
with her successful resistance in having her own sphere of dominance away and apart from
continuing postslavery racial inequities.
A second trait of the mythological black mammy figure is her characteristic plumpness
which again points to her asexuality. In Chopin this plumpness is grotesquely amplified in order
to brighten the spotlight on Marie Louise’s resistance, again rendering her and the tenuous
imperial relations between Marie Louise and Thérèse far from invisible. Yaeger asserts that
Southern women writers have a penchant for creating “the grotesque,” a process by which
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“dissonance gets magnified or multiplied; anomaly gets figured as monstrosity, and monstrosity
itself becomes a way of casting out or expelling the new” (7). Thérèse holds no power over
Marie Louise, quite the opposite. Marie Louise’s size points to this power incongruity. Rather
than merely connoting asexuality, Chopin designs a new way of seeing the mammy’s bulk.
Critics neglect Marie Louise’s massive frame itself as being a form of resistance, let alone the
main resistance she employs against the woman whom she nursed and cared for, but it is just
that. As Chopin’s narrator tells us, “[Marie Louise’s] ever increasing weight had long since
removed her from the possibility of usefulness, otherwise than in supervising her small farm
yard” (88). In other words, it is Marie Louise’s “cumbersome size” that gains her a cabin of her
own and disables her from working for Thérèse and from doing her own farm work, not the
customary cause for retirement of age that allows Joçint’s “old father Morico” his freedom (22).
Also unlike Morico whose “brown visage . . . had grown old and weather beaten,” and thus
portrays his declining health (22), Marie Louise’s physique portrays her prosperity. She is able
to provide a generous spread when Thérèse visits including milk, butter, eggs, flour, coffee, and
a dish of croquignoles (88, “crunchy cookies” Koloski 175). Finally, the names that Marie
Louise and Thérèse call one another also underscore the overt power reversal at work between
them: while Thérèse is “Tite maîtresse” (88, 90, 91, “little mistress” Koloski 175), Marie is
“Grosse tante” (88, 90, 91, “big aunt” Koloski 175).
Finally, according to White, Mammy was set apart from other blacks. White signals that
“Mammy was the woman who could do anything, and do it better than anyone else. Because of
her expertise in all domestic matters, she was the premier house servant and all others were her
subordinates” (47). While white mythology would see her trustworthiness in this description,
Chopin again reinvents the stereotype, imagining the characteristic as descriptive of a ruler, not
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one who takes rules well. Being linguistically and culturally distinct and distant from other black
servants leaves Marie Louise with a status that is distinct and distant from theirs as well, and
suited to rule over those that share her color. As the narrator bluntly informs readers, “[Marie
Louise] had little use for ‘ces néges Américains,’ as she called the plantation hands—a restless
lot forever shifting about and changing quarters” (88-89, “these Negro Americans” Koloski 175).
Marie Louise derives her freedom and status from her employment of underlings, in much the
same way that Thérèse derives her own power. Marie Louise “supervise[s] her small farm
yard,” implying her own workers. Marie Louise is no servant then; she is, instead, her own
minor plantation mistress.
After “colonizing” Thérèse’s mind, so to speak, by convincing Thérèse to allow her a
tenuous freedom, Marie Louise, it seems, begins her own mini-colony/plantation across the river
from her former charge. The novel opens with the narrator telling of the tragic loss of Thérèse’s
husband. But it is what brings Thérèse out of mourning that propels her towards her role as
plantation “master” and hints to readers (and perhaps Thérèse herself) of a competitor, later
insinuated to be Marie Louise. It is a house servant by the name of Hiram who sets into motion
Thérèse’s reign upon the plantation. He does this by telling her a simple fact meant to startle her
out of her bereaved state: “‘Things is a goin’ wrong; dat dey is. I don’t wants to name no names
’doubt I’se ‘bleeged to; but dey done start a kiarrin’ de cotton seed off the place, and dats how’”
(5). Hiram’s words immediately have their desired effect as Thérèse is “rouse[d] from her
lethargy of grief” because “wrong doing presented as a tangible abuse and defiance of authority,
served to move her to action” (5).
The stolen cotton seed points to a larger operation in place, what Ira Berlin and Philip D.
Morgan call a “slave economy,” or in this case, a postslavery economy at a time when post-
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Reconstruction conditions all too closely resembled slavery for large numbers of black men,
women, and children in the US South. Berlin and Morgan define a slave economy by dividing
the work a slave did for his master and the work he did himself. As they describe:
The work slaves did for their masters accounted for most of their labouring
time, but the independent economic activities of slaves . . . had far-reaching
consequences. By producing food for themselves and for others, tending cash
crops, raising livestock, manufacturing finished goods, marketing their own
products, consuming and saving the proceeds, and bequeathing property to their
descendants, slaves took control of a large part of their lives. (1)
In other words, a slave economy (with many benefits for slaves) can be a form of economic
subversion against the imperial institution of slavery, that “form of labour organization in which
masters forcibly expropriated the slaves’ person, plus the lion’s share of the surplus that slaves
produced” (Berlin and Morgan 2). The black workers in Chopin’s novel perhaps tacitly
acknowledge with their theft an awareness of their own exploitation at the hands of white
planters with this criminal act that in part balances the system’s power inequity.
With their act of theft the unnamed plantation hands have reversed power dynamics in a
number of ways. In “kiarrin’ de cotton seed off de place” (5), not stealing gold or silver, nor
money (if much of either existed after the fall of the Confederacy), and not even the product, the
saleable cotton itself or something akin to it, which might be sold and immediately turned into
profit, the workers are in fact appropriating the product of their own labor. Eighteenth-century
philosophers such as Locke would regard the theft as the plantation hands taking what rightfully
belongs to them by virtue of just that—their having produced it with their own labor. Instead of
“stealing” a product, cotton, in and of itself, the unnamed “thieves” procure the means to produce
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again through their own labor a product of their own. Thus it can be inferred the plantation
hands have developed their own production system separate from the one which only decades
before had enslaved them. We don’t know what happens to the cotton for sure; it is never
mentioned again. But it would seem that the former slaves have become the masters of land, the
possessors of capital, and have, thereby and therewith, the means to oppress others.

Joçint
If Chopin means to demonstrate in her novel why autocracy and imperialism should be
overthrown, then she also gives us a clue as to why several other characters do not survive to see
the end of the novel: they too replicate oppressive structures. And while Thérèse manages to live
despite her attempts at imperialism, perhaps indicating the heroine of the novel’s less marginal
status in the fin-de-siècle South as well as the fin-de-siècle nation, others are not so lucky.
Critics generally group Joçint and Grégoire together as villainous for one reason or another.
Donna Campbell, in a somewhat different reading, however, portrays Joçint and Grégoire as
victims because they have both been “‘turned out’ from the natural world of the piney woods, the
only place in which [their] work has meaning” (39), yet she remarks that “Chopin takes pains to
make Joçint a villain as well as a victim: before he sets the fire, he softly calls his faithful dog to
him and, as it licks his hand, strangles it to death and hangs it from a tree, a gratuitous detail that
deflects the sympathy the reader might otherwise feel for him” (39-40). Campbell aptly notes
the victim positions of the two violent men in Chopin’s novel and reads the half-black, halfIndian Joçint’s alternate status as oppressor and villain.138
Although he is both oppressor and villain and oppressed victim, Joçint’s act should not
single him out as the most reprehensible villain of the novel, but would have been read by the
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culture of the times, and should be read by our culture and readership, as linking him to white
oppression of blacks in the form of lynching, which Gunning and Censer note the black
community was struggling against.139 Specifically, Censer describes, “by the 1890s, southern
tolerance of criticism from within or without, never particularly great, evaporated, while
Confederate memorialization intensified with the creation of new organizations to glorify
Confederate soldiers. White radicalism regarding race was also on the upsurge, as
disfranchisement, lynching, and segregation all became more prominent” (88). Reading the
death of Joçint’s dog as lynching suggests that Chopin is criticizing white oppression more than
she is villainizing dually marginalized Joçint. Simultaneously, Chopin renders the white
structures of oppression, here the deplorable practice of lynching, conspicuous, by likening
lynching to murdering a helpless dog, a quasi anti-lynching advertisement. With this in mind,
Gunning rightly reads Grégoire’s murder of Joçint, as an “act of racial aggression” which
“creates exactly the same effects that the real-life lynching, Klan rides, and race riots . . . were
supposed to achieve” (68). Thus, my reading of Joçint finds the murder of his dog and the
burning down of the mill indicative of an internalized and mimicked response based on white
violence towards members of both of his racial genealogies, black and Indian. In other words,
Joçint exhibits a behavior pattern all too common in cycles of violence of one type or another in
which the victim becomes the perpetrator of the violence.

Black Resistance
Throughout the novel what the black females of At Fault ultimately reject when they
refuse the requests of white women such as Thérèse’s request of Tante Grosse to move across the
river or Melicent’s wish for a cook and maid, are alternately the trappings of white womanhood
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and the dually inferior subject position black womanhood has historically meant. Instead, as the
black female characters begin to shape their own destiny they restrain the overtures of the
reconciliation narrative and create in its place one of the “grand narratives of emancipation and
enlightenment” which “mobilized people in the colonial world to rise up and throw off imperial
subjection” (Said xiii).140 The emancipation narrative extant in At Fault includes not only the
black women of Place-du-Bois but the men as well, and is present not only in select moments of
resistance but in the covert yet steady resistance found throughout the novel. From the opening
page of the novel with Thérèse’s inheritance of a plantation and black workers’ theft of the
cotton seed Chopin has carried on two narratives, one, a white reconciliation narrative, but the
other a clearly delineated black emancipation narrative.
Although any resistance is quickly dismissed by critics, Chopin very clearly limns black
resistance throughout the course of the novel. Resistance, suggests Said, is to be expected from
the subaltern, for “never was it the case that the imperial encounter pitted an active Western
intruder against a supine or inert non-Western native; there was always some form of active
resistance, and in the overwhelming majority of cases, the resistance finally won out” (xii). In
addition to stealing the fruit of their labor, it should be noted that blacks all across the novel
resist doing work. Beyond Joçint and Marie Louise, Thérèse is hard-pressed to get David’s
visiting sister Melicent a viable servant. The narrator describes mishaps with four servants who
fail to even show up to cook for the visiting lady (19-21), and most critics fail to mention that the
day that Joçint performs his greatest resistance against work by setting fire to the mill also
happens to fall on Halloween, the day of the year when no work is performed by the servants due
to their supposed fear of “the spirits” (101). But as Melicent somewhat rightly perceives
incredulously to her brother about the working holiday of Halloween, “How do you know it
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won’t be something else just as ridiculous to-morrow?” (101). But far from implying culturallyattributed laziness, as Campbell notes, “the choice of when and how to work, like the activity of
unionized strikes that pervades the industrial novel, may be called ingratitude or disloyalty by
masters such as . . . David Hosmer, but it is in fact a legitimate expression of resistance to
assumptions about the ownership of one’s labor” (38).
Chopin’s emancipatory narrative, I argue, further blocks the usual meaning of the
traditional reunion romance narrative that she has clearly subverted, as I have shown. Although
a white supremacist narrative may be implied in the reunion romance that Chopin’s main plot
most closely resembles, Chopin’s view of the future and the twentieth century does not contain
only the idea that “northerners revealed a new respect for the South as an equal and willing
partner in imperialist expansion” as the marriage between David and Thérèse might be seen to
imply (Silber 11), but also the powerful idea that black men and women are capable beings who
inhabit and control a growing section of the world increasingly unfettered by imperialistic
relations.
Finally, while the emancipatory narrative and the western romance of democracy and
hope for all who will work for it seem wholly positive, the feminine narratives in At Fault seem
anything but. Staying on one small precariously-located farm (like Marie Louise), or staying and
having relative mobility on one large plantation (like Thérèse), or flitting around North America
(like Melicent), capturing and imperializing nature, as Mary Louise Pratt might describe
Melicent’s efforts at amateur botany, are all methods of re-inscribing imperialist systems with
different oppressed groups. And in order to be in power each of the women must create an
inferior group below them to oppress and thereby gain power: Thérèse commands and controls
“her darkies” and the land itself, Marie Louise her “néges Americains,” and Melicent her English
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maids and plants. Unlike the chapter with entirely black dialogue replete with the kitchen banter
that bespeaks a community, the women wall themselves off from the idea of community (often
for good reasons), but always at the expense of others. Since white men and romance reunions
in general imply not a partnership but an imperial relationship, perhaps, Chopin’s companionate
marriage ending also indicates the viability of seeking out a community of marginal partners to
join forces with in order to tear down systems of oppression, rather than finding ways of creating
new imperialist systems or re-using the old ones. Above all, Chopin critiques the idea that
marginal or dominant groups should replicate or carry on inherited plantation traditions, but,
should, like the flood near the end of At Fault which allows for new possibilities, seek to
radically change the landscape they inhabit for the benefit of those willing to work together with
others.
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The Process of Becoming by Acknowledging the Other:
Towards Multiracial Nationhood in the New World
The overweening, defining event of the modern world is the mass movement of raced populations, beginning with
the largest forced transfer of people in the history of the world: slavery. The consequences of which transfer have
determined all the wars following it as well as the current ones being waged on every continent.” (Toni Morrison,
“Home.”)
El tiempo pasa y nosotros con él. Con nosotros pasan las costumbres, los hábitos y todo lo que constituyó atractivos
especiales de nuestro tiempo. La evolución es ley ineludible y el progreso un Jugernaut que todo lo aplasta a su
paso. Y así tiene que ser; puesto que la vida es perpetua renovación . . .” ‘Time passes and we with it. With us pass
the customs, the habits and everything that constituted the attractive uniquenesses of our time. Evolution is the
unavoidable law and progress is a Juggernaut that squashes everything with its step. And that is the way it must be;
141
since life is perpetual renovation. (John De Pool, Del Curaçao que se va)

In this latter portion of chapter three, geographically, we move across the Caribbean
Basin to the Dutch Antilles, and specifically to the island of Curaçao, forty miles off the coast of
Venezuela; temporally, we move from the end of the nineteenth century to the post-World War I
and pre-World War II 1930s. In doing so we cross national, linguistic, and cultural boundaries,
thus mimicking the connectedness of our globalized world today and reflecting the conditions of
international trade that helped the Netherlands in its Golden Age of the seventeenth century be in
a position to acquire the Dutch Antilles including Curaçao. This transnational study linking the
literary representations of the postplantation economy of the US South with the postplantation
economy of the Dutch Caribbean can not only “help to uncover myriad parallels of experience
throughout the hemisphere” which are striking enough, but also emphasizes the extent and the
lasting effects of the plantation pull, not only on US soil, but throughout what George Handley
terms “Plantation America” (34).
In At Fault Kate Chopin sketches a moment of modernization in the world of the postReconstruction US and US South in which whites reunite to exploit and contain blacks, Indians,
ethnic minorities, and the late-nineteenth century proletariat worker in the US. Chopin critiques
the imperialist attitudes that result from this reunion and limns the modest resistance of southern
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blacks. Her text supports the idea that this moment with significant political, economic, and
cultural implications is one of racial and moral regression.
In the serially published novella Mijn zuster de negerin in Amsterdam’s Forum (1934-35,
“My Black Sister”) Cola Debrot represents an equally significant moment for white and black far
across the Caribbean Basin on the Dutch island of Curaçao in the pre-World War II climate.
Unlike Chopin’s literary depiction which was limited by historical progress for only a few
groups, namely, the “New (white) woman,” Cola Debrot represents a momentous movement
towards racial and (post)colonial progress on the island of Curaçao. The world of Debrot’s Mijn
zuster de negerin (“My Black Sister” 1934-35), like that of Chopin’s At Fault, is one in which
the dominant white culture has largely overlooked and ignored the desires of the black populous,
whilst mostly continuing to control the group economically and politically. Debrot notes the
island’s checkered past and its effects, but more significantly, he depicts the large-scale changes
not only of modernization, but those which affect the social and political life of the island which
have been a long time in coming. As scholars and historians note, although slavery had been
abolished in the Dutch Caribbean in 1863, the racially-based, slave-era roles of white landowners
and white businessmen and exploited black laborers remained largely unchanged until the late
1920s on Curaçao with the discovery of oil in Venezuela and the establishment of a Royal Dutch
Shell oil refinery in 1918 on the island of Curaçao (Oostindie 169, Hoefte 173, Rutgers 21).
Race relations then, historically, began to progress as a result of the equalizer of capitalism and
the demand for refinery workers. Also stagnant, yet poised to change, was the colonial status of
the island, which, too, had remained fairly unchanged for hundreds of years. Debrot wrote the
novella Mijn zuster de negerin on the eve of Curaçaoans gaining a modicum of control in their
own political and economic lives. Change had taken time; as Oostindie and Klinkers point out:
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“not until 1936 were Suriname and the Netherlands Antilles [including Curaçao] given new
statutory regulations in which the measure of internal autonomy was generally broadened” (61).
Still, it would be 1954, twenty years after the publication of Debrot’s most famous work, that de
facto self-rule would begin for the island.
In Toni Morrison’s Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination she
discusses a process of “becoming” that occurs as authors such as herself fictively contemplate,
limn, and “work in a highly and historically racialized society” (Morrison’s emphasis 4). She
suggests for other writers and herself “imagining is not merely looking or looking at; nor is it
taking oneself intact into the other. It is for the purposes of the work, becoming” (4). Morrison
seems to indicate, then, that by fictively creating a set of raced relationships an author has in fact
created a racial reality when readers by reading the text interact in and with this world. Shortly
thereafter Morrison, speaking about African Americans in US literature, claims that “the
contemplation of this black presence is central to any understanding of our national literature and
should not be permitted to hover at the margins of the literary imagination” (5). She concludes
that “through significant and underscored omissions, startling contradictions, heavily nuanced
conflicts, through the way writers peopled their work with the signs and bodies of this
presence—one can see that a real or fabricated Africanist presence was crucial to their sense of
Americanness. And it shows” (6). A black presence existing before any real “American”
literature has served to define and shape US identity, Morrison argues. Blacks have served
largely, however, not as a subject in their own right in US literature, but more often as marker to
delineate whiteness. Morrison, however, calls for a revision of this antiquated characterization
and instead suggests that black peoples are central and should be a focal point of US literature.
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Adapting Morrison’s comments about US literature and national identity and using them
to examine Debrot’s novella which comes on the heels of greater opportunities for black
Curaçaoans and on the eve of independent government suggests that Debrot’s representation of
black-white relations in Curaçao paints a snapshot of race relations, not of what is, but what is to
be. But using Morrison’s claims, Debrot’s literary world is a racial reality which helps bring that
future expressed first fictionally into existence. And importantly, this portrait of the future
suggests that the Black Curaçaoans are central to the representation of projecting and creating a
national Curaçaoan state and identity. Debrot’s novella, too, suggests a becoming, a moving
towards political recognition for the Dutch Antilles and for the black citizens within that region.
Debrot’s text maps the past and the future, the pitfalls and the problems of the white power
structure in the Dutch Caribbean. The picture Debrot ultimately paints is a realistic, believable
one with the figure of a Dutch Antillean male protagonist utilized because it is he in reality who
will have to decide to recognize the female citizen, the black citizen, the Jewish citizen, and the
Hispanic citizen because he is the one with a virtual monopoly on power. It is for him to
coalesce the disparate viewpoints and peoples into one, and to finally do this in a truly
benevolent egalitarian manner. Though no small task, fortunately for him change was the
zeitgeist of the moment for Curaçao as described by the nostalgic views of John De Pool in his
memoirs, Del Curaçao que se va “From a Curaçao that is Vanishing,” published the same year as
Debrot’s novella.
To be clear, then, Debrot’s is a very different project from Chopin’s. Where white male
power is to be consolidated (although Chopin critiques this by degrees) in the world of At Fault,
white male power is to be diffused and shared in Debrot’s world—because only then can there be
“Curaçaoaness.” While Morrison suggests that “Americanness” depends on blackness, it does so
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in a different way than Debrot’s novella and “Curaçaoaness” depends on blackness. So here,
too, the project differs. For Morrison US national identity and literature have been based upon
the status of the black person as abject other, something to which Morrison clearly calls attention
and hopes to change. The Dutch Caribbean now needs its black citizens in a different way; black
citizens must become equal partners, or they must at least be included more substantially in order
to create a new status of Curaçaoan “creole,” another New World American defined by his/her
relation to his or her native island and against that of his/her shared European history.
Thus it is in the typical white Dutch Antillean male figure of protagonist Frits Ruprecht
that Cola Debrot expresses an allegorical national desire for racial and colonial change. As a
portrait of stereotypical colonial and gender privilege, Frits Ruprecht carries a clear sense of
entitlement and demonstrates a strong sense of being pulled towards continuing to impose
traditional plantation hierarchies upon those around him. Frits is on a quest, an “outrageous
adventure[]” (32), in search of himself, his true home, and thus his “national” affiliation.
Though a native born Curaçaoan, Frits leaves the island at sixteen to be educated abroad.
Through school and a period of youth abroad Frits finds himself not Dutch European, and thus,
that his identity status is “Other.” Frits, in returning home, is seeking home, seeking himself,
and seeking the home of the Other—which he now knows is the Curaçao of his birth, and the
“Other” on the island—the black populous. He returns to Curaçao seeking specifically and
unspecifically for a black female companion. He doesn’t know exactly what he wants at the
beginning of the novella, but he seems to know what he doesn’t want, and thus, his modus
operandi suggests a change. Still perceptible in Frits Ruprecht throughout the work are the
paternalistic sexual attitudes towards the black women of Curaçao, but in his teenage memories
and in his ways of refusing some traditions and breaking with certain customs, Frits is somewhat
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more progressive than he may at first glance seem. Perhaps the most striking example of Frits’s
racial progress is his acceptance of and change in his behavior because of his black servant’s
declaration, that that servant’s half-black granddaughter is Frits’s own “black sister.”
My Black Sister is a failed plantation romance which witnesses the last moments of Frits
Ruprecht’s journey from Holland to the Dutch Caribbean island of Curaçao to claim his
inheritance by re-colonizing, so to speak, the family plantation, after a fourteen-year absence. In
addition to being motivated by collecting his inheritance and putting his late father’s affairs in
order, Frits’s return to the island of his birth is partially prompted by his desire to again be
around black people. Upon his return to Curaçao he rejects the company of the older Dutch
Antilleans, the younger Dutch Antilleans in the guise of an old friend named Karel reject him,
and the reader discovers that as a child he was in love with a black servant girl named Maria
whose family works on Frits’s family plantation and whose education was paid for by Frits’s
father. When Frits finds Maria on his first night after his return to the island a romance seems
predictable. But Frits and Maria are disturbed in the midst of an embrace when Maria’s black
grandfather Wancho knocks at the door with the somewhat-startling information that Maria is
Frits’s sister, a possibility Frits himself had been considering moments before their embrace.
The novella ends just after the interruption scene with Maria holding Frits as he cries. Debrot
ends his work with the line “Sad life was to be, but it became filled with a richness of meaning it
lacked elsewhere. And this is the only thing of which one cannot rob the children of this earth”
(44). Tragedy is certain, Debrot notes existentially, but not pessimistically as he gestures
towards future generations. Joint exploration can unearth the impulse not to segregate, but to
cautiously unite over a shared, albeit, often violently-contested, painful, imperial history.
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I argue, then, that Debrot’s novella portends something new in the historical relations
between black and white, former master and former slave, something besides the oppressor and
oppressed, colonizer and colonized, sexual predator and victim. Specifically it portends a
multiracial national future for Curaçao, meaning a new social and legal narrative in the country,
and a healthy separation between the island and its imperial/colonial parent, the Netherlands.
This future is supported by a look at Dutch history and Dutch colonial history, Debrot’s
association with The Merchant of Venice and direct reference to Othello and, Debrot’s
representation of Frits not only as a white male, but also as the “Other,” and finally, Debrot’s
metaphor of the plantation house as nation which needs desegregation, openness, and a new
relationship. In terms of the plantation pull, in this last literary consideration of the phenomenon
what we find is the everlasting seductive pull towards the plantation hierarchy, its economics,
and yet, something totally new too, involving “the multifaceted processes of creolization . . .
moving away from a narrow focus on the plantation paradigm to . . . new hybrid societies . . .
being created” (Rupert 6). We see, then, in My Black Sister, yet again, the strength of the
planation pull and simultaneously the force needed to repel it and create a new narrative, a new
paradigm.

Dutch Colonial History of the Other in and as Curaçao and its Effects at Home
Before proceeding further, I wish to give the reader some aid with geographical
terminology in the Dutch Caribbean as there are many names for different islands and groupings
of islands in the Caribbean. First, as Ineke Phaf-Rheinberger helpfully explains “Until 1986, the
Netherlands Antilles consisted of six islands in the Caribbean Sea, divided between the Leeward
Islands (Aruba, Bonaire, and Curaçao—the so-called ABC islands), and the Windward Islands
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(Saba, St. Maarten, and St. Eustatius)” (355-56). Furthermore, it might be helpful to note that
the Netherlands Antilles is part of the Lesser Antilles which also include “according to the most
expansive definition,” the Virgin Islands, Barbados, and Trinidad and Tobago (Paquette 1). The
islands of the Lesser Antilles are small as all together “they barely exceed Jamaica in surface
area, and their total population at present is less than Puerto Rico’s” (Paquette 1). Importantly,
the Lesser Antilles should not be confused with the Greater Antilles which consist of Cuba,
Jamaica, Puerto Rico, and Hispaniola (Haiti and the Dominican Republic). Finally, to better
understand the Netherland’s acquisition of the Dutch Antilles, it should be mentioned the oftquoted fact that “the Spanish wrote [the Lesser Antilles] off as islas inútiles” (“useless islands,”
Paquette 1).
Modern Dutch history contains examples of the Netherlands in the role of both the
oppressed and the oppressor. The Netherlands’ world standing deeply affected its colonial
relationship with the Dutch Caribbean; generally speaking the Netherlands was more involved
the more powerful it was, and less present when its own Western European borders were
threatened or occupied. Aimé Césaire suggests in his Discourse on Colonialism, giving the
examples of “the indigenous peoples of Asia and Africa who are demanding schools, and
colonialist Europe which refuses them; . . . that it is the colonized man who wants to move
forward, and the colonizer who holds things back” (46). In the colonial relationship, possessing
rights does not mean a desire to share them, but lacking rights creates an awareness of their value
and makes them wanted. This statement is true for the Netherlands in terms of its colonization
and decolonization of the Caribbean (and the East Indies). The Dutch became colonizers and
caught up in the slave trade contemporaneously with gaining their own freedom from Spain in
the sixteenth century, so that in some sense Dutch freedom on the continent meant the
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enslavement of others outside of Western Europe. Decolonization, on the other hand, for the
Dutch was begun in the post-World War II era, or coming off the heels of the Nazi occupation of
the Netherlands and the Allied Forces’ control of Dutch assets in the Caribbean. Therefore, it
would seem that for the Dutch being free brought the wish to enslave, and being controlled by
outside powers brought the wish to give (or at least present the illusion of giving) freedom—a
more complicated reality than Césaire was imagining, perhaps, with the clear-cut binaries of
colonizer and colonized. In addition to the fact that the Netherlands played the role of the
subaltern itself during World War II, it is important to note that the Netherlands before and after
this period both oppressed its colony by denying them self-rule, and created the internal other of
blacks in the Dutch Caribbean through its participation in the slave trade. This sets up a
hierarchy of the Dutch colonial power, Dutch (Caribbean) colonists, and free blacks and slaves
which fluctuates. What seems evident, then, is that in fact the plantation pull feels quite different
based on the degree of power of the individual or country in the plantation system of slavery,
colonization, and imperialism.
A brief background of the Netherlands’s history and participation in the slave trade
should help the reader adjudicate my claims about the double other of colony and black citizen
within Debrot’s text. The Netherlands’ sixteenth and seventeenth century identity was largely
tied to its relationship and maritime and colonial competition with Spain. It was in 1568 that the
Netherlands began the Eighty Years’ War with Spain (Postma 7). The Eighty Years’ War,
according to Rupert caused “nascent, proto-nationalist resentment against Spain” (28) and an
intense period of immigration to the Netherlands for those fleeing Spain’s decree of Catholicism
(29). Amsterdam, for example, received 30,000 immigrants from further south and “by 1600
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these immigrants constituted fully one third of the city’s total population” (Rupert 29). The
“prosperous and well-trained immigrants” were central to the Netherlands’ own prosperity in the
seventeenth century through the immigrants’ skills in “trade, . . . advanced craftsmanship, map
making, and fine painting” (29).
International trade and colonialism also contributed to the Netherlands’ prosperity during
its Golden Age. As Postma explains of the Netherlands in the seventeenth century:
the United Provinces, as the republic was known until it became the Kingdom of
the Netherlands in 1814, was going through its birth struggle in a war of
independence against Spain when it became involved in the slave trade.
Participation in the slave trade was only a by-product of the enormous economic
expansion of the nation that during the seventeenth century became a world-wide
maritime empire (7).
So, Spain, the maritime trade including the slave trade, and the Netherlands’s competition with
Spain for colonial possessions were all deeply related and served in part to propel the
Netherlands to become a dominant world power in its Golden Age of the seventeenth century.
Although the Netherlands’ largest settlement and plantation colony in the Caribbean was
Suriname, the slave trade centered for the Dutch in Curaçao. As Allison Blakely describes,
Curaçao was significant as “the main supply point for all ships coming from the Netherlands to
Dutch Brazil and New Netherlands” (29). It was also vital to the slave trade not just for the
Dutch but for the region itself. Blakely suggests “in 1641 the West India Company began
bringing African slaves [to Curaçao] for sale and in 1654 it became the main slave depot for the
entire Caribbean” (29). Oostindie and other historians place the overall number of slaves
transported by Dutch vessels from Africa to the New World at five percent or around 550,000
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Africans of the over 12 million slaves transported to the region over more than two hundred
years (3). However, during the years 1650 to 1675 “Dutch vessels were responsible for over
twenty percent of the entire transatlantic trade” (Welie 55). So, at one point the Dutch and the
island of Curaçao were vital to the slave trade in the Caribbean region and beyond it.
What many scholars note about Dutch slavery is how contrary to Dutch ideals it was.
Slavery was never legal in the Netherlands and there was always some opposition to it. The
Dutch poet G.A. Brederoo, for example, in his 1615 play Moortje “Little Moor,” harshly
criticized the “inhumane custom . . . that people are being sold, to horselike slavery” (Postma
11). An off-cited occurrence demonstrates the Dutch people’s feeling toward slavery at home.
1596 found Rotterdam’s Pieter van der Haagen sail with 130 slaves into the harbor of
Middelburg which was capital of the province of Zeeland. As Postma suggests “after lengthy
debates, the city council decided that no slave market would be allowed there and that the slaves
should be released and allowed to find jobs as free laborers” (10). Importantly, this and “similar
incidents . . . in Amsterdam . . . suggests that the Dutch were not favorably disposed to enter the
trade in human beings, which was widely practiced in southern European cities at the time”
(10).142
Finally, the Dutch ended the slave trade and slavery in its colonies, but as Oostindie
explains in his introduction to Fifty Years Later: Antislavery, Capitalism and Modernity in the
Dutch Orbit, not before slavery spent hundreds of years as a commonplace institution of the
Dutch colonial world. As Oostindie emphasizes:
By the mid-seventeenth century, the increasing involvement in the transatlantic
slave trade had been accepted as just another business in the newly established
republic, and slavery was becoming crucial in much of its overseas territory. In
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1814, the slave trade was abolished. The final abolition of slavery itself was only
enacted in 1863. (1)
What is important for my argument is that, although the profits of the slave trade permeated the
fledgling continental Dutch nation, the slave trade and slavery itself went on in the Dutch
colonies often unacknowledged by Dutch citizens from the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries.
Slavery occurred, in other words, out in the world, not at home, and there came to be, seemingly,
an official national policy by the Netherlands of failing to recognize or potentially even silently
denying its own participation in one of the horrors of the modern world. The “paradox” that
scholars like Postma and Blakely point to of “a Dutch reputation and self-image as a liberal
nation and a haven for refugees from injustice in other parts of the globe” and yet the existence
of the evils of the slave trade and slavery once again seems to suggest the power of the plantation
pull (Postma 4).143 Even the “best” of places, in order to compete on the world market seemed to
have felt a compulsion to join in, to create their own plantation societies with all of the
accompanying hierarchies and injustices because of the lure of profits. But as the Dutch caved to
the plantation pull, they seemingly had difficulty acknowledging doing so. In the end, a policy
of not acknowledging injustice when it occurred, and not acknowledging the person to whom the
injustice (the slave) occurred seems the sum of the historical policy of Dutch colonialism which
led to a late ending to the Dutch slave trade, a late ending to slavery in its colonies—which in
turn also impacted decolonization and black-white relations in the Antilles. As the Netherlands
failed to make its Antilleans and its Antillean slaves part of itself, I argue that this fallacy also
spread to the Antillean creoles, who in turn failed to recognize the Other, and in doing so, failed
to become a national body of black and white constituents. The Dutch then, are guilty,
culturally, of being silent enslavers, silent colonialists, and thus seeming to do things
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unwittingly. Debrot’s novella points out this cultural blind spot and importantly, reverses the
narrative of failing to recognize and take responsibility for its actions that its own culture would
clearly see as wrong.
Although the Dutch might seem or even somehow believe themselves to have been
unwitting participants in the slave trade, slavery, and colonialism, or, to claim (silently) that they
should be absolved from participating in these institutions because their policies at home were so
liberal and because they never allowed the same sort of institutions at home, Anne McClintock
reminds us in her Imperial Leather that such absolution should not be granted to imperial
powers. Acknowledging, first of all. that “imperial power emerged from a constellation of
processes taking haphazard shape from myriad encounters with alternative forms of authority,
knowledge and power,” McClintock also emphasizes, “what Gayatri Spivak calls . . . ‘the
planned epistemic violence of the imperialist project’ . . . also, all too often, backed up by the
planned institutional violence of armies and law courts, prisons and state machinery” (16). As
the example of sixteenth-century Pieter van der Haagen suggests, Dutch courts of law
demonstrated an early awareness of Dutch participation in slavery, and although that particular
court ensured that slavery would not occur in the Netherlands itself, the court case must have
brought some further awareness of the conditions occurring at the hands of Dutch citizens to the
Dutch metropole-bound public. Furthermore, speaking of metropoles, McClintock argues that
“imperialism is not something that happened elsewhere . . . . Rather, imperialism and the
invention of race were fundamental aspects of Western, industrial modernity. The invention of
race in the urban metropoles . . . became central . . . to the self-definition of the middle class” (5).
To connect McClintock’s claim with the reality of Dutch imperialism and colonialism is to
emphasize that Dutch citizens were taking part in the slave trade; in Indonesia, in Suriname, and
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on the Leeward and Windward Dutch islands, Dutch citizens owned slaves. Finally, Dutch
citizens benefitted from the economics of slavery. As the Netherlands was a relatively small
country, the economy, too, was small and interconnected and as Postma suggests, “[the slave
trade] contributed to the massive increase of world trade and the resulting accumulation of
wealth” (1). The slave trade itself and slavery may have happened elsewhere but Dutch citizens
retained the direct and indirect results of those institutions: material wealth.

Othello and The Merchant of Venice, and Frits’s Ambivalent Desire
Although I cannot prove it definitively, Cola Debrot’s fiction suggests that Shakespeare
was a major influence in the Dutch author’s writing.144 Two of his major works, My Black Sister
and De Vervolgden (“The Persecuted”) reference Shakespeare’s Othello and The Tempest
respectively. 145 Van Neck-Yoder suggests of Debrot’s last novel, “Set in Curaçam, a fictional
island closely resembling Curaçao, the conflict in De vervolgden between Governor and Padre
Rojas centers on racial purity . . . an issue that echoes Caliban’s enslavement by Prospero in
Shakespeare’s last play” (“De Vervolgden” 42). In a much more recent 2001 article, van NeckYoder is also the only critic that I am aware of who mentions Debrot’s reference to Othello in
My Black Sister. Van Neck-Yoder suggests that Debrot “invites us . . . to foreground minor,
seemingly irrelevant details” including “Karel’s sarcastic allusions to Othello and to
Desdemona” (“Third Listener” 50). Van Neck-Yoder, however, does not actually foreground the
details of Othello.
Debrot references Othello directly and most clearly in My Black Sister, but I argue that he
may also reference The Merchant of Venice and that the link to Shakespeare’s Merchant helps us
to consider the Dutch silence on slavery as well as the silence in Debrot’s subaltern figure of
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Frits’s sister and the woman that Frits is in love with, Maria. From the first page of Debrot’s
novella to his last, the play echoes Shakespeare’s other play with a famous minority-affiliated
character. The first few lines of The Merchant of Venice find Antonio (the merchant) sadly
contemplating the world. His friends believe he is anxious about the welfare of his “argosies”
which are just then at sea “with portly sail” (1.1.9). Significantly, Shakespeare scholars have
begun to wonder in recent years if Antonio’s ships, coming from Venice, a well-known slave
market as I have already noted (see my note #2), were actually carrying slaves, an idea wellsupported by the play’s major theme of “dealing in flesh.”146
Although Merchant and My Black Sister begin with a social “insider,” both works lead
readers to contemplate the (lack of) rights of the “Other.” As the play begins Antonio appears to
be looking out onto the Mediterranean from the Venice harbor considering his fortunes. The first
scene of My Black Sister finds Frits similarly considering his fortunes as he looks out from the
deck of a steamer which tugboats are towing into the port of what most scholars believe is the
deep-water port located at Willemstad, the capital of Curaçao (van Neck Yoder, “Third Listener”
40, Arbino 75-76). The luxury of leisure time to reflect suggests the high social class and wealth
of both protagonists. Antonio and Frits are privileged white males. And even though Antonio,
the titular character of the Shakespeare play stands to lose a pound of flesh, his historical
counterpart in reality would only have stood to lose wealth from the loss of his ships, as Frits
may run the risk of losing his wealth if he mismanages the plantation he inherits. In
Shakespeare’s play, however, Shylock does lose his wealth, his daughter, his religion, and
thereby his community, thus sustaining far more severe losses than a social insider would be
likely to.
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If Debrot means to connect his novella to Shakespeare’s play, moving from Antonio to
Frits, we switch perspectives then, from considering a ship’s owner to considering its passenger.
This in turn leads us to contemplate another historic passage across the Atlantic. Regardless of
whether we believe Antonio’s ships are carrying slaves (or whether Debrot emphasizes such a
reading), Debrot obliges his reader to consider the freedom of some to come and go, and invites
us to compare Frits’s passage across the Atlantic with the countless black slaves forced to
journey across it. One of the first “objects” Frits’s gaze falls upon as he and the steamer carrying
him near shore is “the mulatto who had been sitting at the rudder” that suddenly comes to life to
perform his sailor’s duties as he “hooked the smaller vessel onto the tall hull of the ship” (17).
As Debrot’s readers we follow Frits’s gaze and begin to query the relevance of the black subject
and the black subject’s role in the Caribbean and in Curaçao historically. The losses Antonio
and Frits contemplate can in no way come near to measuring the loss experienced by the African
individuals carried as human cargo (whether on Antonio’s ships or others) that we are reminded
of by the presence of human flesh in the business dealings of the play and the nameless ship
worker in Debrot’s novella; for African individuals carried on these ships over the Middle
Passage lost everything from life to family, to country, to culture and language.
Dealings in flesh in Merchant and an opening scene in which Frits’s gaze falls upon an
unnamed black ship’s hand while the ship prepares to dock in Willemstad lead us to briefly
consider the settings. Both The Merchant of Venice and Othello are set in the famous watery city
of Italy. Venice and Willemstad both are cities that were famous as slave markets. The market
in Curaçao dealt in illicit and legal slave trade beginning in 1641 (Rupert 63). The seventeenth
century was the high-water mark for Dutch participation and Curaçao’s leading role in the slave
trade. Rupert notes that “Curaçao received over half of the 156,800 enslaved Africans that the
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Dutch transported across the Atlantic between 1651 and 1700” and that “in the period 1674-89,
Curaçao was the destination for 59 percent of all Dutch slave exports from Africa” (77). This is
the history with which Frits and Curaçaoans must contend to change race relations.
Although Frits’s gaze falls upon the black male subject in this opening scene, Frits’s
thoughts and interactions on the island mostly involve black women. Frits’s thoughts reveal his
increasing sexual desire to be with a black woman. In both Shakespeare’s Othello and Debrot’s
My Black Sister the reader is meant to query the nature and viability of mixed race sexual
relationships. In the Dutch text, such relationships are based on the colonial norms of gendered
and racial power realities, often meaning the sexual abuse and exploitation of black women by
white men. In Othello Shakespeare urges his readers to interrogate stereotypes. Iago makes his
hate of Othello known in the first few lines of the play (I.i.6). His hate precedes Othello’s
decision to overlook Iago for the position of lieutenant and given the racial slurs that Iago and
Rodrigo engage in at Othello’s expense, it stands to reason that Iago’s hate is at least in part
racially motivated. Ultimately, Othello comes to see his wife the way that Iago intends him to,
rather than with his own perception. That is to say, that society’s views come between Othello
and his beloved.
Though Frits’s status is liminal because he is neither unambiguously European nor
Antillean, his racial whiteness allows him the freedom to more easily cast off society’s
expectations and do as he pleases. Frits’s own desires are somewhat ambivalent, but they are his
own. He wonders why he is returning to Curaçao from Europe though both of his parents are
dead. Frits asks himself: “have I just had enough of Europe, where you see too few blacks?”
Then he notes “I am glad that I will always be rich now. I want to live with a black woman. I
will call her my black sister. I hated those pale faces in Europe with their fishlike frigidness,
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their want of brotherly and sisterly feeling” (17). Wealth increases Frits’s ability to do what he
wants, although Frits also seems to have done as he pleased in Europe too. Although Frits may
have slept with white women in Europe not only because they were more readily available but
because it was more socially acceptable on the continent, in Curaçao with his inheritance secure,
black women more readily available, and the practice of taking a black mistress more
permissible in the Caribbean, Frits can pursue his desire for a more permanent liaison with a
black woman.
His arrival on the island lends clarity to Frits’s purpose, and we begin to see that there is
something slightly different about the racial politics in the novella, even in Frits’s cliché colonial
white male desire. After his arrival to the island Frits declares to himself more decisively, “All I
want is my black sister. No more empty chatter. Just black, and tender” (20). Frits’s desires, at
this point, are antithetical to the reigning expectations of older white Antillean society. Frits’s
clarity about his desire for a black woman comes after two Antillean men who seem to be of
Frits’s father’s generation greet Frits at the dock when he returns to the island he has left. The
notary expects Frits to return with him to his house, in part, he hints so that Frits may become
reacquainted with his daughter Tonia who has “become quite a big girl in these fourteen years”
(19). Frits, Debrot’s text underscores, will not adhere to society’s expectations. Instead, Frits
declines, saying “That is very kind of you, counselor. I hope you won’t mind if I don’t accept
your offer. I would prefer to see everything with my own eyes, do everything myself” (19).
Frits’s expression of refusal indicates no desire to consolidate his fortune with that of the “blanke
creool,” the old plantocracy, but rather a desire to see for himself (Arbino 75). Thus, Frits
rejects the older Antilleans’ viewpoint. The historical moment Debrot depicts is quite different
from the moment that Chopin depicts. It is not a time for consolidation of white power, but of
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something new. The elite white male status of Debrot’s protagonist further emphasizes this
difference as Frits clearly has more options than does Thérèse, who lacks some of the power and
status that Frits has.
One aspect of the something new is nationhood for Curaçao; but this nation’s ideals will
diverge significantly from the conservative bonds that mend the wounds between whites in the
post-Civil War US. Through Frits’s meeting with his former friend Karel, Debrot signals
Curaçao’s readiness for this momentous step. Though Frits demonstrates his (and no doubt
others’) weariness of older Antilleans’ ideals with his expressed wish to see for himself, Frits
himself is rejected by a representative of the younger generation of Antilleans. Karel, who
works as a police district chief, is illustrative of potential state power and ideology which differs
from that of the Netherlands. The police might be the closest thing to an ideological state
apparatus that Curaçao can claim in the 1930s since Antilleans have no political power at this
time.147 Karel’s position is certainly representative of new power in the New World. As Frits
mentions, nodding towards a violent colonial history in the hemisphere, “district chief is
something like the American sheriff, right?” As soon as Frits enters Karel’s house, Karel, is
already in the midst of the process of rejecting Frits’s overtures to renew their friendship, not
wanting to hear about Frits’s time in Europe and urging his old friend to “Sit down,” but then in
the same paragraph signaling much less hospitality, telling Frits: “I’d prefer it if you downed
your rum and coconut water and then grabbed your hat and left again” (25). The object of
Karel’s hostility is obviously what he takes to be Frits’s continental status and the status and
financial well-being that allows Frits the freedom to inhabit where he pleases. Karel references
Europe again and again, offering Frits the rum and coconut water and noting the refreshment is
“not to be sneezed at even by a European” but then commenting, “that must be quite a little life
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over there in Europe. But to experience yourself, not to have someone else chatter about” (25).
Karel, the stand in for the proto-state wants nothing to do with Europe as well as anyone or
anything related to it.
Karel’s representative status and realm as a new “American” version of the Netherlands
located elsewhere is stressed by the associations Frits make between Karel’s house, “the sole
mansion of the village,” and the Netherlands, designating the house as both an old and new
entity, a product of the Netherlands and the Caribbean location (24). Debrot describes Frits
entering and considering Karel’s house:
Following the voice, Ruprecht walked through the house. His steps sounded
hollow through the emptiness of the rooms, which, as happens more often in the
tropics, were more re-upholstered than furnished. Oddly enough, this house
differed little otherwise from any house where one might ring the bell in The
Hague. Probably a caprice of the government builder who could not drive his
fatherland from his thoughts.
Frits recognizes that something new has been created or “re-upholstered” here in Curaçao.
Curaçao is a blended cultural space. Although the “nation” house is reminiscent of the
“fatherland”—Debrot referencing the country’s political center in “The Hague” (the political
capital of the Netherlands where the royal family lives and politics are conducted)—the space is
also a product of the tropics and significantly is symbolically “empty,” a place ready to write a
new national history. As readers know, though Karel does not, Frits has also shown a disdain for
Europe and European values since arriving on the island. Though not yet amalgamated and
organized, younger Antilleans clearly desire something new—political autonomy.
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The overwhelming phenomenon that younger Antilleans clamoring for a state will have
to contend with is the entrenchment of plantation culture. As Wim Rutgers indicates “in general
the ‘plantation-economy’ is considered as the foremost uniting factor of Caribbean society. The
plantation as a miniature state formed the nucleus of the social relationships in which European
capital and involuntary Negro toil were each other antipodes” (19). Perhaps, for hundreds of
years, white Antillean plantation society already felt like a kings (on) of their own “miniature
(e)state[s],” but this individual-focused life (perhaps a remnant of which we see with Karel and
Frits wanting the same things separately) must end to create a state. In essence, Antillean society
will have to confront the continuing effect of the plantation pull.
To do so, white Antillean society will have to face the effects of hundreds of years of
inequities between blacks and whites and come to terms with the power whites have held to erase
and silence the voices of blacks. Frits reminiscences are illustrative of the importance of the
black community, and yet the white community’s power over it. As Frits, thinking of childhood
games he had played on the island, remembers Maria and contrasts her with a disdainful white
female cousin of his “a feeling of gratitude rose in the heart of Frits Ruprecht for his little black
girlfriend who had defended him against the young cousin, and she for her part had found all the
games of Karel truly boring and gave her favor to even the most silly games of Frits” (33).
Maria, fourteen in this scene, is playing with the son of her grandfather’s employer. Of course
she must like Frits’s games above the other boys’—yet Maria’s actions seem to bespeak true
kindness as she not only likes his games best, but she defends him to the cruel cousin. The
recognition of the kindness years later suggests a willingness to see the black community for its
positive qualities. Frit’s gratitude and emphasis on the specialness of one black teenage girl
contrasts with several images Debrot gives us of black women disappearing in the novella. In
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one such depiction, Frits, heading to his childhood plantation home, drives his Ford truck
through a group of black women. Debrot describes “the dust that the car whipped up removed
them from view. In the mirror, where he tried to catch a last glimpse of the women, he saw
nothing but the rose-yellow dust that dissolved slowly like smoke after a shot” (24). The image
is a violent representation in which the women disappear “like . . . after a shot.” The rear-view
mirror no doubt signifying the past suggests there is nothing left of these women. Hilda van
Neck Yoder notes that mother of Maria (Frits’s black sister) is a non-existent entity too. As van
Neck Yoder writes, “colonial power needs the black woman’s body . . . but depends on her
absence, her silence,” (“Third Listener” 46). Frits demonstrates a fledgling readiness to
recognize the black woman, to see her.
Debrot calls for an “investigation” into the silence. This is the key to Debrot’s allusion to
the Shakespearean tragedy which scholars have neglected. At its heart, Othello by Shakespeare
is a tragedy in which a black man fails to correctly read or “see” the signs. It is a play about
ocular proof in which Desdemona cannot explain how Cassio came to have the scarf Othello
gave to her, a fact and image which Iago creates and distorts for his villainous purpose of ruining
Othello. Debrot, however, revises the genre of Othello in order to suggest a revision of the
societal treatment of blacks and a revision of the outcome of the play—all of which have
implications for a national becoming on the island of Curaçao. Frits announces to his friend that
he would like a black woman. Although the reader is aware of Frits’s desire to live with a black
woman already, this is the first time Frits declares his intention to another character. Karel
importantly says to Frits that “No one will prevent you from having a black woman in this
country. For all I care, three black women. I only have two, myself. But shouting about it the
way you do shows that it goes deeper. Speaking of deep . . .” (ellipses in original, 26). At least
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two things are important about the passage. One is that Karel indicates there is something more
to Frits’ desire, the first time the reader has an inkling that there may be more than meets the eye
to Frits’s refrain of wanting a black woman. The second thing about this passage is that Karel
cuts himself off from speaking to tell Frits that he is reading Othello. Frits is more than surprised
as his “face went blank with amazement” (26). But Karel does not tell Frits it is really Wallace’s
Othello he is reading, “a detective story . . . in which a Chinese who had studied at Oxford and
possessed many wiles tries to abduct a British girl” (27).
Converting Shakespeare’s play into Wallace’s demonstrates a desire for a new ending for
an old story. The Shakespeare play begins with Brabantio (Desdemona’s father)—partially at
the behest of Iago and his fellows—charging Shakespeare’s tragic hero with kidnapping his
daughter (I.iii.60). Othello tells the sympathetic duke that Brabantio invited him over to his
house often where rather than forging a plot to kidnap the young woman, Othello wooed
Desdemona with tales of his bravery (I.iii.128-170) and the good duke responds “I think this tale
would win my daughter too” (I.iii.171). In Wallace’s Othello a Chinese man tries to abduct a
white woman, and in Shakespeare’s Othello Venetians accuse a black man of kidnapping a white
woman. Both versions contain attempted or alleged ethnic male violence against white women.
But this fictional violence obfuscates the reality of centuries of white male violence against
ethnic women. In changing Othello from a tragedy to a detective story, Debrot indicates that
Shakespeare’s Othello can be re-written. Rather than assume Desdemona’s guilt, Othello could
have investigated Iago’s motivation for deceit, or Desdemona’s true feelings. As Ania Loomba
writes “Othello is a victim of racial beliefs precisely because he becomes an agent of misogynist
ones” (91). In other words, Desdemona is also an Other in the plot, and had Shakespeare’s
Othello investigated the Other’s feelings and desires, rather than tacitly, passively accepting the
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white European male’s iterations or version of truth, the villain Iago might have been caught, and
the marriage between Othello and his bride might have flourished, much like a mixed race nation
is hoped to flourish in Curaçao. Davis and Gates suggest that slave narratives’ closest popular
genre kin is detective fiction “since the plots of all the slave narratives turn upon the resolution
of a mystery, already resolved in fact by the first-person ‘detective narrator’” (xv). If slave
narratives akin to detective fiction make up the “curious origins of a[n] [African American]
literary tradition,” then it is not unimaginable that a detective-like turn in race relations on a
small island might somewhat similarly lead to the foundation of a free mixed race nation, and an
Afro- Curaçaoan political tradition (Gates x).
In addition, linking Debrot’s novella to the play Othello emphasizes Curaçao’s imperial
ties. Shakespeare scholar Ania Loomba, for example, has suggested that Othello is as tied to a
Moorish heritage as he is to a Turkish one. As Loomba points out, Othello compares himself to
a “turbaned Turk” near the end of the play and Shakespeare utilized Richard Knolles’s General
History of the Turks (1603) in writing his tragedy (92, 94). According to Loomba “Early modern
accounts of the East, and especially Turkey, were obsessed with its supposed sensuality, as well
as by its imperial might” (93). It is the imperial ties, I argue, that Debrot also strives to point out
in My Black Sister. Rather than emphasizing Curaçao’s might, Debrot seems to emphasize its
victimization at the hands of major globalized empires. Debrot paints an island blighted by
economic imperialism in the twentieth century. Travelling closer and closer to his family’s
plantation, Frits stops at a gas station to collect gas for the coach house. At the gas station Frits
sees a “yellow Shell pump.” He makes mental notes to himself of the wares of the gas station:
“Goodyear tires were hanging there, Dunlop tires, and the little Michelin man, as everywhere in
the world. And auto parts: spark plugs, headlights, carburetors” (22). In Debrot, imperial might
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is significant as well. Here the imperial might is shared among Shell (owned by the
Netherlands), Goodyear (owned by the U.S.), Dunlop (in 1935 a British company now owned by
Goodyear), and Michelin (a French company). The countries represented, excluding the
Netherlands, are the soon-to-be Allied Powers of World War II. The Nazi occupation of the
Netherlands began in May of 1940. Curaçao would play a large, but relatively unknown role in
World War II, and World War II would be key to beginning the island’s self-rule.

The End of Two Plantations
Thus, oddly enough, with the allusion to allied powers and those countries’ imperial ties
to Curaçao, Debrot demonstrates Curaçao’s desire for and forecasts the eventual achievement of
autonomy. But Debrot could not know that this autonomy would come; he could merely call for
autonomy using a plantation-like metaphor. Debrot implies, it would seem, that Curaçao itself
was this ramshackle gas station, yet with global amenities, available for a price. As Surwillo
suggests of nineteenth-century Cuba, “the nation-state of modern Spain was literally nourished
by its slave economy” (3). The gas station metaphor suggests much the same about the small
countries in the Caribbean and their filling the coffers of large industrialized nations with profits
and fuel. Because of refineries on Aruba and Curaçao, between the World Wars “the islands
even contributed to the Dutch treasury” (Oostindie and Klinkers 60). I suggested in chapter one
that the nineteenth-century island of Cuba becomes a plantation of extracted profits for numerous
corporations, individuals, and nations. Likewise, Debrot insinuates that his native twentiethcentury island of Curaçao plays a similar plantation-like role, mined for goods.
But World War II began to draw Curaçao’s plantation status to a close. According to
Hoefte, World War II brought important political changes to Curaçao. Hoefte notes “political
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self-awareness increased appreciably, because communication with the Dutch government was
restricted, while the promise of autonomy encouraged the formation of political associations”
(174). During World War II the Dutch Queen Wilhelmina and her ministers took refuge in
England while the Nazis occupied Dutch soil. At this time the first colonial priority was not the
Dutch Antilles. According to Oostindie and Klinkers, instead, “Indonesia remained the
government’s primary ‘colonial’ concern, even after its capitulation to Japan, on 9 March 1942.
West Indian affairs occupied very little of the Ministry of Colonial Affairs’ time” (65). As might
be expected, the Netherlands’ cabinet held much less power during its exile in Britain. But it
was Roosevelt’s (and Churchill’s) political pressure of the Atlantic Charter which “equated the
Allied battle against Nazi-Germany with a war against any form of oppression” that helped the
Netherlands decide to make a non-binding declaration via radio speech on December 6, 1942
(Oostindie and Klinkers 66-67). Queen Wilhelmina declared that after the war there would be
“‘full partnership’ and ‘internal autonomy’ for overseas territories” (qtd. in Oostindie and
Klinkers 67). Antillean oil from Aruba and Curaçao supplied “in 1941, 80 to 85 per cent of the
aviation fuel used by the Allied forces” (Hoefte 174).148 Thus, note Oostindie and Klinkers, “the
Caribbean territories were instrumental in Allied warfare and hence contributed directly to the
liberation of the Netherlands” (68). Thus, the combination of Allied pressure of the Atlantic
charter, the Nazi occupation of the Netherlands, and the Netherlands ministry’s preoccupation
with its territories in Europe and Indonesia accompanied by a de facto self-rule in Curaçao,
began to bring about something new in the Dutch Antilles.
Finally, there is hope too for the subaltern represented by Maria. One important part of
any “reconsideration” of My Black Sister is genre, for Debrot rewrites the traditional reunion
romance in order to show the future of the nation and its subaltern struggles, not just the nation’s
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patriarchal, white supremacist-dominated early-twentieth-century present. My Black Sister
subverts the romance reunion genre by ending not with the marriage typical of the genre, but
with the tie of blood between Frits and Maria. The sibling bond that Debrot idealizes in the
novella epitomizes his attempt to combat the politics of what Handley terms “oblivion,” in which
New World violence or historical trauma is systematically ignored or forgotten (25-26).
Debrot’s My Black Sister, in fact, combats oblivion in opposite ways from other postcolonial
works. While some authors and works overtly call the reader’s attention to the violent history of
slavery in Plantation America, such as continued second-class citizenship and forced sex, Debrot
chooses to leave much unsaid except what is hinted at through the evidence of miscegenation
and violence in the novella’s final pages. Handley quotes Lyotard on historical loss, saying that
“literature ‘does not say the unsayable, but says that it cannot say it.’ For that reason, literature,
if it is worthy of the task of addressing the problem of oblivion, refuses monumentalization or
the seduction of a permanent recuperation of the past, because it mourns what it cannot say every
time it tries to say it” (27). My Black Sister is such a text which mourns a violent colonial
(plantation) past by evoking it, yet rejects the hubris of fully articulating the speech and thought
of colonized peoples that in fact, is lost forever and can never be known, especially considering
the total decimation of the Caribbean island portion of the Arawak people, the Amerindians
believed to be the first settlers of Curaçao.149
Debrot critic Joe Delap emphasizes that Maria’s silence generally is part of a larger
“tendency of Caribbean novels to suppress the feminine voice, as noted in feminist literary
critique” by scholars such as Ellen Rooney, Isabel Allende, and Claudette Williams (68) and
thus, specifically in Debrot’s novella, Maria can only play the role of “the object of Frits’ desire”
(69). I believe Debrot’s text, in fact, counters this notion. What is said in the novella, indicates
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how words, can in fact obscure meaning, rather than elucidating it. Throughout the novella,
Maria speaks little, Wancho, her grandfather, still less. Alternately, however, we are privy to
Frits’s every thought as well as the attempt by Frits, the offspring of the colonizer, to voice the
words of Wancho, the old, blind caretaker. When Wancho interrupts Maria and Frits’s embrace
to make the siblings’ relationship plain, Frits incorrectly assumes that Wancho is attempting to
catch the plantation master off-guard in order to get “a goat for the party of aunt Carolina. Or a
rabbit for the party of aunt Esmeralda” (42). Instead of suggesting that Frits speaks for Maria or
Wancho, Debrot leaves us with no doubt that Frits is inherently incapable of knowing the
thoughts or words of “The Other.” Furthermore, as van Neck Yoder suggests “the final scene of
My Black Sister breaks the narrator’s monopoly on the truth” (“Third Listener” 44). This is the
historical reality Debrot wants to evoke. There is a possible nation state, not just a narratological
ending which not only “does not end with Frits’s successful reintegration into the colonial
hierarchy, into the position his father bequeathed to him,” but refuses this patterned historically
communal pitfall (“Third Listener” 47).
Handley’s idea of “oblivion” further helps us understand the obvious gap in the narrative
of Maria’s speech, and silence’s power. As Handley details, “to speak of oblivion, of course, is a
risky business. . . . to speak of oblivion might overstate the power of European colonization of
the New World to control or obliterate contestatory cultural and political memories” (28).
Maria’s silence in the face of Frits’ speech and inner monologue becomes a meaningful wedge
which inserts the many instances of colonial oppression faced by indigenous peoples and
Africans in the New World. Her silence also brings attention to her powerlessness, and
alternately to the fact that her voice may be central to a new partnership between black and white
in the new post-colonial era. Wancho, Maria’s grandfather, is the link between the past and the
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future. Here, the black man, by knocking and interrupting what might have lead to a sexual
encounter between Maria and Frits, is able to act in order to thwart further tragedy. Although
Maria seems powerless and passive, her grandfather’s action indicates how far black-white
relations in Curaçao culture has changed in Frits’s lifetime and how they may change in the
coming years. In 1962, twenty-eight years after the publication of My Black Sister Debrot
became “the first native born Governor of the Netherlands Antilles, a post he held until 1970”
and “after the post-colonial revolt of May 30, 1969, in Curaçao, Debrot “opened the first
dialogue with black leaders” (Rojer and Aimone 5-6). Thus, while it is possible that Frits may
need to first ask Maria to speak, Debrot realizes that her voice and the things she can say both
with words and with silence are important.
In the end, Debrot’s text shows a multivalent and multi-cultural engagement that we take
for granted in the twenty-first century, but is a rare find in the early twentieth century. Debrot
speaks of the “re-upholstered” world of Curaçao, characterized by so many nationalities and
ethnicities. The author limns the changing race relations in the Americas in the early twentiethcentury, and a climate in which blacks have increasing power and increasing importance. Debrot
also depicts the (Dutch) decolonization efforts in the Caribbean that are ongoing today but which
finally ended successfully for his homeland. Curaçao gained its formal independence in 2010.
A national dialogue continues to ensue about what the national language should be: Papiamentu,
that compilation of Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, and African languages, or Dutch.
Together Chopin and Debrot help show the changing race relations in the Americas, and
a climate where blacks began to act, blacks such as Thérèse’s workers creating their own
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economy and Wancho redirecting the future by voicing the lost past. Thus words and silence
together combat oblivion by filling in and highlighting the gaps in our knowledge of oppression,
violence, and tragedy that imperial relations continuing in our own day and age continue to
effect.
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NOTES

1

Sven Beckert calls such colonial practices “war capitalism” (xv).
Translation by María Josefina Saldaña-Portillo in Indian Given: Racial Geographies across Mexico and
the United States (12).
3
My translation from google photos of the plaque.
4
I diverge, then, from scholars such as Sven Beckert who believe that there is a massive difference between
formal slave labor during colonialism and through the nineteenth century and sweatshop labor or the labor on
plantations today. Beckert suggests in Empire of Cotton: A Global History that while “early capitalism was based
as often as not on violence and bodily coercion” in the present day “modern capitalism privileges property rights”
and “rests upon the rule of law and powerful institutions backed by the state” (xvi). Yes, formal slavery as a
capitalist institution differs from today’s capitalism, but not to the extent that Beckert insists. Beckert, for me, in
this passage and generally throughout his book, neglects the reality of “free” labor during slavery and in the Third
World today that is still violent, that was always backed by states and powerful institutions and has always existed
within and without the rules of law.
5
One exception to this truncated time period and national scope is Nathalie Dessens’s Myths of the
Plantation Society: Slavery in the American South and the West Indies, an excellent historical examination of
slavery from the fifteenth century to emancipation.
6
See Mignolo vii-viii for more on how Hispanic America continues to be imperialized.
7
Arbino deals with the French, Spanish, Dutch, and English Caribbean in his dissertation “Orphans of the
Other America: Contesting Community in Twentieth-Century Caribbean Literatures.”
8
See also Ragatz’s The Fall of the Planter Class in the British Caribbean, 1763-1833.
9
William Luis is one of the few scholars who notes that Britain’s motivations to end slavery and the slave
trade in Cuba were multiple—as Luis suggests, “for economic, moral and religious reasons” (Literary Bondage 35).
10
William Luis, for example, titles his edition of Autobiografía, “Juan Francisco Manzano: Autobiografía
del esclavo poeta y otros escritos.” Luis also uses the adjective “manzaniana” in his notes to Autobiografía 71.
11
Schulman’s text remains the most popular and most readable, so I have generally used the Schulman and
at times compared with the Luis’s edited Azcárate version (see Luis in my Works Cited). Translations of the text
are Schulman’s unless otherwise noted. Constantly giving page number ranges rather than a single page is because
the Spanish version is found on the even-numbered pages of Schulman’s edition and English version is found on the
odd-numbered pages.
12
In Spanish “escalera” means ladder. The conspiracy was so called because authorities tied accused
rebels to ladders and tortured them. Historians and scholars continue to debate what actually occurred during the
Escalera Conspiracy of 1844 which the Spanish termed a slave revolt, though free blacks and whites were also
arrested (see Luis, Bondage 16-17). What is known is that because of this supposed revolt Spanish authorities
cracked down on all behaviors deemed rebellious. For Manzano’s own patron the Escalera Conspiracy meant
expulsion from Cuba (del Monte had not necessarily participated in the revolt, but Spain decided his literary salons
and support for Cuban letters were unacceptable), and to a degree, for Manzano himself, who wrote much less after
his imprisonment, it meant “silence” (Luis, Bondage 16). In her wonderful 2015 study, Rethinking Slave Rebellion
in Cuba: La Escalera and the Insurgencies of 1841-1844, Aisha K. Finch argues convincingly, using new
documents, that the revolt did exist, that it was well-coordinated among slaves on rural plantations and in urban
centers, and that participation throughout the island was high.
13
Schulman and Luis claim 1853 as the year of Manzano’s death. Mullen says Manzano died in 1854 (70).
14
José Luciano Franco (1891-1989), a Cuban historian.
15
Although Manzano escapes from the Marchioness de Prado Ameno “sometime between 1814 and 1817”
and was no longer her slave, El Molino clearly has a psychological hold on Manzano. This is despite the fact that
after living under the Marchioness’s rule he has at least one kind master and is able to serve as his own master
2
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“earn[ing] a living as carpenter and confectioner and was married twice” (Luis, Bondage 91). Several critics have
noted a psychological dimension of Manzano’s work including Luis, Mullen, and Courtad (Mullen 75).
16
This twoness of ideal and hellish are represented later in José Martí’s famous poem, “Dos patrias” which
begins “Dos patrias tengo yo: Cuba y la noche” / “Two countries do I have: Cuba and the night” (my translation).
Martí’s “night” in his poem, may in fact be a representation of Spanish colonialism. Martí also suffered “the
nightmares of forced hard labor, punishment, and illness in a Spanish prison on the island of Cuba some three
decades later,” abuse which he details in El presidio político en Cuba (“The Political Prison in Cuba”) (Schulman
15).
17
Edward Mullen suggests Manzano was “born into the double prison of slavery and Spanish colonial rule”
(65).
18
Sylvia Molloy makes the interesting observation that Manzano’s opening is very typical of the time
period, but not the genre and that it would be easy to mistake the protagonist just from reading the first sentence. As
she suggests, “this casual anecdotal beginning, not unlike the opening of so many nineteenth-century novels . . . is
not, as might appear, the beginning of a novel told by a third-person narrator of which the Marquesa is the principal
character; it is, instead, the beginning of the autobiography of Manzano” (36). See also Ruiz’s study about
Manzano’s “invisibility.”
19
Schulman changes the subject of the sentence from first person singular in the Spanish (46) to the
Marchioness in the English (47), and I’ve translated the sentence myself into English using the third person singular
for which Juan is the subject so that my own grammatical construction in this sentence makes sense.
20
Francisco Calcagno (1829-1903) was a literary historian belonging to Cuba’s planter class. His poetry
anthology Poetas de color went through four editions in from 1868-1887 (Mullen 8). Calcagno devotes the majority
of his anthology to two colonial poets: the mulatto Plácido, Gabriel de la Concepción Valdés (1809-1844), and
Manzano. Antonio Medina (1824-1885) and Vicente Silvera (1841-1924) are, according to Mullen “lesser-known”
poets which makes Calcagno’s preservation of their poems “of considerable importance” (8).
21
Calcagno’s sympathy with blacks may be more politically oriented, however, and is likely less literal
than Luis makes it out to be. Martí’s first published work, Abdala, a dramatic poem published in 1869 utilizes a
metaphoric black protagonist meant to signify the importance of the mulatto and black population in creating a free
Cuban nation (Leal 69).
22
Obviously, in Spanish one can avoid the nominative pronoun more easily while still making clear the
first-person subject with the correlative verb tenses the Latin-based language provides, but as the Schulman
bilingual text makes evident, the “I” makes a very delayed appearance in both.
23
Houston Baker Jr. argues in Turning South Again that Washington is actually part of the plantation
system, and among Douglass, Jacobs, and Washington, Washington remains closest to the plantation and the South
with the establishment of his Tuskegee Institute, but Washington’s personal journey is still away from the physical
and socio-economic limits of the plantation and slavery itself.
24
My translation.
25
Here, I purposefully use the masculine possessive pronoun because there was a greater chance a slave on
a Cuban plantation or ingenio in the first part of the nineteenth century would be male. Through the 1820s in Cuba
“many of the newer estates in the Western zone experimented with creating a distorted labor force by buying
predominantly younger males. The result was that the largest and newest ingenious of the period had less than 15
percent of their labor force made up of female slaves . . . in the belief that this would lead to greater output per
worker” (Klein and Vinson 90-91). Although Klein and Vinson note that “by the 1830s . . . the sex ratios in sugar
estates became more balanced” (91), this would still mean a disproportionately male work force through the 1830s.
26
Courtad attributes some of Manzano’s continual trouble to both willful and subconscious subordination
on the part of the slave, and he makes a compelling argument that at times young Juan really should have known
better.
27
As in the U.S. there were maroon communities in Cuba, but these communities potentially presented
only a temporary and incomplete freedom for slaves.
28
López Segrera explains how Cuba’s exploitation was enacted doubly by international powers and Spain
itself:
Cuba was ready to be exploited, not by the mercantilist policies of commercial capital but by the
free trade policies of industrial powers like England and the United States, nations that protected
their own industries with tariff barriers. In addition, Cuba was subject to the mercantile and
manufacturing interests of Spain in its trading relations and to the interests of the Spanish Crown
and its taxes. (78)
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29

Surwillo notes that the treaty was seen by Spaniards as something “Great Britain had coerced Spain into
signing” (3), rather than a valid document. Surwillo also notes that “abolition of the trade in 1817 was but a
strategic step in the Spanish monarchy’s much larger struggle for control over the Atlantic world” (5).
30
While such a moment might seem to anticipate later US slave narratives, literacy does not seem to
inculcate or strengthen in Manzano a will to escape. Instead, writing like his white master and a page later sewing
alongside a white seamstress elevate Manzano’s worth in his own eyes and in the eyes of others—as the
Marchioness eventually requests him back when she hears of the medical care he has given and the medical notes
written for a doctor (106-07). Thus, this moment of literacy, highlights a moment in which Manzano further
becomes part of the system, not a tool to help him separate himself from it as in the later US slave narratives.
31
As Mtubani’s article “African Slaves and English Law” makes clear, slavery in Britain itself (not in its
empire) was a complicated and contentious affair for several centuries given Britain’s liberal conception of itself yet
its dependence on the slave trade and slavery in its colonies. However, the issue was not fully resolved until 1807’s
laws abolishing the slave trade. And given that Prince arrived in Britain in 1828, her freedom once she arrived to
London was clear and certain.
32
The phrase is an homage to Decolonising the Mind (1986) by influential post-colonial Kenyan theorist
Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o.
33
Salih suggests that History was both propaganda and protest. See “The History as Propaganda” (xxvxxviii) and “The History as Protest” (xxx-xxxii). Protest is certainly something Prince does throughout her active
resistance against her masters, but I think, however, that we should recognize Mary Prince’s subjectivity with
silence and recognize at times the places where history is lost to us. Not recognizing the limits of our scholarly
knowledge risks putting words in the mouth of an already-marginalized person.
34
Pringle, who was definitely involved, and who probably did make some editorial changes, was busy with
several other projects. He had returned from eight years in South Africa in October 1826. He published articles on
the South African slave trade in 1826 and 1827 in London. In 1827 he became secretary of the Anti-Slavery
Society. He published African Sketches, “a book of verse and prose” in 1834, and the autobiographical Narrative of
a Residence in South Africa in 1835 (Salih xxiv). Thomas Pringle died suddenly in 1834.
35
The law was passed by Britain’s courts in 1833. It went into effect in 1834 with a four year
apprenticeship period in most of the West Indies. Two places that did not have an apprenticeship period are Antigua
and Bermuda. As this latter fact is something Prince scholarship has not recognized it certainly makes a better case
that Prince dropping out of the public records (of England) may have made her way back to her husband in Antigua
or her family in Bermuda.
36
Wrecking meant searching for shipwrecks and pilfering goods from abandoned ships (Burns 30). The
Bermudans were skilled in this enterprise because of their navigational knowledge due to frequent trips to the Turks
Islands (Burns 30).
37
See Kriz’s discussion of Belisario’s Sketches of Character in Slavery, Sugar, and the Culture of
Refinement 117-55.
38
The original performance date is in question. It was either 1877 or 1878. Edgar Quiles suggests La
cuarterona was first performed 1877 with la Compañía Robreño in the Teatro Moratín in San Juan (4) as does
Solange García-Moll (67). However, Willis Knapp Jones recounts the premier as taking place in 1878 (364) as do
Cristina Bravo Rozas (29) and Stephen Silverstein (119). Bravo and Silverstein are the only ones to supply an
actual date of the premier, August 17, 1878, without either documenting their source. Camilla Stevens is the only
scholar who notes the discrepancy and explains that she believes it is probably 1878 because Teatro Moratín wasn’t
“inaugurated until 1878” and the Compañía Robreño “had dissolved in 1877” (note #16). My own google search is
inconclusive though I found a reference to Compañía Robreño and the success of their play Flor de Mantua that
year in a 1906 Cuba y América magazine (15), and the pamphlet published by Puerto Rico’s own Departamento de
Arte y Cultura suggests the small Teatro Moratín was founded in 1825, but the theater certainly could have moved
or been renovated during this period (though that would have been strange [unless there was a hurricane in the late
1870s] because it would have meant that San Juan’s two theatres were being renovated simultaneously as the
municipal theatre was renovated 1877-79 (Departamento de Arte y Cultura 12). Bravo and Silverstein’s specific
date is compelling. They may have benefited in their research from a world wide web in 2014 and 2015 respectively
that had far more resources than it did in 2007 when Stevens investigated the date mystery.
39
Robreño’s family’s company would stage Tapia’s Vasco Núñez de Balboa in 1872 and according to
Quiles, Tapia’s re-written play, La cuarterona, in 1877 (see note #1 above).
40
Mambí theater is a revolutionary activist theater with simple sets and costumes and anti-slavery, antiracist content (see Versényi 101-02).
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41

My analysis of The Octoroon focuses on the play’s performance and its significance in the US on the eve
of the Civil War. For an excellent reading of the different cultural significance of The Octoroon performed in the
US and Britain see Daphne A. Brooks’s Bodies in Dissent: Spectacular Performances of Race and Freedom, 18501910 pgs. 29-48.
42
A specific date for this public reading by Tapia is not known. Camilla Stevens narrows it down further
than any other scholar to “a winter’s night in 1867” sometime before theatre critic Eugenio María de Hostos, who
attended the reading, reviewed the work in Las Antillas, Revista Hispanoamericana on May 10, 1867 (231).
43
Our own twenty-first US society strikes me as in the midst of such a moment as half the country watches
CNN and the other half watches Fox News and as the citizens of the US believe different facts and therefore our
fictionalized conceptions of our national community is deeply varied.
44
Some schools in Spanish America were, in fact, places where rebellion fomented. José Martí, the great
Cuban thinker, is believed to be greatly influenced by his secondary school teacher, Rafael María de Mendive. The
reason for Martí’s exile from Cuba in 1870 was that the Spanish authorities found letters between Martí and his
teacher deemed to have revolutionary content.
45
Translation by Donald Jay Grout and Claude V. Palisca (634).
46
According to Donald Jay Grout and Claude V. Palisca in A History of Western Music “Verdi’s name
became a patriotic symbol and rallying cry: ‘Viva Verdi!’ to Italian patriots stood for ‘Viva Vittorio Emanuele Re
d’Italia!’—Long live Victor Emanel, king of Italy” (634, emphasis in original).
47
In Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, Paris is Juliet’s parent-chosen betrothed. He ends up dying in the
tomb by Romeo’s hand (along with Romeo and Juliet) in the final act of the play. That Tapia revises the play as a
male choice, as Carlos’s choice rather than Julia’s, as in the original Early Modern work, emphasizes the patriarchal
order of the Spanish Caribbean as well as Julia’s triply-marginalized status as woman, black, and slave as noted by
Rosita E. Villagómez who underscores the importance of remembering Julia’s “race, class, and gender as
constructed in the 19th century” (74).
48
Boucicault’s interest in the details of his plays clearly extended to the musical ones. While writing The
Colleen Bawn, one of the playwright’s other major successes, Boucicault wrote Laura Keene “I also send a book of
Irish melodies, with those marked I desire Baker to score for the orchestra” (qtd. in Fawkes 114). Thus, Zoe singing
to introduce herself in The Octoroon is no accident.
49
Agnes Robertson also played Zoe in the 1861 London production of The Octoroon.
50
See Daphne A. Brooks’s two readings of the play, the first the significance of the American race
melodrama, and the second reading, her interpretation of the significance of race melodrama in Britain.
51
Erlich, the scientist studying how closely related spouses were throughout history suggests that through
the mid-nineteenth century “‘Many people may have married their first cousin. . . .’” While the practice of cousin
marriage continues to be legal in many states today, it became less permissible by society’s standards in the mid1860s. Cummins writes that “whatever the underlying cause, by the end of the Civil War, many states moved to
outlaw cousin marriages. Today, 24 states ban marriage between first cousins, while 20 states allow it.”
52
Stevens believes it possible that Tapia had some familiarity with American racial melodrama including
Dion Boucicault’s The Octoroon, but she also suggests this is unlikely taking into consideration that his memoirs
and lectures indicate that he only read European authors. Stevens calls for scholarship that connects Tapia’s work
with the North American anti-slavery literature.
53
Julia is not a slave, though her exact status is unclear. It was not uncommon, however, for house slaves
in the Spanish Caribbean to be granted their freedom. Julia’s favored status, is very much in keeping with Juan
Francisco Manzano’s description of his mother, María del Pilar Manzano, whose mistress, “tenía también aquella
señora por costumbre, después del esmero con que criaba a estas sus sirvientas, darles la libertad en donación y de
equiparlas del todo como si fuesen hijas propias” (“after the care she had taken in raising her servants, the mistress
was accustomed to awarding them freedom, providing for them as if they were her own daughters” 45). Both Julia
and María are described by Tapia and Manzano respectively by the word “esmero” ‘refinement.’ The Countess
relates to her loyal servant, “Julia, nacida tú en esta casa, has sido tratada siempre con cariño y educada con el
esmero de una señorita” (“Julia, you were born in this house, and you have always been treated with care and
educated with the refinement of a young lady” 68).
54
“stowaway; vagrant, tramp.” Translation by Langenscheidt. The Real Academia Española SpanishSpanish dictionary suggests that the word means “Persona que se embarca clandestinamente” ‘a person that embarks
[on a boat] clandestinely’ but has negative connotations of “‘vagabundo,’ ladrón,’ y este der. de polir ‘pulir,’
‘robar.’”
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55

I use terms such as proto-nation and scare quotes with “nation” to denote and emphasize Puerto Rico’s
status that as yet lacks the designation of autonomous nation, but continues to be a US Territory. Cruz-Malavé uses
the term “colonial ‘nation’” to denote the Puerto Rico’s ambivalent status (140).
56
I use terms in the original Spanish such as “criollo” rather than creole and “mulata” for mulatta in order
to highlight that these groups have a particular geo-cultural reference point which is fundamentally different from a
US-centric approach to them.
57
Unless otherwise noted, translations are mine.
58
For a further discussion of Tapia and feminization see Silvia Alvarez Curbelo’s “El olor de la azucena: la
feminización en la escritura de Alejandro Tapia” (“The Smell of Sugar: Feminization in the Writing of Alejandro
Tapia”).
59
Ivan Schulman translates the word “condición” as “station” in Autobiografía.
60
As noted by several critics including Villagómez and Silverstein, Julia is a servant, not a slave. Her exact
status is shadowy, however, not specified in the dramatis personae, nor anywhere else in the play. It is only at
nearly the very end of the play, when Julia expresses horror that her mother was a slave, making it seem very
unlikely that she herself is a slave: “¿No es verded que era esclava? ¡Qué horror!” (“Is it true that she was a slave?
What a horror!” 139). It is clear that she was bought by the Countess from Don Críspulo, Julia’s father, as an infant,
but her status in the present is unclear. This lack of clarity by Tapia comes despite the fact that “in nineteenthcentury Cuba there were at least nine different categories of free colored people, and three types of slaves”
(Silverstein 130). In my view, this is not an oversight by Tapia, but a more clear indication that the play, which
would be scrutinized by Spanish censors, is allegorical. Julia, again, as I have said is an everywoman.
61
I follow in the footsteps of fellow Latinx nineteenth-century scholar, Kirsten Silva Gruesz, and her
approach in her seminal work, Ambassadors of Culture: The Transamerican Origins of Latino Writing (2002), in not
always translating from the Spanish but, trying “to push Anglophone readers into grappling seriously with Spanish
as an essential literary language of the United States” (xvi). Here, however, I translate to emphasize the difference
of the English connotation of the charged, antiquated US meaning of the word “negro,” from the simple Spanish
meaning of “negro” as “black.”
62
Puerto Rican author Rosario Ferré (1938-2016) in her Sweet Diamond Dust (1988), gives sugar
plantations playfully self-conscious names such as “Diamond Dust” and “Snow White” in a family generational saga
that spans the late nineteenth just before US control of the island and moves well into the twentieth century.
63
Camilla Stevens and other Tapia scholars also wonder about the role of censors in Tapia’s writing of La
cuarterona. Stevens quotes historian Emilio Pasterell who says concerning one passage in the Tapia’s seminal
work, “the censor requested that . . . the word ‘coloniales’ be substituted by ‘sociales’ (quoted in Stevens 239).
64
This is my own interpretation of Romeo and Juliet and Hamlet. One of the central problems in Hamlet is
the problem of “adulting,” or forming oneself as a unique intact whole, separate from parental and/or state unities
that become increasingly more spectral and are found to be increasingly fraught governing entities as the drama
unfolds.
65
Puerto Rico, I would assert, then, does not fit Anderson’s theoretical model which suggests that the rise
of the nation in the nineteenth century depended in part on the “primacy of capitalism” (37). It is the corrupt classist
and racist capitalism evident in Tapia’s La Cuarterona that thwarts nationhood in Puerto Rico in the nineteenth
century.
66
Willis Knapp suggests the Philharmonic Society was founded in 1846.
67
Scholars debate the exact year he moved to Cuba, with some claiming 1857 and others 1862. Unless the
dates of the letter I have quoted are incorrect, Tapia was residing in Cuba in some capacity (whether as permanent
resident or not) in 1857.
68
The definite reason the play was not performed and only read in Madrid in 1867 is not known. Also
unknown is why the play was not performed in Puerto Rico until 1877. Stevens surmises that “censorship may
explain why La cuarterona did not receive the full staging in Madrid . . . and why it was not performed in Puerto
Rico until after slavery was abolished, a full decade after Tapia wrote the play” (239).
69
Only Brazil abolished slavery later in 1888.
70
Martí was exiled to Spain a year after the publication of his one-act play (Leal 70).
71
Here, for example, I am thinking of Anderson’s case of José Rizal, the Filipino poet who penned his
famous ode to nation, “Último Adiós,” without hatred towards the Spanish empire, as he waited his own execution
“at the hands of Spanish imperialism” (Anderson 142).
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72

This reflects the similar generational conflict in Romeo and Juliet in which Romeo and Juliet marry for
love, but Juliet’s parents characterize marriage to the spouse of the parents’ choice (Paris) as a daughterly duty
(I.iii.63-99, III.v.107-203)
73
According to a 2002 publication by the Departamento de Arte y Cultura, however, until 1958,
scenography in Puerto Rican theatre was not elaborate and “consisted of simple ornaments such as paintings,
mirrors, lights and hangings” (30)
74
Also see Silverstein’s The Merchant of Havana: The Jew in the Cuban Abolitionist Archive (2016).
75
I am referring here, to postplantation arrangements like share-cropping in the US, and a quasi-feudal
system in Puerto Rico that Puerto Rican author Rosario Ferré denounces in her late twentieth-century fiction such as
Maldito Amor (1986) / Sweet Diamond Dust (1988).
76
See Moreno Fraginals 17-19 for more on these groups.
77
Tapia in 1867 and 1869 as he was writing and re-writing, could not see far enough in the crystal ball to
predict that Puerto Rico would be forced through the result of the Spanish American war to become part of the US.
78
Because this is such a famous passage, I quote from the King James Bible rather than translating into
English myself.
79
According to Amy Roberts, in her CNN article “Puerto Rican Statehood,” a commonwealth differs from
a territory in that “commonwealths have their own constitutions.”
80
All translations are Bernard Koloski’s, the editor of the Penguin edition of the novel.
81
Lewis Leary’s appears to be the first to use this phrasing, titling his 1968 essay on At Fault “Kate
Chopin’s Other Novel,” an essay which harshly (and I would argue wrongly) critiques Chopin’s novel for a number
of faults. More recent critics such as Donna Campbell, who find more merit in At Fault, have also referenced
Leary’s phrasing. Thus the title of Donna Campbell’s 2008 essay is “At Fault: A Reappraisal of Chopin’s Other
Novel” (emphasis added).
82
Michele Birnbaum argues in “‘Alien Hands’: Kate Chopin and the Colonization of Race” that The
Awakening is regressive in terms of race; Edna’s freedom is only possible with her black servants such as the
quadroon who acts as nursemaid to Edna’s children and who only exist in the novel’s shadows.
83
Taking from “first wave” Chopin critics the idea that “female authors [such as Chopin] throughout the
nineteenth-century were commonly engaged in narrative subterfuge” (Shaker 2), my analysis will also work to
determine how moments in Chopin’s fiction that have been deemed as white supremacist thought by “second wave
feminists,” coheres with moments which are clearly subversive. I thus hope to incorporate, but go beyond both
“first wave” Chopin scholars of the 1970s and 1980s such as Emily Toth who brought recognition to Chopin’s
“liberal sexual politics” but were ambivalent or defensive when it came to pinpointing Chopin’s views on race, and
“second wave” Chopin scholars of the late 1980s and 1990s such as Sandra Gunning who too reductively (in my
opinion) characterize Chopin as a staunch white supremacist (See Shaker 2-5).
84
Castillo views Chopin’s work optimistically because of her variegated depictions of human relationships
in the late nineteenth-century South. For Castillo, “Chopin’s fiction strains against the straitjacket of absurd racial
classifications that existed in fin-de-siècle Louisiana. Rather than portraying a society made up of racial and ethnic
groups existing side by side in airtight compartments, she dared and defied prevailing norms in order to evoke a
place and time characterized by conflicts and convergences, by intricate negotiations and shifts of power and
disempowerment: a dazzling, kinetic kaleidoscope of human beings” (71).
85
At Fault scholarship contains analyses of just two black characters in the novel: Marie Louise and Joçint,
while mentioning Joçint’s father Morico in passing. However, the novel features a host of other black characters
with various roles which should also be part of a critical investigation of the novel’s racial politics.
86
Segregationists, for example, would see John F. Kennedy’s deployment of troops to ensure integration at
The University of Mississippi in 1962, as another example of the North and its policies continuing to rule the South.
87
David Russell recognizes Chopin’s engagement with national policies (20-22), but fails to see her
condemnation of these policies.
88
George Handley is actually explaining the benefits of Jean Bernabé, Patrick Chamoiseau, and Raphael
Confiant’s definition of “creoleness” (“créolité”) from the Martinician Créolité manifesto “In Praise of Creoleness”
which Handley applauds, yet has reservations about. See Handley 44-45.
89
The many characters with diverse backgrounds may have led, in part, to the criticism leveled at the novel
by several reviewers and critics who complain about the novel having too many plots. One of the most famous (and
witty) objections in this vein is The Nation’s October 1, 1891 review of At Fault which mocks:
There is the lady who drinks and the gentleman who gets a divorce from her, the widow who loves
and is beloved by him, but who persuades him to remarry his divorced partner and bring her to the
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Louisiana plantation, where she (the widow) may have a fostering care of the two and help them
do their duty to each other. There is also the young lady of many arrangements, the negro who
commits arson, the young gentleman who shoots him, the Colonel who shoots the young
gentleman, the St. Louis lady who goes to matinées and runs off with the matinée-going
gentleman. (qtd. In Toth 192)
It is true that At Fault has a sizeable cast, but no larger than several other fin-de-siècle and turn-of-the-century
novels that come to mind such as James’s Portrait of a Lady (1880-81), Wharton’s House of Mirth (1905), and even
Francis E.W. Harper’s Iola Leroy (1892), published just two years after At Fault, with a setting much like Chopin’s,
continually wandering between North/West and South.
90
I follow a number of New Southern Studies scholars including Riche Richardson, Leigh Anne Duck,
Jennifer Greeson, Harilaos Stecopoulos, and Melanie Benson (among others) who utilize Julia Kristeva’s term
“abject” in referring to the US South. I would also like to extend the usage of the term “abject” beyond the US South
to include the US West (following Brinkmeyer and Slotkin), and beyond the geographical to include the female,
black, and Indian (following Stecopoulos and Norton). As Stecopoulos observes, Anne Norton argues that from the
antebellum period the South was “represented as an ‘alternative America’ variously coded as female, black, and
Indian” (3).
91
Calling the winners in US history “American heroes,” or as Richard Slotkin catalogues them, “the
rogues, adventurers, and land-boomers; the Indian fighters, traders, missionaries, explorers, and hunters who killed
and were killed until they had mastered the wilderness” (Regeneration 4) is implicitly imperialist because the term
pretends to understand what Canadian, Mexican, Central American, Caribbean, Hawaiian, and South American (not
to mention Native American) cultural mythologies also terms a “hero,” as these peoples and geographies, too, make
up what is collectively referred to as “America.” (Thus, ensues our scholarly predilection to avoid the usage of
“American” and substitute it with “US.”)
92
As Leslie Fielder suggests, the frontier hero of the Western contends
with the confrontation in the wilderness of a transplanted WASP and a radically alien other, an
Indian—leading either to a metamorphosis of the WASP into something neither White nor Red
(sometimes by adoption, sometimes by sheer emulation, but never by actual miscegenation), or
else to the annihilation of the Indian (sometimes by castration-conversion or penning off into a
ghetto, sometimes by sheer murder). (24)
93
For a late-eighteenth-century look at the abject South in the literary marketplace see Jennifer Greeson’s
Our South section on “Owning the South in the Literary Magazines” (70-80).
94
As Censer implies (and as I will discuss more further on), the stereotypical ending of the reunion
romance used by popular authors in the genre, including Page and De Forest, whose “depictions of northern military
supremacy” (67), was supporting (knowingly or not) an imperialist (Northern) project. This imperialist project as
Stecopoulos and others have noted quickly moved beyond the borders of the US, so that “as the twentieth century
began, northerners revealed a new respect for the South as an equal and willing partner in imperialist expansion”
(Silber 11).
However, as Nina Silber suggests, a regional power differential was inherent in the reunion romance: “This
image of marriage between northern men and southern women stood at the foundation of the late-nineteenth-century
culture of conciliation and became a symbol which defined and justified the northern view of the power relations in
the reunified nation” (7), and “The specific pairing of a Yankee husband with a southern wife offered the northern
man a symbolic vehicle for reasserting authority. . . . Northerners enshrined the image of their victory in this
metaphor, using it to reflect the political and economic leverage they hoped to exercise over Dixie” (10). Indeed, as
Silber insinuates, the metaphor of reconciliation was part of northern imperialist propaganda (ironically) in which
Southerners participated. As Silber expresses, in The Romance of Reunion, her “goal, in part, has been to
understand the crucial historical transformation in which, as some have said, ‘the North won the war, but the South
won the peace’” (3).
95
Censer suggests that Page was “the most famous southern author of romantic reunion” (66).
96
Chopin’s biographer Emily Toth writes that “Now at midlife, [after sending At Fault out for publication]
Kate was impatient for literary recognition. After Belford’s rejected At Fault she decided to have it printed at her
own expense. . . . One thousand copies, with pale green covers, were ready on September 27, 1890, and within a
week, Kate had sent them out” to various distributors, libraries, editors (including William Dean Howells),
magazines, and periodicals (189). Earlier in her biography, Toth also makes clear that the success Chopin was
seeking was financial as well as critical (175).
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One, of course, wonders why Belford’s Monthly rejected the novel. Was the novel too political? Not
political enough? Was it the quality of the writing that Belford’s felt lacked something or were there simply other
genres or writing which Belford’s felt would better capture its readers’ attention?
97
Both Russell and Gunning note the novel is a reunion romance (Gunning 67, Russell 8), but do not
examine the genre’s historical conventions or note how the novel breaks those conventions. Alternately, none of the
scholars of reunion romances of which I am aware ever mention At Fault as one of the works in that genre.
98
Work on reunion romances has been done by Nina Silber in The Romance of Reunion: Northerners and
the South, 1865-1890 (1993) (despite the Northern title, Silber does contrast major southern authors’ reunion novels
with the Northern ones she analyzes more specifically, but Chopin’s novel is not mentioned), and Joyce Appleby in
“Reconciliation and the Northern Novelist, 1865-1880” (1964). Appleby’s study not only puts Chopin’s novel
outside the region of consideration, but also the time period of consideration, the late date of Chopin’s novel being
another possible reason that At Fault has never been considered by scholars of reunion romances.
99
Censer maintains that “At least seven southern female authors wrote postwar novels featuring a NorthSouth romance” (68) and lists in a footnote, the four she does not consider specifically in her analysis as “Constance
Cary Harrison, Nannie Whitmell Tunstall, Amélie Rives, and British-born Frances Hodgson Burnett” (90). Perhaps
she leaves At Fault out of her analysis and list for the reason that Gunning and Russell have overlooked it, that At
Fault is a novel which pairs a geographically ambiguous Western/Northern man in David Hosmer with the
Southern-born (of French descent) Thérèse Lafirme. Yet the novel certainly bears mention despite the obvious
subversions of genre by Chopin.
100
On the novel’s use of sentimentality Bernard Koloski notes in his 2002 introduction to At Fault that
“Chopin . . . grasped the dangers of the sentimental genre and mocks its excesses in At Fault” yet he contrarily
marks the fact that “Chopin was attracted to some techniques and themes of sentimental fiction” (xii). Koloski also
notes that “the sentimental genre was . . . a place . . . where [Chopin] might compete for attention more successfully
than she could in the male-dominated realistic field” (xii). Donna Campbell, however, asserts that “Chopin strives
for the middle ground between . . . Anglo-American and Continental realist practices” (31). Thus, Chopin clearly
uses both genres consciously.
101
According to Jane Censer, southern women authors writing reunion romances also demand more in their
heroines’ mates as their novels typically “promise a husband who will be diligent, intelligent, wealthy, and sexually
alluring yet faithful” (78). These novels, Censer explains, are “Cinderella stories, with a ‘happily ever after ending’
for the deserving heroine” (81).
102
Only Pamela Menke specifically terms David a westerner (92). Gunning, perhaps, is aware of David’s
regional self-classification since she does not claim David is a northerner, but rightly says he is from St. Louis.
Russell, however, is incorrect when he suggests without qualifications that At Fault contains “a Northern man and a
Southern woman” who “meet, fall in love, and after overcoming some obstacles, marry, metaphorically reuniting the
country” (8).
103
Helen Taylor, for example groups three of the writers I mention together in her Gender, Race, and
Region in the Writings of Grace King, Ruth McEnery Stuart, and Kate Chopin (1989). Ironically, given Chopin’s
additional or alternate western identity, Taylor emphasizes the importance of placing “a writer and text as accurately
as possible in his/her place, time, and ideological context” (205).
104
By “western” here, I mean the geographical designation of belonging to or being from the West, but I
hope to later prove in this section that the genre affiliation also applies to Chopin and At Fault.
105
Chopin’s and At Fault’s regional designation in reviews appears highly subjective. In general, southern
reviewers note Chopin’s and At Fault’s southern connections and St. Louis reviewers note western connections in
the same manner, but one enterprising St. Louis review notes both “South and West” connections. The only national
review of Chopin’s first novel in The Nation (Toth 193) does not note a regional affiliation. (See Toth 192; Petry
38)
106
I follow Pamela Menke’s lead in referring to David Hosmer as “David” in this essay although the text of
At Fault refers to him as Hosmer. In using a last name for her male protagonist and a first name for her female
protagonist, Chopin no doubt follows convention, but as not all white males in Chopin’s texts are referred to by their
last names (Grégoire, for example goes by a first name in At Fault), Chopin may also be seeking to call her readers’
attention to the power that David Hosmer holds as a white male. In reversing Chopin’s pattern, I seek to reverse a
gendered power disparity rather than replicating it.
107
Slowly, we can begin to see how Chopin critiques David and “the North as West, a manifestation of the
forces of rapacious expansion” (Brinkmeyer 5). Alternately, Thérèse and Chopin’s narrator are sorry to lose the
woods. See also note #32.
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Chopin, here, is hinting with David as resource seeker to denounce the mythology of “virgin land.” As
Slotkin reminds us, “Behind the mystique of the ‘virgin’ land lay the principle of the ‘resource Frontier’: the
economic doctrine which holds that the Frontier is the discovery and conquest of new lodes of valuable resources—
precious metals, industrial ores, supplies of cheap labor, ‘virgin’ markets” (Fatal Environment 531).
108
Thus, perhaps, he is a Northerner after all, but Chopin never tells us if he or his family originated from
the Northern U.S., instead, there are only a handful of references by Melicent and David classifying themselves as
from the West or recounting adventures there (8, 32, 44).
109
As Richard Etulain describes “the Western features a courageous hero, often a cowboy or at least a man
on horseback, who combats evil by opposing villainous characters or institutions and who establishes (or
reestablishes) order, frequently through violent, redeeming acts” (26).
110
With the horseback scenes, Chopin may also be alluding to another oft-found character in reunion
romances, the cavalier, whom Albion Tourgée explains in “The South as a Field for Fiction,” is “glorified by
disaster” (412). Predictably, perhaps, then, if David is Chopin’s evocation of the gallant Southern horseman, David
loses the impromptu race that he and Thérèse engage in, only catching the plantation mistress when she stops to
allow her horse to drink water (26). Thus, Chopin reverses the outcome of the Civil War, allowing the southerner to
win, and the “northerner” to lose, and also subverting the cavalier stereotype, by having the western David, with
strong ties to “northern industrial capital” (Castillo 63), simply shrug off defeat, rather than wallowing in it.
111
It’s worth noting that Place-du-Bois’s name means “a wooded area,” a description that would be less
and less fitting as the novel and the work at the mill continue (Koloski 171).
112
Slotkin further explains:
Behind the mystique of the Indian war lay a concept of social relations that insisted on the racial
basis of class difference, and insisted that in a society so divided, strife was unavoidable until the
more savage race was wholly exterminated or subjugated. This was a doctrine applied first of all
to social relations in industry and the new cities of postwar America; and it could also apply to the
governance of nonwhite populations beyond the seas, when an imperial America went in search of
those new lands and virgin markets. (531)
113
Campbell also notes Joçint’s multiple identities as black, Native American, and working-class (39) and
finds the scene a key to seeing the novel’s nebulous racial politics (37-38).
114
While I do not mean to conflate or confuse the specific histories of the US’s many minority groups in
the late nineteenth century, I believe that the generic plot line that Thérèse inhabits (along with her black alterego
Marie Louise) is Chopin’s general critique in the novel: that those newly in power (whomever they may be) all too
often act exactly like the white male imperialists in power before them, continuing policies of violence and
imperialism.
115
Chopin doesn’t say whether all of the cypress trees being made into lumber at David’s mill come from
Place-du-Bois, but she is clearly critical of the “Cypresse Funerall” taking place (10), the effect of which Koloski
further clarifies in the notes by divulging that “the Louisiana bald cypress was hundreds of years old, and few trees
were replaced after being cut in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (171-72, note #1).
Menke seems to surmise that much (or all) of the timber comes from the Lafirme plantation as she upbraids
Thérèse for allowing the “destruction of her own land” (94).
116
There seems to be some debate about when exactly At Fault is set. Donald Ringe asserts that the novel
begins in 1881, “the year the Texas and Pacific Railroad was built in Natchitoches parish” (160). Leary suggests the
following year, 1882, as the year when “the action of At Fault begins” and “when the Texas and Pacific Railroad
thrust its way through the plantation, driving resident Chopins some miles westward to a new home in the
comparative quiet of Derry, Louisiana” (61).
Alternately, Maureen Anderson claims, without specific evidence, that the novel is set a few years earlier
than Ringe’s time period, “during Reconstruction” (3). Chopin’s biographers, Per Seyersted and Emily Toth, are
silent about when the railroad was built in Natchitoches Parish, but Seyersted notes “The Chopin plantation, now cut
in two by the new railway, was run by Lamy, Oscar [Chopin’s] brother” (44). A google search into the matter
yielded inconclusive results. Ringe’s and Leary’s specific evidence seems more persuasive, for, as Anderson notes,
Chopin lived in Natchitoches parish until 1884 and At Fault has many biographical resonances (1).
117
“In 1898 . . . the women of Louisiana did win a partial vote when delegates wrote a provision giving all
tax-paying women the right to vote on questions of taxation” (“Woman Suffrage,” The Encyclopedia of Louisiana)
118
There is no way of knowing if Kate Chopin was aware of the debate in Mississippi in 1890, the year At
Fault was published. Toth notes that the year Chopin debuted in St. Louis, 1869, suffragists were active in
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petitioning local government for voting rights (89). And, in her discussion of St. Louis in the 1890s Toth mentions
that “most St. Louis New Women supported suffrage” (183).
Chopin also had a close association with one of the proponents of Louisianan women’s limited right to
vote. She was friends with Mrs. Camilla Lachs Breazeale, the “district chair for the Woman Suffrage party of
Louisiana” and editor-proprietor of the newspaper, the Natchitoches Enterprise (Toth 323). Breazeale had in fact
entertained Chopin in 1898, the year the limited voting rights for women were granted in Louisiana. Kate’s sisterin-law Marie (Oscar’s sister) was also Camilla’s sister-in-law, as Marie was married to Camilla’s husband’s younger
brother.
119
See also Gold and Hobbs’ Educating the New Southern Woman: Speech, Writing, and Race at the
Public Women’s Colleges, 1884-1945 and Goldin’s “The Work and Wages of Single Women, 1870-1920.”
120
Duplan, appropriately, means “‘one who dwelt on a Plateau’ as distinct from the Anglo-Saxon ‘Hamm’
which refers to one living on ‘Low Lying meadows’” (surnamedb.com/Surname/Duplan). Mr. Duplan clearly sees
himself as not only “above” the female species but totally dominant over them.
121
One example of Thérèse’s control over David that is, according to Anderson, “the most explicit” is
“when she insists that David is a coward for divorcing his wife and should repair the relationship immediately,”
which he, of course, does (9).
122
Menke, too, makes a pun on Thérèse’s last name, although Menke oppositely argues that Thérèse is
“true to her last name” (92).
123
My reading, thus, differs from Anderson’s portrayal of Thérèse as firmly in control of everyone and
everything on her plantation (9).
124
Donna Campbell perceptively notes the female characters’ distinct body types as determiners of their
mobility. Melicent’s “thinness” represents “ceaseless motion . . . on one end of the scale whose point of balance is
Thérèse” while “the other end is occupied by Thérèse’s former nurse Marie Louise, who is ‘so enormously fat that
she moved about with evident difficulty’” (35-36). However, Campbell’s analysis leads her to suggest that a
character’s body size implies “measuring the character’s grounding in reality: the more substantial the character’s
body, the better she understands real life” (35), a claim somewhat undercut by the impractical location of Marie
Louise’s cottage next to the river and her ardent refusal to leave it.
125
My own critical lens suggests that staying put and refusing to marry has been a long-time female
strategy for maintaining power. If we think back to the classic example of Olivia in Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night for
example, who continually spurns Duke Orsino’s offers of marriage and remains in an exaggerated state of mourning
for her brother and father for seven years, we see that she rules her domain because of the lack of male power in her
own domicile. Once she leaves the guise of her home, the single life, choices will be made for her, not by her.
126
Chopin critics often refer to Louisiana’s Napoleonic Code in which “all of a wife’s ‘accumulations’ after
marriage were the property of her husband.” The law “in the late nineteenth century . . . was still the basis of state
law governing the marriage contract” (Culley 120).
In fact, dealing with Louisiana’s Napoleonic Code factored into Chopin’s own life according to Suzanne
Disheroon Green and David J. Caudle, who note that: “settling [her husband’s] estate required [Chopin] to regain the
legal custody of her children” which was:
a complicated economic and legal task because of the influence of the Napoleonic Code on
Louisiana state laws. Upon Oscar’s death, the legal guardianship of the six Chopin children
automatically devolved to his closest relative, his brother, Lamy Chopin. Kate Chopin was forced
to petition the court, in a complicated and time-consuming ordeal, to gain full custody of her
children, despite her brother-in-law’s lack of opposition. When she was finally granted custody,
Lamy Chopin was named ‘Under Tutor,’ which implied that her competence in the eyes of the law
was still questionable. (xxii)
127
As McClintock says of the flâneur, “walking bespoke leisure and male class power,” implying that
greater mobility belongs to classes and individuals with greater power (Leather 81).
128
Several critics note that it is supposedly the plantation later owned by Oscar Chopin (Kate Chopin’s
husband) that Harriet Beecher Stowe represents in her attention-getting novel.
129
Green and Caudle among other critics note “Chopin’s familiarity with philosophical works, especially
German Romanticism of Friedrich Schopenhauer and Friedrich Nietzsche” (xxi, sic), but Chopin critics and
biographers are silent about whether Chopin specifically read Nietzsche’s Genealogy.
130
Although late twentieth and early twenty-first-century critics tend to think of Chopin as aligned with
these binary supremacist policies, it is also possible that Chopin was merely depicting post-Reconstruction society
as it all too often was. As one nineteenth-century reviewer expresses “The author of ‘At Fault’ does not believe in
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making people over, sadly in need though they may be of a regenerating process. Indeed, her matter of fact way of
taking things and people as they are is sometimes exasperating to a reader who has got into the habit of dreaming of
things as he would like to have them” (St. Louis Post Dispatch, 1890, qtd. in Petry 38-39).
131
Koloski makes a good point of comparison when he reasons that “Edna Pontellier in The Awakening
sees her community as static, undergoing little change that she is aware of. . . . Thérèse Lafirme, however, knows it
is not her perception of life that is being altered but life itself. Her society is dynamic” (xiv).
132
This is, of course, ironic given Handley’s point that “the Union’s attempt to integrate the New South
after the Civil War fortified on an international scale the very plantation structures the North had decried, structures
it had depended on for its economic growth” (20). Stecopoulos, too, sees irony in “a failed Reconstruction” and
“decision to abandon the onerous task of building democracy in the [South]” that corresponded with and led to “the
United States’ tendency over the twentieth century to impose its compromised, if not hollow, promises of freedom
and modernization on a host of subaltern peoples” (3).
133
Noel Polk notes in his annotations to Faulkner’s Sound and the Fury that “jimson weed” is the
colloquial name for “Jamestown weed, a common throne-apple, a large, rank-smelling, poisonous weed common
around barns” (12-13). If Rufe Jimson represents western democracy and frontier spirit, his entire being is
threatening and therefore “poisonous” to Thérèse’s control.
In The Sound and the Fury Benjy cries when he doesn’t have his jimson weed, perhaps showing his
connection to the land that no longer belongs to his family. Thérèse is far less connected to her land whose trees she
is ready to dispose of, yet Thérèse and Benjy as white southerners with a family name both stand to be dispossessed
of their elite status as members of the white planter class in the South because of the changing social landscape.
134
As Melicent has earlier likened Thérèse to royalty (which I have discussed), the narrator’s description
also makes clear that although Thérèse occupies a high position, hers is a considerably lower one than an actual
monarch’s, which reminds the reader that a system of democracy places Rufe Jimson (or any of his ilk) on an equal
footing with Thérèse. Any dream Thérèse or the later Agrarians may have for linking the South with European
feudalism is, if not gone, soon to be.
135
Despite the fact that the census counted Texas as a southern state until 1930 (and a western state
afterwards), as Neil Foley suggests, even “as the cotton culture of the South advanced westward, Texas retained the
image of a state more western than southern.” Foley also describes that western is the image that Texans desire for
themselves: “Tourists flock to San Antonio more than any other Texas city because it alone captures the image that
Texans most like to project of themselves—defenders of the Alamo, victors in the war against Mexico, pioneers of
the western wilderness, manly cowboys and rich cattle barons” (2, my emphasis). Thus, Texans, like Rufe Jimson,
and his home state of Texas are overdetermined entities with both southern and western qualities, yet, both are more
western than southern according to historians and the imaginative mythology of the U.S.
Furthermore, if, as I am claiming, Chopin’s text is a critique of the post-slavery conditions that mirrored the
brutal practice itself, Texas is a good choice for a nemesis to the clear-cut southern hierarchy of whites and blacks.
According to Foley, because of the ethnic addition of Mexicans in Texas, “the quintessentially southern image of
blacks and poor whites on sharecropper farms was yielding to a hybrid southwestern culture in which Mexicans
transgressed the racialized boundaries between farm worker, sharecropper, and share tenant and forged new
identities in the racially charged borderlands between whiteness and blackness” (5).
136
McClintock terms the masses of people threatening the upper classes “the crowd,” explaining that it had
become, “in the last decades of the nineteenth century, . . . a recurring fetish for ruling-class fears of social unrest
and underclass militancy. Lurking in the resplendent metropolis, the crowd embodied a ‘savage’ and dangerous
underclass waiting to spring upon the propertied classes (118-19). Thérèse, as previously noted, faces threats from
various underclasses.
137
If the novel is set in 1881 or 1882 (see note #23) when Thérèse is 30 years old (5), then “Thérèse’s nurse
and attendant from infancy” (88), Marie Louise, may have been a slave in the early years of performing this role
and/or other roles.
138
Joçint is the “unruly subject” who resists first Thérèse Lafirme’s and then David Hosmer’s “rule,”
eventually burning down the mill David has built upon Thérèse’s land. Just before burning the mill, Joçint
effectively lynches his faithful dog so that the pet will not give him away. However, despite his efforts at secrecy,
Grégoire happens upon Joçint and immediately shoots him dead. Grégoire himself is later killed in a fight begun
when Grégoire is called “Frenchy.”
139
Oppression of Indians, or what Lawlor terms the “openly genocidal actions conducted [against Native
Americans] by the United States military throughout the nineteenth century,” was, of course, also occurring in the
post-Civil War United States (48). More specifically, in the same year Chopin’s novel was published, 1890, Lawlor
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notes that the “Massacre at Wounded Knee effectively broke the back of Indian resistance to the extension of U.S.
authority in the West” and “is probably the most densely remembered incident in what many consider the centurieslong holocaust directed against indigenous people in North America” (48).
Additionally, Lawlor notes that “Left out of the long run of natural history, the Indians must either revise
themselves to meet the culture of the dominant society or be marginalized to the point of extinction” (49). By
“lynching” his dog Joçint only replicates the oppressive structures of “the dominant society.”
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Other white southern women novelists like Sherwood Bonner have noted the inequalities present for
blacks in the post-Reconstruction South. Bonner, for example, gives her primary black character the unmistakable
name of “Civil Rights Bill” and summarily kills him off by the novel’s end to show the unfortunate outcome of
blacks’ Civil Rights in the South in the nineteenth century.
Chopin is unique here because she limns a very limited agency for blacks in the nineteenth century, while
for Sherwood Bonner, for example, blacks cannot help themselves (or even survive yellow fever), but can only be
helped by the kindly former abolitionists of the North represented by Bonner’s male hero, Roger Ellis.
141
My translation.
142
Postma notes earlier that “slave markets were held regularly” in cities such as Venice, Seville, Lisbon,
and Antwerp (3).
143
Wilson suggests Amsterdam’s “liberalism and tolerance were empirical . . . Amsterdam was full of
strangers. By 1622 it was reckoned that a third of its total population—now over 100,000—consisted of immigrants
from the southern Netherlands and their first generation descendants. Their beliefs and customs were as varied as
their merchandise and currencies” (26).
144
Very little exists about Debrot in English. My research in English has yielded no results about Debrot’s
interest in Shakespeare except for Hilda van Neck-Yoder’s work that I cite later in the in-text paragraph and scholars
such as Blakely who reference van Neck-Yoder’s claims about Shakespeare in De Vervolgden (Blakely 180).
Furthermore, searching “Debrot and Shakespeare” in the “Libraries Worldwide Database” yielded “No results” on
November 5, 2017. Scanning all of the bibliographies by authors I cite in the Debrot section of this project
(including and often especially the articles in Dutch), also yields no results.
145
Hilda van Neck-Yoder’s translation. Rojer and Aimone translate Der vervolgden as “The Pursued” (6).
All translations from the Dutch are NOT my own.
146
See Amanda Bailey’s “Shylock and The Slaves: Owing and Owning in The Merchant of Venice” and
Elaine Robinson’s chapter on The Merchant of Venice in her book Shakespeare Attacks Bigotry: A Close Reading of
Six Plays.
147
The structure of government in Curaçao at this time consists of a governor from the Netherlands chosen
by the Netherlands.
148
It is curious that Hoefte only includes a statistic for 1941. Does this suggest that oil came from
elsewhere in 1942 and afterwards or that those statistics are not available? I do not know. Oostindie and Klinkers
are much less specific than Hoefte, saying only that “Curaçao and Aruba produced an important part of the fuel
needed by the Allies” (68).
149
In 1515 the Spanish forcibly removed the entire population of Arawaks from Curaçao and took them to
Hispaniola (“Curacao”). Ian Strachan, writing of the Arawaks on the Bahamas who disappeared from 1500 to 1520
in the same fashion, also going to Hispaniola, records that the indigenous population from other islands and
originally on Hispaniola “would eventually be exterminated on the plantations and in the silver mines. . . . By 1550
only five hundred Taino [Arawaks] remained at Hispaniola, where there were an estimated three hundred thousand
at the time of the Spaniards’ arrival” (27-28).
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